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Abstract 
Industrial, high volume, high stakes language testing has recently emerged, which annually assesses 

the language proficiency of tens of millions of people, worldwide.  Important decisions are made 

using test results, so the tests and the scoring procedures should be theoretically sound.  This study 

explores an aspect of Messick’s validity matrix which explicitly identifies the potential for validity 

threat where there are hidden social and cultural assumptions in the test construct.  This facet of 

validity research and theorisation has been largely ignored by the language testing field. 

The problem of implicit assumptions in test constructs is approached through a theoretical 

framework which combines Bernstein’s model of the structuring of pedagogic discourse and the 

results of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) informed text analysis.  The framework allows 

connections between semantic and lexicogrammatical analysis of test responses and the social and 

cultural assumptions of the institution which evaluates that discourse.  Analysis using SFL was 

pursued on the basis that the orientation to language which underpins the test construct under 

investigation, the International English Language Testing System (IELTS) General Training Version 

Written Module Task One (GTVWMT#1) is ill equipped to address questions of social and cultural 

assumptions implicit in texts, tasks, and test constructs.  

The IELTS GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria performance dimension Task Achievement, and its constituent 

elements ‘tone’ and ‘the requirements of the task’ were the particular focus of the study. The 

embodiment relationship between a test’s construct and the scoring criteria used to inform 

evaluation of test texts is an assumption of the study. 

Responses (n=54) to a single IELTS GTVWMT#1 prompt were collected from a diverse potential 

candidate population.  The prompt demanded a friendly letter which communicated three main 

messages.  The responses were double marked by trained IELTS raters.  Quantitative analyses 

informed targeted qualitative analyses, including text analysis to identify similarities between groups 

of texts with respect to semantic constituency, realisation of critical semantic text elements, and 

Tenor. 

The study found that there are implicit expectations in the test construct related to social and 

cultural values and assumptions. 

These come from; 

1. The particular task used in the study.  There is potentially limited access to the domains of 

language use specified in this task.  

2. The situational context of testing which has an impact on need for explicitness, on order of 

information, and on inclusion of detail. 

3. Community expectations of thank you letters, particularly as they are entwined with notions 

of gracious behaviour.  

The major limitation of the study is the small sample size.  Major recommendations include further 

work on the development of a model of text in social context to support language assessment, and 

consideration of the semantic constituency and potential for the impact of socially originating 

semantic variation in realisation of texts in high stakes language tests.  
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Preface 

I once had a research meeting with an informant which changed my life.  I was working on a project 

investigating candidate preparation for the International English Language Testing System (IELTS, an 

English language test) and my informant came to see me in a state of anger and confusion. She had 

been trying to get a high enough score in the IELTS General Training test to support her application 

for Permanent Residency in Australia.  She needed a score of 7 overall, with no individual score below 

7 (there are four scores reported: reading, writing, speaking and listening) but she was having 

trouble with the writing paper.  She had attempted the test many times but could not score higher 

than 6.5 in the written section, even though she was a graduate of an Australian university and had 

been living and studying in Australia for more than five years.  We talked about her writing and I 

asked to see a sample of it for the first task, a letter writing task.  When I looked at her practice text 

alongside the scoring criteria I thought that she might be having problems with the scoring criteria 

section Task Achievement.  Task Achievement includes the descriptors ‘with the tone consistent and 

appropriate’ (level 7), ‘there may be inconsistencies in tone’ (level 6), and ‘the tone may be variable 

and at sometimes inappropriate’ (level 5).  The practice letter she showed me involved asking a 

landlord for assistance.  Reading her text gave me the impression that she was angry and 

demanding.  I was unsure but I felt that her response was probably not written with the level of 

courtesy and politeness that might be considered appropriate to the situation by whoever would be 

marking the test.  We talked for a few minutes about how she could change her writing to make it 

sound more polite and she left. 

She emailed me a few weeks later saying that her writing score had improved on her latest attempt 

at IELTS.   

When I reported the incident to my project co-author, I recalled that throughout my association with 

the informant whenever we talked about writing she always focussed on the presence or lack of 

grammatical errors in her writing and then how her response answered the question.  In time I 

realised that her understanding of test performance specifically and language use broadly may have 

been cast only in those terms. 

Since that meeting I have thought quite a bit about what ‘tone’ might mean in the context of the 

IELTS Writing Task 1.  I’ve also thought about scoring criteria for assessing writing and how   

language use and test performance is represented within them. 
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Chapter 1     Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 Language tests assume great importance when the results from these tests are used to make high 

stakes decisions.  This is the case for the International English Language Testing System (IELTS) in 

Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand, where results from the test affect 

immigration decisions (Merrifield 2012).  The number of candidates in high stakes language tests has 

risen dramatically in recent decades.  This has led to the emergence of industrial, high volume, high 

stakes language testing.  

IELTS had candidature of around 25,000 in 1991 (Davies 2008) and over 2 million in 2012 (IELTS 

2016).  The American Educational Testing Services (ETS) has two significant English language tests.  

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) had an estimated candidature of over half a 

million in 2007 (Zhao 2010) and has been taken by more than 30 million people (ETS 2016) since first 

administration in 1964 (Spolsky 1995).  ETS’s Test of English for International Communication 

(TOEIC) is taken by more than 5 million people each year (TOEIC User Guide  2013). The recently 

introduced Pearson Test of English Academic (PTE Academic), suggests that one of the world’s 

largest publishers sees potential for growth by joining the high stakes English language testing 

market.  Further to these international tests of English there are country specific high stakes tests of 

English, such as the Chinese CET-4, CET – 6 and CET Spoken with combined candidature of 18 million 

in 2012 (Zhang, Kunnan & Goh 2014). 

Language testing at this rate and volume is big business – in fact language testing at the 

international level is commonly referred to as an industry, as in ‘the language testing industry’ 

(Spolsky 1995).  Educational assessment in general, and language tests in particular, make money in 

geographically diverse markets for test owners; Cambridge English, a part owner of IELTS, is part of 

Cambridge Assessment.  Cambridge Assessment’s operating surplus for FY 2013/2014 was £53.9 

million, which represents 15.75% of total income from test fees and other educational and 

assessment services of £342.1 million (Cambridge Assessment 2014).  It is noted that Cambridge 

Assessment is a not-for-profit organisation, and any surplus is directed to the University of 

Cambridge in support of its educational activities.  Additional sources of test related revenue include 

online and traditionally published test preparation materials, and online and face to face preparation 

courses.  IELTS test fees vary slightly by market region but range around AUD $330 per attempt.   

In the case of IELTS, there were more than 2 million attempts at the test (both the Academic and 

General versions) in 2014.  Over the last 10 years, upwards of 5 million IELTS tests have been 
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undertaken.  Results are used to support applications for migration (general or academic version), 

entry to tertiary study (academic version), and registration with professional bodies (general or 

academic version), amongst other high stakes purposes.   

In the broader community, the assessment of writing and notions of fairness are often connected 

with concerns about rater subjectivity.  This concern is addressed in the language testing literature 

by reference to the need for strong rater training, explicit scoring criteria, and the ongoing statistical 

monitoring of the comparable harshness or leniency of raters.  These measures all relate back to the 

umbrella term ‘validity’.    

Validity theorised as fairness is closely related to the work of Samuel Messick, particularly his validity 

matrix (Messick 1989).  This thesis looks at an aspect of language test validity identified by Messick, 

termed value implications, which recognises the possibility for the model of what is being tested in a 

test to be influenced by implicit social and cultural values and assumptions (McNamara & Roever 

2006).  Messick theorised that these social and cultural values and assumptions could either be a 

result of the priorities of the approach to language which informed the model of what the test is 

assessing, or they could be a result of the social and cultural positioning of the test developers and 

the people who mark the tests.  In addition, Messick theorised that the existence of these social and 

cultural values and assumptions could threaten the validity of decisions made on the basis of test 

results.  This would be due either to construct under representation (not everything that is 

important to the raters is included in the construct) or construct bias (what is valued in the construct 

is only possible for some candidates, and that thing is not related to language ability as it is 

represented in the test).   

The notion of value implications in the context of validity discussion is a lacuna in the language 

testing research literature.  In 2003, the neglect of the notion of value implications was identified by 

McNamara (2003, p. 470).  I have not been able to identify any empirical work which has been 

explicitly acknowledged as related to Messick’s notion of value implications in the intervening years.  

An explanation for the gap may be the theoretical and methodological challenges associated with 

investigating value assumptions (Messick 1980).  Thus investigation of Messick’s value implications 

requires an innovative approach. 

The primary concern with implicit social and cultural values of a test’s model is that they are hidden.  

It is important for general notions of fairness that high stakes decisions made on the basis of test 

results are made based on an explicit understanding of what a test is measuring.  Furthermore, for 

general notions of fairness it is important that candidates are aware of what is valued in a test.  

When what is being tested is implicit, it can be very difficult to attain high scores, especially where 
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the implicit is related to acculturation.  Cambridge English, one of the IELTS test owners, has policy 

informed by the Standards for Educational and Psychological testing which states:   

“the higher the consequences of the test for the candidates, the more important it is that 

they are fully informed about the test process, the uses that will be made of results, the 

rating criteria, testing policy, and protection of confidentiality consistent with the need to 

obtain valid responses”(Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007, p. 77). 

The commendable practice of informing candidates about the rating criteria of the test is followed 

by Cambridge English for IELTS and other language tests it manages.  However, this information is 

only useful for candidates and other stakeholders if the meaning of terms used in the scoring criteria 

is shared and clear. 

1.2 Aims and Questions 

The empirical aim of this study is to investigate a graded dataset of written responses to a language 

test prompt in a way that can investigate Messick’s questions around implicit social and cultural 

values and assumptions.  The process is to examine the texts for linguistic evidence that can be 

related to the specific scoring criteria performance dimensions ‘meeting the requirements of the 

task’ and ‘consistent and appropriate tone’.  These performance dimensions come from the scoring 

criterion Task Achievement, one of the four sub scoring criteria in the public version of the IELTS 

Writing Task 1 Band Descriptors.  

The expectation of the study is that by using a theoretical lens with a focus on the expression of 

social and cultural values in language these assumptions can be brought to the surface.  

The conceptual question of the study is: 

To what extent can a sociolinguistic investigation throw light on the matter of implicit expectations 

related to social and cultural values and assumptions which may constitute a validity threat within 

the IELTS GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria? 

The particular empirical questions related to this overall question are:  

What constitutes ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ in the context of IELTS GTVWMT#1? 

What constitutes ‘consistent and appropriate tone’ in the context of IELTS GTVWMT#1? 

The IELTS General Training Version Written Module Task 1 (GTVWMT#1) is the test task of interest in 

this study.  IELTS GTVWMT#1 is significant as it is the only written task in the IELTS General and 

Academic Versions which has explicit reference to the text audience (through the inclusion of the 
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term ‘tone’) in the scoring criteria.  In addition, the written module of IELTS is significant in the 

gamut of high stakes English language tests as it is wholly evaluated by a human rater rather than by 

a computer rating programme or by a combination of human and electronic raters.  Furthermore, 

the history and development of the assessment of writing at Cambridge English provides a 

foundation for this study for investigating and thus further enriching analytical scoring criteria which 

reflect a model of language in use and in social context.    

 

1.3 Theoretical and Methodological approaches 

The empirical focus of the study is a data set of responses to a single IELTS GTVWMT#1 test task 

(n=54), written by a diverse group of participants.  The responses are double rated by senior IELTS 

examiners and then grouped according to Task Achievement scores.  Quantitative analysis of the 

scores awarded to the texts confirm the Task Achievement scoring criteria as an area of interest.   

Analyses of the groups of test scripts, using tools from Systemic Functional Linguistics, are presented 

and discussed.   

The study is designed to investigate specific scoring criteria performance dimensions.  The 

hypothesis is that these performance dimensions could potentially include implicit assumptions as 

they are not clearly defined, and information about the specifics of the performance dimensions is 

not available to test takers.  As such they exemplify Messick’s concern with social and cultural value 

assumptions in test constructs.  The text analysis of the data set brings to the surface, that is makes 

explicit, those uses of language which are valued by test raters.  Accordingly, high scoring responses 

and low scoring responses are analysed for their patterns of language choices.  The identification of 

patterns of language use offers evidence to support explicit statements about how to meet the 

scoring criteria at different levels. 

The text analysis uses the methods of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL).  SFL focuses on function, 

semantics and the role of cultural and situational context in language choice.  As an appliable 

linguistics (Matthiessen 2012) with a focus on language in context, it provides powerful analytical 

tools to investigate questions of implicit values in texts.  A theoretical bridge (Hasan 1999) between 

the results of the SFL text analysis and questions of social and cultural values and assumptions is 

provided by Bernstein’s pedagogic device (Bernstein 2003).  The pedagogic device is a set of social 

rules which explain the distribution, recontextualisation and evaluation of discourses and knowledge 

in institutions.  The combination of SFL and the pedagogic device provides a theoretically coherent 

and robust methodological framework for investigating implicit values in the assessment of writing.   
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This approach is innovative in the context of high stakes language testing, and presents a theoretical 

and methodological solution to Messick’s conundrum as to how to tackle the problem of implicit 

values and assumptions in language test constructs.   

 

1.4 Thesis structure 

This thesis spans disciplinary boundaries in addressing questions related to language assessment by 

drawing on understandings from linguistics and the sociology of education.  The literature review 

presented in Chapter 2 is thus broad reaching.  It is organised in two main sections.  The first section 

provides a context for the study by introducing high stakes language testing and IELTS in particular.  

The approach to assessing writing in IELTS is presented with detailed information about the IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria.  The notion of validity in the context of high stakes language testing is 

addressed, with reference to current positions towards establishing the validity of claims made on 

the basis of test scores. 

The literature review also introduces the theoretical framework used in the study.  The framework 

scaffolds the connections between the results of the empirical text analysis in the study and the 

discussion of those results within the frame of Bernstein’s pedagogic device. The theory of language 

which underpins the study, Halliday’s SFL (Halliday 1978) is introduced.  The interface between SFL 

and Bernstein’s pedagogic device is identified, and the potential for using the combined strength of 

SFL and the pedagogic device to address social and cultural assumptions of the test construct is 

explored. 

Chapter 3 on the methodology and method, describes the empirical data collection, including 

participant recruitment, survey design, task prompt selection, and the text collection sessions.   The 

steps involved in obtaining a research agreement between the University of Adelaide and Cambridge 

English are documented.  The quantitative and qualitative research methodologies are detailed, with 

a description of the procedures involved in the statistical analysis and the text analyses. 

The raw data, including the two sets of rater scores, scripts, and survey results, and the results of the 

quantitative and qualitative analysis are presented in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents the interpretation of the quantitative analysis with reference to the particular 

focus of the study.  The SFL text analyses are discussed within the frame of Bernstein’s pedagogic 

device, in particular with reference to the recognition rules and the realisation rules.  Further 

discussion includes reference to the participants’ comments on IELTS collected in the participant 
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details survey, relates the findings of the analysis to test preparation publications, and connects the 

results of the analysis with the scoring criteria.  The potential of viewing the analysis from the 

perspective of pragmatics based politeness theory is also discussed.   

In Chapter 6 the research questions are revisited, and responses to the questions are presented.  

The strengths and limitations of the study are considered, recommendations are drawn from the 

analysis and discussion, and possibilities for future research are proposed.  Further applications of 

the study framework are posited and the potential for generalisation from the findings is also 

considered.  

1.5 Chapter Review 

The chapter has introduced the major focus of the study, the potential for implicit social and cultural 

values and assumptions in language test constructs.  The aims and questions of the study, and the 

theoretical and methodological choices made to pursue those goals have also been presented.  The 

next chapter will elaborate on those choices and present the background to this study.   
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Chapter 2 Major Conceptual Framing of the Study  

The path to the central problem in the thesis, the possibility of inherent social and cultural 

assumptions within the IELTS GTVWMT#1 test construct, is addressed in this chapter.  The first step 

is consideration of English language testing and the industry which has risen around it.  

Contemporary understandings associated with the assessment of writing in high stakes tests using 

scoring criteria are then presented. 

The particular context of the study, the IELTS GTVWMT#1 is described, and the scoring criteria, 

including the sub categories, are looked at in detail.  The point of interest at this stage of the chapter 

is the approach to language which underpins the construct of the task.  More specifically a focus is 

placed on the assumptions inherent in this approach to language which has very limited resources 

for considering the influence of the social context on language choices in text (Bachman 1990).  Of 

interest then is how the same phenomena are viewed from an alternative understanding of 

language which explicitly models language as a social semiotic (Halliday 1978; Halliday & 

Matthiessen 2004). The orientation to language implicit within the scoring criteria is explored with 

discussion of the broader language testing literature related to validity.  In particular, Messick’s 

unitary notion of language test validity as expressed in the validity matrix (Messick 1989) is 

examined in detail.  

Two significant questions arise from this preliminary review of the literature.  These are: 

• Why has the value implications quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix been largely ignored to 

date?  

• How is it possible to address questions related to the value implications quadrant? 

In order to address the first question, the Critical Language Testing literature is considered and the 

implicit understandings about language which underpin much language testing research are made 

explicit.  Another step is to consider the potential of the inherent approach to language for 

addressing questions related to social and cultural assumptions in language test constructs. 

The operational question is addressed in the latter sections of the literature review with the 

proposal of a novel framework for locating and investigating language tests and language test texts 

in institutional and situational contexts.  This framework combines Bernstein’s social theory of the 

production of educational and institutional discourse, the pedagogic device (Bernstein 2000), and 

Halliday’s theory of language as a social semiotic (Halliday 1978), a theory of language as a tool for 

making meanings in social context.   
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It is proposed that working with systemic functional linguistics to investigate the evaluation of 

writing in high stakes language testing offers benefits in relation to the tacit expression of social and 

cultural meanings in language, expression which is largely related to the social situatedness of texts.  

When Halliday’s SFL is applied in concert with Bernstein’s social theory of education, analysis and 

discussion of social and cultural assumptions inherent in language test constructs is supported by a 

rigorous and theoretically congruent framework. 

2.1 Language testing and language theory 

In the study, a language test is considered to be some process which evaluates the ability/abilities of 

an individual in using a particular language effectively.  An important part of evaluation of ability is a 

clear understanding of what it is that is being evaluated.  Arriving at a theoretical model of language 

ability is a necessary precondition for evaluating it (Spolsky 1989), and it seems that a consensus on 

an appropriate model has yet to be reached.  On the lack of a consensus amongst applied linguists 

on the best way to evaluate language ability Spolsky (1995) states: 

“That a consensus did not emerge is, I would suspect, not evidence of the lack of 

sophistication of the field, but rather of the underlying error in assuming that language 

proficiency can be simply measured.  The paradox of the success of the English testing 

industry on either side of the Atlantic is that it has revealed the underlying theoretical 

weakness of the enterprise” (Spolsky 1995, p. 346). 

In the twenty years since Spolsky’s commentary there has been a review of the scoring criteria for 

IELTS writing, but the approach to language which underpins the test construct has remained.  In the 

larger testing community the approach to language which underpins test constructs has also 

remained unchanged (Chalhoub-Deville 2014).  Spolsky’s concern about the simple assumption of 

language assessment is mirrored in Halliday and Matthiessen’s comments on the heft, complexity, 

and richness of their grammar. 

“If the account seems complex, this is because the grammar is complex – it has to be, to do 

all the things we make it do for us.  It does no service to anyone in the long run if we pretend 

that semiosis – the making and understanding of meaning – is a simpler matter than it really 

is” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014, p. 5)  

The nexus between Spolsky and Halliday and Matthiessen’s statements draws our attention to the 

potential complexities involved in evaluating writing.  This appears to be particularly the case when 

the question of social and cultural value assumptions of language test constructs arises.    
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The theoretical model of language ability which is used in IELTS appears to have evolved over time 

with the influences of Weir’s socio-cognitive model (Weir & Shaw 2005), and Bachman’s model of 

communicative language ability (1990).  Bachman’s model is heavily influenced by Canale and 

Swain’s communicative competence (1980), which is in turn influenced by Hymes’ communicative 

competence (Hymes 1972).  None of the above satisfactorily models the influence of social context 

on language choices made in text (Halliday 1978; Hamp-Lyons 2011; McNamara 2003), and are, 

therefore, unable to offer understanding of the ways in which social and cultural values may be 

embedded in the test. 

By contrast, SFL, which is based on research into the social nature of language development and use, 

is well suited to this effort.  In fact the systemic functional model of language specifically models the 

relationship between the social context and language as its essential theorisation.  Thus the present 

study applies a paradigm to the analysis of written texts that is founded in a significantly different 

view of language than that which ostensibly supports the rating procedures and the scoring criteria 

which underpin the IELTS construct.  SFL has been adopted as it explicitly models language use in 

social context and provides analytical tools to investigate and describe the influence of context on 

language choice. In addition SFL provides a perspective which is well suited to the inspection of 

social and cultural value assumptions in the context of high stakes language assessment.   

Language tests are generally considered to either be an evaluation of knowledge about language or 

an evaluation of language use.  Tests of knowledge about language are beyond the scope of this 

thesis.  As a broad generalisation language use tests can be divided into two distinct forms.  Some 

types of language use tests are psychometrically based, meaning that they are designed to measure 

candidate’s abilities in a variety of different traits which are held to cumulatively form the basis of 

language proficiency.  These traits include elements such as vocabulary knowledge, range of 

grammatical knowledge, correctness of application of that knowledge, and even short term memory.  

These tests are delivered in multiple choice or short answer format.  Scores on different types of 

questions are reported as different abilities.  The ability scores may then be totalled to provide an 

overall proficiency level.  Other types of language tests are direct tests of language performance 

wherein candidates respond to prompts which are designed to elicit particular language 

performances.  These performances are then evaluated by either human raters or by electronic 

rating machines.  In practice, many large scale tests are hybrids of the two types of tests, using both 

multiple choice and free response tasks to collect information about candidates’ performance.  

Decisions about which type of test to use are often made on the basis of practicality, especially in 

circumstances where candidate volume is very large or where training human raters is considered 

too expensive for the purposes of the test score use.  
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2.2 High Stakes Language Testing 

Formal and informal language tests are used, and have been used for millennia, to make decisions 

about individuals’ access to resources such as where they may live, where and what they may study, 

and where and in what capacity they may work.  When language tests are used in this manner, they 

are described as gatekeeping tests (McNamara & Roever 2006).  When the decisions made on the 

basis of test scores are particularly significant, and have the potential to make significant changes to 

people’s life opportunities they are described as high stakes gatekeeping tests (Shohamy 2001).   

Using language tests to determine access to these vital resources has a long history.  Shibboleth 

tests, as described in the Old Testament of the Christian Bible (Judges 12:5-6), have been used for 

some thousands of years (McNamara 2005) to determine in group or out group status.  Shibboleth 

tests are grounded in the sociolinguistic group marker function of language; people who come from 

the same geographic areas tend to speak in very similar ways.  Shibboleth tests are a quick and 

‘dirty’ evaluation which have been used in times of conflict around the world; failing the Shibboleth 

test often results in quick death for the unfortunate ‘out group’ individuals.  A life or death outcome 

is clearly high stakes testing, the final decision around access to resources (McNamara & Roever 

2006).   

2.2.1 High Stakes English language testing in Australia 

Management of access to resources via language tests has been used in Australia since 1901.  The 

Australian Dictation Test functioned between 1901 and 1958 as a mechanism to enforce 

immigration control, in particular the White Australia Policy (McNamara 2009b).  Non-white and 

other ‘undesirable’ arrivals were forced to take the test. Migration officers dictated a passage of 50 

words to candidates (Hawthorne 1997).  The language of the passage was chosen by the migration 

officer.  As the test was a mechanism for exclusion, the language of the passage selected was a 

language that the candidate was unlikely to know (McNamara 2009b).  If the candidate did pass the 

test, there was provision for multiple administration until a test was failed (McNamara 2009b).   

In the 1990s, two further English language tests were developed in Australia for immigration control.  

The access: test (Australian Assessment of Communicative English Skills)(Brindley & Wigglesworth 

1997) and the step test (Special Test of English Proficiency)(Hawthorne 1997).  These two tests were 

used to selectively manage access to resources.  The access: test was used to regulate numbers of 

skilled migrants with non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB).  A significant consequence of the 

development of the access: test was evident in the process of decision making within the 

Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (DIEA).  The test ensured that:  
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“a potential had been built into the system to use ESL as a drawbridge within the skilled 

migration programme” (Hawthorne 1997, p. 251). 

This potential for managing the selection of migrants through manipulation of immigration points 

associated with different levels of English language proficiency has become an important part of 

immigration control in Australia.  Other countries, such as Canada, New Zealand and the United 

Kingdom (Merrifield 2012) have adopted similar points-based migration control systems with in-built 

potential for tweaking by raising or lowering points awarded on the basis of language test scores 

(Extra & Spotti 2009).  

The step test (Special Test of English Proficiency) was developed to solve a problem related to a 

group of more than 12,000 mainland Chinese students requesting refugee status in Australia 

following the Tiananmen Square uprising in June 1989 (Hawthorne 1997).  There were significant 

administrative costs involved in processing the large volume of applications for refugee status, and 

the group was considered to be a valuable group of skilled and acculturated migrants.  The step test 

was specified to be a low hurdle to legitimise the government decision to grant permanent residency 

to the student refugees. While the language proficiency expectations of the test were deliberately 

low (Hawthorne 1997), the inclusion of a language test in the application process reinforced 

sentiment towards English language testing as part of the process of immigration to Australia.  

Non-humanitarian immigration to Australia is managed through a variety of visa sub classes.  

Application for the majority of these includes evidence of skills, experience and personal 

characteristics which accrue points in an assessment of an individual’s potential value to Australia.  

This assessment is known as a points test.  High scores from an English language test are very useful 

in these points tests. For example, the minimum English language proficiency for an application for a 

skilled independent visa (sub class 189) to migrate to Australia is ‘competent’.  Evidence for 

competent English language proficiency can take the form of test scores, a passport from an English 

speaking country, or evidence of study and work in an English speaking country.  Using test scores, 

competent English language proficiency is defined as an overall IELTS score of 6, with no individual 

band score (for reading, writing, speaking or listening) below 6.  An applicant with an IELTS band 

score of 7 overall with no individual band below 7 is deemed a proficient English language user (see 

Appendix A).  Proficient users of English will attract an extra 10 points for the application.  The 

maximum number of points available for English language proficiency is 20. To receive 20 points 

applicants must achieve an IELTS test score of 8 overall, with no individual band score below 8; this 

test score is deemed evidence of ‘superior’ English language proficiency. 
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Points are also awarded variably for age, skills, education, work experience, and willingness to live 

and work outside of major centres.  For example, an applicant is awarded 20 points for a doctorate 

degree, but 15 points are awarded for a bachelor’s degree (which means that at least 3 years of 

higher degree research study only yields an extra 5 points).  There are an extra five points available 

for a partner under 50 years of age with a competent level of English.  Careful inspection of the 

points system leads to the conclusion that, after age, English language proficiency is very highly 

valued with the jump from a band score of 6 overall to 7 overall, and again from 7 overall to 8 overall 

being the most rewarded. 

There are a wide variety of visa sub classes for immigration to Australia.  The conditions of these 

visas vary and are manipulated on the basis of changes to the economic and political situation in 

Australia.  Individuals who have been granted permanent residency in Australia are not guaranteed 

permanency of residence.  This is associated with citizenship.  In order to attain citizenship in 

Australia, new arrivals face another test; the Australian citizenship test.  This test has been equated 

with the Australian Dictation Test, as an example of the use of language tests for selective migration 

control (McNamara 2009a, 2009b; McNamara & Ryan 2011).      

2.2.2 The Language Testing Industry 

In 2015, English language testing is widespread and popular; there are, for example, IELTS test 

centres in more than 130 countries.  Annual candidature of high stakes tests of English is in the tens 

of millions; this number includes tests which are considered high stakes in their context, such as the 

CET and the TOEIC.  In addition there is significant candidature for tests which are considered to be 

comparatively low stakes English language tests.  Low stakes tests are those which are not generally 

used to make overtly life changing decisions about people’s opportunities. These include most tests 

in the Cambridge Main Suite, the British Council’s Aptis test, and the Oxford tests of English.  Clearly, 

large scale testing of English is a huge enterprise.   

Directly related to both the high and low stakes tests is an industry which spans language test 

preparation courses, test and preparation materials publishing, and test provision, publication, and 

research and development.   

As an indication of the revenue of the language testing related industry, the test fee for IELTS ranged 

regionally between $200 and $360 AUD in 2014.  The range of the fee can be attributed to currency 

fluctuations and pricing policies in new markets (such as the United States of America where the 

main competition is priced at $180 USD), and pricing policies in markets where there may be both 

strong competition and strong resistance to the price (such as Cambodia where the price is $180 

USD and the TOEIC costs $170 USD).  If a global test fee is $300 AUD (taking into account the price in 
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the locations with the largest share of candidates) and a conservative estimate of candidates for the 

year is set at 2 million, then the test fee revenue for the year equals $600 million AUD.    

With respect to revenue from test related publishing, a survey of IELTS candidates in South Australia 

in 2009 found that Cambridge University Press published preparation materials were preferred by 

candidates (Mickan & Motteram 2009). Cambridge University Press has three divisions, Academic, 

Education and English Language Teaching.  The English Language Teaching division of the Press 

publishes test related materials including test specific course books, previous test papers, and advice 

booklets for candidates preparing for tests.  The total revenue of Cambridge University Press in 2013 

was 261.7 million pounds (approx. $480 million Australian dollars).  If testing related publishing 

consists of one sixth of that revenue (this is a conservative estimate considering that at least half of 

the ELT materials are at least implicitly test related and that ELT and Education appear to make up 

the lion’s share of CUP business, if not reputation), then that would be approximately $80 million 

Australian dollars annually.   

This estimate takes into consideration only one test for test fees and only the publications of 

Cambridge University Press for test related publishing.  As mentioned previously, TOEFL iBT and 

TOEIC also have significant annual candidature with test related publishing ventures.  In addition, 

other publishers, large and small, publish IELTS related test preparation course books and allied 

materials.  On top of the contribution of publishing activities to the language test related industry, 

specialised test preparation courses are offered in English language schools around the world.  In 

Sydney, Australia, enrolment in a test specific course may cost up to $500 per week (UNSW Global 

Pty Ltd 2016), with recommendations on study duration based on a minimum of two months’  full 

time study per band level (Brown, JDH 1988).  However, these study duration recommendations 

have been contested, with suggestions that for many candidates the required study duration could 

be longer (Green 2005).  The rate of uptake of test specific preparation courses is also unknown.  

Results of one survey on candidate preparation revealed that the majority of candidates accessed 

test specific textbooks yet only 20% had enrolled in test specific language classes (Mickan & 

Motteram 2009).  In a contrasting study, it was found that 96% of the candidates surveyed had 

enrolled in test specific preparation courses (Hawkey 2006).  As can be seen, it is difficult to estimate 

the combined value of the language testing industry.  However, these figures, the growth in the 

market in terms of candidates and tests, and the existence of a thriving allied industry suggest a 

significant business related to language testing. 
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2.3 Assessing writing in high stakes tests 

Assessing writing in the context of high volume language tests is the focus of much ongoing 

discussion and research.   A primary concern is rater subjectivity and the related issue of inter rater 

reliability, founded in the expectation that a response in an assessment should be judged the same 

way regardless of who makes the judgement, especially in situations where the assessment is being 

used in isolation to make high stakes decisions.   

Assessing writing from a strong psychometric position considers responses to task prompts to be 

performance samples, and an important focus of scoring criteria for writing to be inter rater 

reliability (Weigle 2002).  Approaching texts as performance samples encourages the reduction of 

the texts to elements which can be easily and objectively identified; for example, spelling errors, 

grammatical infelicities and punctuation errors.  It will be seen that prioritising these surface text 

features in scoring criteria may offer the potential for quick rater training to achieve high levels of 

inter rater reliability.  However, if responses to task prompts are perceived as texts and the process 

of evaluating those texts is considered to be a semiotic act, an act of making meaning of text, then 

this view of assessing writing needs to be reconsidered.  The act of making meaning of text is 

commonly known as reading.  Indeed, some language assessment research refers to raters as 

readers (McNamara 1996; Penny 2003). 

Accepting that reading is a significant part of rating is coupled with the notion that, especially in the 

case of a direct test of writing such as the IELTS GTVWMT#1, writing a task response can also be 

considered to be composing a text.  The preference in Cambridge tests of writing for test tasks which 

meet expectations of ‘authenticity’ also points towards a view of task responses as texts composed 

in response to a prompt and rating of the texts as reading. 

The following section considers the process of writing a response to a task prompt, the social origins 

of the letter genre, the letter prompt genre in IELTS and the challenges of evaluating these texts; the 

scoring criteria, the relationship between the scoring criteria and the test construct, and the 

challenges of developing and using scoring criteria. 

2.3.1 Writing a response to a task prompt 

In this study writing a response to an IELTS GTVWMT#1 task prompt is considered to be a process of 

composition (Mickan, Slater & Gibson 2000)  in which authors make selections from the range of the 

meaning potential of language to which they have access.  That potential may be constrained by the 

current capacity of each candidate as an EAL learner.  Accordingly the selections conform to the 

candidate’s understandings of appropriate language to use, given the contextual information 
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provided in the prompt and the mandated inclusions of the prompt.  The prompt will provide some 

detail regarding the relationship between the author and the addressee, as well as the content of 

the letter.  It is assumed that in order to write a successful response the candidate must make 

selections based on the information provided in the prompt. 

2.3.2 The social origins of the letter  

Personal letter writing is an important part of the history of literacy.  The evolution of scientific 

articles, patents, stockholders reports, and financial documents such as personal cheques and 

money orders can all be linked to personal letters (Bazerman 2000; Nevalainen 2007).  The practice 

of personal letter writing was a major theme of the Dutch Renaissance artists and a symbol of Dutch 

leadership in widespread literacy (Sutton 2003).  A century later, personal letter writing was reified 

in the United States as an indicator of moral and social value (Dierks 2000).  As important primary 

texts which have been influential in the formation over time of many different categories of texts, 

personal letters have been the object of scholarly research.  That research has examined both the 

content and the structure and language of letters. 

The content of letters has been investigated from a perspective which treats the letters as historical 

documents.  This research is wide ranging and has included topics such as the biblical Epistles 

(Stevens 2004), letters used as historical documents in the discussion of colonialism (Bagwasi 2008; 

Deslandes 2009; Rappaport 2004), and letters as evidence for the personal impact of Jane Austen’s 

novels (Bautze 2007).  The content of letters is also important in the therapeutic use of letter writing 

in counselling (Jolly 2011; Oliver et al. 2007).   

With respect to the structure and language of letters, they have been analysed from many different 

angles.  Pragmatics has been influential in analytic approaches to letters (Al-Ali 2006; Bagwasi 2008; 

Nevala 2007).  In addition the discourse structure of letters (Hartford & Mahboob 2004) and analysis 

which identifies particular stylistic approaches adopted by authors (Kataoka 1997; Magnet & Carnet 

2006) has been undertaken.  An alternative to pragmatic based research methodology has also been 

adopted.  This methodology locates the letters within the context of the community which writes 

and reads them as part of everyday social practice. This research methodology is known as an 

ethnographic approach (Barton & Hall 2000; Basso 1974, 1989; Besnier 1991). 

Most of these analyses either begin from the position or come to the conclusion that the context of 

the letter is extremely significant to the way it is written.  The manner in which this is expressed 

varies, with some analysts emphasising the arrangement of the particular context of the texts under 

examination in their research (Besnier 1991; Kataoka 1997; Magnet & Carnet 2006), and others 

discussing the theoretical considerations of the impact of context on language choice within the 
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personal letter (Basso 1974, 1989; Bex 1996).  Particularly telling is Nevala’s discussion of selection 

of address forms in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century letters written in England.  In this 

discussion selection of address forms is presented as ‘natural’ and ‘as expected’ when considered in 

light of the context of the social relationship between the author and addressee of the letter (Nevala 

2007, p. 102).  This underlines the essential nature of the influence of interpersonal relationships on 

language selection but also highlights the invisibility of that influence.  In the case of the corpus 

inspected by Nevala (2007), the context of the letter writing was a rigidly hierarchical society in 

which language choices, and specifically address forms, were adopted to explicitly express the 

relative social positions of the author and the addressee.  Nevala’s data is spread diachronically over 

two hundred years.  Within the data there is change over time in the address forms selected by 

authors.  These changes reflect the change in social expectations around the explicit expression of 

the relative social positions of the interactants.  However, Nevala found that regardless of those 

social changes there were still expectations around the use of polite language in letter writing.  She 

proposes that at the end of the period investigated, adopting ‘polite’ language (where polite can be 

equated with civil or courteous language) could be seen as an implicit social marker of either 

closeness to, or membership of, the upper ranks in a society where explicit external evidence of 

precise social position was in decline (Nevala 2007, p. 110).  Thus, in those cases, language choices in 

personal letters could be seen to be important identifiers of authorial social position.  

Personal letters are also intertextual (Fairclough 1992; Tanskanen 2007).  This means that within the 

letters there are references to other texts, future and past, which add to the meaning of the current 

text.  This intertextuality also assists in building the relationship between the author and the 

addressee.  This is achieved through allusion to shared knowledge and experience which is implicit 

within the intertextual reference.  There is also a historical, practical purpose for a particular marker 

of intertextuality - the acknowledgement of receipt of earlier letters (Tanskanen 2007).  This type of 

intertextuality confirms that an earlier letter which may have been conveyed by multiple, reliable or 

unreliable messengers, had arrived.  Practical necessity may have led over time to the inclusion of an 

acknowledgement stage in personal letters, as is demonstrated in the prompt and the responses to 

the prompt in this study.  

Letter writing instruction has also been an object of interest for researchers. Instruction has been 

integrated within formal institutions, such as the case in South African literacy courses (Kell 2000) 

and in primary education (Schultz 2000).  Letter writing is also taught through specific letter writing 

handbooks (Dierks 2000; Hartford & Mahboob 2004; Nevala 2007) and as an aspect of aspirational 

compendiums (Austin 2000).  Instruction in letter writing has been seen to be important over time 

due to the belief that an individual’s writing indicates their social rank. Dierks describes this as: 
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 “the persistent belief that one's writing style reflected one's social position” which was 

associated with “a danger … of drifting beyond conversational sincerity toward arrant 

vulgarity, and so of being mistaken for someone of lower status”(Dierks 2000, p. 35).   

This position in relation to language and social class is also discussed by Fairman (2000) in his study 

of English Pauper letters.  Fairman identified the construction of Refined English, as distinct from 

Vulgar English, as important in denoting social group membership.  Refined English used a Latinate, 

multi-syllabic lexicon and complex grammatical structures which delayed the introduction of the 

subject in the sentence.  According to Fairman, Refined English presented a variety of English which 

could be donned like a uniform by ladies and gentlemen to display social group membership 

(Fairman 2000).  This concurs with Nevala’s observations around language choice and ‘upper’ social 

class solidarity, and the position that politeness in language use can be equated with the “criterion 

for proper behaviour” (Fitzmaurice 2000 in Nevala 2007) in society.  

In addition to letter writing instruction being associated with an individual’s representation of their 

social class identity, letter writing instruction has been discussed as a prime site for instruction in 

social values (Kell 2000; Schultz 2000).  Adult literacy students in South Africa in Kell’s study were 

taught models of letter composition which included explicitly affective expressions related to 

thanking for money sent with earlier letters.  These expressions were not in evidence in un-schooled 

versions of letters written by students and appeared to be an example of ideological intrusion in the 

schooled texts.  The schooled texts also had compulsory text stages which expressed affect between 

husband and wife, in spite of this being contrary to the social rules of the students’ communities 

(Herbert 1990; Kell 2000).  In Schultz’s discussion of letter writing instruction in American education 

in the nineteenth century, letter writing is identified as a vehicle for “inculcating children with the 

manners and morals of polite society” (Schultz 2000, p. 111).  There is evidence then, that, letter 

writing instruction can be equated with instruction in the morals and manners of the hegemony, and 

a valued letter will demonstrate the culture’s dominant values.  

To this day, letter writing can be seen as an expression of one’s social values.  Letter writing 

instruction websites (see Table 2.1) give advice on appropriate choices when writing.  Particularly 

relevant to the task prompt investigated in this study, instructions on writing a thank you note are 

supplied.  These instructions include details such as choice of stationery, timing of writing, and the 

appropriate text type.  The guidelines around the appropriate text type are often explicit and 

carefully ordered with clear directives on what must be included.  The explicit elements required in a 

thank you note in the first five instruction sites to appear during a google search are presented in the 

table below.  Instructions are also given about the appropriate form of address to use when 
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beginning the note, and further instructions dictate that signing the note is important and that the 

signature must be legible; the addressee must be able to read the author’s name.  Related to the 

notion of moral instruction, the instructions are often embedded in a discussion of the importance 

of writing thank you notes as an expression of sincere gratitude and as a mark of gracious living.    
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Elements Hallmark 

ideas.hallmark.com/thank

-you-ideas/how-to-write-a-

thank-you-note/ 

accessed 23/11/2015 

The Simple Dollar 

www.thesimpledollar.com/how

-to-write-an-effective-thank-

you-note-for... 

accessed 23/11/2015 

The Morning News 

www.themorningnews.org/article/how

-to-write-a-thank-you-note 

accessed 23/11/2015 

Wiki How 

www.wikihow.co

m › ... › Writing › 

Letters 

accessed 

23/11/2015 

Thank-you-note-

samples 

www.writeexpress.co

m › Letter Categories 

accessed 23/11/2015 

Salutatio

n with 

addressee 

name 

Greeting: 

Salutation + Name 

Greeting: 

Dear + Name 

Greet Salutation Salutation 

Thank Express Thanks 

“Thank you” 

Thank you for…. Express your gratitude 

“Thank you …. 

Express your 

gratitude sincerely 

and specifically 

Thank you for…. 

Details Add Specific Details Explain how much you like it 

(add details) 

Discuss use  Expand / add 

details 

Expand … details 

regarding use 

Further 

details 

- - - - Tell the giver you 

appreciate the 

thought/time that went 

into the gift 

  RFC Look ahead (request future 

contact) 

Request future contact Mention the past, allude to the future – 

request future contact 

Inquire after the 

other person or 

share news, all 

examples also 

included request for 

future contact 

Mention something 

about the giver – all 

examples also request 

future contact 

Thank Restate thanks  Say thanks again   

SOwN Sign off Sign off with name Regards SO with name Close the letter: 

Sign off with name 

Sign off 

Name 

Table 2.1 Elements of a Thank you note from web search 
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2.3.3 The letter prompt and the text type ‘friendly letter’ in IELTS 

The inclusion of letter tasks in Cambridge English language examinations began in the new Lower 

Certificate of English.  Cambridge English examinations are the descendants of examinations which 

began in the late 1800s, the period directly after that of letter and letter writing instruction which is 

investigated in many of the studies discussed above (Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013).  The Lower 

Certificate of English was introduced only at non-United Kingdom centres in 1939.  This certificate 

was introduced to meet market demand for an examination which was at a lower level than the CPE, 

the Certificate of Proficiency in English which had been in operation since 1913.  The Lower 

Certificate of English was introduced in the United Kingdom in 1943 (Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013, 

p. 34). 

In the Lower Certificate of English: 

"candidates were required to write a letter of between 80 and 100 words; there were three 

alternative topics, the first being 'A letter of thanks for a present you have been given on 

your birthday.  Say what other presents you were given and what you did that day” (Spolsky 

1995, p. 64).   

Another sample, this time from 1939, asks candidates to: 

“Write a letter on one of these subjects, it should be between 80 and 100 words long.  Give 

your address at the top and make the ending like that of a real letter. 

… 

2. A letter to a friend who is ill in hospital.  Tell him any news which you think will interest 

him, and try to be as helpful and cheerful as you can” (Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013, p. 

226). 

 

This appears to be the first use of letter tasks in a Cambridge test of English proficiency.  Letter tasks 

can now be found in many of the Cambridge tests.  The Business English Certificate has three levels 

(Prelim, Vantage and Higher) and includes a piece of business correspondence as the Part 2 task in 

each, this is sometimes a letter but may also be a report.  The general English exams are at five 

levels.  Key English Test (KET) and Preliminary English Test (PET) have obligatory letter tasks. First 

Certificate in English (FCE), Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) and Certificate of Proficiency in 

English (CPE) all have letter options in the written section of the exams (Chambers 2010).  
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An important distinction needs to be made at this point between the Cambridge Main Suite and 

IELTS General Training Version.  The Cambridge Main Suite of English language tests are presented 

and approached as a ladder style curriculum, where each test builds on the previous test (Tsagari 

2014).  Tests for young learners segue into tests for teenagers which then provide progression to the 

pinnacle tests.  The test preparation books can be used as de facto curricula for English language 

courses.  Candidates learn the vocabulary, grammar, and different text types which are included in 

the exam.   IELTS, by contrast, is a stand-alone test.  Candidates may attend preparation courses and 

use preparation books.  However, given the potential range of participants attending the courses, 

the texts taught in the classes and the treatment given to those texts are unlikely to be as focussed 

as courses which are targeted on Main Suite success.   

2.3.4 Scoring criteria in writing in general 

Direct tests of writing are predicated on the assumption that if a candidate can write a particular 

text in an examination then they should be able to write a similar text in ‘real life’.  If this is the case, 

then performance in the test is indicative of how the candidate will be able to perform in their day 

to day existence.  Direct tests of writing thus offer ‘face validity’, a term which describes the 

perception of the content validity of a test from a lay person’s viewpoint (Messick 1996).  However, 

direct tests of writing have specific challenges related to scoring validity and reliability (Davies 2008).  

The main challenge is the potential for a subjective rating of a text.  Related to this is the problem of 

inter rater reliability, which reflects the concern that a text should be consistently awarded the same 

score by multiple raters if they have been trained to use the same set of scoring criteria (Fulcher 

2010). 

The challenge of managing subjective rating of direct tests of writing is addressed by rater training in 

the use of analytic scoring criteria.  These scoring criteria aim to clearly explain the test construct 

through a clear description of the expectations of texts at each point on the performance scale.  

Analytic scoring criteria are developed either through expert judgements of what candidates are 

expected to produce at different levels, known as a priori development of scales, or through analysis 

of texts which have been deemed to be representative of performance at different levels.  This 

second type of rating scale development is described as a posteriori development of scales (Fulcher 

1996).  The particular scoring criteria used for IELTS GTVWMT#1 is described in more detail in 

section 2.5.    

2.3.5 The relationship between scoring criteria and the test construct  

The scoring criteria represent either explicitly or implicitly, the test construct upon which the test is 

founded (McNamara 1996).  Thus inspection of the scoring criteria should yield information about 
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the test construct, including the approach to language which informs it.  Furthermore, areas of the 

scoring criteria which are not clearly defined or developed may point to areas of the test construct 

which are not adequately theorised.   

Lumley suggests that the scoring criteria may not be an adequate representation of the test 

construct and that they may not be easily reconciled with all texts which are presented to raters, and 

that raters may be:  

“heavily influenced by the complex intuitive impression of the text obtained when they first 

read it” (Lumley 2002, p. 1)  

Lumley’s investigation of assessment criteria and the relationship between rating and the criteria is 

based on a set of scoring criteria which is quite sparse, with minimal specialist metalanguage, and 

which was developed in haste for a small scale test (the step test, approximately 10,000 candidates).  

The present study is interested in the scoring criteria for a test which has been in operation for over 

twenty years, has annual candidature of over 2 million and which employs thousands of raters.  

Lumley’s insights into the complexity of rating should be considered alongside the theoretical and 

conceptual sparseness of the rating criteria used in the research, and the social and historical 

context of the test under investigation.  Furthermore, the present study attempts to identify aspects 

of language use which may contribute to the “complex intuitive impression” raters have of test 

scripts by investigating the text features of those texts. 

2.3.6 Challenges of scoring criteria development and use 

A challenge of scale development is to ensure that the terms included in the scales are clearly 

defined.  If the terms are not clearly defined then there is a danger that they may not lead to 

improved inter rater reliability.  As discussed by Weir et al.:  

“although analytic scales may facilitate agreement amongst examiners as to the precise 

range of qualities that are to be evaluated in any essay, the actual amount of subjectivity 

involved in the assessment in many schemes may be reduced very little because of lack of 

explicitness with regard to the applicable criteria, or through the use of vague criteria” 

(Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013).  

This challenge may be met through ensuring that terms used in the scales are clearly defined, 

through rater training, including the use of annotated sample scripts which demonstrate 

expectations at different levels, and through ongoing monitoring and re-training and re-calibrating 

of raters (Bachman & Palmer 1996).  
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A further challenge which is related to validity in direct tests of writing is the possibility that the full 

extent of the construct may not be represented within the rating scales.  When this occurs there is 

the possibility for construct underrepresentation, which has been identified as a threat to validity.    

The validity threat construct underrepresentation has been discussed with relation to implicit 

elements or hidden assumptions of the construct.  These may include cultural or ideological 

elements of the construct which are overlooked by test developers.  The notion of construct 

underrepresentation is discussed in section 2.8. 

2.4 IELTS 

IELTS is a test of English language ability which is made up of four separate papers.  The four papers, 

called modules, cover the ‘four skills’ of language: speaking, listening, reading and writing.  The 

speaking module is an 11 to 14 minute, three part, semi-structured interview of the candidate by a 

rater.  The listening module takes approximately 30 minutes.  It has four sections and involves the 

candidate listening to four recordings and answering 40 questions related to the recordings.  The 

recordings are a mixture of monologue and conversation.  There are three passages to be read in the 

reading module and 40 questions to be answered.  Candidates are allowed 60 minutes to complete 

the reading module.  Candidates are allowed 60 minutes for the written module of the test.  There 

are two sections: Written Module Task 1 and Written Module Task 2.  The minimum word count of 

Task 1 is 150 words.  The minimum word count of Task 2 is 250 words. 

Candidates choose to complete either the Academic or General Training version of the test.  Scores 

from the Academic version are used to support applications for university study and for professional 

accreditation and may be used to support visa applications.  Scores from the General Training 

version are used to support applications for visas and for some tertiary education.   

The differences between the Academic and the General Training version lie in the reading and 

writing modules of the test; all IELTS candidates attempt the same listening and speaking modules.  

The two versions of the reading module differ in the types of texts which candidates read.  The two 

versions of the writing module differ in the types of texts candidates must compose.  In Task 1 of the 

Academic version of the writing module candidates are expected to compose a text which presents 

information which is provided in a graph or diagrammatic form in the task prompt.  In Task 2 of the 

Academic version of the writing module candidates are expected to write an essay in response to a 

point of view, argument or problem posed.  Task 1 of the General Training version of the writing 

module elicits a letter text in response to a prompt which provides a situation and asks candidates to 

request information or explain a situation.  In the General Training version written module Task 2 
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candidates are expected to write an essay in response to a point of view, argument or problem 

posed. 

IELTS scores are reported as both a single score and as four separate skill scores.  IELTS scores are 

reported on a scale from 0 to 9, where 9 is considered to be an expert user of English.  A score of 0 

indicates that the candidate did not attend, did not attempt the test tasks or, in the case of the 

writing module, wrote a totally memorised response.  Half band scores are reported.   In the written 

module the score is derived from the scores achieved in Task 1 and Task 2 in a ratio of one-third to 

two-thirds.  In other words, Task 2 contributes twice as much to the band score as Task 1 (Shaw, 

Stuart & Falvey 2008). 

2.4.1 IELTS General Training Version Written Module Task 1 

The task of particular interest in the study is the General Training Version Written Module Task 1 

(GTVWMT#1).  This task is a letter writing task.  The prompt is standardised, with the following 

features: 

A brief statement of the context is given which explains the motivation for writing the letter, usually 

including some aspect of the author’s ‘imagined’ life.  

The author / addressee relationship is stated. 

The text type is specified as a letter. 

The salutation to begin the letter is given. 

Three ‘dot points’ are given which state the information to be requested or provided.  The dot points 

are presented as ‘functions’ to be achieved in the text, from the functional tradition of describing 

language use (Green 2012). 

The word count is specified. 

Candidates are instructed not to include addresses. 
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Figure 2.1 IELTS General Training Writing Task 1 Used in this study (University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations 2009) 

The clarity of the task prompt is very important in high stakes assessment.  The task prompt should 

unambiguously set up the task such that candidates and raters are clear about the requirements of 

the task (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007).  The standardisation of the prompt allows for comparable 

versions of the task to be used across test administrations and for texts written in response to 

different prompts to be assessed using the same scoring criteria. 

2.4.1.1 The text type to be elicited and the demands of the task 

For the purpose of this research it is assumed that all successful texts written in response to the task 

prompt will meet community expectations of a letter text.  The quickly discernible expectations of a 

letter text relate to the organisation of information in the text and the layout of the writing on the 

paper.  This study uses an expanded understanding of the notion of text which sees the expectations 

of a letter text as primarily semantic and simultaneously ideational, interpersonal, and textual.  This 

understanding is further developed throughout the thesis.  At this point, it should be noted that 
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expectations of a text type are not considered in this thesis, which is to be restricted to the 

organisation of information within the text. 

At a surface level, it is obvious that the text type to be elicited by the task prompt is a letter, with the 

content of the letter determined by the information given in the task prompt.  However, there are 

further dimensions to the modelling of the demands of the task in the language testing literature.  

The type of response a task prompt is intended to elicit is presented by Shaw and Weir (2007, p. 72) 

in terms of cognitive processing and a scheme of dominant purposes which draws on work by 

Jakobson (1960).  Jakobson developed a set of categories for written language: metalingual, 

mathetic, referential, conative, emotive, poetic, or phatic.  With respect to cognitive processing and 

writing Shaw and Weir propose that, in comparison with reproduction of information that has been 

provided, and organising given information in writing,  

“Generation of new ideas as in expository writing or argument places the greatest demands 

on cognitive processing” (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007, p. 72).  

As the IELTS GTVWMT#1 does not explicitly demand exposition or argument, it may be argued that 

as the prompt furnishes the main purpose(s) of the letter, the cognitive processing demand is 

minimal.  However, to meet the word count requirements, candidates need to provide new 

information to flesh out the task prompt.  Thus, the cognitive processing demanded by the task may 

be considered to be high.   

The classification of the dominant purposes of writing which is used to discuss different task types in 

the Cambridge Main Suite and in the discussion of IELTS Academic Version writing tasks (Shaw, 

Stuart & Weir 2007, pp. 71-77) is perhaps a little one-dimensional.  The scheme limits texts to a 

single purpose (e.g. exchanging information) and thus does not allow the possibility of texts 

performing multiple functions (Green 2012).  In addition, the potential for texts to function 

interpersonally, to express and to nurture relationships, is not considered in the discussion of the 

elicited test texts.   Tellingly, the need to expand upon an FCE letter task prompt is considered by 

Shaw and Weir (2007) to be of little cognitive strain; 

“There will be little need to generate much additional world knowledge resources; just some 

invention of appropriate contextual supporting information (my italics)”(Shaw, Stuart & Weir 

2007, p. 49). 

However, the examiner’s report for the same task identifies that there are weaknesses in 

candidate’s approach to the invention of appropriate contextual supporting information: 
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“Where students have to write an informal letter to a person they know, as here … in this 

type of task especially, they need to consider the ‘bigger picture’ of why they are writing and 

be sensitive to the type of scenario described … they need to be trained to produce … 

informal language in a suitable tone (2003:11)” (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007, p. 58). 

These conflicting positions on the same task arise from the paradigmatically opposite approaches to 

the process of writing from which the observations are made.  From a perspective of language use as 

cognition, writing appears to be generating or activating knowledge.  The comments extracted from 

the examiner’s report, reveal an orientation to language wherein composing a response to the task 

prompt involves considering the imputed social context of the text and making choices which reflect 

understandings of expectations of texts in that context.  Thus the demands of the task can be seen 

as much more than just some invention of appropriate contextual supporting information (Shaw, 

Stuart & Weir 2007).   

The creation of appropriate contextual supporting information demands that the candidate draw on 

their experience and understanding of texts in the particular social context as designated by the task 

prompt.  This is an important aspect of the task which will be discussed further in section 5.2.1. 

2.4.2 Vocabulary used in task prompts 

Decisions about vocabulary to use in task prompts are made based on expectations of candidate 

ability level in the Cambridge Main Suite (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007).  This is applicable as the Main 

Suite is a graded series of examinations.  IELTS is not a graded assessment; it is designed to be useful 

in determining English language ability for all levels.  As such, the degree of accessibility of the task 

prompt is an issue.  It is possible that candidates who write responses that are rated in the lowest 

three band levels do not understand the task, or have only understood part of the task.  This is 

reflected in the scoring criteria as the first statement for Task Achievement (TA) at Band 3 is “fails to 

address the task, which may have been completely misunderstood”.  This presents a limitation of a 

general (non-graded) proficiency test of language proficiency.  Where a candidate’s language level is 

too low to engage with the tasks it is difficult to be sure if the limitations of their response are due to 

reading comprehension problems or writing ability problems. 

2.5 IELTS GTVWMT#1 Scoring Criteria 

The scoring criteria used by raters when scoring responses to an IELTS GTVWMT#1 prompt are not 

available to the public.  This is justified given commercial and security considerations.  A public 

version of the scoring criteria is made available on the IELTS website on fairness grounds.  This 

document is included as Appendix B.   
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The scoring criteria are organised as four sub criteria; Task Achievement (TA), Coherence and 

Cohesion (C&C), Lexical Response (LR), and Grammatical Range and Accuracy (GRA).  Scores 

between 0 and 9 are awarded by raters under each scoring sub criteria.  The four scores are 

averaged after any deductions have been made.  Deductions are made to the TA score if the text is 

under 150 words, regardless of whether the other demands of the task have been met.  

No. words Penalty: subtract from TA 

Band 

< 50 -3 

51 - 100 -2 

101 - 150 -1 

Table 2.2 Under length response penalties from Shaw and Falvey 2008 p.73 

In the discussion which follows there is much reference to Shaw and Weir (2007) a book dedicated 

to the assessment of writing in the Cambridge Main Suite of English language examinations.  The 

relevance of this volume to the IELTS scoring criteria is significant for the following reasons: 

1. Stuart Shaw was a leader of the IELTS writing revision project at the same time as he was 

writing ‘Examining Writing’.   

2. The IELTS revision project directly references the Cambridge ESOL Upper Main Suite Writing 

Descriptors (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008, p. 39).  

3. Shaw and Weir sporadically refer directly to IELTS in their discussion and use the IELTS 

revision project as a case study.  

4. There is shared terminology between the discussions (for example, the reference to ‘tone’ in 

discussion of letter writing in the First Certificate Examiners report (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 

2007, p. 58)).   

5. Letter writing tasks are used across the Main Suite and a transfer can be assumed across the 

test constructs for these tasks.   

Clearly, Shaw and Weir (2007) is a significant resource for understanding the IELTS scoring criteria. 

2.5.1 Task Achievement 

The scoring sub criteria Task Achievement (TA) is of particular interest in this study.  TA has been 

identified as the part of the scoring criteria with global significance: 

“Task Achievement refers to the quality and adequacy of the task response” (Shaw, Stuart & 

Falvey 2008, p. 42) 
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It is also the location in the scoring criteria where differences between the Academic and General 

Training versions of the written module are explicitly stated.  The differences are highlighted at Band 

levels 7, 6, 5 and 4.  The performance dimension which is exclusive to the General Training version is 

‘tone’.  The specific Academic version performance dimension relates to the inclusion of an overview 

and to the inclusion of data from the prompt to support the claims made in the text. 

Fully satisfies all the requirements of the task  

This performance dimension is applied to both Academic and General Version responses.  It is 

graded from Band levels 1 to 9 with descriptors of extent modifying ‘the requirements of the task’ at 

Band level 6 and above with  a response awarded 9 fully satisfying all the requirements of the task.  

At Band level 5 and below ‘the task’ is modified with ‘generally addresses, attempts to address, and 

fails to address’.  At level 2 the only performance dimension under TA is ‘answer is barely related to 

the task’ likewise at level 1 the performance dimension is ‘answer is completely unrelated to the 

task’. 

The question of what the requirements of the task might be, and where they come from, is central 

here.  Investigation of the requirements of the task is presented in the analytical section of the study 

(section 4.5).    

With the tone consistent and appropriate 

This performance dimension was included in the scoring criteria as a response to concerns raised by 

senior raters during the 2005 ‘Writing Assessment Revision Project’ that the notion of register had 

not been addressed within the proposed revised scoring criteria (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008).  The 

rationale behind the decision to include the non-technical term ‘tone’ in place of ‘register’ is not 

clear.  The term ‘tone’ has been imported into language testing’s para-technical lexis from the field 

of literary criticism.  In that context ‘tone’ relates to style, persona, voice, and initially, the implicit 

expression of moral and social values in the text (Abrams 1965, 1971, 1981, 1993, 1999). 

Tone, as it appears in the scoring criteria and in discussion of the development of the scoring criteria 

(Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008), seems to act as an umbrella term to refer to both the traditional 

notion of register and to socially appropriate language choices as expected by the rater of the test in 

the context of the task. 

A historical overview of the usage of the term tone in the 20th century finds that it was introduced 

to literary criticism by Richards.  Richards (1893-1979), was one of the first lecturers in the English 

School at Cambridge and his work in literary criticism provides one of the foundations for the 

tradition of Discourse Analysis.  Richards’ early work before literary criticism was in moral philosophy 
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and his theory of practical criticism was based in an understanding of how the mind works.  Richards’ 

practical criticism essentially involved a careful and close reading of the words on the page.  

Richards’ notion of tone was influential throughout the 20th century.  Later in the 20th century the 

work of a Russian philosopher/linguist, Bakhtin, began to be influential in discussions of tone.  The 

definition offered by Abrams in 2003, which due to its timing, can be assumed to be relevant to 

Shaw and Falvey’s (2008) adoption of the term, incorporates both Richards’ orientation to the term 

and an expanded view which includes the terms persona and voice (the title of the definition is 

“Persona, tone and voice”) and references Bakhtin’s work.   

Bakhtin’s work problematizes and exemplifies the dialogic nature of all texts.  Dialogism proposes 

that all language is inter-related with other language, such that no text can exist in a vacuum, and 

that all texts have the shadows of other language uses implicit within them.  Analysis of texts for 

dialogic traces is attention to the ‘voices’ of the texts.  This is contrasted with traditional views of 

language which represent language as words and grammar rules, and with conventional 

sociolinguistics: 

“Where traditional views of language represent it as a flat domain of words and rules 

(lexicon and syntax) and conventional sociolinguistic views have typically represented 

equally flat, if more complexly differentiated, domains of words, rules, notions, functions, 

and genres, attention to voices transforms such flat, depersonalised spaces into three 

dimensional, peopled and historied landscapes." (Prior 2001, p. 70) 

Following a discussion of voice as re-envoicing past experience and previously experienced texts 

Prior goes on to suggest that that:  

"The value of having particular experiences, reading particular texts, seeing particular films, 

using certain machines, all suggest a syllabus that is less about abstract knowledge of 

notions, functions, and genres and more a syllabus of experience, of ways of being in the 

world" (Prior 2001, p. 77).   

Prior’s hope is to describe a language syllabus which is based on a dialogic view of language.  This is a 

revolutionary concept and it is not congruent with the Cambridge use of the term tone in the scoring 

descriptors for IELTS.  In any case, the relative prioritisation of tone and Task Achievement within the 

scoring criteria overrides any impact that the inclusion of the term could have, as will be discussed in 

section 5.1. 

To adopt a Bakhtinian view of language requires adopting a whole utterance (or whole text) view of 

language.  Bakhtin states:  
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"The expressive aspect is a constitutive feature of the utterance"(Bakhtin 1986, p. 90).  

If the expressive aspect is understood as constituent of the utterance, and the utterance is 

understood as the text, then it can be seen that analysis of the whole text is necessary to fully 

understand the expressive aspect.   

In addition, according to Bakhtin, the text must be analysed within the context of the texts which 

precede and follow the text.  If those texts are not available for analysis (in the case of the IELTS 

GTVWMT#1, where the text sits in an imaginary context), then the explicit or implicit discourse 

markers which point to the text existing within a chain of texts/extended discourse may be 

particularly important when considering the nature of tone.  As Bakhtin writes,  

"But the utterance is related not only to preceding, but also to subsequent links in the chain 

of speech communion.  When a speaker is creating an utterance, of course, these links do 

not exist.  But from the very beginning, the utterance is constructed while taking into 

account possible responsive reactions, for whose sake, in essence, it is actually created.  As 

we know, the role of the others for whom the utterance is constructed is extremely great” 

(Bakhtin 1986, p. 94).   

In the context of the scoring criteria for IELTS GTVWMT#1, the term tone may well be linked to 

questions of dialogism and intertextuality, as described by Bakhtin.  Thus, evidence of the speaker 

(or writer’s) awareness of the audience and of the location of the text in an ongoing discourse may 

well contribute to the rater’s evaluation of the text with respect to tone.  This possibility is 

considered in the analysis and discussed with reference to the idea of obligatory elements in the 

IELTS GTVWMT#1. 

Presents, highlights and illustrates key features/bullet points clearly and appropriately 

This component of the performance dimension ranges from Band 4 to Band 8.  The inclusion of 

details related to the bullet points, and the degree of development of those details, appears to be a 

key to the element.  Details need to be relevant, appropriate, accurate (which may refer to academic 

task 1), in a clear and fully extended manner to achieve a high score.  The distinction between 

achievement of this element of the performance dimension from Band level 7 and above are not 

particularly clear in the public version of the scoring criteria.  The bullet points, and the language 

choices they influence in the data set are addressed in section 4.5.1.   
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2.5.2 Coherence and Cohesion 

The scoring sub criterion Coherence and Cohesion (CC) appears to embrace ideas from Halliday and 

Hasan (1976), evident in Bachman’s (1990) reference to Halliday and Hasan (1976) in discussion of 

textual competence.  The IELTS scoring criteria present CC with reference to cohesion, paragraphing 

and organisation of ideas.   

Cohesion 

According to the public version of the scoring criteria, texts which receive the highest possible rating 

will effect ‘cohesion’ invisibly; it will attract no attention.  This is contrasted with texts at Band score 

7 which will ‘use a range of cohesive devices appropriately’.  This allusion to visible and invisible 

cohesion may be an implicit nod to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) development of the understanding 

of cohesion such that text features like reference, ellipsis, Theme Rheme relationships, and lexical 

chains (Butt et al. 2000).  These text features are not overt signposts of  cohesion in text and may be 

considered to be invisible and evidence of high language proficiency, as compared with signposts 

such as ‘firstly’, ‘finally’, and so on which overtly mark cohesion.  These expectations of cohesion in 

text are supported by findings from a study of responses to IELTS Academic tasks by Kennedy and 

Thorp (1999), cited in Shaw and Falvey (2008).  The weakness in using evidence from Academic tasks 

to support claims about cohesion in friendly letters is that the social contexts of the two texts are 

very different.  This is discussed in greater detail in section 2.5.5 below.  Suffice to say the 

differences in the task prompt imputed audience, purpose, and organisation of the texts will result in 

the texts displaying dissimilar text features.  Thus the information taken from observations of 

Academic Version Task #1 should not be considered to be uncontestably applicable to the 

GTVWMT#1. 

Paragraphing 

High scoring texts in GTVWMT#1 will ‘manage paragraphing skilfully’ but there is no explicit 

expectation in the task prompt that the letter will have more than one paragraph (not in Academic 

Version or General Training Version Task 1 prompt).  Paragraphs are seen as a level of graphological 

constituency above sentence but below whole text (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004), but there has 

been very little work on defining a paragraph as a unit of meaning.  There is some work based on 

word count to determine the rater preferred ratio of concrete detail to commentary in body 

paragraphs in high stakes tests of writing in North American standardised tests of writing (Wiley 

2000).  However, this work does not appear to be applicable to IELTS writing.  In the Cambridge 

Proficiency Examination (CPE) paragraphs are a function of organisation and format and the “task-
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specific mark scheme will give an indication to examiners of what is expected”(Weir, Vidakovic & 

Galaczi 2013, p. 244). 

Organisation of information / logic 

High scoring texts are expected to sequence information and ideas logically.  Logical presentation of 

information is culturally bound; it can be assumed that the expectations of sequencing of 

information are defined from the perspective of the test owner.  As mentioned below, in Cambridge 

Main Suite letter writing tasks, candidates are expected to organise information in the order 

prescribed by the prompt.   

The notion of organisation of information is addressed in the study with reference to Hasan’s 

(Halliday & Hasan 1985) notion of obligatory and optional semantic text elements and the preferred 

order of those elements (see section 3.8.3). 

2.5.3 Lexical Resource 

Lexical Range (LR) 

High scoring texts are expected to use a wide range of vocabulary with little repetition.  In the 

scoring criteria vocabulary is described as ‘less common’ (high scores) and ‘basic’ (low scores).  These 

distinctions are drawn from word use frequency calculations.  The inclusion of these differentiators 

in the scoring criteria reflect the expectation that language learners will learn high frequency words 

before they learn low frequency words.  While this expectation may be sound, the selection of 

wordings will be influenced by the context of a text so use may not mirror knowledge.  Attempts to 

connect the rate of selection of low frequency words with band levels in Cambridge Main Suite 

examinations have not demonstrated this expected pattern (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007), an outcome 

which likely reflects the influence of context on language choice, an issue of central importance to 

the argument of this thesis.   

Word Choice and collocation 

High scoring responses will write ‘with very natural and sophisticated control of lexical features’. The 

decision to describe language use as ‘very natural and sophisticated’ hints at an ideological position 

where natural could be considered to imply ‘native’ and ‘sophisticated’ could be related to social 

class.  The inclusion of very natural and sophisticated also implies that the rater will work within a 

set of values, shared by the test owner, which can identify very natural and sophisticated word 

choice.  A question which is related to this is the possibility that a teacher preparing students for the 

test would share these values and explicitly teach them as the values of the test owner.  

Expectations of scoring criteria to include at the top level an ‘educated native speaker’ degree of 
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proficiency have been debated in the literature (Davies 2008).  With changes in language user 

profiles, especially in countries where English has been adopted as a language of education and 

governance but is not a home language (Hudson 2000; Templer 2004), the notion of native speaker 

has been challenged.  

Collocation is explicitly mentioned in the scoring criteria at Band levels 7 and 8.  Texts at level 8 will 

demonstrate ‘occasional inaccuracies in word choice and collocation’.  ‘Some awareness of style and 

collocation’ is introduced from Band 7.  The performance dimension LR reflects the notion of 

appropriate tone by referencing style and describing word choice as natural and sophisticated at the 

highest band level.  This expands the concept of Lexical Resource beyond range and correctness, but 

only at the highest levels.   

The inclusion of Lexical Resource as a scoring criterion is interesting in light of the lack of success of 

research which primarily focuses on vocabulary (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007).  This research has 

attempted to correlate the relative numerical values of lexical items and grammatical items in text 

(lexical density), the range of word choices in text (variation) and frequency counts of rarely used 

words (frequency) with different band scores.  The research has been non-conclusive. It can be 

assumed that the continued inclusion of such scoring criteria may reflect historical notions of 

language learning. 

Errors 

Errors are mentioned from level 3 up to level 9.  At level 9 they are characterised as ‘slips’ whereas 

at level 3 ‘errors may severely distort the message’.  At level 6 errors no longer ‘impede 

communication’.  This orientation to errors in lexical resource as an obstruction to communication 

exists between level 3 and 6.  Errors in lexical resource are defined within the scoring criteria as 

potentially related to word choice, spelling, and word formation. 

2.5.4 Grammatical Range and Accuracy 

Range of structures 

High scoring texts are expected to use a wide range of structures.  This assumption is prevalent in 

scoring criteria.  One study has found relationships between range of grammatical structures, 

accuracy and band level, but these relationships are also contingent on L1 and task (Bannerjee, 

Francheschina & Smith 2007).  IELTS academic and general writing covers three main task types, and 

the social context of one of those changes significantly, so the relationship between range of 

grammatical structures and band level should not be uncontested, particularly where the scoring 

criteria are used across a variety of tasks. 
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Complexity of structures 

Analogous to the question of range of structures, high scoring texts are expected to use complex 

structures which appear to be defined within the scoring criteria (at Band level 4) as structures 

which include the use of subordinate clauses.  The communication to raters of a definition of 

complex and simple structures is identified as a training point in the Writing Assessment Revision 

Project (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008).  As with the assumption of range of structures, there does not 

appear to be evidence which supports the claim that expert users of language will use a variety of 

complex structures in their writing, regardless of the text type they are composing.  Particularly 

relevant for the notion of complexity of structures is the SFL distinction between lexical density and 

grammatical intricacy, wherein spoken texts tend towards grammatical intricacy and written texts 

tend towards lexical density.  Halliday states: 

“Writing brings language to consciousness; and in the same process it changes its semiotic 

mode from the dynamic to the synoptic: from flow to stasis, from choreographic to 

crystalline, from syntactic intricacy to lexical density.  Note that this is not saying that writing 

imposes organisation on language.  On the contrary: there is every bit as much organisation 

in spoken language as there is in written, only it is organisation of a different kind.  Written 

language is corpuscular and gains power by its density, whereas spoken language is wavelike 

and gains power by its intricacy.” (Halliday 1987 in Webster 2009 page 44) (bold type in 

original) 

This calls into question the expectation of the graduation of grammatical complexity in writing 

inherent in the band levels descriptors under the Grammatical Range and Accuracy sub criteria.  The 

concept of grammatical complexity is discussed further in section 5.3.4.2 particularly with reference 

to the notion of writing which is ‘spoken like’. 

Errors  

In the public version of the band descriptors grammatical errors are couched in terms of causing 

difficulty for the reader, and are assessed with reference to the degree to which they reduce 

communication.  Errors are identified as being related to grammar, which is related to error-free 

sentences and error-free structures, and punctuation.  

At Band level 8 errors are linked with ‘inappropriacies’.  The words ‘appropriate’, ‘inappropriate’ and 

‘appropriately’ are common throughout the descriptions of the performance dimensions TA and CC.  

The notion of ‘appropriate-ness’ only occurs in LR at level four ‘uses only basic vocabulary which may 

be used repetitively or which may be inappropriate for the task’ and in Grammatical Range and 

Accuracy where errors are described in conjunct with ‘inappropriacies’.  It is possible that 
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‘grammatical inappropriacies’, a term which is included in the band level descriptors at level 8, may 

refer to contextually inappropriate grammatical choices.  If so, then the term and the approach to 

language it implies appears to be well hidden within the scoring criteria.  

2.5.5 Empirical and theoretical bases for the IELTS scoring criteria 

The empirical work cited in Shaw and Falvey (2008) to support the rating scale revision was largely 

focussed on Academic test tasks.  They report on Kennedy and Thorp’s (2007) text analytic research 

which analysed a corpus of responses to Academic Task 2.  This research focusses on an essay task.  

As mentioned earlier, given the influence of the context on language selection using unrelated texts 

to support scoring criteria development is problematic.  This means that text features observed in 

essays at different levels of proficiency may not be evident in letters or descriptive texts which are 

considered to be of the same level of proficiency.  One study which focussed on the General Training 

Writing Module was Mickan (2003).  This study provided a novel conceptual basis for viewing 

candidate responses as texts as opposed to performance samples. However, the study did not 

include text analysis to support the conceptualisation. 

In addition to published empirical studies, expert analysis of candidate responses at specific levels 

(as defined by the set of scoring criteria which were being revised) was also used to support the 

IELTS scoring criteria revision.  The cyclical nature of using expert analysis of candidate scripts has 

been identified (Knoch, McQueen & O'Hagan 2014) with this example confirming this trend, such 

that texts from within the institution (therefore conforming to institutional expectations), are used 

to confirm definitions using the theoretical perspectives of the institution.  

The organisation of the scoring criteria reveals the influence of a traditional grammar and vocabulary 

perspective of language with a coherence and cohesion element added on, as well as a whole text 

element ‘TA’.  Analysis of the scoring criteria reveals that its basis is in a traditional grammar plus 

vocabulary understanding of language with some reference to Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), 

for example to the use of coherence and cohesion as a scoring sub category.  However, the 

reference to functional linguistics is an ‘SFL-lite’ adoption of the language theory.  The adoption of 

‘tone’ instead of ‘register’ may possibly suggest an aversion to SFL terminology, although ‘register’ 

has multiple meanings in the applied linguistics literature, depending on how far from the origins of 

the term (Reid 1956)  is travelled.  Using the term ‘tone’ avoids the muddiness of ‘register’ in the 

general applied linguistics literature, but adds another layer of opacity to the scoring criteria by using 

an under theorised and non-technical term.  Reinforcing the inclusion of ‘tone’ in the scoring criteria 

is the heavy use of the notion of ‘appropriate’ throughout the band descriptors.  There are 13 uses 

of the words ‘appropriate’ / ‘appropriately’ / ‘inappropriate’ / ‘inappropriacies’ in the public version 
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of the scoring criteria.  Given the use of the term it is necessary to have a clear model of what may 

be appropriate in a text to support the use of the term in the criteria.  From within SFL, appropriate 

and inappropriate are linked to context, so that an instance of language use is deemed contextually 

appropriate or inappropriate.  It is more difficult to develop an explicit understanding of appropriate 

/inappropriate where there is no clear link between a text and its context.   

2.6 Language theory, validity and the language testing literature 

Modern, ‘scientific’ language testing has a relatively short history.  The Cambridge English 

Proficiency Examination (CPE) was introduced in 1913 (Spolsky 1995; Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 

2013).  However, language testing literature is considered to have begun in the mid-1950s 

(McNamara 1996).   Developments in language testing have largely occurred in the major ‘camps’ on 

either side of the Atlantic.  English language testing in North America has been concerned with the 

development of psychometrically informed test forms and procedures, whereas English language 

testing in the United Kingdom has pursued a policy of ‘direct testing’.  There has been considerable 

exchange between the two camps, and contemporary English language testing in both regions (and 

globally, due to the pervasive nature of the dominant tests produced by Cambridge and ETS) 

incorporate elements from the North American and British traditions of language testing.  As a result 

of the cross pollination between the two groups there has been a sharing of terminology and 

expectations of language tests.  The sharing of terminology and expectations has not always led to 

shared meanings of those terms or notions, and the divergence of item types and approaches has 

demanded different foci in each region.  Reading the language testing literature thus depends on an 

understanding of the perspectives and priorities of the two approaches to language testing, and on 

appreciation of the contested nature of many elements of the literature which may be presented as 

given.  What does appear as common in both the UK and the USA is the general approach to 

language with traditional grammar as given in both psychometric and direct testing. 

2.6.1 Perspectives and priorities of the two approaches to high stakes language testing 

North America 

The North American perspective on high stakes language testing is largely dominated by the 

products of Educational Testing Services (ETS), the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and 

the Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC).  TOEFL development started in 1961 

(Spolsky 1995), it was launched in 1964, and the internet based test launched in 2005 (Enright 2011).  

TOEIC 1979 was launched primarily for the Japanese market (McCrostie 2010).  It is a very high 

volume test in Asia, particularly in Japan and Korea.  Historically, the high priorities of the North 

American approach to assessment are efficiency (Williamson 1994) and reliability. This has led to a 
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preference for multiple choice questions, which are efficient to mark and provide high inter rater 

reliability, especially when compared to rater evaluation of candidate composed texts.  The 

approach to language inherent in the test constructs is that language proficiency is cognitive and 

thus resides in the candidate’s brain.  Test validity is approached primarily from a psychometric 

position which includes the notion of a nomothetic span.  This theoretical construct presents 

language ability as representable as a series of discrete scores as evidence of particular knowledge.  

These scores are then combined to represent language ability (Embretson (Whitely) 1983).   

United Kingdom 

English language testing in the United Kingdom by comparison has a tradition of prioritising direct 

testing.  Early papers included knowledge about language and translation sections, and essay writing 

has also been included since the inception of English language testing at Cambridge.  Fulcher 

identified   “real life tasks, face validity, authenticity, and performance” (2000, p. 484) as the 

priorities of Cambridge language testing.  In addition, a specific focus of Cambridge language testing 

was the use of tests for control over teaching and learning (Spolsky 1995).  Again in contrast with the 

USA, inter rater reliability was not a high priority of testers at Cambridge, UK: 

“Following on from the earlier, rather isolated contribution of Chaplen in the 1970s, 

professionalism would now make itself felt in an organisation which had previously 

somewhat neglected to address directly the requirements for establishing construct 

validity…” (Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013, p. 80) (my italics).   

Currently, construct validity, inter rater and inter test reliability, test practicality and test impact, are 

very important for Cambridge English (Saville 2009). 

Shared theoretical perspectives of the North American and UK approaches 

Despite the differences between the approaches to language testing adopted in North America and 

the United Kingdom, a major commonality between the two styles is the orientation to language 

performance which supports the tests.  This comes from Bachman (1990), and Bachman and Palmer 

(1996).  Bachman and Palmer were in turn influenced by Canale and Swain’s (1980) adoption of 

Hymes’ notion of communicative competence (Canale & Swain 1980).    

Bachman’s approach to language performance (1990) is organised around a compartmentalisation 

of language use into components of language competence.  Language competence is broken down 

into textual and pragmatic competence.  These competencies are further broken down to 

grammatical, textual, illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence. These components are further 

segmented into many more competencies.  These multiple competencies provide a framework for 
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explaining performance scores in different task types in multiple choice tests; for example, 

performance on grammatically based gap fill exercises can be related to ‘grammatical competency’.  

Test items are developed to provide a sample of all aspects of language competence and test results 

are considered to reflect the candidate’s overall language competence.  This practice of assessment 

relies heavily on the psychometric approach to IQ testing which was developed largely in the United 

States in the 20th century. 

The basic assumptions of Bachman’s approach are that breaking down language into competencies 

and then adding up scores and calling that score representative of an individual’s ‘language 

proficiency’ is a reasonable process, and that language is an ‘intra organism’ thing.  That is, that 

language resides within an individual’s brain and that language use is primarily about the individual 

(Bachman 1990). 

The assumption that language use should be broken down into smaller components to provide a 

notion of communicative competence has been challenged by (Halliday 1978, p. 61).  Indeed, it 

seems incongruous that Bachman relies on Halliday, McIntosh and Strevens (1964) to describe 

Sociolinguistic competence, and Halliday and Hasan (1976) to explain textual competence, but has 

not considered Halliday’s discussion of the weaknesses inherent in Hymes’ (and by extension Canale 

and Swain’s) notion of communicative competence.  This perceived weakness is the distinction 

between competence and performance, which is fundamentally related to the psychological 

perspective on language use.  This distinction involves the idealization of language as performance 

so that it can be considered as a formal system.  In order to do this, language has to be reduced to 

formal structures and everything else needs to be set to the side.  This is achieved by removing the 

variation (part of what Bachman refers to as sociolinguistic competence (Bachman 1990)) and the 

other interesting (to sociolinguists) parts of language. 

“Competence (in its original sense) refers to the natural language in its idealized form; 

performance refers to everything else” (Halliday 1978, p. 38). 

Halliday sets up a contrary position to Hymes by discussing language from a social perspective;  

 “So in an inter-organism perspective there is no place for the dichotomy of competence and 

performance, opposing what the speaker knows to what he does.” (Halliday 1978, p. 37). 

More recently, in discussion of Bachman’s approach to language, McNamara has highlighted both 

the challenge of the adoption of a single, idealised, general, psychological theory of language 

performance as the basis for language assessment (McNamara 2003) and the necessity of adopting a 

social perspective to the foundations of language assessment. 
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 “the a priori nature of abilities in the Bachman model is thus increasingly problematic.  The 

problem lies as we have seen in the question of context, and the context-dependent nature 

of inferences.  As Bachman (1990:311) himself puts it: ‘instances of language use are by 

definition context dependent and hence unique’.  And there is a further fundamental 

problem here: the model is essentially psychological, seeing communicative language ability 

as a mental ability, while the context of use is increasingly understood theoretically as a 

social arena, as in virtually all current work in discourse analysis.  An incommensurability 

between psychological and social orientations to competence was a problem inherent in 

Hymes’ own work, a fact pointed out by Halliday (1978).  The idea of a general a priori 

competence is increasingly questioned in studies of language use in context, and it is being 

found to be problematic in language testing contexts too.” (McNamara 2003, p. 468)  

The basic problem, then, with the model of communicative competence put forward by Bachman, 

based as it is on Canale and Swain and Hymes’ work, is the expectation that there will be one 

general language proficiency which can be measured by tests of language which are context 

independent.   

Contested theoretical perspectives of the North American and UK approaches 

At essence here is a discussion about the validity claims of language tests. As a broad generalisation, 

language testers in North America prefer to use assessment use arguments (Kane 2012) to support 

validity claims, while testers in the United Kingdom have moved towards using the socio-cognitive 

framework (Weir 2005) to support language test validity claims.  Language testers in other regions 

appear to be influenced by the location of their, or their teacher’s, postgraduate study, with 

Australian and New Zealand testers taking a pragmatic approach to validity concerns.  Language 

testing researchers in Australia are developing an evidence based approach to language test validity 

which relies on a strong understanding of language usage in the target domain (Pill et al. 2014).     

The two commercially dominant approaches to validation of language tests are addressed in 

sections 2.8.5 and 2.8.6. 

2.7 Introduction to the framework used in the study 

In the light of the problems and issues discussed above and in order to address the particular 

questions posed in the study; the potential for social and cultural assumptions in the test construct 

of IELTS GTVWMT#1 and the pursuit of the meaning of the scoring criteria performance dimensions 

‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and ‘consistent and appropriate tone’, there is a need for a 

theoretical bridge between the macro and the micro (Matthiessen 2012).  This bridge is required to 

map and explicate the connections between the potential for social and cultural value assumptions 
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of the test construct as identified by Messick (the macro) and the results of analysis of individual 

responses to a test task (the micro).  The bridging structure has been constructed through careful 

selection of theoretically consonant approaches to language and society, which are ‘appliable’ 

(Matthiessen 2012) to the problems identified by Messick.  

The section begins with Messick’s validity matrix and discussion of responses to the social bottom 

line of the matrix.  The importance of test use when tackling questions related to validity is also 

introduced with a review of the broader location of the test and uses of IELTS General Training 

Version scores.  The location of the test is also considered from a temporal perspective with 

consideration of the Cambridge tradition of English language testing, the history of letter writing in 

language tests and a brief reflection on the development of the friendly letter text type.  Attention 

to the context of tests and test use is an important part of the Critical Language Testing approach.  

The relation between Critical Language Testing and the present study is also attended to.   

The operational aspect of the study is then presented with introduction of Bernstein’s theory of the 

production of educational and institutional discourse, the pedagogic device.  The connection 

between Bernstein’s theory, test and task specific scoring criteria, and individual responses to test 

tasks is carefully mapped with reference to the metadialogism of Bernstein and Halliday’s theories 

(Hasan 1999).  Hasan provides the theoretical justification for adoption of the two theories for 

making visible the inherent social and cultural assumptions within the test construct. 
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Figure 2.2 Theoretical Framework and linking for the study  

Messick’s Validity Matrix: What are the social and cultural values and assumptions that underlie test constructs?  And hence the scores that are 

awarded to texts?  Relationship between Value Implications and Test Construct. 

The historical, educational, social, political and economic location of the test.  This justifies the positioning of the test as catalyst for and 

simultaneously condensation of a PEDAGOGIC DISCOURSE. 

Bernstein: To achieve a high score you have to meet the expectations of the raters.  These are the REALISATION RULES 

of the test.  They are linked to the IDEOLOGY OF THE PEDAGOGIC DISCOURSE.  

The test construct should be evident in the scoring criteria of the test.  BUT there are implicit meanings  

 

 

 

 

 

 

in the scoring criteria, especially related to IDEOLOGY: ‘tone’ and meeting the requirements of the task.  

SFL is a suitable tool for text analysis which is interested in questions of social and  

 

 

 

 

 

cultural value assumptions 

Hasan’s Generic Semantic Potential and SFL based Tenor analysis are  

 

appropriate tools to investigate questions related to the implicit meanings 

of ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and ‘tone’. 

These are identified as inherent assumptions of the test construct. 
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2.8 Messick’s Validity Matrix and value implications; the hidden 

assumptions of the test construct 

2.8.1 Messick’s validity matrix 

Messick’s representation of “a comprehensive unified view of construct validity” (Messick 1996, p. 

244) has been influential in language testing approaches to validity since it appeared in the late 

1980s.  Bachman’s 1990 treatise on the foundations of language testing knowledge (Bachman 1990) 

introduced the unitary notion of validity to a wide audience.  A basic tenet of modern validity is that 

validity is:  

“not a property of the test or assessment as such, but rather of the meaning of the test 

scores.  Hence, what is to be validated is not the test or observation device per se but rather 

the inferences derived from test scores or other indicators (Cronbach, 1971) – inferences 

about score meaning or interpretation and about the implications for action that the 

interpretation entails” (Messick 1996, p. 245). 

Messick’s validity matrix then identifies areas which need to be questioned with respect to the 

meanings which are then attributed to test scores or about the actions that interpretations of test 

scores endorse or spark.  Messick tabulated the general sense of the range of questions that should 

be made about test scores in the Validity Matrix. 

 

 Test Interpretation Test Use 

Evidential basis Construct Validity Construct Validity +  

Relevance/Utility 

Consequential basis Value implications Social consequences 

Figure 2.3 Messick's validity matrix from Messick (1989) page 20. 

 

The matrix organises the questions which need to be asked about test scores at the intersection of 

the four headings: test interpretation, test use, evidential basis and consequential basis. 

Messick’s terms are a little opaque so McNamara and Roever (2006) have glossed them with more 

accessible language.  In their explanation of the matrix, the quadrants are interpreted as follows; 
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 What test scores are assumed to 

mean 

When tests are actually used 

Using evidence in support of 

claims: Test Fairness 

What reasoning and empirical 

evidence support the claims we 

wish to make about candidates 

based on their test performance? 

Are these interpretations 

meaningful useful and fair in 

particular contexts? 

The overt social context of 

testing 

What social and cultural values 

and assumptions underlie test 

constructs and hence the sense we 

make of scores? 

What happens in our education 

systems and the larger social 

context when we use tests? 

Table 2.3 McNamara and Roever's (2006 p.14) gloss of Messick's Validity matrix 

 

The top line of the matrix with the quadrants “Construct Validity” and “Construct Validity + 

Relevance / utility” have been traditionally widely accepted as fundamental to language test 

development and use.  The bottom line of the matrix has not received as much attention as the top 

in validity studies.  The bottom right hand quadrant; “Social consequences” has drawn attention 

with the increase in washback (studies which investigate the influence of a test on teaching and 

learning (Alderson, J.C & Wall 1993; Cheng, Watanabe & Curtis 2004; Green 2006) and impact 

studies (studies which investigate the influence of a test beyond the language classroom and beyond 

the immediate test stakeholders (Hawkey 2006; Wall & Horak 2006)), particularly since Alderson and 

Wall’s work on the Sri Lankan English examinations (Alderson, J.C & Wall 1993; Wall & Alderson 

1993).  However, the bottom left hand quadrant, “Value implications” has, in McNamara’s view 

(McNamara 2003), been largely neglected.  Possible reasons for this neglect are discussed in a later 

section of this review (section 2.10.3). 

Messick’s conceptualisation of value implications of a test construct identifies three major areas for 

investigation;  

“The consequential basis of test interpretation is the appraisal of the value implications of 

the construct label, of the theory underlying test interpretation, and of the ideologies in 

which the theory is embedded.  A central issue is whether or not the theoretical implications 

of the test interpretation are commensurate, because value implications are not ancillary, 

but rather, integral to score meaning” (Messick 1989, p. 20). 

This conceptualisation is represented by McNamara and Roever in their gloss as:  
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“What social and cultural values and assumptions underlie test constructs and hence the 

sense we make of scores?” (McNamara & Roever 2006, p. 14).   

Further, that: 

 “our conceptions of what it is that we are measuring and the things we prioritize in 

measurement, will reflect values, which we can assume will be social and cultural in origin” 

(McNamara and Roever 2011 p.13) 

 

McNamara and Roever recognise the potential for social and cultural values and assumptions as 

being within and foundational to language test constructs.  The present study extends this gloss, in 

harmony with Messick’s conceptualisation, to identify ‘what we are measuring and the things we 

prioritize in measurement’ as being embodied in highly valued texts in the assessment system.  Thus 

the value implications of the assessment system can be identified within the language choices made 

in highly valued texts.  Exposing these value implications requires a paradigm of analysis which 

provides scope for considering the influence of the context on choices made in the text, and for 

considering the multiple jobs texts perform. As identified by Matthiessen: 

“analysts must be supported by a framework that enables them to identify and engage with 

all the dimensions of language in context that are relevant to the task at hand" (Matthiessen 

2012, p. 446). 

A further extension of McNamara and Roever’s gloss of Messick’s validity matrix is the recognition of 

the potential within Messick’s commentary on test score validity of the notion of test scores serving 

social values.  Messick states, 

 “The consequential aspect of construct validity includes evidence and rationales for 

evaluating the intended and unintended consequences of score interpretation and use in 

both the short- and long-term, especially those associated with bias in scoring and 

interpretation, with unfairness in test use, and with positive or negative washback effects on 

teaching and learning.  However, this form of evidence should not be viewed in isolation as a 

separate type of validity, say, of ‘consequential validity’ or worse still ‘washback validity’.  

Rather, because the social values served in the intended and unintended outcomes of test 

interpretation and use (my underlining) both derive from and contribute to the meaning of 

the test scores, appraisal of social consequences of the testing is also seen to be subsumed 

as an aspect of construct validity” (Messick 1980)” (Messick 1996, p. 251). 
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This recognition of the potential for test score interpretation and use to be at the service of social 

values expands the purview of validity considerations to encompass the social forces involved in the 

selection and distribution of knowledge within educational systems (of which English as an 

Additional Language (EAL) instruction as commoditized through suites of language proficiency 

examinations can be seen to be).  In order to be able to consider this potential perspective on 

‘consequential validity’ an alternative framework for viewing English language proficiency testing is 

required.   

2.8.2 Messick’s validity matrix and this study 

This study accepts Messick’s unitary notion of test validity as a basis for understanding language test 

validity.  By accepting this, the entirety of this study is located within the bottom left quadrant of the 

validity matrix, and the interrogation of social and cultural values implicit in the assessment of 

writing in the context of IELTS GTVWMT#1 becomes an all-encompassing frame for the study.  This is 

represented by the outermost layer of the box diagram.  

“Exposing the value assumptions of a construct theory and its more subtle links to ideology - 

possibly to multiple, cross-cutting ideologies is an awesome challenge” (Messick 1980, p. 

1022) . 

As identified by Messick, exposing value assumptions of a construct theory is a challenge.  This may 

be part of the reason why this area has been largely neglected to date.  Adopting a suitable 

theoretical framework which provides a bridge between the construct theory and ideology is a first 

step.    

2.8.3 Limitations of the approach to language which underpins the construct in most 

language assessment research 

Language assessment research in general is based on assumptions about language which are 

founded in a formalist grammar plus vocabulary construction of language which ignores both the 

role of context in influencing language choices and the meaning making function of intra and inter 

organism language use.  The result of this approach to language in language assessment research is 

that the tools available to analyse language use are restricted.  For example, research into 

similarities and differences between texts composed in response to two different TOEFL iBT prompts 

relied on computer processed or human coded counts of various text features: accuracy, fluency, 

complexity, coherence, cohesion, content, orientation to source evidence, and metadiscourse.  The 

analytic measure used for each of the text features prioritises countability over relationship to 

meaning making.  As a result the research offers little in relation to understanding semiosis in the 

task responses (Knoch, McQueen & O'Hagan 2014).  While the study acknowledges that resourcing 
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constraints impacted upon methodological choices, particularly in the selection of some less than 

ideal computer based measures, the overarching orientation of the study, and of the body of 

research it draws upon in justification for research choices, is to view and research language as a 

combination of grammatical structures and lexical items or chunks.   The continued application of 

this orientation to language in language testing research, in combination with statistical methods 

which lend the research ‘empirical status’, confirms prior findings, and cyclically reinforces this 

impoverished orientation to language.  The prioritisation within the methodology of objectivity over 

language for inter organism meaning making is exemplified within the research report, by the 

attention given to second coder training and analysis of inter coder reliability statistics in comparison 

with justification of language analysis decisions. 

While investigating the question of authorial voice in academic writing, Zhao and her colleagues 

(Zhao 2013; Zhao & Llosa 2008) faced difficulties in arriving at descriptions of language which were 

sufficiently delicate to make meaningful comparisons between texts.  Zhao (2013) ultimately 

identified the necessity of grounding research in a theory of language which could model the 

qualitative use of language in context to support investigation of authorial voice. 

"As much as we would want a general measure of voice that could be used in different 

assessment or educational settings, the evaluation of voice is not context-independent.  

Rather, we need to take into consideration the characteristics of the writing task, the genre 

and level of the writing, and the audience for whom the writing is intended.  In different 

contexts, the realization of voice may be different; therefore the criteria used to evaluate 

voice may vary." (Zhao 2013, p. 216) 

The limitations of the approach to language currently providing a foundation for scoring criteria and 

studies which support the validity claims of scoring criteria and test tasks, are particularly marked 

when considering the social and cultural context of inter organism language use.  Thus adoption of 

an alternative theory of language to consider questions of construct validity, especially with relation 

to the problem of social and cultural assumptions inherent in the test construct, is necessary. 

2.8.4 Performance tests, validity and scoring criteria 

IELTS is classed by Cambridge English as a ‘direct’ test of language performance.  Shaw and Weir 

(2007) detail the approach of Cambridge ESOL to making tasks authentic through developing tasks 

with both situational and interactional authenticity.  The criterial parameters involved in ensuring 

that tasks have situational and interactional authenticity are listed:  
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“The concern with situational authenticity requires writers to respond to texts which 

simulate ‘real life’ in terms of criterial parameters without necessarily replicating it exactly.  

As far as possible, attempts are made to use situations and tasks which are likely to be 

familiar and relevant to the intended test taker.  In providing contexts, the purpose for 

carrying out a particular Writing task is made clear, as well as the intended audience, and 

the criterion for success in completing the task” (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007, p. 10). 

This classification of IELTS as a direct test is primarily connected to the face validity and the 

washback effect of the test.  Face validity is the interest in the appearance of a test; that tasks 

appear to stakeholders to be related to the use of language which is being assessed in the test, it has 

also been connected with the notions of content validity and authenticity (Bachman & Palmer 1996).   

Commentators from a psychometric perspective have referred to IELTS as an achievement test 

(Chalhoub-Deville & Turner 2000), in a description which emphasised the need for candidates to 

produce texts which have specific text features in the test.  Thus candidates’ need to have learnt the 

text types of the exam is the justification for the classification.  It should be noted that this 

description of the IELTS as an achievement test reflects an orientation to language assessment which 

does not incorporate composition of key genres (the question whether personal letters can be 

considered to be key genres in 2015 is beyond the scope of this thesis) or awareness of the context 

on language choice as a part of the construct of writing proficiency.  However, in the light of the 

other tests which make up the Cambridge Main Suite and which share letter writing tasks this claim, 

that IELTS is an achievement test, may be a better description than is generally accepted.   

McNamara (1996) considers IELTS, and many other so called ‘direct’ tests, to be performance tests in 

the weak sense. The distinction between a direct test and a performance test is related to the 

scoring criteria: 

“In this context, the tasks chosen for the display of proficiency are likely to be selected for 

their face validity and assumed positive ‘washback effect’.  Because of the concern for face 

validity, such performance tests will in a superficial way (resemble) performance tests in the 

strong sense, but this will only be a ‘face’ resemblance.  Performance tests in the weak sense 

seem to have had such convincing face validity that they have managed to convince 

language testers themselves that they were more than tests of language proficiency” 

(McNamara 1996, p. 44).  

McNamara highlights the need to consider both the task and the scoring criteria when considering if 

a task is a performance test.  In the case of a strong performance test, the scoring criteria will reflect 
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that performance of the task is the object of measurement.  In weak performance tests, inspection 

of the scoring criteria will reveal the object of measurement to be something other than 

performance of the task; in the case of IELTS GTVWMT#1 this is a traditional conceptualisation of 

correct writing.  

2.8.5 Messick as preferred foundation for language test validity discussion 

As has been mentioned above, validity arguments and Weir’s socio-cognitive approach to language 

test validity have been gaining popularity in language testing circles.  However, this study prefers to 

approach language test validity discussion using the foundations of Messick’s unitary notion of 

language test validity. 

In situations where validity arguments are adopted as the method for assuring the validity of 

inferences made on the basis of test scores, the test developer chooses the warrants to be proven 

for validity (Chapelle, Enright & Jamieson 2010).  This aspect of test developer choice removes the 

onus for addressing questions of language test fairness as part of language test validity in 

comparison with Messick’s unitary notion of language test validity.  It also has the potential to 

completely remove from view the question of social and cultural assumptions of the test construct.  

Kane (1992) identified the danger of hidden assumptions in language test constructs, however, these 

concerns are not compulsorily addressed in the argument approach to validity.  The lack of attention 

to the social location of language testing was also identified by McNamara (2006) as a weakness of 

the validity frameworks developed by Kane and Mislevy.  

The particular orientation to language test validity which has been adopted by Cambridge English 

over the past several years is one proposed by Weir (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007; Weir 2005; Weir & 

Shaw 2005), the socio-cognitive approach to language test validity.  The socio-cognitive approach 

presents a description of the ‘cognitive processes’ involved in composing a response to a writing 

prompt as a response to Bachman’s (1990) ‘overly cognitive’ model of language performance. 

The major weakness of the socio-cognitive approach to language test validity is the lack of reference 

to the social context of language use (Hamp-Lyons 2011) and the flow on of that lack of reference in 

the scoring criteria.  A significant consequence of the overly cognitive point of view of this validity 

framework is that the influence of context on text composition is minimised. 

A response to the weaknesses of the two alternative approaches to language test validity is to retain 

Messick’s unitary notion of language test validity, and to develop methodologies for investigating 

the problem of social and cultural assumptions in language test constructs and the effect they have 

on how language test scores are interpreted.   
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2.9 A broad view of the location of the test 

2.9.1 Security 

IELTS is jointly owned by CambridgeEnglish, IDP: IELTS Australia, and the British Council.  The annual 

candidature of IELTS has grown from 3,876 in 1981 (Davies 2008) to over 2 million in 2014 (IELTS 

2016), this growth is due in no small part to the boom in the international education sector which 

has seen the development of tertiary education as a lucrative industry for many English speaking 

nations.  As the only high volume English language proficiency test with a face to face interview to 

evaluate spoken abilities, IELTS enjoys market dominance in many regions.  Given the high volume of 

candidates and globally dispersed test centres, test security and inter test reliability are large 

concerns for IELTS.    

Test security covers a variety of angles, from minimisation of opportunities for candidates to cheat 

on test day, to protecting live test forms.  An additional security matter is the confidentiality of the 

test construct.  This is both a security issue and a commercial consideration.  As a security issue, the 

test construct is the underlying concept of language performance which is measured in the test.  If 

this is misappropriated and disseminated, then candidate performance in the test may not be 

representative of a general ability to use language but of an ability to use language as required by 

the test construct.  As a commercial consideration, the test construct, the scoring criteria and the 

scoring procedures (including rater training) are the intangible intellectual property of the test.  

Maintaining control over that intellectual property is important to protect the income associated 

with the test.  Furthermore, income streams from publishing related to the test preparation and to 

language education in general are important to two of the test partners.  Mickan and Motteram 

(Mickan & Motteram 2009) found that candidates preparing for exams controlled by a particular 

university are more likely to name preparation resources published by that university when 

discussing their preparation practices (Mickan & Motteram 2009).   It is possible that sustaining a 

level of indeterminacy around the construct of the test may strengthen the owning partners’ claims 

of superior knowledge when marketing test preparation materials. 

2.9.2 History 

The history of written examinations in the United Kingdom and of external examinations set and 

managed by Cambridge’s local examinations syndicate (UCLES) (Spolsky 1995; Weir, Vidakovic & 

Galaczi 2013) is well documented.  The salient elements of that history for this thesis are the 

purpose for the introduction of written examinations, the documented priorities of the board 

around the influence of the tests on teaching and learning, the commitment to direct testing of 
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writing, and the imperialist attitudes of the staff involved in the development and dissemination of 

the tests. 

Written examinations were introduced in an attempt to overcome the influence of patronage and 

nepotism in selections made in Her Majesty’s Home Civil Service. In addition, as the number of 

candidates presenting for end of school and university entrance exams dramatically increased in the 

late 1800s, written examinations, in preference to spoken exams, were seen as a practical and 

reliable means to provide evaluation of/for the masses.  The influence of Latham (1877) is held to be 

important in the initial stages of the development of written exams.  He stated  

“The writing of Essays shews two things; what a man has to say, and how he can say it” 

(Latham 1877, p. 261).   

The addition of the Certificate of Proficiency (CPE) to UCLES’ examination services in 1913 followed 

the format of the other UCLES examinations by focussing on essay writing. 

Both of the aspects of a direct test of writing as identified by Latham appear to be important in the 

IELTS, with the proviso that the descriptions of ‘how he can say it’ within the scoring criteria are 

bound by the approach to language which informs the scoring criteria. 

A priority of the examinations of the University of Cambridge local examinations syndicate (UCLES) 

has been, since inception, the influence of the examinations on curriculum and teaching.  This 

attitude to the role of examinations can be detected in Latham’s (1877) discussion of the processes 

involved in preparing candidates for examinations and the potential for examinations to influence 

teaching in a negative manner.    According to Weir et al:  

“The washback of the test on the teaching that precedes it (see Green 2007) is an important 

consideration which has militated against the use of indirect measures in Cambridge writing 

tests since they began in 1913” (2013, p. 255).   

Even in the face of pressures to change from direct tests to methods which were considered more 

psychometrically valid, Cambridge has maintained a position that to use direct methods is the way 

to:  

“Force the teacher to teach according to the best possible methods” (Strevens 1989 in 

Spolsky 1995 page 212).   

This use of tests to maintain control over teaching and learning is discussed in the language testing 

literature within the notions of washback and impact, and is related to validity discussions through 

Messick’s social consequences quadrant.  That Cambridge’s approach is identified as a motivated 
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decision to use tests to maintain control of teaching and learning is significant for this thesis, as it 

removes an assumption from the application of Bernstein’s pedagogic device.  This will be discussed 

further below.  

Direct tests of writing are also valued for their ‘authenticity’ as the conditions prescribed in the task 

prompt are considered to be an authentic representation of the information that is required before 

writing a text:   

“Full authenticity of setting is not attainable but the contextual parameters operationalised 

in a test should mirror as many of the criterial features of the target situation as possible” 

(Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007, p. 64).   

The perceived value of ‘authenticity’ in language tests has fluctuated over time, often in conjunction 

with concerns about reliability (Bachman 1990). 

The final aspect of the history of writing assessment at Cambridge which is especially salient for this 

thesis is the indication of an ambition for the examinations to take on a role of cultural ambassador 

for the English.  Examinations were seen as: 

 “An unusual element in cultural work abroad, in that they pay their way, once established, 

and are also a source of revenue and influence through the sale of textbooks.” (Roach in 

Spolsky 1995 page 209).   

The influence of the British Council in developing and delivering English language tests and the joint 

development and ownership of IELTS between UCLES, The British Council and the Group of Eight 

universities in Australia (Go8) can also be seen as evidence for the ambassadorial role of the test.  

Indeed, Roach explicitly discussed his ambitions for the English language and the part that he 

foresaw the Cambridge examinations playing in the realisation of that ambition:  

“It is true that about 1929 I formed the modest ambition of making English the world 

language…  The cardinal consideration now is, how far the examinations themselves can be 

used to turn people's thoughts, not merely to English, but to England; how far, that is, they 

can best serve as an instrument of cultural and even commercial influence." (emphasis in 

original) (Roach 1956b in Spolsky 1995 page 209). 

The extent to which this ambition has been realised is not within the scope of this thesis.  However, 

the acknowledgement of the ambition, and the current reality of the perceived ubiquity of English 

language ability for participation in a global economy (Piller & Cho 2013; Piller, Takahashi & 

Watanabe 2010), combine to suggest that the aspiration was, at least in part, realised.  Indeed, 
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current commentary suggests that IELTS has played a central role in the proliferation of English as an 

international language (Moore, T et al. 2015). 

2.9.3 Social, Geographical, and Political location of the test 

As introduced in section 2.2.1 IELTS scores are used by governments and institutions to determine if 

applicants have sufficient English ability to participate in social life, professional situations or 

academic courses of study.   

With respect to geography, IELTS has more than 1000 test centres in over 140 locations around the 

world (Merrifield 2012).  Potentially, this has an impact on the reliability of the evaluation of a highly 

proficient user of English.  Raters are expected to be highly proficient themselves, but socialisation in 

language practices varies geographically and socially.  It could be anticipated that in some regions, 

the language practices of raters would differ significantly from other regions.  Especially as the use of 

English as lingua franca increases, the scoring criteria should reflect the possibility for cultural and 

social assumptions to have an impact on scores awarded to candidates. 

The political uses of IELTS are complicated.  Managing immigration into Australia has been an 

important element of Australian political rhetoric for some time.  One of the first acts of the 

federated Australian parliament was the White Australia Policy (McNamara 2009b).  More recently, 

Past Prime Minister John Howard famously stated during the 2001 election campaign  

“We will decide who comes to this country and the circumstances in which they come” (John 

Howard’s 2001 election policy speech). 

Howard’s stance during the Tampa affair, a flashpoint around people arriving in Australia or 

Australian territorial waters by boat and seeking refugee status, was attributed by many as a key to 

his re-election (Howard 2010).  This gate keeping attitude to immigration, framed recently as a 

safety issue to minimise drowning deaths of boat arrivals, has enjoyed bipartisan support for over a 

decade.   As mentioned earlier, the Australian Dictation Test was a tool used by immigration officials 

to select and reject new arrivals.  The current points test has a similar, though less personal, 

function.  The points test works in combination with quotas for different visa categories to privilege 

immigrants who are considered more valuable to Australian society.   

When unemployment levels rise, quotas for different visa categories are publicly manipulated to 

appease community claims that the immigrants are taking ‘Australian jobs’.  The end effect of 

dropping quotas is to effectively raise the required point score for visa categories as the selections 

are made from the top of the list with candidates with the highest scores offered visas first.  Given 
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the bonus points available to applicants with IELTS scores of 8 or 7, the jump from 6 to 7 to 8 overall 

becomes even more high stakes in these conditions. 

2.9.4 Economic concerns 

Using language tests as part of the selection process for new immigrants places responsibility for 

language learning, including paying for language learning, and the opportunity cost involved in 

intensive language learning, on the applicant (Hawthorne 1997).  Given the expense involved in 

learning a language to the level of proficiency required for bonus points for certain visa sub classes, 

this acts as a financial hurdle for many (Mickan & Motteram 2009).  In addition, the expense of 

repeated test fees may be a significant barrier (Motteram & Mickan 2008; Templer 2004). 

The economics of test ownership have been discussed in sections 1.1 and 2.2.2.  The hypothesised 

numbers and the willingness of significant businesses to enter the testing arena suggest a significant 

income stream from language testing.  Condon comments in discussion of the push for introduction 

of automated essay scoring: 

“The commercial testing operations of the Educational Testing Service (ETS) and the more 

recent entry of publishing giant Pearson demonstrate what has long been an open secret: 

large-scale testing is big business, with huge profits in the offing, especially if tests can be 

constrained to the point that computers can provide a large portion of the labor of scoring 

essays”(Condon 2013, p. 101). 

Thus, Spolsky’s (1995) characterisation of language testing as an industry appears to be justified, and 

a cause for consideration when discussing theoretical considerations related to validity. 

2.9.5 Education including washback 

The location of assessment within educational systems has largely been discussed within the 

theoretical space of washback (Alderson, J.C & Wall 1993) and impact (Hawkey 2006; Saville 2009; 

Wall 2000) which in turn is located within the bottom right hand quadrant of Messick’s validity 

matrix.  This quadrant investigates the social consequences of language test use. 

The effect of high stakes language tests on teaching and learning has been an object of language 

testing research since the early 1990s (Alderson, J.C & Hamp-Lyons 1996; Wall & Alderson 1993) .  

This research has largely been reported within the paradigm of washback (Alderson, J.C & Wall 1993; 

Bailey 1999; Messick 1996).  The washback effect and the ripple imagery which accompanies it 

presumes that high stakes tests are dropped into virgin environments (the glass-like mill pond).  

Impact research is interested in the effect of tests beyond teaching and learning contexts and 

considers a wide array of potential stakeholders. 
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The present study is not located within washback or impact.  However, a review of research into 

washback and impact is a necessary step towards adopting a sociological approach for viewing high 

stakes language tests’ location within the broad discourse related to English as an Additional 

Language education.  

2.10 Responses to the socio political location of the test 

The main response to the broader location of language testing has been the Critical Language 

Testing movement.  Closely related to the Critical Language Testing movement has been the 

development of models of test washback and impact to investigate the social consequences cell of 

Messick’s validity matrix.  There has also been a call to look beyond the language testing literature 

and beyond accepted methodologies for novel approaches for understanding the location of tests. 

2.10.1 Critical Language Testing literature 

The impetus for investigating the social consequences quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix comes in 

large part from the Critical Language Testing movement (Shohamy 2001).  Critical Language Testing 

encourages the questioning of tests and their uses.  The guiding principles of Critical Language 

Testing are listed in Shohamy’s 2001 book “The Power of Tests”.  There are fifteen guiding principles 

which assert the main priorities of Critical Language Testing.  They address questions of test content, 

test score use, the purpose of testing, test stakeholder participation in testing and test development, 

and the context of testing (Shohamy 2001, pp. 131-132).  

Especially salient for this thesis are the principles which address the content and context of tests.  

Shohamy frames test content in political terms.  She questions whether the knowledge included in 

tests is limited to those in power, and whether that knowledge is included to maintain the 

hegemony.  She further questions the use of the test to define and dictate the knowledge which is 

included in the test.  In this principle Shohamy conceptualises language tests as being about 

knowledge, not as proficiency.  This may seem contradictory in consideration of a language ‘ability’ 

test.  However, this study conceptualises knowledge related to language tests as including the 

knowledge required to respond to the test tasks in the manner which is expected by the test, thus 

Shohamy’s conceptualisation of particular knowledges being preferred in tests is relevant to the 

study.  Shohamy further comments on the context of test use, highlighting the various stakeholders 

with interest in the construction of tests and the complicated relationships between the test and the 

continual ideological and social struggle which prevails within contexts of test use. 

In categorisation of Shohamy’s principles of critical testing, Shih (2008) identified the rights of test 

takers as a domain of discussion and investigation.  Within Shih’s commentary dimensions of 
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unethical or immoral testing practices are considered, with reference to Punch’s (1994) discussion.  

Deception is one of three unethical testing practices identified by Punch (1994).  Deception is 

described as occurring when:   

‘Test takers are engaged in a testing situation, but cannot relate it to the abilities which are 

supposed to be assessed’ (Shih 2008, p. 4).  

 In an extension of this, it would seem that assessments wherein the construct being tested is only 

partially understood by test developers (potentially a case of construct underrepresentation), there 

may be cases where the testing practices are not completely ethical.  

The Critical Language Testing movement has been influential in discussion of the social 

consequences of language test use and many washback studies have been inspired by Shohamy’s 

principles of Critical Language Testing.   

While Shohamy’s work drew attention to the social consequences of testing, and of language testing 

in particular, it did not provide explicit guidelines for research into Messick’s value implications 

quadrant.  

2.10.1.1 Models of Washback and Impact 

Washback studies are a response to the social consequences quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix.  

They investigate the influence of testing on teaching and learning (Alderson, J.C & Wall 1993).  Social 

consequences research in language testing is often associated with Critical Language Testing (Shih 

2008).   

Over the years methodologies for washback research have developed with pre and post assessment 

implementation studies (Wall & Alderson 1993), comparison between test related and general or 

Academic English language courses (Alderson, J.C & Hamp-Lyons 1996; Brown, JDH 1988; Hayes & 

Read 2004), classroom observation studies (Cheng, Watanabe & Curtis 2004; Johnson, Jordan & 

Poehner 2005; Mickan & Motteram 2008), and case studies (Mickan & Motteram 2009; Motteram & 

Mickan 2008) being used to investigate the influence of language tests on teaching and learning.   

Test impact research is interested in the broad impact of the introduction of assessments on 

institutions, systems and stake holders, beyond teachers and learners.  Due to the broad interest of 

the research, studies of impact are, by their nature, of larger scale than washback studies.  Impact 

studies require significant resources as their data points are many and varied.  Data collection for 

impact studies includes using interviews and surveys for investigation of stakeholder perceptions 

(Rea-Dickins 1997), classroom observations, and survey of language instruction textbooks for 
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evidence of test impact (Hawkey 2006; Moore, SH, Stroupe & Mahony 2012; Wall & Horak 2006).  

Data is then considered with respect to an impact model (Saville 2012; Wall 2000). 

Washback and impact studies have addressed the bottom right quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix 

- the social consequences quadrant.  However, as has been discussed, the bottom left hand 

quadrant, the value implications quadrant has been largely unaddressed.   

2.10.2 Calls for novel approaches 

In reflecting on the 20th century development of industrial English language testing, Spolsky 

cautioned that: 

“TOEFL and its English counterparts are to be explained not by a theory drawing on 

linguistics and psychology, but by an understanding of the social and economic and 

institutional forces that control them" (Spolsky 1995, p. 346). 

The necessity of a novel perspective is clearly stated by Spolsky.   

McNamara has repeatedly drawn attention to the lack of progress around these problems within the 

field (McNamara 2001, 2003; McNamara & Ryan 2011).  He, and his colleagues, have developed 

tests which circumvent the problem of text in social context by developing strong models of the 

language abilities to be assessed prior to developing assessments (Pill et al. 2014).  However, they 

have not developed empirical methods to investigate the value assumptions of language test 

constructs.  McNamara has identified the need for investigation of both the: 

“social origins and derivations of test constructs” (McNamara 2001, p. 339) 

and  

“studies of the institutionality of language testing” (McNamara 2001, p. 340). 

These have been identified as potentially useful in guiding researchers towards methods for 

understanding the social and cultural value assumptions of language tests. 

In commentary on the concept of fairness in language testing, McNamara and Ryan (2011) address 

the difficulties of investigating questions related to social value in language testing as identified by 

Messick: 

“The bottom line foregrounds issues of social value, which cannot be established or settled 

by such means but will rely on other kinds of analysis, more familiar in cultural analysis and 

critical policy analysis, often considering questions of history, ideology, and discourse 

context and using primarily qualitative analytical tools” (McNamara & Ryan 2011, p. 164). 
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Messick began discussing value implications and their role in language test constructs (Messick 

1980) at least 35 years ago.  The validity matrix (Messick 1989) was introduced 16 years ago, and 

was widely introduced by Bachman in 1990 (McNamara 2003).  The three other quadrants of the 

validity matrix have received significant research attention.  The question of why the value 

implications quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix has been largely ignored remains. 

2.10.2.1 Critical Language Testing research methods 

Shohamy’s work drew attention to the social consequences of testing, and of language testing in 

particular.  However, it did not provide explicit guidelines for language testing research.  Adopting a 

Critical Language Testing perspective is potentially valuable for investigations which are interested in 

Messick’s social bottom line.  While methodologies used in washback and impact research will not 

be useful in investigating test constructs, some direction around methodological choices can be 

taken from Lynch’s critical perspective on assessment (2001). 

Drawing on the Critical Theory of the Frankfurt school, Lynch (2001) proposes a set of considerations 

to be taken into account when designing research projects within a Critical Language Testing frame: 

“An interest in particular domains such as gender, class, ethnicity, and the ways in which 

language and language-related issues (like all human relations and activities) are interconnected 

with them; 

The notion that our research needs to consider paradigms beyond the dominant post positivist-

influenced one; 

A concern for changing the human and social world, not just describing it, i.e., ‘the 

transformative agenda’, with the related and motivational concern for social justice and 

equality; and 

The requirement that critical applied linguistics be self-reflexive.” 

(Lynch 2001, p. 357). 

These characteristics of research design were applied to a study of the impact of IELTS in Cambodia 

(Moore, SH, Stroupe & Mahony 2012).  In the context of an impact study, applying Lynch’s guidelines 

resulted in a large study, but were considered valuable to generating varied perspectives.  In the 

present study, Lynch’s recommendations confirm the decision to investigate the IELTS GTVWMT#1 

from the perspective of an alternative language theory, and to combine this with a theory of society 

which is interested in the reproduction of social values.   

The location of language tests in the Cambridge tradition is significantly different from in the North 

American approach.  In the British tradition (particularly at UCLES) English language tests are 
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considered to be located as the “lynchpin” (Spolsky 1995, p. 72) of the whole curriculum.  This 

conceptualisation, by the test owners, of the central and essential role of language tests within a 

larger institution is particularly valuable for justifying the adoption of a theory of education for 

viewing the social values of the test.  

A quantitative approach to addressing questions around test fairness and validity is the investigation 

of test bias.  Test bias research methodology has been developed for investigating item bias in 

multiple choice tests (Bachman 2000).  The challenge for using this methodology with complex 

constructs such as writing, is to make the chunks of ‘construct’ small enough to have any meaning in 

the analysis.  Another challenge of test bias research is the decision around which aspects of 

candidate experience or profile to investigate for bias.  Commonly, candidate race, gender and 

ethnic background are considered to be potential sources of test bias (Kunnan 2000).  However, the 

selection of these potential sources of test bias demonstrates value assumptions (Elder 1997), and it 

is debatable if those aspects of candidate experience or profile are actually connected to ability as 

measured by the test (Elder 1997).  In the context of this study quantitative analyses for bias are 

useful for preliminary investigation.  However, as the chunks of construct are too large and 

indeterminate to identify what part of the construct could be the cause of the bias, further 

qualitative work is necessary. 

2.10.3 Why the value implications quadrant lacuna? 

The lacuna in addressing the question of value implications in test constructs may be explained by 

considering the steps required.   

First there is a need to recognise the central role of social and cultural assumptions and values in 

language.  If language is reduced for the sake of neatness to sentence level description of idealised 

structures (Chomsky 1965), then all aspects of language in use are separated and considered as 

extraneous details.  When questions around use arise, they are dealt with as ‘add-ons’, and not 

considered central to the question of language.  Discussion of the social nature of language in the 

models which presently inform language test constructs corrals language as idealised structures and 

minimises the importance of the social.  As a result, the notion that social and cultural assumptions 

and values may exist within language tests, let alone language itself, is alien to many language 

testers.  The training of many in the language testing industry is dominated by questions of 

educational measurement from a cognitive, psychological model which is supported by formal 

linguistic models (McNamara 2015).  Exposure to multiple alternative linguistic theories is not 

considered essential training, and for many years the approach to language underpinning language 

tests has been considered ‘settled’ (Chalhoub-Deville 2014; McNamara 2003).  
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Once an orientation to language as essentially social is adopted, it is possible to see that a language 

theory alone will not be enough to answer questions related to social and cultural values and 

assumptions.  Even if the language theory can assist in identifying the patterns of meaning which are 

valued in certain contexts, without a theory of society which makes sense of those patterns by 

linking them with ways of speaking and writing which are organised and differentiated by social 

group membership, the question is only half answered. This is why investigation of value 

implications in language test constructs requires a theory of society which can incorporate language 

and language in educational contexts. 

In addition, resistance to new paradigms can also be accounted for when considering the location of 

the test.  The history of the development of IELTS carries a strong commitment to rater judgements 

including evaluation of moral and social values inherent in texts.  In addition the politically and 

socially related uses of the test may be compromised or problematised if the value implications of 

the test are seen to bias against or for any particular groups. Over time, the economic investment in 

IELTS has been significant, and the size of the test administration is such that even small changes to 

the test are economically significant in the resources required.    

Also related to the development of the test, the strong conceptualisation of language testing and 

preparation for work in the language testing industry is based upon a cognitive perspective on 

assessment.  Description of people working in language testing as ‘measurement scientists’ is not 

uncommon and specialisation in statistical methods is necessary in many high volume language 

testing related roles.  This dominant perspective on and orientation to language testing research is 

difficult to counter.  However, as McNamara and Ryan (2011) observe, this orientation to language 

testing research cannot address questions around social values within test constructs.    

There are some studies in the language testing literature which are interested in issues which are 

related to Messick’s value implications quadrant.  In an investigation of the notion of authorial voice 

in the context of TOEFL writing (Zhao 2013), the potential for developing a quantitatively based 

measure for voice strength was explored.  A significant finding of the study was that a qualitative 

investigation, using a theory of language which supported analysis of text in context, may be more 

helpful in investigating voice in writing.  As mentioned previously (2.5.1.2) voice has been used 

synonymously with persona, style and tone in the literary criticism literature.  Studies of voice in 

language assessment within the academy (Helms-Park & Stapleton 2003; Isaac 2012; Ivanic 1998; 

Ivanic & Camps 2001; Zhao 2013; Zhao & Llosa 2008), and studies of performance dimensions of 

rating scales which are considered to be aspects of voice or style (Coffin & Hewings 2004; Knoch 

2008), could be considered to be related to Messick’s notion of value implications, if they are 
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perceived from a viewpoint which explicitly identifies language use as social and as contextually 

situated.  

A further study, which proposed investigating the text features of IELTS General Training Version 

writing tasks one and two (Mickan 2003) from the perspective of SFL, conceptualised the rating of 

test scripts as a complex response to the test script as a socially situated,  meaning making text.  This 

conceptualisation of the rating of test scripts is a starting point for addressing the social and cultural 

assumptions of the language test construct.   

Studies from the perspective of assessment of writing in English for Academic purposes writing 

classes, such as Helms-Park and Stapleton (2003) and Isaac (2012), do not include reference to the 

notion of validity and thus cannot be expected to include reference to Messick’s value implications.  

However, when the question of academic style or voice is considered from a political perspective 

(Clark & Ivanic 1997), it becomes evident that language choices made in an assessed text which 

express interpersonal relationships, will have an influence on the rater’s perception of the author 

and likely, the score awarded to the text.  In the case of high stakes assessments, such as IELTS, it is 

necessary to be mindful of this potential and to ensure that it is explicitly reflected in the scoring 

criteria.  

2.11 Bernstein’s pedagogic device and language test constructs 

The first step towards adopting a theoretical framework to assist in identifying the social and cultural 

value assumptions of this test task is to recognise that the test does not occur in a vacuum but has a 

significant historical, educational, social, political and economic location.  As can be seen from the 

earlier discussion, it is important not to consider IELTS in isolation and it is reasonable to consider 

IELTS as a contributor to a larger ‘institution’; an institution of English as an Additional Language, and 

the specific task IELTS GTVWMT#1 to be a constituent of that larger institution.   

Viewing IELTS as part of a larger institution which includes language teaching and learning, and its 

considerable and relevant historic, social, economic and political environment, is valuable in that it 

foregrounds the social location of language testing.  In a way, this location of language testing is 

attended to by the test impact and washback literature.  An extension of this perspective is 

important for this study, whereby the inherently social nature of language use within the language 

testing context needs to be foregrounded. 

This foregrounding is necessitated by the understanding that encoded within language, and within 

responses written in language test tasks which are conceptualised in the study not as performance 

samples but as texts, are clues about the multiple social positions of the author.  The encoding of 
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these clues is not a conscious step of the author, rather it is a culmination of their multiple language 

learning /socialisation processes/experiences.  Once an understanding of text as encryption of social 

meanings has been adopted, a second step is necessary: to perceive that valued and less valued 

texts may encrypt different patterns of social meanings. 

Bernstein offers a model to position texts which are valued in educational systems.  Halliday offers a 

language theory to identify the patterns of text features of those valued texts.  The following 

sections introduce Bernstein’s model and Halliday’s language theory such as they are relevant for 

this study. 

2.11.1 Bernstein and pedagogic discourse 

The study proposes that IELTS GTVWMT#1 be theoretically located as the condensation and catalyst 

of a particular pedagogic discourse: the pedagogic discourse of IELTS GTVWMT#1.  A pedagogic 

discourse is defined as: 

“The sum of communication and acquisition of knowledge at the classroom level” (Au 2009, 

p. 121).   

The term pedagogic discourse is also used by Bernstein to describe:  

“The operation of a set of principles by which persons are apprenticed into ways of working 

valued in a culture” (Christie 1995).   

The ways of working valued in a culture can also be considered to be ‘common knowledge’ (Edwards 

& Mercer 1987).  Adopting Bernstein’s pedagogic device provides a framework for understanding 

the ways in common and uncommon knowledge are defined and distributed and the ways in which 

these processes are related to social order. Locating IELTS GTVWMT#1 as the condensation and 

catalyst of a pedagogic discourse of English as an Additional Language provides a theoretical 

framework for investigating the knowledge required to produce a valued text in the discourse, but 

also a framework for investigating ways of working with language which are valued in the specific 

context of the test task.  

Bernstein (2000, 2003) presents a set of principles as a hierarchy of sociological rules which are, in 

combination, known as the pedagogic device.  The pedagogic device maps the manner in which 

pedagogic discourses are created through the regulation and distribution of knowledge (the 

distributive rules), the recontextualisation of knowledge into a transmissible form (the 

recontextualising rules), and the further selection and ordering of that knowledge into a ‘set of 

criterial standards to be attained’, the evaluative rules.  It is no coincidence that a set of criterial 

standards to be attained sounds a lot like ‘scoring criteria’.  The evaluative rules are composed of the 
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recognition rules, knowledge of which means that students will identify assessment events, and the 

realisation rules, knowledge of which is required to produce a valued text.  This hierarchy of rules 

describes the formation of pedagogic discourse.   

2.11.2 Codes and the pedagogic device  

Bernstein’s work responds to a problem he identified while working as a school teacher in the 

poorer areas of London.  At that time, he found that there were many children of working class 

backgrounds who were able to pass the mathematics section of their end of primary school tests but 

were not able to pass the language section of the tests.  In response to this problem he proposed 

that the language resources of the children from working class backgrounds were different from 

those required to pass the test.  He described the language resources of different groups in society 

as codes and theorised that different social groups use different codes in their homes.  He named 

the codes restricted and elaborated codes.  Restricted code is an orientation to mean in a certain 

way that underlies the language used in the homes and communities of children from the lower 

working class.  Restricted code is highly context and group dependent.  Elaborated code is the name 

given to describe the meaning orientation of the language of all other classes.  Elaborated code is, as 

the name suggests, elaborate and universal in description and reference.  It is much less context and 

social group dependent than restricted code and is useful for providing detailed description and 

discussing technical and abstract notions. Sociolinguistic markers of dialect and accent are not 

relevant to discussions of Bernstein’s notion of coding orientation. 

Bernstein reasoned that the language under examination in the high stakes English as a first 

language tests that all children were subjected to was the elaborated code of the middle class.  As 

the children of working class backgrounds had only been exposed to this code since starting school 

(school teachers were predominantly middle class and middle class code is the language of 

education), and as the differences in code used by school and home for working class children had 

been neither identified nor explicitly taught, the working class children were at a disadvantage, 

especially in the language rich areas of the curriculum.  

Bernstein’s concept of codes and coding orientations provides an opportunity to explicitly discuss 

the social and cultural values inherent in language.  Douglas (1972) commented, with reference to 

Bernstein’s developing code theory: 

“A common speech form transmits much more than words; it transmits a hidden baggage of 

shared assumptions’, a ‘collective consciousness that constitutes the social bond” (Mary 

Douglas 1972, :5) cited in (Halliday 1978, p. 26).    
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Bernstein revised and developed code theory and the notion of coding orientation in collaboration 

with systemic functional linguists.  Over the years, SFL has developed resources to further 

investigate the hidden baggage of shared assumptions inherent in lexicogrammatical choices. 

Bernstein’s code theory has been influential in the development of explicit language teaching 

interventions such as Rose’s “Reading to Learn” project.  Rose (1999) explains how the invisible 

nature of elaborated codes, the lack of explicit instruction in the discourses of the codes, and the 

importance of elaborated codes for education once students reach the early teenage years act as a 

barrier to participation in upper secondary and tertiary education and subsequently in political 

participation for many: 

“In other words, schooling also fails to prepare large sectors of non-indigenous communities 

for the professional cultural contexts that indigenous parents want their children to become 

competent in.  It restricts access to these vocational and professional contexts by providing 

unequal degrees of access to the discourses in which they are framed (Martin 1990).  These 

discourses are associated with what Bernstein has called ‘elaborated codes’, which he 

argues have evolved in stratified industrial cultures and are realized, for example, in the 

abstract written discourses of the sciences and bureaucratic administration.  Halliday (1985, 

1993) and Martin (1993) demonstrate how the grammatical realisation of these discourses 

differ qualitatively from everyday spoken discourse ….  These modes of meaning have 

evolved to enable written discourse, but they also exclude speakers who are unfamiliar with 

them, an effect sometimes exploited to deliberately prevent participation in technocratic 

decision-making (Lemke 1990).” (Rose 1999, p. 223) 

The identification of the text features of the preferred texts of the written discourses of the sciences 

and bureaucratic administration, as discussed by Rose, make application of Bernstein’s pedagogic 

device to the Academic version of IELTS appear promising.  However, this study asserts that the high 

scoring responses in Task 1 of the General Version of the test may also exhibit a preferred 

orientation to meaning which can be considered in relation to Bernstein’s model of the pedagogic 

device.  The different text type, a friendly letter, may display different text features from Academic 

texts; however, it is postulated that there will be patterns of realisation across high scoring texts 

which can be identified as text features of a preferred text type. 

The challenge is then to identify what might constitute the orientation to meaning expected by the 

IELTS GTVWMT#1 and what the ‘hidden baggage of shared assumptions’ might include, especially 

with reference to the text type: friendly letter. 
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2.11.2.1 SFL and Bernstein 

Halliday and Bernstein both worked in University College, London in the 1960s.  Bernstein’s 

sociology and Halliday’s SFL developed in conversation.  Both Halliday and Bernstein saw the need to 

include perspectives from sociology and linguistics if the questions they were pursuing were related 

to language as interaction.  From Halliday’s perspective: 

“If you are interested in inter-organism linguistics, in language as interaction, then you are 

inevitably led to a consideration of language in the perspective of the social system.  What 

interests me about Bernstein is that he is a theoretical sociologist who builds language into 

his theory not as an optional extra but as an essential component (Bernstein 1971, esp chs. 

7-10).”  (Halliday 1978, p. 36).  

From Bernstein’s perspective: 

“Until my association with Halliday in the 1960s, and especially until I had the possibility of 

holding discussions with Ruqaiya Hasan… I was unable to find a means for describing the 

texts which were indicators of codes.  This … required a theory whose descriptors … placed 

language in the context of a social semiotic (Bernstein 1995 page 368)” (Martin, JR 2011, p. 

35). 

Not only do Halliday and Bernstein’s theories offer alignment in that they are viewing language as a 

social semiotic, a social meaning making device, but also, there is an interface between the two 

theories which allows interpretation of analysis informed by SFL from the perspective of the 

pedagogic device.  Hasan explains that this is possible due to the metadialogism of the two theories 

(Hasan 1999).  Hasan explains the interface between, and theoretical congruence of, SFL and the 

pedagogic device.  She further describes the attributes of the two theories which allow ‘crossing 

over’ between them; such that results from analysis of texts (the application of SFL) can be discussed 

with direct reference to the sociological rules of Bernstein’s pedagogic device. 

The metadialogism is possible as the theories are exotropic (outward looking) and can fit together to 

provide a larger model which explicates the connections between language use in interaction 

between individuals, and the way expectations of language use in interactions are socially learnt and 

developed.   

Hasan explicitly models the interface between the two theories at the moment of approaching texts 

as an instance of social meaning.  She identifies this location within Bernstein's model as the space 

where the Bernstein's coding orientations are realised by the notion of ‘specialised interactional 
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practices’ which can be equated to the Hallidayan context of situation, and can be seen in the 

diagram as the dotted line between <2> and <3>. 

 

Figure 2.4 Class, codes and communication: an interpretation from Hasan 1999 p.15 
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Work which involves SFL based analysis discussed with reference to Bernstein’s modelling of social 

forces includes Hasan’s work on low autonomy professions (LAP) and high autonomy professions 

(HAP) mother child talk (Hasan 1996a), Williams’ work which demonstrated the overlap between 

HAP mother talk and teacher talk in junior school story book reading sessions (Williams 1999), and 

Cloran’s work on socio semantic variation (Cloran 2000).   

The metadialogic relationship between the theories of Bernstein and Halliday provides a key 

theoretical frame for this study, as it explicitly links text analysis with social and cultural 

assumptions, investigating the 'specific interactional practice' of the IELTS test through the analytic 

tools made available by approaching the analysis using an SFL toolkit, and then working, as it were, 

up through the layers to the realisation rules of the pedagogic discourse of English as an Additional 

Language as specified by IELTS GTVWMT#1.  Given the nature of the analytic tools available within 

SFL, the realisation rules can then be discussed with reference to implicit social and cultural 

assumptions, or as Douglas (1972) puts it, the hidden baggage, of the test.  

Bernstein’s work has been influential in the area of discourse specific academic literacies.  Studies of 

preferred language choices in a variety of disciplines have linked text analysis supported by SFL with 

the concept of ‘knower codes’, an extension of Bernstein’s code theory.  In this study, knowledge in 

EAL is not modelled as a ‘knower code’ along the lines of Karl Maton’s Legitimation Code Theory 

(Maton 2011).  This may be a fruitful area for future study.  

2.11.3 The structure of the pedagogic device 

The pedagogic device is a model which can be used to explain the entrenched and continuing class 

based differences between the language resources available for social groups and the manner in 

which those different language resources are differently valued in education:   

“First, the function of the distributive rules is to regulate the relationships between power, 

social groups, forms of consciousness and practice.  Distributive rules specialise forms of 

knowledge, forms of consciousness and forms of practice to social groups.  Distributive rules 

distribute forms of consciousness through distributing different forms of knowledge. 

Second, recontextualising rules regulate the formation of specific pedagogic discourse. 

Third, evaluative rules constitute any pedagogic practice.  Any specific pedagogic practice is 

there for one purpose: to transmit criteria. Pedagogic practice is, in fact, the level which 

produces a ruler for consciousness.”   (Bernstein 2000:28) 

The pedagogic device is a series of hierarchical, stratal, sociological rules with realisational 

relationships between the rules.  The realisational relationships can be read in both directions; the 
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influence of the rules can be downward and influencing or upward and ‘reverse engineer-able’.  This 

means that identifying the rules of one level can inform discussion of the rules above and below.  In 

the present study this relationship is important as identifying, through text analysis, so that the rules 

at the ‘bottom’ of the strata can then inform discussion of the rules at the top of the strata.  As the 

rules at the top of the strata are explicitly related to social and cultural values this is an excellent fit 

for this study. 

The rules of the pedagogic device can be represented in a simplified diagrammatic form. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The system of rules of Bernstein's pedagogic device and the location of a test task with respect to the pedagogic 

device (from Motteram 2013 p.10) 

 

2.11.3.1 The Distributive Rules 

Bernstein draws on theories which explain the division of labour and distribution of abstract and 

concrete knowledge within society to provide an explanation for the disparity of knowledge 

production and distribution between social groups.  The disparity is largely related to the control of 

the abstract, as access to abstract knowledge engenders a potential for imagining alternative ways 
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of being.  Control of access to abstract knowledge and production of discourse in contemporary 

society is largely regulated by the State, whereas in the past it was often the domain of religion.   

According to Bernstein:   

“The distributive rules mark and distribute who may transmit what to whom and under what 

conditions, and … attempt to set the outer limits of legitimate discourse” (Bernstein 1996 

p.4) 

The outer limits of legitimate discourse in a particular field of endeavour are set by the distributive 

rules.  The distributive rules also determine who may access the knowledge of a particular field of 

endeavour and when.   

In the context of English language teaching, learning, and testing, the distributive rules can be seen 

as the rules which determine which dialects and registers of English are to be taught and valued, 

which contexts of use will be foregrounded (and what learners’ roles will be in those contexts), how 

English language pedagogy will be organised and classified (a functional/notional approach, a 

communicative approach, traditional grammar translation), and in what order language features or 

functions will be introduced.  In the case of English language assessment, the distributive rules 

determine the order in which elements of language will be assessed or valued, such that the 

Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR) can be seen as a document of the 

distributive rules of learning, teaching and assessing Additional Languages, and the English Profile 

project can also be seen as a study of the distributive rules of English as an Additional Language.  

These decisions all reflect and reinforce certain groupings of power and reflect and reinforce the 

dominant ideologies within those groups. 

2.11.3.2 The recontextualising rules 

The reproduction of the differences in language use between social groups is perpetuated through 

the education system.  The manner in which this is done is described in the recontextualising rules 

which explain how knowledge is taken by educators from the site of knowledge production and is 

then recontextualised into schooled knowledge.  The selection and recontextualisation of knowledge 

provide clues to the ideological influence of the distributive rules.  Bernstein identifies the 

recontextualisation of knowledge as a particularly profitable location for ideological influence as the 

recontextualisation of knowledge involves the recasting of the context of the knowledge.  This 

recasting requires the furnishing of a story which contextualises the knowledge, and the creation of 

the story is an ideological action.  Recontextualisation is the site of much struggle for control.  

Agents of the recontextualising fields select what knowledge will be taught and the manner and 
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sequence in which it will be taught.  Politicians, teachers, education experts, and the textbook 

publication industry are amongst those who struggle for control of this process (Bernstein 2000; 

Singh 2002).  The recontextualisation process and subsequent struggle is not limited to school 

education for children but can be identified in the production of institutionalised knowledge, 

including the development of academic disciplines (Martin, J 2012) and the institutionalised 

acculturation of newly arrived migrants in their host countries (Teramoto 2010). 

In the context of teaching, learning and assessing English as an Additional Language, agents of the 

recontextualising field include teacher trainers and their accrediting bodies, text book authors and 

publishing houses, lobby groups, and professional organisations such as teacher bodies and 

academic special interest groups.   

2.11.3.3 The Evaluative rules 

The evaluative rules represent the mechanism within the pedagogic device by which knowledge is 

assessed.  Bernstein identifies two major phases within evaluation: the recognition rules and the 

realisation rules.   

The recognition rules encompass the identification of an assessment event.  In day to day education 

learners are subjected to both explicit and implicit assessment.  Explicit assessment events include 

declared tests and exams, written assignments and other scored tasks, such as oral presentations.  In 

addition to these explicit assessments, there are implicit assessment events which may not be 

declared to students as being part of the routine assessment for the course but which will have an 

impact on their scores.  There is also the implicit assessment which occurs continually in a teacher or 

instructor’s mind.  Students who are able to recognise that both the explicit and implicit assessment 

events occur will know when their performance ‘counts’ and will present (or attempt to present) 

themselves in the manner expected by the assessor.  Students who are unable to recognise these 

implicit assessment events will not have the same opportunities to present themselves in a positive 

manner at crucial times.   

The second part of the evaluative rules are the realisation rules.  These comprise the behaviours and 

knowledge required to meet the expectations of the assessor.   

In the context of English language testing, the realisation rules could be described as the construct of 

the test, particularly with respect to Bernstein’s discussion of the realisation rules as the ruler of 

consciousness, where the ‘ruler’ might be considered to be either a sovereign leader or a measuring 

device.  Scoring criteria as the implicit or explicit embodiment of the test construct might also be 

equated with a series of rulers.  
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During the early theorisation of the pedagogic device, tools for analysis of the implicit in language 

were not well developed, so discussion of the implicit realisation rules was restricted to conjecture 

around codes.  With the development of more delicate analytical tools, what was previously hidden 

became evident in grammatical patterns (Hasan 1996b). 

In the application of the pedagogic device to this study, if a group of responses to a task prompt 

were considered to meet the requirements of the task at a high level then they would be considered 

to be examples of the realisation rules of the pedagogic discourse. Analysing these texts for patterns 

of performance should yield evidence of the realisation rules.  Further comparison of highly rated 

texts with lower rated texts should support these claims. 

It is important to acknowledge that the realisation rules as theorised by Bernstein are both implicit 

and explicit and can cover elements of performance as diverse and complex as body language, voice 

quality, and personal presentation, in addition to the more commonly recognised components such 

as lexical resource and grammatical range and ability as specified in the scoring criteria for the IELTS 

GTVWMT#1.   

2.11.4 Application of the pedagogic device in the study 

Comprehending the potential range of the realisation rules and the likelihood that a significant 

proportion of the realisation rules will be implicit or under-represented in the construct definition is 

an important step in the application of Bernstein’s pedagogic device and in the motivation for this 

study.  Careful analysis of the realisation rules of English as an Additional Language as expressed in 

the IELTS GTVWMT#1 from a perspective which is open to the existence of elements not reflected in 

the scoring criteria is necessary for a larger understanding of the construct of writing in the test.  

Further to an enlarged understanding of the construct of friendly letter writing, viewing the results 

of the analysis from the perspective of Bernstein’s pedagogic device may lead to better 

understanding of the distributive and recontextualising rules significant to the construction of 

English as an Additional Language as institutionalised knowledge.   

In order to identify the realisation rules of the IELTS GTVWMT#1 the first step is to turn to the 

scoring criteria.  As has been discussed, the public version of the IELTS Task 1 Writing Band 

Descriptors include two vague notions; ‘tone’ and ‘meeting the requirements of the task’.  These 

notions lead only to further questions, as specified in the introduction to the thesis. 

Another option for identifying the realisation rules of the IELTS GTVWMT#1 is to work backwards 

from samples of performance which have been identified as meeting the realisation rules, to identify 

the similarities within those samples, and then to suggest what might be the realisation rules for this 
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particular task.  This approach is similar to the a posteriori process of determining scoring criteria, 

which examines performances at different levels to identify the text features of those levels.  

However, it is closer to Fulcher’s (1996) empirical work to provide thick descriptions of performance 

in an effort to define fluency at different levels.  This is because the texts being investigated are first 

evaluated by trained raters and then groups of texts at different levels of performance are analysed 

using a different level of delicacy of evaluation.  In this way, both studies are attempts to further 

understand the implicit expectations of performance dimensions.  Where Fulcher used frequency 

counts of fluency phenomena such as fillers, repetition and pauses in an effort to develop a 

definition of fluency with the potential to be operationalised, this study uses text analysis in an 

effort to understand the implied meaning of ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and ‘tone’ in the 

context of the IELTS GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria. 

Meeting ‘the requirements of the task’ is presented as incremental in the scoring criteria; the lowest 

score available states that the candidate ‘does not attempt the task in any way’, a text in the middle 

of the range ‘attempts to address the task’ or ‘covers the requirements of the task’ and a text 

awarded the highest possible score ‘fully satisfies all the requirements of the task’.  That a text can 

meet the requirements of the task to a matter of degree may also imply that this component of the 

scoring criteria is related to the social and cultural values of the test construct. 

Furthermore, ‘tone’ is not a defined term in the second language writing assessment literature.  It 

has been borrowed from English Literature studies.  Tracking of the meanings attributed to tone 

since it was first used in English Literature studies in the early 20th century (as elaborated in section 

2.5.1.2) leads to the conclusion that the term is related to the socially and culturally originating 

values of the test construct.  The adoption of the term ‘tone’ is documented in a report on the 

revision of the IELTS scoring criteria wherein the term is included in response to questions about 

variations in register in responses (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008).  

Some empirical research reported in the language testing literature has involved reverse engineering 

candidate performances which have been awarded different scores to understand components of 

language test scoring criteria (Fulcher 1996; Knoch 2008; Zhao 2013).  Fulcher (1996) transcribed and 

analysed candidate performance in an interview format speaking test to try and understand fluency 

in the context of the ELTS speaking test scoring criteria.  Zhao (2013) used text analysis to try and 

understand the notion of academic style in the context of texts written in a high stakes language 

test, the TOEFL iBT.  Zhao’s findings were limited; according to her this was partly due to the 

limitations of the approach to language which she used to inform her analysis.   
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The empirical precedent of using text analysis to further define components of scoring criteria is 

significant from the point of view of research design.  However, a limitation of the research design if 

it is restricted to a straightforward link between the analysis of texts and the scoring criteria, is the 

lack of justification for making a connection between the social and cultural values of the test 

construct and the results of text analysis.  A bridge between the two notions is required.  

2.12 Systemic Functional Linguistics, text analysis, and the realisation rules 

Adoption of Systemic Functional Linguistics as the theory of language to support the text analysis has 

been introduced earlier.  This section presents the aspects of SFL which are most important for this 

study.  Given the array of text features which will be investigated in this study, it is important to 

recognise that texts are not simple. 

“A text has many modes of existence and so it can be analysed at many different levels, with 

each contributing to our understanding of the phenomena involved” (Halliday and Hasan 

1985 p.116). 

The strata of investigation alluded to in this citation include discourse, text element, grammatical 

and phonological levels.  As the data in this study are written texts, the phonological level is omitted 

from the analysis.  However, elements of graphology and punctuation are considered in the analysis 

as they can be associated with the enactment of interpersonal meanings in written texts.  As well as 

texts having many strata, SFL considers texts to be multi-functional.   

The following sections further develop the ideas that language is multi-functional, that text is a 

semantic unit and should be adopted as the basic unit for analysis, and that the relationship 

between a text and its context is essential to the language choices made in the process of 

composition of that text. 

These fundamental understandings of SFL are then connected with the texts investigated in this 

study, in preparation for the explicit discussion of methodological choices in the following chapter. 

2.12.1 Language is functional 

Firstly, the basic assumption that language is functional:  

 “Language is as it is because of the functions in which it has evolved in the human species” 

(Halliday and Matthiessen 2012 4th edn. p.31). 

It is important to note the plural ‘functions’ in this quote.  The multi-functional nature of language 

(called metafunctions in this theory) are the ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions.  

These are further presented in section 2.12.5.  Halliday’s conceptualisation of language as a social 
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semiotic emphasises the role of language in intra and inter organism communication.  Language has 

evolved as people have used it. 

2.12.2 Text is the basic unit of semantic analysis 

According to Halliday and Hasan:  

“A text is best regarded as a semantic unit” (1976 p.2).   

A semantic unit is a unit of meaning.  Texts are also defined as: 

 “Any instance of language, in any medium, that makes sense to someone who knows the 

language; we can characterise text as language functioning in context (cf. Halliday and Hasan 

1976: Ch. 1; Halliday, 2010).  Language is, in the first instance, a resource for making 

meaning; so text is a process of making meaning in context” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014).   

In working towards this definition, text has also been described as a ‘unified whole’ (Halliday & 

Hasan 1985).  The notion of a unified whole is related to the meanings made within the text, not to 

the length of the text.  For example, road signs of one or two words, ‘stop’ or ‘give way’ are 

complete texts as they form a unified whole in their context; the meanings they are making are 

completed within one or two words.  By contrast, a 1000 word narrative with neither a complication 

nor a resolution will not be satisfying as a story, as it will not form a unified whole.  Knowledge about 

what elements are necessary to compose a unified text are formed through repeated exposure to 

texts during socialisation as a language user.   

This conceptualisation of text as a semantic unit which realises functions in a social context and 

forms a unified whole informs the analysis in this study.  The analysis seeks to understand why some 

test scripts are preferred by the raters.  Viewing the scripts as semantic units which realise multiple 

functions in a social context means that the analysis can address multiple levels and functions.  

Namely, it can tackle how the scripts realise those multiple functions at the grammatical level, and 

on how the concept of a ‘unified whole’ corresponds to notions of completeness and ‘meeting the 

requirements of the task’.   

Approaching language test responses as primarily semantic units can be related to the role of the 

rater.  In some of the language testing literature (McNamara 1996; Penny 2003), raters are referred 

to as ‘readers’.  This draws attention to the process of rating a test task response as being primarily a 

process of reading and then secondarily a process of evaluating and making a decision around best 

fit with respect to a set of scoring criteria.  A first reading of a text is about understanding the 

meanings being made in that text.  This focus on the semantics of a response in a writing test, as 
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opposed to the mechanics, is an opportunity to evaluate the social meanings made in the text and to 

consider them within the application of the scoring criteria. 

2.12.3 Relationship of text and system 

Intrinsic to the application of SFL in the study is the relationship of text and system:   

 “SFL theory provides an account of language in terms of both text and system.  Texts are 

instances of the wider language system, and they come into being in particular contexts of 

situation, realizing particular register variables.” (Christie & Macken-Horarik 2011, p. 176)  

The relationship is modelled in the diagram below.

 

Figure 2.6 Language and context, system and instance from Christie and Macken-Horarik 2011 p.177 

 

The two important types of relationships modelled in the diagram are the relationships of realization 

and instantiation. Realization can be considered a relationship of ‘activation’ where the range of 

possibilities which exist in the context of culture, or in the context of situation, are selected to realise 

the language as system, or the language as text. The notion of instantiation is a process of selection 

that narrows down to a particular type of situation or text.  The context of situation is a selection 

that narrows down to a particular situation type from the potential of all possible situations within a 

given culture.  Language as text is a selection that narrows down from language as possibilities in the 

system to a particular text type. 
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Through the dual notions of realisation and instantiation we can see that a particular text is the 

result of the twofold influencers; language as system which provides the potential, and the 

particular context of situation which influences the choices made in the particular text type. 

The context of culture represents all possible meanings in the culture.  It is in a relationship of 

instantiation with the context of situation, which is the particular configuration of field, tenor and 

mode for a particular text. 

The relationship between the context of culture and the language as system is one of realisation and 

construal.  The language as system realises the context of culture.  In the same way, the text realises 

the context of situation. 

“In the same way that contextual information is necessary to interpret the meanings 

exchanged in any culture, so members of a culture build up and ‘act out’ models of the social 

context using language (as one primary semiotic resource).  In other words, the relevant 

features of the social environment ‘activate’ particular language patterns while language 

patterns ‘realize’ the relevant features of the social environment.  Of course, this 

relationship is not one of cause-effect: we cannot say that situation ‘causes’ the text, but 

that text and situation come into being together, offering both a social and a semiotic 

perspective on meaning.  The relationship of realization allows us to construe text and 

context dialectically, such that, ‘whatever kind of order we set up between them, we can 

start from either end’ (Halliday 1991/2001: 282)” (Christie & Macken-Horarik 2011, p. 178).  

An acknowledged weakness of the theorisation of the text/context relationship in SFL is the intrinsic 

impossibility of modelling the complete context of culture of a language.  This weakness is justified 

by the recognition that to not explicitly include the context of culture in the theoretical model would 

be a greater failure of the theory than to present a theory of language without explicit reference to 

the overarching influence of the context of culture on language in use. 

The inter relations of realisation and instantiation between the context of culture, the context of 

situation and the text are central to the repetition of ideology in culture, where ideology is 

considered a “patterned pattern of meaning” (Lukin 2015).  These patterns are the repeated 

instantiation of particular meanings in text, as made possible by the context of culture and 

influenced by the expectations of participants in a particular context of situation. Those texts which 

are more successful in a particular context of situation (the definition of more successful is explicit in 

a testing context) will contribute to the confirmation of the particular ideology they reinforce.  This 

process of ideological reproduction is not necessarily a conscious or motivated process, and 
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probably is usually not so, yet explicit and implicit patterns of preferred meanings can be found in 

institutional texts.  

2.12.4 Relationship of text and context of situation  

The particulars of the way in which the relevant features of the social environment activate 

particular language patterns are modelled in SFL through the notion of register.  This explains the 

way that the grammatical functions realised in text are influenced by and related in a motivated way 

to the social context within which the text is situated.  The description of the social context of the 

text is called the context of situation.  The context of situation is modelled as being composed of 

three sociosemiotic variables; the field, the tenor and the mode.  These three factors of the context 

of situation will have an influence on the text which can be identified by the expression within the 

text of the three metafunctions.  These three metafunctions are the ideational, the interpersonal 

and the textual metafunctions:    

“The notion of appropriacy would be inapplicable to text without the prior assumption that 

the meanings of the text are controlled by context.  And by the same token, the ability to 

infer the contextual configuration of a text is an essential part of its interpretation….Thus the 

relationship between text and context is twofold for the acculturated reader: if we have 

access to the context, we can predict the essentials of the text; if we have access to the text, 

then we can infer the context from it.  In both cases we proceed from that which is present 

to that which is not present but which stands in some causal relation to the former”(Hasan 

1996b, p. 42). 

In SFL there is some variety in the terminology used to describe the combination of the influencing 

factors field, tenor and mode.  Hasan (1985) uses the terms register and contextual configuration, so 

these have been adopted in the study. 

Contextual configuration is the notion which expresses the particular configuration of field, tenor 

and mode which shapes the text, which is also known in SFL as register.  This definition of register is 

further extended by Hasan such that registers are understood to be the “expression of social 

practices” (Hasan 2011, p. 94).  In the present study, part of the evaluation of the letter task in IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 is therefore the evaluation of the candidate’s knowledge of social practices as defined 

by the institution, and the evaluation of the candidate’s ability to express social practices as 

expected by the institution. 

These important understandings of the relationship between context and text, and the nature of 

text and language are essential to the possibility of candidates understanding the IELTS GTVWMT#1 
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task and to raters applying the scoring sub criteria ‘Task Achievement’.  The following section will 

consider the modelling of the relationship between context and text in SFL with a greater degree of 

delicacy. 

2.12.5 Metafunctions and register 

Systemic Functional Linguistics models each text as expressing multiple functions.  There are three 

main functions of text, which are termed metafunctions.  The three metafunctions are the ideational 

metafunction (including the logical and the experiential), the textual metafunction, and the 

interpersonal metafunction:   

“Each metafunctional component produces its own distinct dimension of structure, with 

experiential meaning, i.e. the ‘construing experience’ function, realized as the structural 

configuration of process, participant(s), circumstance(s); textual meaning, i.e. the creating 

discourse function, in terms of theme and information structures; and interpersonal 

meaning, i.e. the ‘enacting social relationships’ function, in structural terms closer to the 

syntactic tradition, i.e. Subject, Predicator, Complement(s), Adjunct(s)” (Halliday 2009, p. 9). 

The metafunctions are realised in the field (the ideational metafunction), tenor (the interpersonal 

metafunction) and mode (the textual metafunction) choices made in the text.  

It is important to note that the three metafunctions are not distinct but that they ‘resonate’ with 

each other, such that the field choices will be influenced by the tenor and the mode, the tenor 

choices will be influenced by the field and the mode, and the mode choices will be influenced by the 

field and the tenor.  This inter relationship between the field, tenor and mode informs the analysis in 

this study; the ‘quality of the performance’ is not considered solely as expressed in field, tenor or 

mode choices but as an aggregate term for particular language choices which express each of the 

metafunctions: 

“Contextual values influence linguistic choices but are also influenced by them” (Halliday and 

Matthiessen 2014 p.34).  

Systemic Functional Linguistics thus provides a theory of language which explains how individuals 

make choices from the range of all language possibilities available to them (this is the meaning 

potential of the language, which draws on, or realises the context of culture, see Figure 2.5) based 

on their experience of the language system and what they have learnt from that experience about 

what language choices are made in different situations.  This is explained as the influence of the 

context on language choices.  It is important to note that this influence is not deterministic, but it is 

probabilistic and thus predictable, in that selections are made on the basis of experience during the 
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course of language socialisation.  Accordingly, individuals will make different choices due to their 

personal language socialisation experiences.  Repeated exposure to a range of text types is a primary 

process of language socialisation.  It is through this repeated exposure that language learners come 

to recognise different registers and the appropriate language choices to make in different situations. 

In the case of the task under investigation in this study, all three elements of the primary context of 

situation are specified, to some degree, by the prompt.   The job of the candidate is to respond to 

the explicitly and implicitly stated context of situation and compose a text which meets the 

expectations of the raters with respect to the primary and secondary contexts.  The act of 

composition will be based on the candidate’s knowledge of:  

“The semantic configurations that are typically associated with a specific situation type” 

(Webster 2009, p. 57).   

 The range of semantic configurations which are associated with a specific situation type may be 

realised in the different strata of the text and within the metafunctions that realise the Field, the 

Tenor and the Mode of the text.  Thus there is potential for realisation rules which link with each of 

these different points.  The specific analytical tools which have been selected to investigate the 

realisation rules across these coordinates of function and strata are presented in the following 

chapter. 

2.13 Chapter Review 

Messick’s value implications have not been the focus of discussion or research in the language 

testing literature.  This omission is significant as implicit social and cultural assumptions of language 

test constructs may influence the scores awarded to test scripts.  Given the importance attributed to 

language test scores in the Australian Immigration points test, and other high stakes decisions, it is 

important that the tests are fair and the decisions made using the results are valid. 

The review of the literature has identified possible reasons for the lacuna in the research, focussing 

on the orientation to language in adopted in most language testing research, and in language test 

constructs, and the inherent difficulties in viewing matters associated with social and cultural 

meanings in language due to the dearth of analytical tools or even metalanguage within that 

language paradigm.  The potential of a novel approach to viewing the language testing industry and 

texts within the context of language tests has been presented.  The potential for enriching the 

construct of writing in the context of a language test has also been introduced. 
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The combination of Bernstein’s pedagogic device and Hallidayan Systemic Functional Linguistics as 

the theoretical framework for pursuing Messick’s value implications has been demonstrated to be 

appropriate and theoretically congruent with the questions being investigated.  The link between 

the ideologies of the distributive rules and the results of text analysis founded in SFL allows the 

contextualisation of the results.  In order to operationalise the approach just outlined, it will next 

be necessary to investigate the problem empirically by analysing a small corpus of letters written in 

response to an IELTS GTVWMT#1 task prompt as a means of testing the theoretical problem outlined 

in this chapter.  The specific methodological decisions and procedures involved in applying the 

framework are presented in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology and Method 

This chapter presents both the practical aspects of the collection of data and the theoretical 

concepts required to justify and explain the analytical decisions made in the investigation.   

3.1 Study Design Overview 

The study design supports the major aim of the study: to investigate the IELTS GTVWMT#1 scoring 

criteria element Task Achievement.  Responses to a single task prompt were collected from a diverse 

group of volunteer participants as described in sections 3.2 and 3.6.  The scripts were then double 

rated by experienced IELTS markers.  The procedures related to rating are detailed in section 3.7.  

The scores awarded to the scripts were subjected to quantitative analysis to investigate the inter 

rater reliability between the two raters across the four scoring criteria.   

The scripts were grouped on the basis of the scores awarded for the Task Achievement scoring 

criteria element.  Multiple avenues of qualitative text analysis were pursued to investigate patterns 

of similarities and differences in the groups of texts.  These approaches to qualitative task analysis 

are detailed in section 3.9.   

3.2 Identification of target range of scripts 

The initial purpose of the study was to investigate differences between texts which were awarded 6 

and 7 for Task Achievement in the hope that this would inform our collective understanding of the 

scoring criteria element ‘tone’.  The data collection was planned with this purpose in mind; collecting 

scripts which I expected, based on my understanding of the scoring criteria, would be scored in the 

range of 5 to 8 for Task Achievement. 

Based on my experience in researching candidate preparation for IELTS (Mickan & Motteram 2008, 

2009; Motteram & Mickan 2008), and specifically my interactions with informants as outlined in the 

preface to this thesis, my expectation was that I would need to recruit a mix of highly proficient EAL 

individuals and native speakers to guarantee some texts in the higher reaches of my target range.   

The first step in recruiting high proficient EAL participants was to engage with professional contacts 

in English language teaching.  As the number of international students at South Australian 

universities has increased, courses which prepare EAL students for direct entry to university and for 

the gate keeping test, the academic module of IELTS, have increased concomitantly.  Students in 

these courses were an obvious group for my study; their English language proficiency should have 

been in the desired range as their enrolment in the courses was conditional on attaining IELTS scores 
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around 6 (although often with one of the fours skills at a lower level), and their attendance at the 

institutions which prepared them for university would make them accessible.   

My justification for including native speakers of English in the participant group was that IELTS was 

being used by professional accreditation bodies for the purpose of registering foreign trained 

doctors in the UK.  The population of foreign trained doctors included acquaintances of mine who 

had lived their lives as English speaking monolinguals and had attended and graduated from medical 

school at Adelaide University and had subsequently worked as medical professionals in Australia.  As 

the test was being used to determine if they had sufficient English language proficiency to work in 

the United Kingdom, I felt that including native speakers in my participant group was justified; 

especially as my early intuitions regarding the scoring criteria were that the term ‘tone’ might 

include social and/or cultural meanings.   

3.3 Ethics approval 

The research proposal and subsequent study was classified as low impact research using human 

participants and was, therefore, considered low risk by the University Ethics Committee.  Permission 

was sought from participants through Information Sheets and Consent Forms; all participants were 

given opportunity to opt out of the research at any time without any recrimination or prejudice.  

There was no compulsion to participate and teachers in institutions did not, to my knowledge, 

encourage students to participate. 

3.4 Pre-data collection 

3.4.1 Task selection 

At the initial stages of the study it was hoped that responses to a decommissioned test prompt could 

be collected in an attempt to make the data as authentic as possible.  A request was made to 

Cambridge ESOL, the test owners, to provide a recently decommissioned test prompt. That request 

was denied by Cambridge ESOL.  However, in correspondence, Cambridge ESOL made the 

recommendation that a task prompt from a CUP published exam preparation text book be used.  

Subsequently, the task used in this study was selected from a recently published book of IELTS test 

papers (University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations 2009).  In that book there were only two IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 practice questions.  The task selected for this study was chosen with the expectation 

that it would have broader appeal to participants than the other prompt in the book.  The other 

prompt asked candidates to write about their work places.  Given that I expected my participants to 

be mainly students I selected the prompt which appeared to be about a holiday (see Appendix C).  

This, potentially naïve, decision is discussed in section 5.2.1.   
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3.4.2 Survey development 

In addition to composing responses to the task prompt participants were asked to complete a survey 

(Appendix D) which included general demographic questions, further questions about their 

educational and language background, and their prior exposure to IELTS.  Based on my experience 

with a survey used as a profiling tool in a study which investigated IELTS candidates’ preparation 

practices (Mickan & Motteram 2009), the survey was written as questions with space to answer 

rather than in standard survey format with spaces to fill in Age, Gender and so on.  As a further 

support for participants with low English language proficiency or minimal experience with survey 

format in English language, more information was supplied in the survey form than in the survey 

used in the earlier study.  This information included naming different levels of education which the 

researcher anticipated participants would have completed.  In addition, an area was provided for 

participants to share any information about their skills in written English language or their 

experience with IELTS.  Many of the participants who had experiences with IELTS chose to add 

information in this section.  While this section of the survey was not central to the information 

gathering for the study, it was important to report on comments made in an attempt to amplify 

candidate voices in line with Critical Language Testing’s philosophy of affording candidates a voice in 

language testing research (Shohamy 2001).  The responses are compiled in section 4.2.3 and 

discussed in section 5.4.5.  

 

3.5 Participant identification 

3.5.1 Institutional engagement 

In order to reach as many potential participants who I anticipated could produce texts which would 

receive IELTS scores in the range which is affected by ‘tone’ in the scoring criteria (namely scores of 5 

to 7 on the writing section of IELTS GTVWMT#1), I approached Director of Studies at ELICOS and 

other institutions with large populations of students who could be expected to perform in that 

range.  I also invited undergraduate students of linguistics to participate.  

At each of the institutions I approached, I offered to present a session for teacher professional 

development, with a focus on the research on candidate preparation for IELTS I had undertaken in 

the preceding years.  This offer was accepted by two of the institutions and the sessions led to 

interesting discussion about IELTS and language testing in general.  
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3.5.2 Participant recruitment 

In each of the institutions I approached, I was offered the opportunity to enter classrooms or lecture 

halls and speak to students for several minutes at the start of lesson time to explain my research 

project and to invite students to participate.  In these minutes, I outlined why I was interested in 

researching IELTS, my background as a teacher and researcher, and my requirements of participants.   

At each of the institutions access was given to empty classrooms, during break times and after 

classes had ended for the day, to conduct data collection sessions.  For one group of participants 

responses were collected during a break in class activities.   

Participants were given a survey form, an information sheet, a permission slip, and a task sheet.  The 

survey forms and task sheets were identified with a code to link the response and the anonymous 

survey data.  The permission slip included a space where participants could include contact details to 

request an overview of the research results.  As the data was de-identified there were no 

opportunities for individual feedback on the scripts collected.  Participants were offered chocolates 

as a token of appreciation for their participation.   

Due to both university guidelines on participant recruitment and the study design, which allowed no 

individualised feedback on scripts, there were limited benefits to participants for participation in the 

study.  This may have affected the sample size.  However, given the expense involved in double 

rating large numbers of scripts and the delicacy of the grammatical analysis to which the corpus has 

been subjected, the sample size has not been a substantial limitation of this exploratory study. 

3.6 Data collection sessions 

At the start of the data collection session participants were asked to check that the code on the 

survey and on the task sheet were the same and were invited to fill in the request for an overview of 

the research findings.  

3.6.1 Survey completion 

The surveys were completed by the participants as the first stage of the data collection. The 

researcher was available to answer questions the participants may have had about the survey.  The 

surveys were collected before the participants began composing their responses to the task prompt. 

3.6.2 Text composition 

Participants were then asked to compose a response to the task prompt on the task sheet.  In this 

stage of the data generation the researcher gave no support to the participants.   
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When participants had completed their text to their satisfaction, they handed the task sheet and the 

survey to the researcher.  A time limit was not imposed on participants but a large majority followed 

the guidelines on the task sheet and completed the response in around 20 minutes. 

Due to the voluntary nature of participation, the different ending times of classes in the same 

institution, and participant needs for refreshment or rest after classes, the participants did not start 

and finish their responses at the same time.  During the data collection sessions, this caused some 

concern to the researcher.  However, upon reflection on the purpose of the study, the imperfect 

‘test conditions’ of the data collection were considered irrelevant to the collection of the data; the 

important point was that the data set contained multiple responses to the same test prompt, which 

could be expected to score between 5 and 8 for TA, written by individuals who were likely IELTS 

candidates. 

The experimental effect on the texts collected is not considered to be significant in this study.  

Participants were aware that the texts were being collected for research but were not told the focus 

of the research.  The biographical details collected from participants provided information about 

prior experience in language classrooms and with high stakes English language testing which, in part, 

informed the discussion about participants’ experience with pedagogic discourses of English and 

LOTE instruction.  

3.7 Rating procedures 

3.7.1 Cambridge English Agreement 

As the purpose of the study was to identify text features which differed between scripts which met 

the expectations of the raters with respect to the scoring criteria element ‘tone’, it was necessary to 

have the scripts rated by trained IELTS raters.   

The process of requesting permission from Cambridge ESOL (as it was known at that time) to employ 

trained raters for the next stage of the study involved sending a description of the research project 

as it was conceptualised at that stage to the Cambridge ESOL Research and Validation Manager.  This 

document is included (as Appendix E) for the information of researchers who may be attempting to 

negotiate access to Cambridge English resources or assistance for their projects.   

In order to support my application for assistance to Cambridge UCLES by representing myself as a 

committed researcher with an interest in expanding the construct of writing in the context of IELTS 

letter writing, I attended the English Australia Conference in Melbourne in 2009 at which Dr Tony 

Green (at that time a member of Cambridge UCLES Research and Validation team) was presenting 

and sought him out to speak about my project.  In addition, I attended the Language Testing 
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Research Colloquium in Cambridge UK in 2010 to introduce myself to key people at Cambridge ESOL.  

I also attended the English Australia Conference in 2011 in Adelaide to meet Dr Nick Saville 

(Research and Validation Cambridge English).  It is my belief that attending these conferences added 

to my personal credibility as a researcher who could be trusted with the confidential information I 

would have access to as the rating and subsequent analysis took place. 

As the results of the rating are commercially sensitive and the results of my analysis constitute 

significant, explicit information related to currently live scoring criteria on a high stakes test, 

conditions were attached to the use of the information.  The initial agreement proposed by 

Cambridge English was between myself as researcher and Cambridge English.  This agreement was 

referred to the University of Adelaide’s lawyers and was subsequently amended.  The final 

agreement which was reached between The University of Adelaide (my sponsoring institution) and 

Cambridge English is included as Appendix F.  

3.7.2 IDP Australia’s assistance with organising rating 

 Once the agreement was signed by the University’s representative, the Dean of Graduate Studies, 

and Cambridge English’s representative Dr Nick Saville, arrangements for double marking of the 

collected texts were made swiftly.  Logistical details were attended to by Ms Jenny Osborne, the 

Research Co-ordinator at IDP Education Australia, an IELTS partner, and the administrator of a local 

IELTS test centre.  The raters were recommended by IDP staff and were highly experienced.  The 

raters requested anonymity.  

3.7.3 Rating 

Rating took place during one three-hour session on a Friday afternoon. Rating was done on-site at a 

local IELTS testing centre.  The raters were paid for their time, with a grant from the University of 

Adelaide’s Discipline of Linguistics HDR fund.  The marked scripts were securely held in the office of 

the IELTS administrator over the weekend.  I collected the marked scripts on Monday morning.  At 

the request of one of the markers, I met with them and they requested access to the marked scripts.  

The rater changed one of the marks (it was not possible to tell which one) and explained that the 

mark s/he had awarded the script had been worrying her/him all weekend.  This element of the 

rating process does not seem to mirror general rating processes in IELTS.  Other than this element 

the rating procedures seem similar to the process in live testing.  According to reports from other 

IELTS raters, the rating usually takes place in a room where many raters work together and will 

collaborate at times on rating.  In this study, the raters stated that they did not collaborate on the 

rating.  The results of the quantitative analysis of the scores corroborate this statement. I was not 

present during the rating session.  As regards the inauthentic script collection procedures (not 
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adhering to strict test conditions), the resolution was that the most important information for this 

study was the collection of texts marked by IELTS raters, not an observation of the procedures 

followed to achieve the rating. 

3.8 Analytical Procedures  

Rater results were entered into Excel for preliminary comparisons.  Organisation of the texts into 

groups is presented in section 4.3.2. 

3.8.1 Under length scripts 

In the process of recording the scores the question of how to manage under length deductions 

arose. In the task prompt for IELTS GTVWMT#1 candidates are instructed to write at least 150 

words.  Scripts which are under length attract deductions dependent on the number of words below 

the mandated minimum.  Shaw and Falvey (2008) are not completely clear about the adoption of 

the following proposal but the evidence from the marked scripts suggest that this is protocol: 

No. words Penalty: subtract from TA Band 

<50  -3 

51 - 100  -2 

101 - 150  -1 

Table 3.1 Under length score penalties from Shaw and Falvey 2008 p. 73 

When recording the rater scores, the decision was made to base all calculations on the TA scores 

awarded prior to deduction of under length penalties.  This decision was made as the penalties are 

intended to be automatic (they are not made at the examiner’s discretion but on the basis of the 

number of words in the text) and they do not reflect the subjective assessment of the candidate’s 

task achievement.  By ignoring the under length penalties, the TA score represents the rater’s 

qualitative assessment of the TA scoring criteria (which should not be influenced by the length of the 

script – the penalty is imposed to standardise this element of the judgement). 

3.8.2 Statistical Analyses 

Statistical analyses are undertaken using the full range of rater results available.  Under length 

penalties are ignored for the purpose of statistical analyses as the raw TA score is considered to be 

the evaluation of the script’s quality; word length penalties are mandatory and are intended to be 

automatically imposed by the rater by applying a formula. 
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3.8.2.1 Cronbach’s Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha is selected as a simple measure of inter rater reliability in a situation where there 

are only two raters.   

The equation for Cronbach’s Alpha for inter rater reliability when there are two raters is as follows:  

 

 

Equation 1 Cronbach’s Alpha Fulcher 2010 p.53 

 

Where k is the number of raters, S squared is the variance of their scores, and r1 and r2 stand for the 

two raters (Fulcher 2010).  Values for Cronbach’s Alpha over 0.70 are considered to be good enough 

for low stakes tests, while values around 0.90 are preferred for high stakes tests (McNamara 2000, p. 

58).    

3.8.2.2 Multi-facet Rasch Analysis 

Multi-facet Rasch analysis has been used in language testing research since the early 1990s 

(McNamara & Knoch 2012).  Multi-facet Rasch:   

“Is used by researchers in many different countries.  Most typically, multi-faceted Rasch is 

used with judge-mediated data from communicative language tests, often simply in order to 

establish the psychometric qualities of such tests, but also, and more interestingly to 

address substantive validity issues” (McNamara & Knoch 2012, p. 570). 

The term psychometric qualities is used to refer to the reliability and validity of a test, usually with 

relation to inter rater and test-retest reliability and the extent to which rating distinguishes between 

different performance dimensions.  McNamara and Knoch’s allusion to more substantive validity 

issues reflects the potential of incorporating rater and test candidate characteristics, such as gender, 

language background, education, country of residence, and so on for as long as data is collected, to 

investigate bias interactions.  

Bias interaction refers to the possibility that there are one or more dimensions of the performance 

with which a rater may interact more or less favourably.  For example, a rater may consistently 

award higher scores to female candidates or to candidates who write a positive initial statement in 

an essay.  The power of multi-facet Rasch is that if a researcher can identify aspects of a 
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performance which exist in some but not all of the scripts you are investigating, then the existence 

can be represented in the file the programme reads as a 1 or a 0.  Bias analysis can then be run to 

see if there is a pattern emerging with the rater which shows a preference or dis-preference for that 

performance dimension. In addition, performance dimensions which have been awarded a weighted 

rating (initially by the rater or as a result of further analysis) can also be investigated using bias 

analysis.  This possibility is further considered in the future research section (section 6.9). 

Multi-facet Rasch analysis can be used to investigate questions of interest to language testing 

researchers such as the nature of interactions between raters, performance dimensions (sub 

categories of scoring criteria), individual candidate performances, and other facets of candidate 

profile, such as candidate or rater gender and candidate language background.   

This exploratory study uses multi-facet Rasch analysis (Linacre 2010) to investigate inter rater 

reliability across different performance dimensions, and bias interactions involving the four different 

performance dimensions, raters, and candidate language background.  

3.8.2.3 Preparation of the Specification file 

In preparation for Rasch analysis a specification file must be written.  The specification file includes 

the facets: candidate, rater, candidate gender, candidate first language (either English or language 

other than English), and scoring criterion.  The facet scoring criterion includes the four separate 

scoring criteria Task Achievement (TA), Coherence and Cohesion (CC), Lexical Resource (LR), and 

Grammatical Range and Accuracy (GRA).  As the specification file can only accept labels which are 

numbers, not letters, the alphabetical identifier in the script labels is changed to a number.  CAR is 

replaced with 4, LLUG is replaced with 3, PCE is replaced with 2, and SAC is replaced with 1.  

Therefore, for the purpose of the multi-facet Rasch analysis, script CAR002 becomes script 4002 and 

so on.  

3.9 Qualitative Analyses of written scripts 

Grammatical analyses are selected to reflect the two constituents of the Task Achievement sub 

category.  As discussed earlier (Section 2.5) these are the notions of:  

• completeness, as expressed in the public version of the writing band descriptors in the 

criteria “fully satisfies all the requirements of the task” and “clearly presents a fully 

developed response”, 

• tone, as expressed in the criterion “presents a clear purpose, with the tone consistent and 

appropriate”.  
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Grounds for selection of grammatical analyses for the investigation of completeness and tone and 

the procedures followed in the analyses are presented in the following sections. 

3.9.1 Current conceptualisations of text complete-ness 

In the context of language testing, theorisation of what constitutes a complete text is related to the 

concept of ‘task fulfilment’ (Weigle 2002, p. 133).  Weigle’s discussion of the notion of incomplete 

responses and off-task responses begins to address the issue of task fulfilment but her 

categorisation is limited to discussion of texts which are blatantly ‘off task’ or significantly 

incomplete.  Off task is discussed with reference to responses which select a tangentially related 

topic, or an inappropriate text type, such as report instead of essay.  Examples of incomplete tasks 

are those which have been left unfinished due to time constraints such that concluding text stages 

are missing. Ultimately, Weigle relates the issue of the importance of incomplete responses as being 

linked to a distinction between weak and strong versions of direct tests.  Weigle refers to 

McNamara’s categorisation of direct tests wherein he identifies strong direct tests as being ones 

where:  

“The focus of the assessment is on the successful completion of a given task which requires 

language use, and not on the language use itself …. If the task is to write a letter of apology, 

the writer is successful if the reader is willing to forgive the writer, regardless of the linguistic 

accuracy of the writing” (Weigle 2002, p. 47).   

By contrast, in a weak version of a direct test of writing, the focus of the assessment (and of the 

scoring criteria) will be on the accuracy of the language used in the text and the notion of task 

fulfilment will be secondary.  As the points available in the scoring scheme for IELTS GTVWMT#1 are 

spread, initially, equally across TA, CC, LR and GRA, and as TA is the only sub-criteria which could be 

defined as evaluating a strong version of performance assessment, the task should perhaps be 

considered a weak version of a direct test of language performance.   

3.9.2 Conceptualisation of a complete text 

In this study, Hasan’s (Halliday & Hasan 1985) notion of Generic Structure Potential (GSP) is adopted 

to inform the concept of a complete text.  The notion relies on the understanding that texts will 

follow generic patterns.  In the case of the texts in this study, the expectation is that the texts will be 

written as personal letters, with the assumption that a personal letter is a widely accepted and 

understood text type.  Within the classification of personal letters there are further specific text 

types.  Applying GSP analysis to the IELTS letter text type anticipated by the task prompt in this study 

assumes that the texts will do the same semantic work.  Fortunately for this study, in the task 

prompt, candidates are instructed to follow a specific generic pattern. 
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Following Hasan’s model of GSP, texts are considered to be made up of obligatory and optional 

Semantic Text Elements (STEs), where these fulfil particular functions within the texts.  Depending 

on the text type the STEs may be expected to conform to a particular order.  Regardless of the text 

type, the STEs will need to be expressed in language in a manner which is considered adequate by 

the interlocutors, or, in the case of an assessment text such as IELTS GTVWMT#1, in a manner which 

is considered adequate by the raters. 

The question of what constitutes the boundaries of a Semantic Text Element is difficult to quantify 

from a perspective which reifies identification and quantification of structural elements.  Suffice to 

say Hasan sees this approach as inadequate for investigating the semantic properties of a text: 

 “The search for a unit of some sort – either syntactic (for example, sentence), dialogic 

management (for example, turn), or message status (for example, offer-receipt) – as a 

universal form equivalent of a structural element seems doomed to failure.  The text is a unit 

of meaning; it is language that is functional in some context.  If this is true, then the 

elements of that structure of the text will have to be defined by the job they do in that 

specific contextual configuration, which is logically related to the text’s structure.  And this 

implies (1) that the realisational criteria need not be identical across genres, and (2) that an 

element’s realisational criteria might be stated most clearly in terms of some semantic 

property” (Halliday & Hasan 1985, p. 68). 

An important point to be made is that the semantic text elements included will be influenced by the 

contextual configuration of the text.  In this study, the contextual configuration is outlined in the 

task prompt, a common feature of the collected texts data set which assists in adoption of this 

semantic analysis. 

Differences in the manner in which STEs are expressed in language in different texts may be 

indicators of the quality of writing in high and low scoring texts.  Hasan (2009) uses an example of 

the contextual unit ACT OF RATIONALISATION (an identified STE across many mother/child dyads) to 

demonstrate the semantic variation in realising the act across her corpus of mother/child talk.  In the 

corpus she identifies the act of rationalisation being realised as a threat, as a bribe, and as an act of 

reasoning.  These different selections to fulfil the same semantic act demonstrate semantic variation 

in realising STEs. 

The application of GSP analysis will aim to identify obligatory and optional STEs in the texts and then 

to analyse the ways in which they are expressed in language.  If patterns are evident, they may be 

indicative of preferred semantic variation in the texts. 
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This is approached from two directions, one which uses the predictive nature of a description of the 

contextual configuration of a text (as prescribed in the task prompt) to hypothesise the mandated 

Semantic Text Elements of the text and how they may be adequately realised.  The other direction is 

to work from the bottom up, by analysing the texts and identifying the range of semantic elements 

within them. 

3.9.3 Analysis for determining text unity / Generic Structure Potential 

3.9.3.1 Semantic Text Element 

The task prompt is analysed to identify the requirements of the task.  These are identified and listed. 

High scoring responses to the prompt are analysed to confirm that the STEs demanded by the task 

are present.  The clauses and clause complexes which include the STEs required by the task are 

tabulated.  The process is continued with the mid and low scoring texts for comparison. 

During this process, additional STEs, beyond those demanded by the task prompt which recur in the 

high scoring texts are identified, named and tabulated. 

Further tables are produced to record the realisation of all STEs in mid and low scoring texts. 

3.9.3.2 Obligatory and Optional Text Elements 

In order to determine which semantic text elements are obligatory and which are optional in high 

scoring texts a table is produced to record the incidence of each of the STEs identified in the high 

scoring scripts. This table is then extended to include the mid and low scoring scripts for comparison. 

Those elements which occur in each of the high scoring scripts are accepted as obligatory.  High 

probability and low probability optional text elements are also identified. 

3.9.3.3 Text element order 

The sequence in which the STEs are presented in the letter is initially predicted from the task 

prompt.   

The extended STE order, augmented with empirically derived obligatory and optional text elements 

is identified by examining the STE sequence in the high scoring scripts. 

3.9.3.4 Adequate realisation of Semantic Text Elements 

Adequate realisation of STEs is looked at through the tabulation of particular STEs extracted from 

high, mid, and low scoring texts.  The lexico-grammatical choices made in the realisations are then 

examined for patterns of choices, across the groups of texts.  The patterns of choices are also 

investigated across a simple language background categorisation of English mother tongue or EAL.  

Due to the sample sizes, other groupings of language background are not considered. 
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In a study of mother and child interaction (Cloran 2000; Hasan 1996a), patterns of choices to realise 

STEs were studied in low and high autonomy professional families.  Hasan and her colleagues found 

statistically significant patterns of choices which correlated with the social circumstances of the 

speakers:    

“If empirical research were to show that the selection of semantic variant as against the 

other correlates non-randomly with some specifiable social circumstance of the speaker, 

then there would not appear to be any reason for denying the reality of semantic variation” 

(Hasan 2009, p. 88). 

Hasan’s research into mother-child interactions and her theoretical work on the notion of GSP, 

including adequate realisation of STE, provides the foundation for analysing and interpreting the 

realisation of STEs in a friendly letter text in the current study. 

3.9.4 Analyses of ‘tone’ 

3.9.4.1 Relationship Calibration using Poynton’s theorisation of Tenor 

The task prompt is closely read for evidence of any expected relationship between the author and 

addressee.  This relationship is then mapped with respect to Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of 

the Tenor dimensions power, contact and affect (Poynton 1985).  The power dimension derives 

directly from Brown and Gilman’s (1960) description of power: 

“One person may be said to have power over another in the degree that he is able to control 

the behaviour of the other.  Power is a relationship between at least two persons, and it is 

nonreciprocal in the sense that both cannot have power in the same area of behaviour.  The 

power semantic is similarly nonreciprocal; the superior says T and receives V….There are 

many bases of power-physical strength, wealth, age, sex, institutionalized role in the church, 

the state, the army or within the family” (Brown, R & Gilman 1960, p. 255). 

Poynton’s contact and affect dimensions originate from a separation of Brown and Gilman’s singular 

Solidarity dimension into two components.  Contact is a social distance or intimacy dimension and 

affect is an attitudinal dimension which is concerned with attitude or emotion towards the 

addressee or towards the field of discourse (Poynton 1985, p. 76).  

Poynton’s Tenor dimensions are represented as clines, such that Power ranges from equal to 

unequal, Contact ranges from intimate to first contact, and Affect is marked or unmarked.  It is 

important to note that Affect may be positive or negative. 
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Figure 3.1 Poynton's clines of Power, Contact, and Affective Involvement adapted from Eggins 2004 p.100  

SFL foregrounds interpersonal meaning as one of the two fundamental kinds of meaning for which 

humans evolved language. Interpersonal meanings reflect the role relationships between 

interactants in any context of situation. In this way interpersonal meanings are shaped by the 

register variable of Tenor and express ‘interpersonal reality’. Poynton (1985) was one of the first 

researchers to develop a detailed approach to interpersonal meaning through her distinction 

between Power, Contact and Affective Involvement. Others within SFL, including Martin and White 

(2005) have built on this initial work. Poynton’s work is the resource used in this study. The thesis is 

that in analysing the data set for the grammatical realisations of the interpersonal meanings 

described in Poynton’s ‘clines’, it is possible to make explicit what is understood in the task prompt 

of ‘tone’. Tone in the task prompt ‘with consistent and appropriate tone’ reflects the relationship 

which should be established by the letter writer with the recipient. The analyses of the data set for 

interpersonal meanings provides a means of seeing evidence in the choices of language made by the 

writer for creating the tone of the letter. 

The power of viewing the whole text in this manner becomes apparent when the texts which 

attracted disparate scores are considered.  The effort is to identify the qualitative differences 

between scripts by probing the texts with a variety of analyses and then layering the results onto the 

scripts so as to demonstrate the source of the qualitative differences between the texts.  This is 

particularly powerful when viewing low and high scoring texts alongside each other.  The layering is 

made visible by the selection of different coloured fonts for each of the key dimensions of Tenor.  

The Tenor dimension of Power is represented in purple, the Tenor dimension of Contact is 

represented in green, and the Tenor dimension of Affect is represented in orange. 
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Stratum/Rank Power Contact Affect 

Discourse Conversational 

Structure: turn-taking, 

including length of 

turn, interruption; 

primary/secondary 

actor/doer status; 

speech function 

choice. 

Lexical Cohesion: who 

controls strings (field / 

topic choice). 

Reference: who refers 

to whom, and to 

whose discourse, and 

how.  Homophora to 

include/exclude e.g. 

name dropping. 

Conjunction: who 

controls / reformulates 

internal conjunction, 

e.g. Do you mean …? 

So then? 

  

Lexico-Grammar    

Grammar    

Clause Mood: extent of 

congruence in relation 

to speech function 

choice 

Mood: extent of 

congruence in relation 

to speech function 

choice 

 

   Exclamatives 

 Presence and extent of 

modulation/modality 

Ellipsis  

 Tags Tags  

 Vocation: reciprocity Vocation: range of 

choices 

Vocation: attitudinals; 

amplified structures 

Nominal Group   Extent and kind of 

modification: 

amplified structures; 

intensification 

Word  Truncation  

   Suffixation.  

Reduplication.  

Infixing (only with 

expletives in English, 

e.g. kanga-bloody-roo) 

Lexis Technical Lexis Slang Swearing.  Attitudinal 

lexis 

Phonology    

  Elision Rhythm.  Rate.  Pitch 
Table 3.2 Key linguistic realisations of the tenor dimensions power, contact, and affect Poynton 1985 page 81 
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3.9.4.2 Power 

The letters are analysed for the linguistic realisations of power as described by Poynton with 

reference to spoken conversation.  Poynton categorises these as both discourse level features and 

lexico-grammatical level features.   The difference is that at the discourse level the grammar extends 

across sentences to include the whole text; at the lexico-grammatical level the focus of the grammar 

is inside the clause.  According to Poynton, the discourse level features are realised in conversational 

structure, lexical cohesion, reference and conjunction.  Due to the different modes (written versus 

spoken) of the texts in the data set in this study and the texts which Poynton drew upon to develop 

her framework, the discourse level features Poynton identified are not all in evidence.  Nevertheless, 

there are some connections to be made between the conversational structure features and the task 

prompt and the response texts.   

The main source of evidence from linguistic analysis in the data for power relations comes from 

analysis of the grammatical system of Mood.  This evidence can be found in the extent of 

congruence (more fully developed in section 3.8.4.3 below) between speech function and Mood 

choice. 

An example of this from the data relates to the selection of Mood type to express the semantic text 

element “Keep in touch” message.  A congruent choice would be to use the imperative “write back 

soon” (LLUG012) which would enact an equal or possibly ‘authorially superior’ power relation on 

behalf of the writer.  An incongruent choice would be to select a declarative “I hope to hear good 

news from you soon” (CAR009) which enacts an unequal relationship, one in which the author takes 

a less powerful position in relation to the addressee.  This is presented further in 3.8.4.3 below.  

Further evidence for the power relationships to be found in the lexico-grammar includes the 

“presence and extent of modality” (Poynton 1985 p.81). Modality pertains to the expression of 

uncertainty, to ‘hedging’ and contributes to attitudinal meaning in text.  The use of modality, in the 

different ways in which it can be expressed grammatically, are identified and tabulated in high and 

low scoring texts. 

Reciprocal or non-reciprocal naming choices (Vocation) is also seen to be an enactment of power 

relations in text.  Thus, the choice of vocation is identified in the texts and considered as a 

contributing factor in the expression of power relations. 

At the word level the selection of technical (or explicitly non-technical) lexis is seen by Poynton to be 

an indicator of the power relations enacted in text.  An example from the corpus is the selection of 

‘hopped off the plane’ (LLUG015) which can be contrasted with ‘disembarked’.  The selection of the 

non-technical lexis is an expression of equal power.  The selection of non-technical lexis is a separate 
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category from slang, which is categorised by Poynton as linked to her dimension of contact rather 

than power.   

3.9.4.3 Contact  

At the clause level, congruence of Mood choices is interpreted as an enactment of both contact and 

power.  Congruence of Mood choice is associated with Halliday’s analysis of the clause as a site of 

exchange (see Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004, also Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014 chapter 4); 

clauses are categorised as an exchange of goods or services, or an exchange of information.  The 

nature of the exchange is categorised as either giving or demanding these commodities.  Congruent 

Mood choices are made when the semantic function of the clause aligns with the choice of offer or 

demand, and goods or services or exchange of information.  As demonstrated in the table below, the 

semantic function invite can be realised in different ways.  The most congruent mood choice appears 

to be ‘come and stay with me’.  According to Poynton, congruent mood choice enacts an equal 

power, high contact relationship. 

 Commodity exchanged  

role in exchange goods and services information  

giving ‘offer’ 

Would you like to come and stay 

with me? 

‘statement’ 

I would like you to come and stay 

with me. 

demanding ‘command’ 

Come and stay with me! 

‘question’ 

Why don’t you come and stay 

with me? 

Table 3.3 Giving or demanding, goods & services or information, adapted from Halliday and Matthiessen 2004 p.107 

The relationship between the speech function and the grammatical realisation of that speech 

function is not always congruent.  What this means is that the ‘most natural’ way of expressing the 

meaning at the level of grammar is not selected.  Most naturally, a command is expressed by an 

imperative, as in ‘Shut the door.’  In another way of expressing the same meaning, an interrogative 

may be selected as in ‘Would you shut the door?’  Here the speech function may be interpreted as 

command, but is expressed via an interrogative.  This is an example of interpersonal metaphor from 

an SFL perspective.  In English there is a question of politeness in issuing commands congruently via 

imperatives.  Often this directness is avoided unless it is necessary as in instructional texts, including 

manuals and recipes.  The use of interpersonal metaphor allows for an indirectness in issuing 

commands which may be understood as a more polite way of ‘telling’.  In the letter writing context 

of this study, any examples of interpersonal metaphor are noted. 
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At the clause level, ellipsis (the omission of grammatical elements where they are assumed by the 

writer to be understood by the reader) is identified as an enactment of contact.  Clauses in high 

scoring texts are analysed for evidence of ellipsis and ellipsed elements are reinserted into the text 

and highlighted by changing the font colour.  Incidences of ellipsis are counted and reported as a 

ratio of incidences per clause complex. 

Vocation, the potential for naming other interactants, is also considered by Poynton to be an 

indicator of degree of contact, with the range of choices being the primary indicator of contact.  The 

range of vocation choices for each text are tabulated with particular attention paid to nick names, 

and informal naming options, such as LLUG003 which uses ‘you and the crew’ as a group identifier. 

At the word level, truncation (shortening) and suffixation (the addition of endings such as –y, -ess, -

ette to words), are considered to be further indicators of degree of contact.  Instances of truncation 

and suffixation are identified and highlighted and considered with reference to ratios to clause 

complexes and to simple word counts.  The truncation of photographs to photos is identified as a 

reciprocal choice (as photos is used in the task prompt), the truncation of ‘university’ to ‘uni’ is 

identified as an indicator of high contact. 

Selection of slang terms is also considered an indicator of degree of contact, with selection of slang 

considered to be an expression of a high contact relationship.  Language and societal change since 

Poynton’s framework was developed in 1985 might suggest that selection of slang will have 

developed different meanings in the interim.  Indeed, different age groups will have different 

expectations of language choice, and language change over time will have an impact on the 

boundaries of slang and on the anticipated contextual configuration of the text as specified by the 

prompt.  In the study, slang was identified as language which pointed towards high contact group 

membership as it can only be understood by group members, such that “down under” (LLUG003) 

was coded as slang as it denotes group membership as Australian, “go out on the trails” (LLUG003) 

was coded as slang as it denotes group membership (those who understand what it means in this 

context, the researcher certainly does not!), but the idiomatic “return the favour” (LLUG003) was 

not coded as slang as it is widely understood by native speakers of English.  The slang, taboo, 

technical lexis/non-technical lexis distinctions are contestable because of their subjectivity, but the 

choice of these lexical items needs to be understood as playing a significant role in the degree of 

formality enacted in the text and thus demonstrative of the constructed relationship between the 

letter writing and the recipient.  
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Poynton identifies elision as a phonological indicator of contact.  As the texts under consideration in 

this study are written texts, elision is mainly identified where there are examples of grammatical 

contraction, such as didn’t, don’t, and so on. 

3.9.4.4 Affect 

At the clause level, the clause construction of Exclamatives, for example “What gorgeous photos!” or 

“How very 1980’s of you”, is identified as indicative of Affect.   

In the nominal group, amplified structures of vocation (where names are playfully expanded, such as 

Emmalemmalou or Emskemdilem for Emma or Kukukachoo or Coopdeloop for Cooper) and instances 

where attitudinal lexis is combined with vocatives are also considered markers of Affect.  In addition, 

modification of the nominal group, including amplified structures (wherein attitudinal lexical items 

are synonymously repeated to produce an effect of intensification) and intensified structures (which 

use intensifiers such as very or extremely to intensify meanings) are also considered markers of 

Affect. 

At the word level, suffixation, reduplication and infixing are identified as markers of Affect.  

Suffixation, as described above, refers to the addition of suffixes to words, such as the addition of –y 

or –o to form nick names or slang terms for items such as ‘barbie’ or ‘footy’.  Reduplication refers to 

the repetition of the root or the stem of a word to form a slightly changed word.  Infixing refers to 

the addition of another word in the middle of a word.  Poynton offers the example ‘Kanga-bloody-

roo’(Poynton 1985, p. 81).  In the data, the pre-fixing of ‘(mis!)adventures’ (LLUG003) is identified as 

a marker of Affect. 

Lexical choice which indicates Affect includes taboo words and attitudinal lexis.  Analysis of 

attitudinal lexis was approached in a cautious manner; the analysis of nominal groups identified a 

great deal of the attitudinal lexis in the texts.  Analysis using appraisal methods (Martin, JR & White 

2005) was considered, however, not pursued in this study. 

Poynton’s framework also identifies rhythm, rate and pitch as markers of affect.  These are not 

identified in this part of the study, although they are indirectly considered in the analysis of ‘spoken 

like’ features of the texts.  In addition, the use of expressive punctuation (Kataoka 1997), such as 

punctuation marks and hand drawn emojis is considered in the Affect analysis. 

 

3.9.5 Text features: ‘spoken like’ 

As discussed in section 2.5.1.2, an agreed meaning of ‘tone’ in Linguistics is most commonly related 

to phonology and the manner in which voice tone conveys meaning in spoken language.  In written 
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language the notion of tone is not so clear.  In addition to the investigation of ‘tone’ as Tenor, and 

‘tone’ as Field, the potential for discussing ‘tone’ as Mode is considered.  The contextual variable 

Mode, ostensibly the ‘channel of communication’ is realised within the Textual Metafunction at the 

level of language.  One way to understand the channel of communication is through the construct of 

a ‘spoken like’/’written like’ continuum.  To explain this, we understand that instances of spoken 

language deploy specific resources from the grammatical system and instances of written language 

typically deploy different resources.  A text which is very ‘spoken like’ will be interpersonally 

informal, expressing a closeness between the interactants.  A text which is very ‘written like’ will be 

interpersonally formal, expressing a distance between the interactants.   

The grammatical choices which provide evidence of texts being interpreted as more ‘spoken like’ or 

more ‘written like’ have been identified as follows. 

3.9.5.1 Lexical Density and Grammatical Complexity 

Lexical Density is a measure of the ratio of lexical words to ranking clauses. It is calculated by 

dividing the number of lexical items by the number of ranking clauses, where lexical items are 

defined as “content carrying words…nouns, the main part of the verb, adverbs and adjectives” 

(Eggins 2004, p. 97).  Lexical density ratios are generally higher in written texts than in spoken texts; 

written texts are more likely to deploy longer noun groups within each clause, with the potential for 

embedding clauses within these noun groups.  The potential effect is for a larger number of lexical 

words per clause, hence higher lexical density.  On the other hand, when speaking, language tends 

to become more grammatically intricate through the increased number of, and complexly related 

embedded clauses (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014).  The lexical density of a text is thus one indicator 

of the degree of ‘spoken like’-ness of the text.  If spoken texts are more grammatically intricate than 

written texts, then the structure and relationships of clause complexes in high and low scoring texts 

also demands inspection.   

Clause complex structure is a system involving two simultaneous choices; taxis, and logico-semantic 

relations.  Taxis describes the inter dependency relationship between clauses; the options for taxis 

are parataxis and hypotaxis.  Logico-semantic relation describes the meaning relationship between 

the two clauses. There are also two options for logico-semantic relations: projection or expansion.  

The relation of projection exists where one clause is reported or quoted through the other clause.  

The relation of expansion is further categorised as one clause elaborating, extending or enhancing 

another (Eggins 2004). 

Analysis of the clause complex structure of selected high and low scoring scripts is presented in 

section 4.7.3. 
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A further area of consideration when looking at projection is in the potential for interpersonal 

projection (projecting clauses where the author or the addressee is projector) to function as an 

additional layer of interpersonal meaning, particularly modality (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, p. 

626).  The probe for interpersonal metaphor is to check the tag of the statement to determine if the 

focus of the clause is the person and the projection or if it is the proposition.  For example, the high 

scoring script LLUG009 repeatedly uses interpersonal projection as interpersonal metaphor. 

“I’m sure you’ve had a slew of assignments to do as well” (LLUG009) 

The tag check for this clause is the tag ‘haven’t you’ instead of ‘aren’t I’, where the interpersonal 

projection “I’m sure” functions as modalization of probability (certainty).  The possibility of using 

interpersonal projection as an additional layer of interpersonal meaning is important in a friendly 

letter as management of modality, the management of the area of meaning between yes and no, 

plays an important part in development of interpersonal relationships.  Having control over a range 

of resources to express modality with differing degrees of delicacy, different angles, differentiation 

between subjective and objective and explicit and implicit allows better control over the manner in 

which the relationship between the author and addressee is expressed, and likely, developed over 

time.   

3.9.5.2 1st and 2nd person pronouns 

Reference to individuals within text is another indicator of the degree to which a text is ‘spoken like’ 

or ‘written like’ (Berry, Thompson & Hillier 2014; Biber 1988) and, thus, how it establishes the 

interpersonal relationships between the interlocutors.  Simple counts of the number of first and 

second person pronouns (excluding generic uses of ‘you’), divided by the number of words in a text, 

will be considered to compare the high, mid and low scoring texts. 

3.9.5.3 Contractions 

As mentioned above elision is considered by Poynton as an indicator of Affect in text.  The inclusion 

of contractions (a widely accepted written form of spoken elision) in writing is considered to be a 

marker or less formal, or more ‘spoken like’, language. 

3.10 Chapter Review 

The empirical work in this study is primarily about text and the manner in which texts are evaluated.   

The texts collected for this study offer a broad array of proficient and less proficient potential 

candidates’ responses to an IELTS prompt, in recognition of the need for targeted data collection to 

address the questions pertaining to potentially subjective terms in the upper levels of the IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria raised in this study.  Targeted recruitment of participants, careful 
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selection of a task prompt, the development and trialling of the survey, and compliance with ethics 

guidelines were all important to the study design.  

The scoring criteria and construct for IELTS GTVWMT#1 investigated in this study are, at the current 

time, in commercial use.  Results from IELTS tests attempted each week around the world are used 

for applications for visas, tertiary study, and professional registration.  Consequently, access to 

information which could undermine test security or ‘break’ the test construct is closely guarded.  

Included in this is access to trained IELTS raters for research purposes.  Thus, particularly noteworthy 

in this chapter is the report of the processes involved in negotiating the institutional requirements  

firstly of Cambridge English, and then the University of Adelaide in order to reach an agreement 

allowing access to trained IELTS raters to score the collected texts.  There is high value in the rated 

scripts, especially the separate sub category scores, for understanding the construct represented in 

the scoring criteria that value should not be under estimated. These data offer a rare opportunity for 

exploratory qualitative research into the construct of the test. 

The set of rated texts, the participants, and the results awarded to the scripts by the two raters have 

now been introduced.   Cronbach’s Alpha for investigation of inter rater reliability and Multi-facet 

Rasch analysis for further analysis of inter rater reliability and bias interactions across different sub 

criteria and candidate dimensions have been explained.  Further, multi-dimensional linguistic 

analyses for identifying qualitative differences between the scripts have been presented. These 

include identification of obligatory and optional semantic text elements, analyses for enactments of 

the tenor dimensions of power, contact and affect, and indicators of the ‘spoken like’ and ‘written 

like’ nature of texts.  

In the following chapters the results of the statistical analysis of the scores and the qualitative 

linguistic analysis will be reported. These statistical and linguistic analyses are used in combination 

to identify linguistic patterns across groups of high, mid and low scoring texts, and these patterns 

are considered with special reference to texts identified by the statistical analyses as being 

problematic, in the sense that they do not fit the expected patterns of results.  The patterns are 

further considered to develop an understanding of the performance dimensions ‘meeting the 

requirements of the task’ and ‘tone’ in the context of the task investigated in the study. 
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Chapter 4 Analysis and results chapter 

4.1 Chapter overview 

In this chapter the analysis and results are presented.  First the statistical analyses used to 

investigate the scores from the two raters, including investigation of relative harshness and leniency, 

and bias analysis are presented.  Then qualitative analysis of the texts is presented.   

The qualitative text analysis is approached from multiple perspectives and uses a variety of analytical 

tools as is afforded by the adoption of Systemic Functional Linguistics as the paradigm from which to 

view the texts.  With reference to the first research question, investigation into the requirements of 

the task, content analyses are pursued with reference to the expectations of the task prompt.  This 

content analysis is a starting point for investigating surface level preferences with respect to rater 

preferred content and the possible links between the content and the expected 

class/social/ideological position of the test takers.  Following this, the identification of lacunae in 

high scoring texts leads to analysis of the array of semantic text elements, including and beyond 

those demanded in the prompt, evident in the texts.  This analysis leads to a proposal of the 

obligatory and optional text elements of the task response and subsequently an investigation of the 

preferred order of the text elements.  The combination of these analyses develops a picture of the 

generic structure potential of the preferred text type of a response to the task prompt used in this 

study.  Hasan’s notion of GSP anticipates the necessity of both the inclusion of the obligatory 

semantic text elements and the adequate realisation of the semantic text elements.  Adequate 

realisation of text elements is addressed through analysis and comparison of equivalent semantic 

text elements in high, mid and low scoring texts.  The necessarily subjective nature of the definition 

of adequate realisation of semantic text elements is addressed with reference to the scores awarded 

to texts; in some cases the realisation of semantic text elements may be considered adequate by 

one rater but not by another. 

The second stream of text analysis responds to the second empirical research question; the question 

of tone in the context of the IELTS letter task.  Further analysis and results are presented with 

reference to Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of Tenor.  Initial analysis for Tenor prioritises the 

whole text as unit of analysis.  Example analyses are presented for high, mid and low scoring texts.  

Selected portions of the Tenor analyses are also represented in table form for comparison between 

scripts.      

Finally, analysis related to the Mode of the texts, and particularly the notion of spoken like writing, is 

presented.  
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4.2 Collected Texts and Survey Results 

4.2.1 Data Set description 

Responses to the prompt were collected on A4 sheets which were printed to resemble answer 

sheets in the test (Appendix C).  The prompt was printed at the top of the sheet and lines were 

printed underneath and on the other side of the sheet to designate the space where candidates 

should write.  As in the prompt provided in the IELTS training text published by Cambridge University 

Press (IELTS 7), the direction to candidates to begin their response “Dear ……,” was printed just 

before the start of the printed lines.  Some participants chose to begin their responses by writing the 

name (or the word ‘friend/s’) on the row of dots following ‘Dear’.  The texts were handwritten on 

the answer sheet.  The responses were written either in pencil or pen.  

Each text was given a unique code which correlated with a code on a survey sheet.  As such the texts 

were de-identified. 

The corpus consists of 54 texts.  The text word length ranges from 49 words (CAR010) to 336 words 

(LLUG010).  The mean number of words is 160. 

The full set of scripts are provided, in the format in which they were composed, in Appendix G.  They 

are presented from highest to lowest (combined TA) scoring scripts. 

4.2.2 Survey results 

The survey data were entered into a table for ease of access, included as Appendix H.  All 

participants completed some areas of the form.  However, for many participants the second page of 

the survey was irrelevant as they had no experience with IELTS. 

There were 53 participants.  There are 54 texts in the data set as one participant wrote two texts. 

Survey question 1 asked participants their age.  The age range of the participants was from 19 to 59 

years old.  The large majority of the participants were between 19 and 23 years of age at the time of 

the data collection.  
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Figure 4.1 Age of participants 

Survey question 2 asked participants if they were male or female.  More than half (32) of the total 

participants (53) were female.  

 

Figure 4.2 Sex of participants 

The following chart represents the self-reported language background of participants.  Very few 

Chinese speaking participants specified a language beyond ‘Chinese’.  PCE 015 specified Mandarin, 

Cantonese and English and LLUG 010, a 20 year old female participant from Malaysia specified 

English, Mandarin, Malay, Hokkien and Cantonese.     
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Figure 4.3 Participants' self-reported languages spoken 

Survey questions 9 and 10 asked participants about their IELTS experience.  The following chart 

combines responses to these questions.  31 of the 53 participants had no prior experience with 

IELTS.  Of the 22 participants with IELTS experience, 17 reported taking IELTS more than once.  Of 

those ‘serial’ IELTS candidates, three reported taking IELTS five times.  The average number of 

attempts for the ‘serial’ candidates was 3.1.  

 

Figure 4.4 Participants' IELTS experience 
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Survey question 7 asked participants what education they had completed at the time of the study.  

In order to capture the difference between participants who had completed secondary school but 

not enrolled in further education and those who had completed secondary school and had begun 

tertiary education the category ‘Some tertiary education’ was offered.  The chart below presents the 

responses to survey question 7. 

 

Figure 4.5 Participants' Education 

 

In the section “Languages spoken” some participants wrote ‘Chinese” without reference to which 

dialect/variety of Chinese they spoke.  Others wrote Mandarin or Cantonese or specified both. In 

reporting the survey results I have reported what each participant identified.  With respect to the 

classification of Monolingual Australian, this refers to participants who identified as having grown up 

in monolingual English speaking homes.  In those cases, the section ‘length of stay in English 

speaking country’ was largely ignored by the participant.  To reflect this I have inserted an X in this 

column.  Where other distinctions were made, such as early-in-life migration to an English speaking 

country or bilingual homes, these are recorded in the Table.  Some participants (particularly those in 

the PCE group) answered the ‘Level of education completed with English Instruction’ with the same 

answer as their highest level of education completed.  It is difficult to know if these answers were 

accurate (the participants were enrolled in a bridging course which may not have been necessary 

had they completed high school or undergraduate study in an English language environment) but 

may have reflected their plans to complete a degree in an English language environment.  These 
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potentially inaccurate responses highlight the limitations of collecting survey data in English in 

studies of individuals with limited English language proficiency.  This data was not relied upon to 

make significant conclusions in this study. 

4.2.3 Tabulated responses survey question 14 

Survey question 14 invited participants to include other information about their written language 

skills or their experience with IELTS.  The following table reports all responses to survey question 14. 

Themes Code Comment 

Writing is difficult PCE001 The 4 parts of IELTS are testing the whole skills of one’s 

English.  The hardest one, in my opinion, is the writing.  

According my IELTS results, this part gets the lowest 

mark.  However, my listening and reading skill improves a 

lot after taking the exam. 

Writing is difficult PCE013 Writing of the IELTS is really hard. 

Writing is ? PCE009 The writing skill is very different from Chinese.  It’s need 

more logical! 

Writing is difficult CAR006 In my experience I found that writing in another language 

it is very difficult, especially when you got an amount of 

words to write. 

For instance, if I know very well the topic, I get inspired 

and I write more, but if I don’t feel confident with it, I 

wouldn’t be able to complete the amount of words that 

is requarate. 

Good luck! ☺ 

Writing is difficult 

Speaking is difficult 

PCE011 Writing and speaking is the most common weakness. 

Writing is difficult 

Speaking is difficult 

PCE006 I thought IELTS is easy to get a mark, but it is hard to get 

a high mark.  It is objective to show the level of English 

and I found writing and speaking are my weakness. 

Other test experience CAR007 I don’t have IELTS but I did the TOEIC because it’s more 

common in my country.  My total score on TOEIC was 

635. 

Other test experience CAR010 I don’t have any experience with IELTS 

Other test experience LLUG009 I have only taken NSW proficiency tests in Primary School 

for English, Maths and Science. 

IELTS is unfair PCE004 IELTS is not a disinterested test.  The IELTS is unfair and 

maintains discrimination. 

Knowing what to write is 

difficult 

 

Test wiseness 

PCE012 My writing experience at my IELTS test was not good at 

all.  I did not finish both sections, part 1 and part 2.  I ran 
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out of time as I was not sure what I was going to write 

although the topic was given. 

Knowing what to write is 

difficult 

PCE005 Topic is not difficult.  But I just don’t know how to write 

and what to write to get a good mark.  I don’t know what 

the focus of it. 

Test wiseness 

 

Reading is difficult 

PCE010 Time management is needed. 

Reading is very struggling. 

Test wiseness PCE015 Chinese students like me pass the ielts exam by a number 

of exam skills.  Actually our level is a little lower than ielts 

mark. 

Table 4.1 Responses to survey question 14 

These comments will be briefly discussed in section 5.4.5. 

4.3 Rater Results and Statistical analyses 

4.3.1 Rater Results 

The results awarded to each script are recorded in Table 4.2 below. 

In the top row of the table, Code refers to the identifying code for each script.  R1 and R2 refer to 

the two raters.  Green refers to a highlighter mark made on each of the papers rated by R1 to further 

distinguish the two sets of scripts.   During rating, scores are awarded for each of the four sub 

categories: Task Achievement (TA), Coherence and Cohesion (CC), Lexical Resource (LR) and 

Grammatical Range and Accuracy (GRA).  The scores recorded in this table are the raw scores, prior 

to any adjustment for under length responses. 

Code R1 TA 

Green 

R2 TA   R1 CC R2 CC R1 LR R2 LR R1 GRA R2 GRA 

CAR002 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 5 

CAR003 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

CAR004 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 5 

CAR005 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

CAR006 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 5 

CAR007 6 5 6 5 6 5 7 5 

CAR008 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 

CAR009 6 5 6 6 5 6 5 5 

CAR010 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 3 

CAR011 1 1 2 2 4 4 4 3 

CAR012 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 

CAR013 5 6 7 6 6 5 6 5 

CAR014 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 

CAR015 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5 

CAR019 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 

LLUG001 6 6 7 6 7 7 8 7 
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LLUG002 5 5 8 9 8 8 8 8 

LLUG003 7 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 

LLUG004 5 7 6 8 8 8 8 7 

LLUG005 6 6 6 6 8 7 7 7 

LLUG006 5 5 6 7 7 8 7 8 

LLUG007 5 7 6 7 7 8 7 7 

LLUG008 6 8 7 7 9 9 9 9 

LLUG009 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 

LLUG010 5 5 8 8 8 7 8 8 

LLUG011 5 5 7 7 8 7 8 8 

LLUG012 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 7 

LLUG013 5 5 7 7 8 7 8 7 

LLUG014 7 7 7 9 8 8 8 8 

LLUG015 8 7 8 8 9 8 9 8 

LLUG016 6 5 7 8 9 8 8 8 

LLUG017 5 5 7 7 8 8 8 7 

LLUG019 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 5 

PCE001 5 4 6 5 5 4 5 4 

PCE002 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 

PCE003 5 3 5 4 5 4 5 4 

PCE004 5 6 7 6 7 6 6 5 

PCE005 5 5 6 6 7 5 6 5 

PCE006 5 4 5 4 6 5 6 4 

PCE007 4 4 6 5 5 5 5 4 

PCE008 5 5 5 5 6 5 6 4 

PCE009 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 

PCE010 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 

PCE011 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 

PCE012 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 

PCE013 5 5 6 5 6 6 6 5 

PCE014 6 5 6 5 5 5 6 4 

PCE015 5 6 5 6 6 6 6 5 

PCE016 5 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 

SAC001 5 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 

SAC002 5 4 6 5 5 5 4 4 

SAC003 4 4 5 3 5 3 4 3 

SAC004 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 5 
Table 4.2 Rater Results, yellow for readability only 

In the IELTS writing module, scripts which are under length are penalised with a deduction of 1 or 2 

marks from the TA score.  The following scripts are under length.  The number of words and the 

deductions imposed are recorded below. 

Code TA Scores 

R1 : R2 

# of words 

CAR003 6-1 : 6-1 134 

CAR005 5-1 : 5-1 114 

CAR008 4-1 : 5-1 124 

CAR009 6-1 : 5-1 138 
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CAR010 5-2 : 4-2 49 

CAR014 5-1 : 4-2* 123 

CAR015 5-1 : 6 no penalty 139 

CAR019 4-2 : 4-2 82 

LLUG004 5 – 2 : 7-2 93 

LLUG006 5-1; 5-1 112 

LLUG019** 7-1 : 5 no penalty 144 

PCE001 5-2 : 4-2 98 

PCE003 5-2 : 3-2 98 

PCE005 5-1 : 5-1 120 

PCE007 4-2 : 4-2 97 

PCE008 5-1 : 5 - 1 115 

PCE009 5-1 : 5-1 119 

PCE011 5-1 : 6-1 119 

PCE013 5-2 : 5-2 85 

PCE014 6-2 : 5-2 87 

PCE016 5 -1 : 6-1  127 

SAC001 5-1 : 6-1 139 
Table 4.3 Under length Responses 

*Administrative error, entry in scoring box was correct (4-1=3) 

The TA scores for the following scripts were amended during the rating process by R2. The scores 

were scribbled over and replaced with another score.  In the case of LLUG011 and LLUG016 this was 

done twice. 

Code R2 TA Scores 

LLUG011  8 changed to 7 

changed to 5 

LLUG016 7 changed to 6, 

changed to 5 

LLUG017 7 changed to 5 

LLUG019** 6 changed to 5 
Table 4.4 Amended TA Scores 

**LLUG019 occurs in both the ‘under length’ and ‘changed score’ groups. 

4.3.2 Preliminary organisation of the data 

Rater scores were entered into an Excel spreadsheet for ‘eyeballing’ and tentative attempts were 

made at grouping the scripts based on cases where the two raters agreed on TA scores.  In the case 

of scripts awarded 7 or higher for TA, the assumption was made that as 7 is a ceiling for the 

descriptor “presents a clear purpose, with the tone consistent and appropriate”, scripts which were 

awarded 7 or 8 for TA could be considered within this group.  
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  Code R1 TA Score R2 TA Score 

LLUG003 7 8 

LLUG015 8 7 

LLUG009 7 7 

LLUG012 7 7 

LLUG014 7 7 

Table 4.2 High Scoring Texts 

CAR002 6 6 

CAR003 6 6 

LLUG001 6 6 

LLUG005 6 6 

PCE002 6 6 

PCE010 6 6 

PCE012 6 6 

Table 4.5 Mid Scoring Texts 

CAR005 5 5 

LLUG002 5 5 

LLUG006 5 5 

LLUG010 5 5 

LLUG011 5 5 

LLUG013 5 5 

LLUG017 5 5 

PCE005 5 5 

PCE008 5 5 

PCE009 5 5 

PCE013 5 5 

Table 4.6 Low Scoring Texts 

These three groups form the basis for the high, mid and low scoring groups described in the 

grammatical analysis. 
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Other groups of texts which are considered interesting are the texts which had TA scores changed by 

R2 (in Table 3.5 above) and the texts which attracted TA scores which were two or more band levels 

apart as listed in the table below.   

Code TA Score R1 TA Score R2 

LLUG004 5 7 

LLUG007 5 7 

LLUG008 6 8 

LLUG019 7 5 

Table 4.7 Interesting Texts 

LLUG004 and LLUG019 were both in the under length group. This makes them even more interesting 

for analysis from the point of view of task completion, one of the two performance dimensions 

confounded in the scoring sub criteria Task Achievement. 

There is a large group of scripts (n=14) which had a combined TA score of 11.  These scripts are 

included in some analysis as part of the low scoring group, and in some cases have text features 

which are considered interesting. 

Scripts which were awarded a TA score of 4 or below by either of the raters are not considered in 

the qualitative analysis as they are considered to be outside of the range of scripts which display text 

features which are important in understanding ‘tone’ and ‘meeting the requirements of the task'.     

4.3.3 Cronbach’s Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated for each of the performance dimensions.  Score penalties for under 

length scripts were ignored at this stage of the process.    

Cronbach’s Alpha for inter rater reliability: 

 Rater 1 SD  Rater 2 SD  Combined SD Cronbach’s Alpha 

TA 1.21 1.40 2.43 0.84 

CC 1.24 1.58 2.70 0.90 

LR 1.42 1.49 2.82 0.94 

GRA 1.41 1.68 3.03 0.95 

Average BS 1.18 1.42 2.55 0.95 

Table 4.8 Cronbach's Alpha Results by Scoring Criteria Sub Criteria 
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4.3.4 Multi-facet Rasch 

The full Wright map can be found in the appendices.  The extract below is Table 6.0 All Facet Vertical 

“Rulers”. Rasch analysis provides a more delicate statistical analysis for inter rater reliability than 

Cronbach’s alpha.  This is particularly because Rasch analysis can identify variance in rater harshness 

across scoring sub criteria.   

The Wright map of the multi-facet Rasch analysis shows the following for the analysis which includes 

all scores on all performance dimensions: 

Rater 1 was slightly harsher than rater 2. Male participants as a group scored slightly lower than 

female participants.  Participants with a first language other than English, on the whole, scored 

lower than participants with English as a first language.  As the test is a test of English language, the 

result that participants with English as a first language scored higher than EAL participants confirms 

the overall focus of the construct.  Regarding the question of Male participants scoring slightly lower 

than Female participants, if these two populations (M/F and EAL/English speaking background) are 

considered in combination, then the lower scores for Male participants can be explained as the 

English speaking background group was a group of 19 with only one Male participant.  The 

proportion of Female and Male participants in the English speaking background group likely 

influenced this result. 

When considered as sub categories, Task Achievement is the most harshly rated subscale, with a gap 

of one logit between it and Grammatical Range and Accuracy.  Lexical Resource is the least harshly 

rated subscale with Coherence and Cohesion falling between Grammatical Range and Accuracy and 

Lexical Resource.  This confirms the findings during Cambridge ESOL’s development of the current 

version of the scoring criteria (Shaw, Stuart 2004; Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008). 
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Figure 4.6 Wright Map extract Table 6.0 All Facet Vertical “Rulers” 
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4.3.5 Multi-facet Rasch and misfit texts  

Inspection of the candidate measurement report revealed that two scripts, LLUG002 and LLUG008, 

misfit with large infit mean square values of 2.15 and 2.88.  Other scripts which should be 

investigated due to higher than expected infit mean square values are: LLUG016, LLUG004, LLUG006 

and PCE006.  These scripts all received infit mean square values of over 1.5.    

 R1 

TA 

R2 

TA 

R1 

CC 

R2 

CC 

R1 LR R2 LR R1 

GRA 

R2 

GRA 

R1 

final 

R2 

final 

IM 

Sq 

LLUG002 5 7 8 9 8 8 8 8 7.25 7.5 2.15 

LLUG008 6 8 7 7 9 9 9 9 7.75 8.25 2.88 

LLUG016 6 5 7 8 9 8 8 8 7.5 7.25 1.68 

LLUG004 5 7 6 8 8 8 8 7 6.75 7.5 1.58 

LLUG006 5 7 6 5 7 7 7 8 6.25 7 1.55 

PCE006 5 4 5 4 6 5 6 4 5.5 4.25 1.58 

Table 4.9 Multi-facet Rasch Misfit Texts, green for readability only 

The TA scores across the two raters appear to be the source of the troublesome infit mean square 

value for LLUG002 and LLUG008.  The source of the discrepancy is considered during the discussion 

of qualitative text analyses.  For the other misfit texts it appears that the explanation could be a 

combination of variable scores across the performance dimensions.   

4.3.6 Bias interactions 

A property of Multi-facet Rasch analysis is the possibility of discriminating between the two raters 

across the different scoring sub criteria to identify interactions between different performance 

dimensions (the sub criteria) and candidate attributes. 
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Figure 4.7 Bias Interaction: Rater and Criterion 

  

As can be seen, the differences between the raters on the rating of the performance dimensions TA 

and GRA are large.  This could be attributed to different harshness or different interpretations of the 

criteria.  Careful investigation of the reasons for the differences in scores in GRA is beyond the scope 

of this thesis.  However, the results of this bias interaction report certainly support the investigation 

of possible reasons for the variation in the interpretation or application of the performance 

dimension TA. 

Further bias interaction reports were produced to investigate a trend in the data, which suggested 

that candidate first language might have an impact on scores awarded for different performance 

dimensions.  The bias interaction reports investigated the interaction between each of the 

performance dimensions and candidate first language.  This report shows significant bias in two 

directions.  The first is with the criterion “Grammatical Range and Accuracy” which has a positive 

bias with candidates whose first language is English and a negative bias with candidates whose first 

language is other than English.  This is to be expected; candidates who use English as their first 

language and who have been socialised since childhood in English should score more strongly on the 

sub category Grammatical Range and Accuracy than English language learners.  The second bias 

interaction is more interesting.  The criterion ‘Task Achievement’ has a positive bias with candidates 
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whose first language is other than English and a negative bias with candidates whose first language 

is English.  This bias should direct our attention to the sub category Task Achievement in an effort to 

identify what is being measured by that sub category.  

 

Figure 4.8 Bias Interactions First language English or other 

The Bias interactions are discussed in section 5.1.2. 

4.4 Qualitative analyses of text: Field 

The qualitative analyses of text are presented in the following sections.  In this section the Field and 

Ideational aspects of the analysis are presented.  In section 4.5 identification of the Generic 

Structure Potential of the text type IELTS GTVWMT#1 is the focus of the analysis.  Thus the semantic 

constituency of the texts is the focus.  In the following section (4.6) analysis for Tenor and 

Interpersonal aspects of the data set, based on Poynton’s framework, is presented.  In section 4.7 

the Mode analysis is presented. 

4.4.1 Explain Lateness 

One of the three key bullet points in the task prompt is to “explain why you didn’t write earlier”.  As 

introduced earlier in the analysis of the prompt, implicit in the task prompt is the idea that not 

writing earlier is a bad thing.  This can only be understood if the candidate has an understanding that 

there is an expectation that after staying with a friend one should write a letter of thanks, and that 
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there is a time limit within which the letter should be sent.  This table presents the stages in the 

texts where the author explains why their letter is tardy.   

classification Combined 

TA score 

code realisation 

Non-specific 

but time 

pressure 

15 LLUG015 I'm still unpacking my suitcases and I basically hopped 

off the plane and I was back at work 

So Busy plus 

work load 

15 LLUG003 I've just been so busy You know how quickly 

everything piles up when you go on holiday 

Non specific 14 LLUG009 I am sure that you are wondering why I am only 

writing to you now.  Well, you do know my flair for 

tardiness not to mention my messiness.  I had 

rediscovered the photos (and luggage tags) while 

tidying up the tsunami of work that I left behind after 

doing my assignments and I only then remembered 

that I had forgotten to write back to you 

Work load/ 

pressure 

14 LLUG012 After the trip I had a lot of study to catch up on.  Uni 

has been hectic. 

Time pressure 14 LLUG014 University takes up all my time 
Table 4.3 Extracted Explain Lateness Responses – High Scoring Scripts 

12 of the 17 texts which were awarded a combined score of 12 or more in the performance 

dimension TA included explicit or implicit expressions of the author being under time pressure or 

being busy.  The expressions of time pressure are achieved via a variety of means but often include a 

circumstance of time (yellow), or a ranking clause which is temporally related (pink) and a statement 

of work load (green); 

 

‘After the trip I had a lot of study to catch up on.  Uni has been hectic’ LLUG012 

The expressions of busy-ness are also realised through busy plus an intensifier (green) combined 

with a circumstance of time;  

Code Combined TA Realisation 

CAR006 12 since I arrived home I've been so busy 

LLUG001 12 work is extremely busy this time of year 

CAR003 12 Since I came back home I have been very busy 
Table 4.11 Circumstance of time (yellow), temporally related ranking clause (pink), intensified busy-ness (green) – Explain 

Lateness – combined TA 12 

 

There is also some way of expressing busy-ness which isn’t captured by these explanations.  

LLUG004 uses the expression ‘so flat out’ instead of ‘so busy’ in combination with a circumstance of 

time.  Low scoring texts also included explanations about busy-ness, time pressure, and specifically 

detailed work load. 
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Code Combined 

TA 

Explain Lateness 

PCE011 11 CC#4 the pressure of work is heavy  |and I am busy all day 

PCE016 11 CC#7,8&9 Because I have exams this month |So I have to prepare for 

them | 

I always reading books and solving problems in almost times 

PCE014 11 CC#4 Now, I'm busy doing my English course which is named PEP | 

there are about 16 hours per week | and lots of homework to do 

after class  

CAR015 11 CC#4 because I was busy after holiday I had to do many thing at work 
Table 4.124 Circumstance of time (yellow), intensified busy-ness(green), workload (blue) - Explain Lateness - low TA 

The different choices made to explain lateness are discussed in detail in section 5.3.1.2. 

4.4.2 Holiday locations 

Part of the paradox of the conflated contextual configurations of the task prompt and the test is that 

as the rater was not on the imagined holiday with the author and the addressee, and as the rater has 

no knowledge of where the author is proposing the future holiday will take place, the text needs to 

include this information.  In the following table, the location of the past holiday and details about 

the proposed future holiday are extracted from the texts.    

The inclusion and importance of these details are discussed in section 5.2.2.1. 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Where was the holiday Evidence Where does the author 

live/propose the future visit 

Evidence 

LLUG015  15 Spain including Madrid “my trip to Spain” 

“having you and Peter show me 

around Madrid made me feel 

like a true local.  Eating escargot 

in a café in Madrid..”  

Paris “we'll visit the Eiffel Tower, drink 

French champagne, and eat all sorts 

of French cuisine” 

LLUG003  15 Northern hemisphere - 

implied 

“summer holidays begin in 

December over here” 

“show you how we do it down 

under” 

Australia/down under “Why don't you and 

the crew come over 

and stay with me for 

a couple of 

weeks…” 

“Down under” 

LLUG009  14 Not given - Adelaide “I have been back in Adelaide for a 

while” 

“visit me over the next holidays” 

LLUG012  14 Not too far from Canada 

– northern hemisphere? 

“Canada, that's not too far away 

from you” 

Adelaide (or Sydney or 

Melbourne) 

“I would much prefer to join you in a 

trip to Melbourne or Sydney but I 

guess if it's Adelaide you want to see 

I'll show you Adelaide”  

LLUG014  14 Europe Including Prague “I loved the photos from Prague 

the best”  

Australia “you need to come and visit me 

here in Australia” 

LLUG008  14 Bandung Java “I specially loved the one of you 

in the garden in Bandung” 

“I think that your mother and 

father will find the climate in 

Queensland not too different 

from the climate in Java “ 

    

   

Queensland “And there are many interesting 

things to see and do in Queensland 

including a visit to the Great Barrier 

Reef”     
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Where was the holiday Evidence Where does the author 

live/propose the future visit 

Evidence 

CAR006  13 Not given - Adelaide “now it's my turn to show you 

Adelaide” 

“we can go to the wineries and drink 

her favourite wines – shiraz” 

“you can carry a koala” 

LLUG001  12 Not given - Not given - 

CAR003 6-1; 6-1 12 London “we had a great time together 

in London” 

Adelaide “come to Adelaide for the next 

holiday” 

CAR002  12 Canada “spent with you and May in 

Canada” 

Malaysia “welcome you and May to come 

Malaysia for vacation or travelling” 

“visit some beautiful scenery as well 

as to eat some yummy foods that 

are famous in Malaysia” 

LLUG007 7;5 12 Italy “the photo of us holding the 

leaning tower of pisa” 

Australia “see you here in Australia” 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 Not given - Australia “come and stay with us in Australia” 

LLUG005  12 German speaking location 

- implied 

“exchange gummi bears and 

Ritter Sport for tim tams” 

Australia “The three of you must make a visit 

to Australia.  You're always welcome 

to stay at my place”  

PCE002  12 Not given - Adelaide “I know that you have never been to 

ADL before I'm glad to be your guide 

if you want”   

PCE010  12 Singapore “we enjoyed together in 

Singapore” 

Adelaide “you have some time to enjoy the 

Christmas holidays with me in 

Adelaide” 

PCE012  12 Not given - Not given - 

LLUG019 6 changed 

to 5; 7-1 

12 Adelaide “of the wonderful time we had 

in Adelaide” 

Hong Kong “Hong Kong is a wonderful place for 

travel. You would definitely love 

here”  
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Where was the holiday Evidence Where does the author 

live/propose the future visit 

Evidence 

PCE011 6-1; 5-1 11 ‘Oversea’ “we were together oversea” Not given - 

PCE016 6-1; 5-1 11 Not given - Not given - 

PCE004 6-1; 5-1 11 Not given - China- hometown “I knew you harboured a Chinese 

dream for a long period so I want to 

invite you to come to my beautiful 

hometown” 

PCE014 5-2; 6-2 11 Not given - Australia “If you have a holiday you could 

come to Australian”  

PCE015  11 Not given - Canton “I hope you could come to my 

hometown – Canton” 

CAR015 6; 5-1 11 Not given - Thailand “In Thailand now have the weather 

festival  

It fantastic    

I really want you come for enjoy with 

me and Sunny” 

CAR013  11 Europe “wonderful time together in 

Europe” 

Not given - 

CAR007  11 Not given - Not given – my brother’s 

house 

- 

CAR012  11 Not given - Not given - My home 

town/my country 

- 

CAR004  11 Not given - Not Given - 

CAR009 5-1; 6-1 11 Not Given - Adelaide “Anyway, if you could make a time I 

want to invite you guy to stay with 

me.  Adelaide is not a big city but 

there are plenty of things to do.”  

SAC004  11 Not Given - Thailand, Chiang Mai or 

Phuket 

“my country it is very good weather 

to travelling like, in Chieng-mei there 

is in the northern of my country and 
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Phuket Island there is in the 

southern of my country” 

SAC001 6-1; 5-1 11 Not Given - Korea “Nowadays, Korea is summer. This is 

very hot but really good place. If you 

don't mind, you can come my 

country” 

LLUG016 7 changed 

to 6, 

changed to 

5; 6 

11 Not given - Not given - 

LLUG017 7 changed 

to 5; 5 

10 Not Given - 

 

Adelaide “we can show you around Adelaide 

The Barossa valley is really pretty, 

lots of wineries.”   

LLUG002  10 Not given - Not given - 

LLUG006 5-1; 5-1 10 Not given - Not given - 

LLUG013  10 Not given - Not given - 

LLUG010  10 Kyoto  It brings me back to Kyoto, 

Japan by just looking at them 

Adelaide cold here in Adelaide / Rundle Mall 

Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Where was the holiday Evidence Where does the author 

live/propose the future visit 

Evidence 

Table 4.5 Holiday locations, omissions of evidence/supporting details highlighted in yellow
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4.4.3 Sign offs and keep in touch messages 

This table presents the keep in touch messages and sign offs that the authors used to complete their 

texts. 

Expressions of affection are highlighted in green, circumstances of time in yellow, and keep in touch 

messages are highlighted in purple.
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Sign off stage Final clause of main text  

(not including post script messages) 

LLUG015  15 anyway, I must go      

I just got home from work  | and I need to cook dinner  

I don't know why they say [["French women don't get fat"]] 

all this bread and cheese is going straight to my hips  

send my love to Peter, oh, and the dogs    

love Paloma 

LLUG003  15 give everyone my love Sara xx  

LLUG009  14 see you soon  ☺ Shrompy 

LLUG012  14 Well, write back soon      

Let me know your thoughts about Adelaide or Canada  

Phoebe XOX 

LLUG014  14 Say hello to the children from me | I hope you are all well | 

and I look forward to hearing from you soon 

love Marianna 

LLUG008  14 I look forward to hearing from you soon  love Fran 

CAR006  13 Well, my friend, I thank you very much | and keep in touch Love Maralyn 

LLUG001  12 hope to hear from you soon  

all the best   

Sam 

CAR003 6-1; 6-1 12 Anyway, let me know if you can come  

Take care   

Regards    

Liz 

CAR002  12 Thank you and goodbye  

yours sincerely   

Agnes Yong 

LLUG007 7;5 12 speak soon  Love Antonia 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 Take care Eleni xxx 

LLUG005  12 Anyway, thank you again  

Bis Bald       

Deine Francesca 

PCE002  12 Lovely Angel 

PCE010  12 Miss you Maggie 

PCE012  12 Thanks again for the lovely photo 

Cheers        

Jess 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Sign off stage Final clause of main text  

(not including post script messages) 

LLUG019 6 changed 

to 5; 7-1 

12 I am looking forward to seeing you soon Love Amy 

PCE011 6-1; 5-1 11 I hope we can meet soon next time! 

Regards   

Yours ZHANG  

PCE016 6-1; 5-1 11  Cheers Will 

PCE004 6-1; 5-1 11 Thank you and best wishes 

yours sincerely  

Chio Zhang 

PCE014 5-2; 6-2 11 yours  

PCE015  11 Kind regards Michael Tong  

date location  

CAR015 6; 5-1 11 Friend forever  Praew  

CAR013  11 Looking forward talk to you soon Kisses  

Carolina 

CAR007  11 Now I need to go | cause I'm late again! 

A lot of kisses and hugs!  

Miss you 

 

CAR012  11 Yours friendly James 

CAR004  11 I'm looking forward to hearing for you  

Best wishes 

M 

CAR009 5-1; 6-1 11 I hope to hear good news from you soon  

take care 

from your friend  

 

SAC004  11 Take care my friend | I miss you guys   

SAC001 6-1; 5-1 11 See you again from Amy 

LLUG016 7 changed 

to 6, 

changed to 

5; 6 

11 Thanks again for your hospitality 

Let's not leave it 3 years till the next time we catch up  

Love always 

Sophie 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Sign off stage Final clause of main text  

(not including post script messages) 

LLUG017 7 changed 

to 5; 5 

10 We'll talk soon  

think about my invite 

Sincerely 

 

LLUG002  10 Take care |  and write to me soon | things at uni have died 

down | so I won't leave it so long next time 

Thanks again for the photos | you're a dear 

Talk to you soon 

Ebony xo  

LLUG006 5-1; 5-1 10 Hope to hear from you  

LLUG013  10 Once again thanks for a great holiday | and for sending me 

the amazing photos  

I look forward to hearing from you | but I look forward to 

seeing you even more  

Until next time, all my love 

 

LLUG010  10 Here from you soon 

Do take care | and keep in touch  

Catch you soon  

:) 

love 

Illegible name 

Table 4.14 Sign off and keep in touch messages: Expressions of affection are highlighted in green, circumstances of time in yellow, and keep in touch messages are highlighted in purple. 
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4.4.4 Naming 

Authorial decisions around naming appear to be significant in the corpus.  The following table 

presents naming choices made in the letters.  Addressee and author names are extracted from the 

texts.  In addition, reference to other interactants, other than pronouns, is extracted.  The 

importance of naming, including the possible importance of ‘English speaking identities’ for both the 

author and the addressee are discussed in section 5.3.1.5.   

A further discussion point, the importance of the sign off with name, is addressed in section 5.3.1.2.  

The sign off with name is one of the more obvious ‘common sense’ obligatory semantic text 

elements of the institutional genre IELTS friendly letter writing.  However, many of the native 

speaker authors did not include a sign off with name.  This points to the need to combine the two 

contextual configurations of the task; the test and the friendly letter.   

A point of detail in the task prompt is the use of the plural ‘friends’ and the personal pronoun ‘them’ 

which indicates that the letter should be written to more than one person.  In Table 4.17, the letters 

which are addressed to or refer explicitly to more than one person as addressees or hosts are 

identified with green highlighting. 

A final point is the importance of naming, as opposed to the use of ‘friends’ to address the letter.  

Lower scoring texts were more likely to use ‘friends’ in the salutation, and the highest combined TA 

score given to a text which began the response ‘Dear Friends’ was 11.  The texts which used ‘friend’ 

or ‘friends’ in place of a specific name are highlighted in yellow.   

The following table extracts the names used in the texts for the author, addressee and other 

interactants. 

Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + R2 

TA  

Addressee 

name 

Other people 

/animates named in 

the letter (other than 

pronouns) 

Author name at 

sign off 

LLUG015  15 Sally Peter 

The dogs 

Paloma 

LLUG003  15 Marcus Sam 

The crew 

Marie 

Sara 

LLUG009  14 Trish and co John Shrompy 

LLUG012  14 Amy Peter Phoebe 

LLUG014  14 Lydia Alexander 

The children 

Marianna 

LLUG008 6;8 14 Anwar Your father 

My mother 

The doctors 

Your mother and father 

Fran 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + R2 

TA  

Addressee 

name 

Other people 

/animates named in 

the letter (other than 

pronouns) 

Author name at 

sign off 

CAR006  13 Maryann Your sister Valerie Maralyn 

LLUG001  12 John Tom and Bill Sam 

CAR003 6-1; 6-1 12 Johanna - Liz 

CAR002  12 Lina May Agnes Yong 

LLUG007 7;5 12 Lucia Mum and Dad 

The family 

Antonia 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 Frank The children Eleni 

LLUG005  12 Eleni You and Johannes 

Louisa 

Francesca 

PCE002  12 Grace - Angel 

PCE010  12 Anna My cousin Sophia 

The guests 

The young couple 

Maggie 

PCE012  12 Liz Our old friends from 

uni 

Jess 

LLUG019 6 to 5; 7-1 12 Anna - Amy 

PCE011 6-1; 5-1 11 My friends - Zhang 

PCE016 6-1; 5-1 11 Friends You guys Will 

PCE004 6-1; 5-1 11 My friend My family Chio Zhang 

PCE015  11 Bolina - Michael Tong 

CAR 015 6; 5-1 11 Nick Sunny Praew 

CAR013  11 Rose The guys Carolina 

CAR007  11 Gabriel Our friends 

My brother 

Lalito 

- 

CAR012  11 Mark Your friends James 

CAR004  11 Robert - M 

CAR009 5-1; 6-1 11 Anna My cat Your friend 

SAC004  11 Micheal You guys - 

SAC001 6-1; 5-1 11 Friend - Amy 

LLUG016 7 to 6 to 

5; 6 

11 Doris - Sophie 

LLUG017 7 to 5; 5 10 Jane - - 

LLUG002  10 Danae - Ebony 

LLUG006 5-1; 5-1 10 Jane - - 

LLUG013  10 - - - 

LLUG010 5;5 10 Isabella - Sof? (illegible 

signature) 

LLUG011 5;5  10 Mary John 

You two lovebirds 

Your friend 

PCE013 5;5 10 Friends - - 

PCE005 5;5 10 Pal - yours 

PCE009 5;5 10 Will - Leo 

PCE008* 5;5 10 ------- You guys --------- 

CAR005 5;5 10 Jess Your sister Mario 

PCE006 5;4 9 - - - 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + R2 

TA  

Addressee 

name 

Other people 

/animates named in 

the letter (other than 

pronouns) 

Author name at 

sign off 

PCE001 4;5 9 Friends  - Hannah  

CAR010 5;4 9 Friends - Federico 

PCE014 6;3 9 Kevin - - 

SAC002 5;4 9 Hi Everybody! (you) guys Caro 

CAR014 4;4 8 Tommy My best friend 

My mom 

Thai 

PCE007 4;4 8 friend - - 

PCE003 5;3 8 Amy - Terrie 

CAR019 4;4 8 Friends My mother and father - 

CAR008 4;4 8 Peter - Andy 

SAC003 4;4 8 Yumi - Zare 

CAR011a 1;1 2 My parents mom and dad - 

CAR011b 1;1 2  My parents - - 

Table 4.15 Naming, reference to named plural in green, addressed to friend or friends in yellow 

4.5 Qualitative analyses of text: Generic Structure Potential   

These tables present the Generic Structure Potential (GSP) analysis for obligatory and optional 

semantic text elements (Halliday & Hasan 1985).  This is a progression from the content analysis 

wherein texts were scoured for passages which realised responses to segments of the task prompt.  

In the following tables texts are represented as being composed of a series of semantic text 

elements (STEs) which fulfil semantic functions in the whole text.  While the realisation (the 

‘wording’, that is the grammar) of the STEs varies across texts, the semantic function of the elements 

is equivalent.  Hasan (Halliday & Hasan 1985) clearly states that there will not be a grammatical 

equivalency between realisations of semantic text elements across texts and that the grammatical 

‘unit’ used to realise the elements will not be the same, but that the semantic function of the 

elements will be the same. 

4.5.1 Task mandated requirements of the task 

The task prompt explicitly states that the letter should include the following:  

Prompt wording Semantic text element Code 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear ………….., 

Salutation with name S 

Thank them for the photos Thank photos TP 

Thank them (for the photos 

and) for the holiday 

Thank holiday TH 
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Explain why you didn’t write 

earlier 

Explain lateness ExL 

Invite them to come and stay 

with you 

Invite I 

Table 4.16 Task Mandated STEs 

Salutation (S), Thanks for Photos (TP), Thanks for Holiday (TH), Explain lateness of response (ExL) and 

Invite to stay (I).  These are the task mandated semantic text elements.  

The following table presents the analysis of the five texts which received at least 7 for TA from both 

of the raters.  These texts, LLUG003, LLUG015, LLUG009, LLUG012, and LLUG014, are considered to 

have met the requirements of the task. 

code S TP TH ExL I 

LLUG003 x x o x x 

LLUG015 x x x x x 

LLUG009 x x x x x 

LLUG012 x x o x x 

LLUG014 x o o x x 

Table 4.17 Task Mandated STEs incidence in high scoring texts 

Thus, of the task mandated semantic text elements, only S, ExL and I are included in all of the high 

scoring texts. 

4.5.2 Analytically identified additional Semantic text elements 

The texts were further analysed for additional Semantic Text elements.  The analysis revealed that 

there were semantic text elements which were repeated across the high scoring texts which were 

not included in the task prompt. 

The additional semantic text elements were identified as the following: 
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Sample from texts  Semantic text element code 

“I have to say I am so sorry for writing earlier” 

LLUG014 

“Sorry I haven’t written earlier” LLUG012 

Apologise for lateness A 

“I miss our sunny morning coffees together, and our 

night-time (mis)adventures!” LLUG003 

“Having you and Peter show me around Madrid made 

me feel like a true local – eating Escargot in a café in 

Madrid!” LLUG015 

Evaluate (or discuss?) past 

holiday 

EvH 

“We’ll visit the Eiffel Tower, drink French champagne 

and eat all sorts of French cuisine” LLUG015 

“I’ll take you out on the trails, show you how we do it 

down under!” LLUG003 

Discuss future holiday DFH 

“Let me know as soon as you make any plans … I look 

forward to hearing from you soon” LLUG014 

“Well, write back soon.  Let me know your 

thoughts...” LLUG012 

“do write back to tell me…See you soon!” LLUG009 

Request future contact RFC 

“Phoebe xox”  LLUG012 

“☺ Shrompy” LLUG009 

Sign off with name SO 

“They (photos) look amazing” LLUG012 

“What gorgeous photos!” LLUG003 

“The shots were all beautiful” LLUG009 

Evaluate photos EvP 

“I truly needed that trip … I had so much fun with 

you!” LLUG012  

Discuss holiday DH 

Table 4.18 Sample realisations of additional STEs from high scoring texts  

 The following two tables present the incidence of the mandated and the analytically identified 

semantic text elements in the high scoring texts.  The incidence of each semantic text element is 
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presented as a percentage in the second table. As Hasan identified, across comparable texts, 

semantic text elements will not necessarily be grammatically equivalent.  In some cases in the 

corpus, in addition to the question of grammatical equivalence, the question of precise equivalency 

of meaning was also of concern.  The main concern was that reaching semantic equivalence required 

one or more inferential steps.  These cases have been counted as achieving the semantic text 

element but have been marked as ‘-ish’.  They are considered in more detail in the section below 

table 4.28, the problem of ‘-ish’, and are discussed in section 5.3.16.  
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  Code R1 

TA 

+ 

R2 

TA  

Salutation 

with 

name 

Thank 

for 

photos 

Evaluate 

photos 

Thank 

for 

holiday 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Discuss 

holiday 

Explain 

lateness 

Apologise 

for 

lateness 

Invite 

to stay 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Request 

future 

contact 

Sign 

off 

with 

name 

LLUG015 15 x x o x x x x X x x x x 

LLUG003 15 x x X o ish  x x X x x o x 

LLUG009 14 x x X x x x x ish  x ish x x 

LLUG012 14 x x X o x o x X x x x x 

LLUG014 14 x o X o x x x X x x x x 

Table 4.19 Incidence of Task Mandated (cells coloured blue) and additional STEs in high scoring texts.  Omissions (yellow) and ‘ish’ (green) STEs highlighted 

Semantic Text Element Number of inclusions/number of 

texts 

As percentage Obligatory or Optional 

(from analysis) 

Task Mandated 

Salutation with name 5/5 100 Obligatory x 

Thank for photos 4/5 80 Optional x 

Evaluate photos 4/5 80 Optional  

Thank for holiday 2/5 40 Optional x 

Evaluate holiday 4 + 1 ish /5 100 Obligatory  

Discuss holiday 4/5 80 Optional  

Explain lateness 5/5 100 Obligatory x 

Apologise for lateness 4 + 1 ish/5 100 Obligatory  

Invite to stay 5/5 100 Obligatory x 

Discuss future holiday 4 + 1 ish/5 100 Obligatory  

Request future contact 4/5 80 Optional  

Sign off with name 5/5 100 Obligatory  
Table 4.20 Incidence of Task Mandated and additional STEs as percentage 
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As can be seen in the above Tables 4.20 and 4.21, there is not a definite correlation between the 

prompt mandated text elements and the obligatory text elements of the generic structure potential 

(GSP).  This is presented in the Venn diagram below. 

 

Figure 4.9 Overlap of Task Mandated, Analytically Optional and Analytically Obligatory STEs in high scoring texts 

Thus, the prospect that the scoring criteria element ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ is a 

simple reflection of the task prompt mandated elements is shown to be insufficient.  The high 

scoring texts do not include all of the task mandated STEs and there are other STEs which are 

common to all of the high scoring texts.  In addition, there are other STEs which are present in some 

high scoring texts but not all.  The presence of different STEs throughout the corpus is further 

investigated below. 

4.5.3  Expanded investigation of semantic text elements 

Investigation of the full corpus revealed that the additional semantic text elements identified in the 

high scoring texts also occurred in the mid and low scoring texts.  Further configurations of other 

text elements were identified in the mid and lower scoring texts.   

Text Stage Code 

Explain lateness ExL 

Invite to stay I 

Apologise for lateness A 
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Text Stage Code 

Evaluate holiday EvH 

Salutation with name S 

Salutation with ‘friend’ or ‘friends’ S Fr 

Discuss future holiday DFH 

Request future contact RFC 

Thank for photos TP 

Sign off with name SO 

Evaluate photos EvP 

Discuss holiday DH 

Thank for holiday TH 

Table 4.21 Expanded list of STEs 

The incidence of these semantic text elements across the high, mid and low scoring texts is 

presented in the following table.  The incidence of STEs is indicated with an X, omission is indicated 

with an O and the cell is highlighted yellow, cases where the STE is implicitly realised are indicated 

with ish and the cell is highlighted green.    

The longest text in the corpus, LLUG010 -336 words, has some text elements which are not included 

in the chart.  For the purposes of this analysis they were ignored as LLUG010 is an outlier text; it is 

substantially longer than the mean and median text length.  A general ‘off topic expansion’ could 

perhaps categorise much of the extraneous STEs in the text.  Significantly, LLUG010, although only 

missing one of the popular semantic text elements and missing none of the analytically derived 

obligatory semantic text elements, achieved a TA score of 5 from both of the raters. There is space in 

the scoring criteria to penalise off topic responses which appears to be the explanation for the low 

TA scores for this text.  In combination with the word counts for the high scoring scripts the low 

score awarded to this text demonstrates the preference of the raters for ‘on topic’ responses which 

are between 10 and 30 percent longer than the required text length.  The five texts in which the TA 

score was 7 or above from both raters ranged in length from 160 to 275 words with a mean value of 

197 and a median of 189. 
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  Code R1 

TA 

+ 

R2 

TA  

Salutation 

with 

name 

Thank 

for 

photos 

Evaluate 

photos 

Thank 

for 

holiday 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Discuss 

holiday 

Explain 

lateness 

Apologise 

for 

lateness 

Invite 

to stay 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Request 

future 

contact 

Sign 

off 

with 

name 

LLUG015 15 x x o x x x x X x x x x 

LLUG003 15 x x X o ish  x x X x x o x 

LLUG009 14 x x X x x x x ish   x ish x x 

LLUG012 14 x x X o x o x X x x x x 

LLUG014 14 x o X o x x x X x x x x 

LLUG008 6+8 x x X o x x x X ish x x x 

CAR006 13 x x X o x x x X x x x x 

LLUG001 12 x x X x x x x X x ish x o 

CAR003 12 x x o ish x x x X x x x x 

CAR002 12 x x o x x x x X x x o x 

LLUG007 7+5 x x ish o o o x X ish o x x 

LLUG004 7+5 x x X o x o x X x o Ish x 

LLUG005 12 x x X o x o x X x x X 

In 

German 

x 

PCE002 12 x x o o x o x o x x x x 

PCE010 12 x o X o x x x X x x x x 
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  Code R1 

TA 

+ 

R2 

TA  

Salutation 

with 

name 

Thank 

for 

photos 

Evaluate 

photos 

Thank 

for 

holiday 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Discuss 

holiday 

Explain 

lateness 

Apologise 

for 

lateness 

Invite 

to stay 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Request 

future 

contact 

Sign 

off 

with 

name 

PCE012 12 x x X x x x x X x x x x 

LLUG019* 12 x x X x x x x ish x x x x 

PCE011 11 o o o x x o x X x x o x 

PCE016 11 o x X o x o x X x x o x 

PCE004 11 o x X o x o x X x o x o 

PCE014 11 x o o o x o x X x o o o 

PCE015 11 x x o x x o x X x ish x x 

CAR015 11 x x X o x o x X x o x X 

CAR013 11 x x X o x o x X ish x x X 

CAR007 11 x o X x x x x o ish x ish O 

CAR012 11 x o o x x o x X ish x ish X 

CAR004 11 x x X o o o x X x x x X 

CAR009 11 x x o o x o x X x x x O 

SAC004 11 x x o o x x x X x ish x O 

SAC001 11 o o X o x x x X x X x X 

LLUG016* 11 x x X x x o ish  X x ish ish X 
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  Code R1 

TA 

+ 

R2 

TA  

Salutation 

with 

name 

Thank 

for 

photos 

Evaluate 

photos 

Thank 

for 

holiday 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Discuss 

holiday 

Explain 

lateness 

Apologise 

for 

lateness 

Invite 

to stay 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Request 

future 

contact 

Sign 

off 

with 

name 

LLUG017* 10 x x X o ish x x X x x x O 

LLUG002 10 x x o o o o x X x x x X 

LLUG006 10 x x  o ish x o x ish ish ish x O 

LLUG013 10 o x X x x o x X x x x O 

LLUG010 10 x x X o ish x x X x x x X 

LLUG011 10 x x x o o o x x ish x x o 

PCE013 10 0 x o ish x 0 x x x x 0 0 

PCE009 10 x x ish o o x x x ish o ish x 

PCE008 10 0 x x 0 x ish x x ish x x 0 

PCE005 10 0  o x ish x o x x ish x x o 

SAC001 10 o o x o x x x x x x x x 

CAR005 10 x o x x x x x x ish o x x 

CAR010 9 o x x x x o x x ish x o x 

PCE014 6+3 x o ish o x o x x ish o ish o 

PCE006 9 o o x x x x x 0 x x o o 

PCE001 9 o x x o o o x x ish ish x x 
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  Code R1 

TA 

+ 

R2 

TA  

Salutation 

with 

name 

Thank 

for 

photos 

Evaluate 

photos 

Thank 

for 

holiday 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Discuss 

holiday 

Explain 

lateness 

Apologise 

for 

lateness 

Invite 

to stay 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Request 

future 

contact 

Sign 

off 

with 

name 

SAC002 9 o x x x x x x x x x o x 

CAR014 8 x x o o x o x x x x o x 

CAR019 8 0 x o o x o x x o o o o 

CAR008 8 x o x x o x x x x x o x 

SAC003 8 x o x o x x x x o x x x 

PCE003 5+3 x o o o ish x x o ish x x x 

PCE007 8 o x o o o o x o o o o o 

CAR011 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 4.22 Expanded array of STEs Overview, omissions (yellow) and ‘ish’ (green) inclusions highlighted 
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Tally of semantic text elements across the mid (12 – 13 combined TA score) range plus LLUG008 

Semantic Text 

Element 

Number of 

inclusions/number of 

texts 

As 

percentage 

Obligatory or 

Optional (from 

analysis of high 

scoring texts) 

Task Prompt 

Mandated 

Salutation with 

name 

12/12 100 Obligatory x 

Thank for 

photos 

11/12 92 Optional x 

Evaluate photos 9/12 75 Optional  

Thank for 

holiday 

5/12 42 Optional x 

Evaluate holiday 11/12 92 Obligatory  

Discuss holiday 8/12 67 Optional   

Explain lateness 12/12 100 Obligatory x 

Apologise for 

lateness 

11/12 92 Obligatory  

Invite to stay 12/12 100 Obligatory x 

Discuss future 

holiday 

10/12 83 Obligatory  

Request future 

contact 

11/12 92 Optional  

Sign off with 

name 

11/12 92 Obligatory  

Table 4.23 Tally of STEs mid scoring texts 
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Tally of semantic text elements across the low scoring texts – combined TA score 10 - 11 

Semantic Text 

Element 

Number of 

inclusions/number of 

texts 

As 

percentage 

Obligatory or 

Optional (from 

analysis of high 

scoring texts) 

Prompt 

Mandated 

Salutation with 

name 

17/26 65 Obligatory x 

Thank for 

photos 

18/26 69 Optional x 

Evaluate photos 17/26 65 Optional  

Thank for 

holiday 

10/26 38 Optional x 

Evaluate holiday 22/26 85 Obligatory  

Discuss holiday 9/26 35 Optional  

Explain lateness 26/26 100 Obligatory x 

Apologise for 

lateness 

25/26 96 Obligatory  

Invite to stay 26/26 100 Obligatory x 

Discuss future 

holiday 

21/26 80 Obligatory  

Request future 

contact 

22/26 85 Optional  

Sign off with 

name 

14/26 54 Obligatory  

Table 4.24 Tally of STEs low scoring texts 
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4.5.4 Order of text elements 

In addition to the presence of obligatory text elements, the order of text elements may be important 

in the GSP of a text type.  The order of text elements table shows the order of the elements in the 

high scoring texts and a selection of the low scoring texts.  Some of the text elements are colour 

coded to enhance visibility of patterns of order or co-location.  For example, the Invitation and 

Discuss Further Holiday cells are coded in orange to demonstrate the tendency for them to be co-

located.  
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LLUG015 15 S TP TH DH EvH A ExL I DFH RFC SO    

LLUG003 15 S EvP TP EvP A ExL DH I DFH SO     

LLUG009 14 S EnqH News EvH TP EvP TH EvH A-ish ExL-ish I RFC DFH SO 

LLUG012 14 S TP EvP A ExL EvH* I DFH RFC SO     

LLUG014 14 S EvH A ExL EvP DH I DFH RFC DH RFC SO   

LLUG008 6+8 S TP EvP EvH DH A ExL* I DFH RFC SO    

CAR006 13 S  EnqH TP EvP DH EvH TH-ish A ExL I DFH RFC SO  

LLUG001 12 S  EnqH TP EvP EvH TH DH I DFH A ExL RFC SO  

CAR003 12 S EnqH TP EvH ExL A TH-ish I DFH RFC SO    

CAR002 12 S TP EvP DH TH A ExL A I DFH SO    

LLUG007* 7+5 S EnqH TP News A ExL News EvP RFC I-ish RFC SO   

LLUG004 7+5 S TP EvH A ExL RFC I TP TH SO     

LLUG005 12 S TP EvP EvH A ExL* I DFH EvP DFH T 

again 

RFC SO  

PCE010 12 S EvP TP TH DH A ExL I DFH RFC SO    

PCE012 12 S EvP EvH TH TP A ExL I DFH TP SO    

LLUG019 5+7 S TP EvP EvH TH DH ExL A-ish I DFH SO    

PCE011 11 S Fr ?P TH EvH ExL I DFH A SO      

PCE016 11 S Fr TP EvP EvH* A ExL A I DFH SO     

PCE004 11 S Fr TP EvH ExL A I RFC SO       

PCE014 11 S ?P EvH A ExL I         
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PCE015 11 S ?L A ExL EvP* TP TH I SO      

CAR015 11 S EvH TP EvP A ExL I SO       

CAR013 11 S EnqH TP EvH EvP A ExL A I DFH SO    

CAR007 11 S TH EvH EvP EvH ExL I-ish DFH SO      

CAR012 11 S ?P EnqH EvH TH A ExL I-ish RFC DFH SO    

CAR004 11 S EnqH EvP TP EvP A ExL I DFH RFC SO    

CAR009 11 S TP EvH ExL A I DFH I RFC SO     

SAC004 11 S EnqH A TP EvH DFH I DFH A ExL RFC SO   

SAC001 11 S A ExL EvP EvH I DFH RFC SO      

LLUG016 11 S TP EvP EvH DH EvP TH RFC SO I A ExL   

Table 4.25 Order of STEs from texts with combined TA total of 11 and above, colour blocking of some regularly co-located STEs
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4.5.5 Results of semantic text elements investigation 

The first object of the STE investigation was to identify obligatory and optional STEs.  

According to the task prompt, the obligatory stages are: 

S, TH, TP, ExL, I 

Through application of cultural knowledge and confirmed by research, given that S is mandatory, 

then SO should also be included. 

This would suggest an obligatory generic structure of: 

S, TH, TP, ExL, I, SO 

with order not dictated, except for S being first. 

Inspection of the texts suggests that there are other ‘nearly obligatory’ elements: 

EvH, EvP, A, DFH, and RFC  

such that a text which represents the GSP will likely contain the elements: 

S, TH, EvH, TP, EvP, A, ExL, I, DFH, RFC, SO 

The second object of the STE investigation was to identify the preferred order of the STEs.  Order is 

approached from both a whole text perspective and from the perspective of collocation, that is, the 

possibility that there are STEs which should be next to each other. 

S goes first. 

SO goes last (except in LLUG016 – combined TA 10 which uses post scripts to address two of the task 

requirements and is penalised (I think) for this – related to an equal amount of words given to each 

maybe?) 

 A and ExL are next to each other, almost to the extent that A+ExL could be considered a single 

semantic text element (?) 

TP is usually second or third move 

If EnqH is present then it should be second (except CAR012 which has a strange thing before EnqH) 

If RFC is present then it should be second to last (just before SO) 

I is often followed by DFH 

TP and EvP are often next to each other 
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In addition, A+ExL will be co-located with I (more likely just prior), DFH will be co-located with I 

(more likely immediately following) and RFC will occur immediately prior to SO. 

Such that a likely, high scoring, text will contain the elements in this order: 

S, TH, EvH, TP, EvP, A, ExL, I, DFH, RFC, SO 

with TH, EvH, TP, and EvP being floating text elements which will most likely be included but their 

location within the text is free so long as they do not violate the rules of S/SO first and last location 

and A+ExL^I. 

The high scoring scripts in the corpus do not all contain each of the task prompt mandated semantic 

text elements, but they do contain many of the optional elements.  Furthermore some texts which 

are low scoring do contain all of the task prescribed elements but do not achieve high scores.  As the 

TA score reflects the rater’s perception of both ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and ‘tone’ 

this problem will remain unanswered in this study.  However, it should be noted that within the 

scoring criteria the performance dimension ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ is a graded 

dimension, such that there is space for adequate and less than adequate realisation of the semantic 

text elements.  The results above identify which are the obligatory and optional text elements.  The 

following section addresses the second part of Hasan’s proposition around the generic structure 

potential: the notion of an adequate realisation of the elements.  

4.5.6 Adequate realisation of the semantic text elements 

If a text type has been ‘achieved’ it means that the obligatory structural elements do occur AND that 

their realisation is adequate (Hasan 1985 page 66).  Comparison of semantic text elements which 

have been ‘extracted’ from high, mid and low scoring texts is presented in an attempt to understand 

the differences between the texts.  This is approached with the caveat that interpersonal meanings 

in texts are cumulative and that removing semantic text elements from their textual context will 

diminish the interpersonal force of the semantic text element in context.  

The following table presents A+ExL and identifies the grammatical connection between the two 

semantic text elements.  The table is discussed in section 5.3.1.5.  Where ellipsed words are included 

in green font, interpersonal projections which introduce the explanation are highlighted in purple 

and the use of concessive ‘but’ to link the apology and explanation is highlighted in red and other 

uses of concessive ‘but’ are highlighted in yellow. 
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Code R1 TA + R2 

TA  

 Coherence and Cohesion of 

note 

LLUG015 15 I am Sorry I didn't write earlier I'm still unpacking my suitcases    

LLUG003 15 I'm sorry I haven't written earlier I've just been so busy. You know how quickly everything 

piles up when you go on holiday.   

 

LLUG009 14 No explicit apology explanation sequence  

LLUG012 14 I am Sorry I haven't written earlier After the trip I had a lot of study to catch up on   

LLUG014 14 I am so sorry for not writing earlier.  University takes up all my time   

LLUG008 14 I'm sorry that I haven't written earlier, but my mother has been very ill and we were all 

very worried about her 

but 

CAR006 13 Also I'd like to apologize with you because since I arrived home I've been so busy in my 

new course      

Because  

LLUG001 12 I am sorry about the late reply to your letter, work is extremely busy this time of year and 

I just haven't found the time to write this letter until now; but I’m willing to …. 

 

CAR003 12 Since I came back home I have been very busy As you guess, there were lots of things to 

catch up with, that's why I couldn't reply earlier.  Sorry about that. 

 

CAR002 12 However I would like to apologise to you as well because of my late reply.  The reason 

that I did not write earlier is because I was busy with my assignments in my study  

explicit 

LLUG007 12 Sorry I haven't written sooner I haven't had the chance to sit down and take the time to 

think    

 

LLUG004 12 I'm so sorry I haven't written earlier.  I've just been so flat out with work since we got 

home    

 

LLUG005 12 Sorry it has taken me so long to write back, ever since I returned to Australia it seems like 

time is passing by quicker than ever     

 

PCE002 12 As you know, I was still working on my assignment in these few weeks.  Because of that 

situation, I do not write to you earlier. 

Because  

PCE010 12 So sorry of being late sending you the letter.  Do you remember my cousin Sophia - a cute 

talkative girl….wedding story  

 

PCE012 12 I am sorry I did not write earlier as I have been catching up work I left during my holiday as 

LLUG019 12 I was sick for two weeks since I came back.  That is why I did not write this to you earlier.  

I really feel terrible about that  

explicit 
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PCE011 11 In fact, I want to write to you early, but you know, the pressure of work is heavy and I am 

busy all day….sorry to write to you this late  

but 

PCE016 11 I apologise to you for sending the letter late because I have exams this month.  because 

PCE004 11 As you know I was occupied by monotonous applications and language courses recently 

thus it was extremely hard for me to have free time in writing the letter I was very sorry 

for my deferred letter.  

thus 

PCE014 11 However, I have to apologize for the late letter.  Now, I'm busy doing my English course 

which is named PEP 

 

PCE015 11 I am so sorry that I cannot reply you immediately at that time.   As you see, at that 

period, I am busy preparing my exam 

 

CAR015 11 I so sorry I write a letter to you a little bit late because I was busy after holiday. because 

CAR013 11 On the other hand, I am very sorry for reply to you very late the problem was that since 

we had arrived here I haven't had time for anything.  My work has kept me very busy thus 

I haven't been able to keep in touch with you. 

explicit 

CAR007 11 No apology  

CAR012 11 Another thing is that I'm really sorry to write the this letter as this late.   I was in the exam 

in last two weeks which cause me to have no time to worry about the other thing 

cause 

CAR004 11 Sorry for not write you earlier but I've had many things to do at work. I was really busy. but 

CAR009 11 When I got home I want to write a letter to you but I found that my cat was missing… 

Finally my cat is home now.  I feel sorry about being late 

but 

SAC004 11 I am sorry for did not send you a letter earlier and thank you for the photo….. 

I am so sorry again for reply your letter too slow  because last 3 month I am so busy.  

because 

SAC001 11 first, I'm sorry about the late respond.  After I came back to Korea, I have to work and a 

lot of studying.   That's why I didn't write earlier  

Explicit  

LLUG016 11 pps Sorry I didn't write earlier.  You know me - always the slacker!  I'm much better at 

emails you know Doris.  (That's a massive hint but just in case it's not clear enough GET 

THE INTERNET!) 

 

LLUG017 10 I'm sorry I haven't written back sooner but like I said it's been go-go-go from day one 

       

But 

LLUG002 10 I'm sorry I haven't written any earlier but I got back from the trip to find assignments 

were due      

but 

LLUG006 10 I have been meaning to write to you sooner.  Life gets so busy sometimes  
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LLUG013 10 My apologies for not having written earlier but like I said I am still adjusting to my 

everyday duties here at home and at work   

but 

LLUG010 10 I'm sorry for not writing to you earlier as I had been busy settling down in my new place 

and making preparations for university  

 

Table 4.26 Realisation of Apology and Explain Lateness with connection notes. 

 where ellipsed words are included in green font, interpersonal projections which introduce the explanation are highlighted in purple, the use of concessive ‘but’ to link the apology and 

explanation is highlighted in red, and other uses of concessive ‘but’ are highlighted in yellow.  
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The following table presents the realisation of the Invitation and identifies the mood of the clause in 

which the Invitation is realised.  The Invitation was included in all of the texts collected and as such it 

is an obligatory semantic text element.  Comparison of the Invitation STEs between high, mid and 

low scoring scripts is discussed in section 5.3.1.5. In addition to the realisation of the Invitation and 

notes on the mood and instances of modulation and modalisation, there are notes about the explicit 

mention of whether the visit is a reciprocal visit.  The notes which refer to an explicit realisation of 

reciprocity are highlighted in green.  In the sixth column, the two scripts which select negative 

polarity in the invitations are highlighted in yellow.  In the far right column, cells which include only a 

demand of goods and services are highlighted in pink, cells which include only a demand of 

information are highlighted in orange, and cells which include only an offer of information are 

highlighted in green.  In cells where the Invitation is realised with more than one clause, the clause 

type is included in the far right cell and the font colour reflects the clause type.  The far right hand 

column in some of the lower scoring scripts is empty as the Invitation does not obviously fit into one 

of the four clause types.  The scripts where the far right hand column is empty are all written by EAL 

participants.
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

Reciprocity? Realisation of Invitation Mood and Modulation / 

Modalisation 

Demand? 

Offer? 

LLUG015  15 So I have decided next year its 

your turn for a holiday 

(immediately prior) 

Bring Peter and stay with me  imperative Demand goods and 

services 

LLUG003  15 It’d be great to catch up again 

soon and return the favour 

(comes later than invitation) 

I’ve been thinking, summer holidays 

begin in December over here, why 

don’t you and the crew come over 

and stay with me for a couple of 

weeks? 

Wh-inter marked 

negative polarity 

Demand information 

LLUG009  14 Not really – except ‘I only then 

remembered that I had 

forgotten to write back to you’ 

– reciprocity in writing 

Anyway, the point of this is, to extend 

an invitation to you (and your friends 

too) to visit me over the next 

holidays! Find some time in your busy 

schedule for me Remember I have 

already rsvp-ed … 

Declarative followed by 

imperatives. 

Offer information, 

demand goods and 

services 

LLUG012  14 Not really maybe come and visit me down here 

in Australia…Bring Peter too! 

Mood adjunct of 

modalization/probability 

+ imperative + 

imperative 

Demand goods and 

services 

LLUG014  14 Not really You need to come and visit me here in 

Australia so I can show you all the 

things I told you about.  

 

Imperative with 

modulation/obligation 

(need to) 

Demand goods and 

services 

LLUG008  14 Not really I hope very much that you can all 

come and visit me sometime soon 

 

declarative Offer information 

CAR006  13 Well, now its my turn to show 

you Adelaide 

I’d like to have you here next year so 

we can spend more time together.  

You can bring along your sister 

Valerie.. - modalised 

Modalised declarative, 

modalised imperative 

Offer information, 

demand goods and 

services 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

Reciprocity? Realisation of Invitation Mood and Modulation / 

Modalisation 

Demand? 

Offer? 

LLUG001  12 We would love to have you over 

and return the favour of your 

wonderful hospitality 

The four of you should come and 

spend your holidays with us some 

time next year; we would love to have 

you over and return the favour of 

your wonderful hospitality. 

Modulation (should)  – 

obligation + imperative 

Demand goods and 

services 

CAR003  12 Not really So, I really want to invite you to my 

place.  Why don’t you come to 

Adelaide for the next holiday? 

Declarative then Wh-

inter but marked 

negative polarity 

Offer information, 

demand information 

CAR002  12 Not really I am pleased to welcome you and May 

to come Malaysia for vacation or 

travelling 

I hope that you and May could 

consider to have a visit in my country 

declarative Offer ? 

LLUG007 7;5 12 Not really  (I hope to) hopefully see you here in 

Australia soon 

 

Send my love to the family and talk to 

them about coming over.  It would be 

nice to catch up. 

declarative Offer information 

 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 Not really you’re always welcome to come and 

stay with us in Australia 

declarative Offer information 

LLUG005  12 Not really The three of you must make a visit to 

Australia.  You’re always welcome to 

stay at my place! 

Modalised - obligation, 

high obligation 

declarative 

Demand goods and 

services 

PCE002  12 Not really I’m glad to be your guide if you want declarative Offer information 

PCE010  12 ‘in return for my lateness’ – so 

not about received hospitality 

but as apology. 

I am wondering whether you have 

some time to enjoy the Christmas 

holidays with me in Adelaide…please 

please visit me 

Declarative followed by 

imperatives 

Demand information 

PCE012  12 Not really Would you please come and stay with 

us 

Modalization – 

probability,  

Demand, goods and 

services 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

Reciprocity? Realisation of Invitation Mood and Modulation / 

Modalisation 

Demand? 

Offer? 

LLUG019 6 changed 

to 5; 7-1 

12 Not really Would you like to come the following 

summer? You can stay with me and I 

will show you around. 

Offer – inter? Demand 

information, offer 

goods and services 

PCE011  11 Not really I hope you can visit me Declarative Offer information 

PCE016  11 Not really I invite you to come and stay with me Declarative Offer goods and 

services 

PCE004  11 Not really I want to invite you to come to my 

beautiful hometown 

Declarative Offer information 

PCE014  11 Not really If you have a holiday you could come 

to Australian 

Conditional?  

PCE015  11 Not really I hope you could come to my 

hometown – Canton – have a holiday 

with me 

declarative Offer information 

CAR015  11 Not really I really want you come  Multiple declaratives   

CAR013  11 Not really I am writing this letter for give you an 

invitation 

declarative Offer information 

CAR007  11 Not really You should spend the next holidays 

here 

Modalised imperative Demand goods and 

services 

CAR012  11 Not really I will be very glad to hear you can 

come to have a travel with your 

friends in my country 

declarative  

CAR004  11 Not really I would like you visit… Modalised declarative  

CAR009  11 Not really  if you could make time, I want to 

invite.. 

Conditional  

SAC004  11 Not really You should come around here actually Modalised imperative 

Modulation obligation 

Demand goods and 

services 

SAC001  11 Not really If you don’t mind, you can come my 

country and you can stay my house 

conditional  

LLUG016 7 changed 

to 6, 

11 Next time…  Next time you’ll have to stay with me Declarative – obligation 

in ‘have to’ 

Demand goods and 

services 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

Reciprocity? Realisation of Invitation Mood and Modulation / 

Modalisation 

Demand? 

Offer? 

changed 

to 5; 6 

LLUG017 7 changed 

to 5; 5 

10 Next time… Next time you should come and stay 

with us 

imperative 

Modulation, obligation 

Demand goods and 

services or offer 

information? 

LLUG002  10 I was wondering if, if when you 

got some time off, if I could 

return the favour. 

I was wondering if, if when you got 

some time off, if I could return the 

favour.  Come and visit me 

Conditional followed by 

imperatives 

Offer information 

Demand goods and 

services 

LLUG006  10 Not really It would be really nice if you could 

visit me sometime  

Declarative Offer information 

LLUG013  10 I would very much like to 

someday return the favour 

I would like very much to someday 

return the favour and invite you both 

to stay here with me, anytime you 

would like  …please come for a visit 

Declarative followed by 

imperatives 

Offer information, 

demand goods and 

services 

LLUG010  10 Not really Do come down for a visit Bella  Imperative, emphasised 

by Do and vocative 

Demand goods and 

services 
Table 4.27 Invitation Realisation with reciprocity, mood, exchange function identified.  

The notes which refer to an explicit realisation of reciprocity are highlighted in green.  In the sixth column, the two scripts which select negative polarity in the invitations are highlighted in 

yellow.  In the far right column, cells which include only a demand of goods and services are highlighted in pink, cells which include only a demand of information are highlighted in orange, and 

cells which include only an offer of information are highlighted in green.  In cells where the invitation is realised with more than one clause, the clause type is included in the far right cell and 

the font colour reflects the clause type   
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As was identified in the overview of text elements table, some realisations of STEs were indicated as 

being ‘ish’.  The categorisation ‘ish’ refers to implicit realisations of STEs. 

The following table presents the instances where inferential steps were required to identify and 

categorise optional and obligatory semantic text elements.  In the table the amount of work 

required to move from the wording of the realisation to the meaning of the STE as realised in the 

high scoring texts is considered in the far right hand column.  The degree of work is categorised as a 

location on a continuum which spans ‘quite a bit’, ‘doesn’t really do the work’ to ‘not much at all’.  

The possibility of attaching a numerical code to the degree of work was considered but it was felt 

that this would decrease the meaning attached to the category.  The extent of inference required to 

move from the wording to the semantic text element, the notion of adequate realisation of the 

semantic text elements, and the possible relationship between the extent of inference required and 

the TA scores awarded to the particular texts by the raters are discussed in section 5.3.1.6.     
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Script code / 

combined 

TA score 

Semantic 

Text Element 

TM = task 

mandated 

Ob = 

obligatory 

Op = 

Optional  

Implicit Realisation of Semantic Text 

Element 

How did they do it? 

Transitivity? Nominal groups?  

How much work 

is required to get 

to the STE the 

realisation 

almost meets? 

LLUG003 / 

15 

Evaluate 

holiday 

 

Ob 

“some nice memories of our time 

together” 

“I've been thinking about you all however 

and I miss our sunny morning coffees 

together and our night time (mis) 

adventures”  

Nominal groups – prosodic positive valuation 

(Matthiessen, Teruya & Wu 2008) 

Not much 

LLUG009 / 

14 

Apologise for 

lateness 

 

Ob 

“I am sure that you are wondering why I 

am only writing to you now.  Well, you do 

know my flair for tardiness not to 

mention my messiness.  I had 

rediscovered the photos (and luggage 

tags) while tidying  up the tsunami of 

work that I left behind after doing my 

assignments and I only then remembered 

that I had forgotten to write back to you”

  

 

Double interpersonal projection “I am sure that you are 

wondering…” 

Followed by 

Only writing to you now (implied lateness) 

Combined with cumulative construction of own 

behaviour as negative; 

 

Tardy, messy, forgetful (all negative) 

Not much 

LLUG009 / 

14 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

I can take you randomly around or you 

can make a to-do list  

Offer of tour guiding, reinforcement of personal negative 

qualities (as mentioned in the indirect apology for 

A bit 
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Ob lateness stage above) in contrast to addressee’s 

organisational skills – make a to do list. 

LLUG008 / 

14 (6 + 8) 

Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

I hope very much that you can all come 

and visit me sometime soon. 

Interpersonal grammatical metaphor – this does not 

require much work on the part of the audience but is not 

a ‘prototypical’ invitation. 

Not much at all 

LLUG001 / 

12 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Ob 

but I'm willing to make it up to you on our 

next holiday together   

   

Unclear how the author is going to make up the poor 

behaviour of writing late but offer of good time on next 

holiday 

Not much 

CAR003 / 12 Thank for 

holiday 

TM Op 

Also, I would like to thank you for having 

given us good guide in London .  

Without your help, we couldn't have got 

such good accommodation at cheap price 

in the city.  

Thanks for an aspect of the holiday.  But it is not clearly a 

“thank” for staying with the friends. 

Quite a bit 

LLUG007 / 

12 (7 + 5) 

Evaluate 

photos 

Op 

I'm going to frame and enlarge the photo 

of us holding the Leaning Tower of Pisa 

up.  Everyone loved that one. 

Not a personal evaluation of the photos but ‘everyone 

loved that one’ is an evaluation of one of the photos – so 

maybe this meets this text stage. 

Not much, maybe 

even none 

LLUG007 / 

12 (7 + 5) 

Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

I hope to hear from you again soon and 

hopefully see you here in Australia soon.  

Send my love to the family and talk to 

them about coming over.  It would be 

nice to catch up.    

No explicit invitation to stay. Implicature is that 

addressee is welcome in Australia (but not necessarily to 

stay with author) 

Quite a bit, 

doesn’t really do 

the work 

LLUG004 /  

12 (7 + 5) 

Request 

future 

contact 

Op 

But I think it's very important that we 

keep in touch 

Interpersonal projection and a proposition – giving 

information whereas “keep in touch” in the sign off stage 

of the letter in other texts in the corpus is clearly a 

request for future contact. 

Not much at all 
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LLUG019 / 

12 (5 + 7) 

Apologise for 

lateness 

Ob 

I was sick for two weeks since I came 

back.  That is why I did not write this to 

you earlier.  I really feel terrible about 

that.   

Regrets own behaviour > implies it was not as it should 

have been. 

Not much 

PCE015 / 

11 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Ob 

It is my pleasure to be your guider  Indirect offer of guiding  Not much 

CAR013 / 11 Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

I would love that you can come and spend 

time with us 

Modality/inclination combined with 

can/modality/probability and ‘come and spend time with 

us’ but not explicit stay with us 

A bit 

CAR007 / 11 Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

You should spend the next holiday here

 ….  

If you and Lalito come to visit me we 

could go in a lot of places here…. 

Well, I'm waiting for you both here.  

No explicit invitation; 

Modulation/obligation combined with if statement. 

Quite a bit, 

doesn’t really do 

the work 

CAR007 / 11 Request 

future 

contact 

Op 

don’t you agree ?   

  

Can you imagine Dude?  

Uses questions to imply future contact / dialogism 

(questions are used in other texts too) 

Not much 

CAR012 / 11 Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

I will be very glad to hear you can come to 

have a travel with your friends in my 

country.   

Interpersonal grammatical metaphor combined with 

interpersonal projection 

doesn’t really do the work – maybe more about discuss 

future holiday than invite to stay 

Quite a bit,  
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CAR012 / 11 Request 

future 

contact 

Op 

Just let me know if you can come. There is a combination of hedges ‘just’ and ‘if you can 

come’ with the demand ‘let me know’ which weaken it.  

The other problem is the condition ‘if you can come’ 

might mean that the only reason for future contact is if 

the addressee is going to visit. 

Not much 

SAC004 / 11 Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Ob 

 Actually discusses Thailand and potential things to do 

quite a lot but doesn’t make a clear connection between 

a future trip and those things… could be more of a 

cohesion/organisation problem than missing out a text 

stage. 

 

LLUG016 / 

11  

(7 to 5 + 6) 

Apology + 

Explain 

lateness 

Ob + TM Ob 

Sorry I didn't write earlier.  You know me 

- always the slacker 

Apology is explicit, explain lateness is implicit – I am a 

slacker – I was too lazy / disorganised to write to you. 

Negative evaluation of personal attributes – slacker with 

modal adjunct of usuality ‘always’ 

Not much 

LLUG016 / 

11 

(7 to 5 +6) 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Ob 

Next time you'll have to stay with me.  

You can even sleep in your old room 

 Assumes that there will be a next time (close 

interpersonal relationship, incongruent with the not 

having seen each other for three years?) and draws on 

past experience to suggest what will happen 

Not much 

LLUG016 / 

11 

(7 to 5 + 6) 

Request 

future 

contact 

Op 

Let's not leave it 3 years till the next time 

we catch up. 

I'm much better at emails you know 

Doris.  (That's a massive hint but just in 

case it's not clear enough GET THE 

INTERNET!)  

Let’s not leave it 3 years is a negative way of saying ‘keep 

in touch’ which is congruent with the realisation of other 

STEs in the text 

The second part implies that if Doris gets an email 

address, the author will contact her more often.  

Not much at all 

LLUG017 / 

10 

(7 to 5 + 5) 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Ob 

I miss it there so much already  Must have been good to miss it. Not much 
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LLUG006 / 

10 

Thank for 

holiday 

TM Op 

It was so good of you to let me stay with 

you      

 

This doesn’t really achieve the STE – praising the host is 

not the same as thanking the host. 

Quite a bit, 

doesn’t really do 

the work 

LLUG006 / 

10 

Apologise for 

lateness 

Ob 

I have been meaning to write to you 

sooner      

 

Acknowledge should have written earlier Not much 

LLUG006 / 

10 

Invite to stay 

TM Ob 

It would be really nice if you could visit 

me sometime    

  

 

A really weak invitation. 

– no mention of staying with them – visit could be 

anything but implied because it is overseas that it would 

include stay? Why is this one so much weaker than the 

one in LLUG008? 

* 

Quite a bit  

LLUG006 / 

10 

Discuss 

future 

holiday 

Ob 

Summer would be great   

   

 

Implicature is that the future holiday should be in 

summer.  

Not much 

LLUG010 / 

10 

Evaluate 

holiday 

Ob 

you are making me miss Japan so badly 

now, the food and the friendly people 

  

Must have been good to miss it – then says what she 

misses, Japanese food is generally accepted to be 

delicious? Friendly people are good.  These two combine 

to give a sense of the valuation of domains of the field.  

This text also mentions the cherry blossoms in Kyoto – an 

audience with an appreciation for Japan will know that 

this is an iconic mention. 

Not much 

Table 4.28 The problem of 'ish'
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4.6 Qualitative analyses of text: Tenor  

The interpersonal analyses based on Poynton are presented from two perspectives.  The first 

presents the analyses of the whole texts (section 4.6.1).  Interpersonal meanings are prosodic and 

cumulative across texts (Hood 2006) thus it is important to consider realisations of tenor in the 

context of the whole text in which they occur.  The second perspective collates counts or examples 

of particular realisations of interpersonal meanings across the corpus for the purpose of comparison 

(section 4.6.2).   

4.6.1 Whole text analysis for Tenor 

As presented in methodology section 3.8.4, the interpersonal analysis is based on Poynton’s key 

linguistic realisations of tenor.  The analysis is presented in colour to emphasise the three aspects of 

interpersonal relationships that Poynton considers central to interpersonal relationships: power, 

contact, and affect.  As the author/addressee relationship is decreed in the task prompt to be a 

friendly relationship the expectation is that the power relationship will be equal, the contact will be 

high, and there will be positive affect.  Realisations of equal power are coded in purple, realisations 

of high contact are coded in green, and realisations of affect are coded in orange.   In instances 

where a wording can be considered to be realisations of two aspects, the wording is coded letter by 

letter, for example, the use of nicknames or name shortenings in the Salutation and Sign Off can be 

identified as an indicator of equal power as the naming rights are reciprocal and as an indicator of 

high contact as range of naming options increase as contact increases.  In this case the names would 

be coded Alex and Shrompy.   Similarly, equal power, high affect realisations are coded with purple 

and orange letters and high contact high affect realisations are coded with green and orange letters. 

Instances where the cumulative choices made by the author in the text are linguistic realisations of 

relationship aspects: unequal power, low contact, and restrained or minimal affect, are identified 

and considered in the discussion section 5.3.2.1.  These choices are contrary to expectations given 

the task prompt decreed relationship between the author and addressee. 

The following text analyses display the layering of Tenor analysis as the Tenor realisations of equal 

power, high contact, and marked affect in the text, LLUG003, are first presented in isolation, and 

then layered onto the text. 
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Figure 4.10 LLUG003 Power marked in purple 

 

Figure 4.11 LLUG003 Contact marked in green 
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Figure 4.12 LLUG003 Affect marked in orange 

 

Figure 4.13 LLUG003 Power (purple), contact (green), affect (orange) layered 

The following text analysis presents a text which caused one of the raters trouble, with the TA score 

awarded to it being changed from 7 to a 6 to a 5.  The text is discussed with reference to this analysis 
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in section 5.3.2.1.   Of note in the analysis are the repeated selection of exclamative clauses and the 

multiple intensifiers. 

 

Figure 4.14 LLUG016 Power/contact/affect layered 

In contrast to the two LLUG texts presented with layered tenor realisations in this section, the 

following text is a low scoring text (PCE016, combined TA 11), written by an author with a language 

background other than English. 
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Figure 4.15 PCE016 Power/contact/affect layered 

The text demonstrates some Tenor realisations of an equal power/high contact/marked affect 

relationship.  However, the choice of vocation is not an example of high contact as the full forms of 

both author and addressee names are used thus vocation is identified as equal power, the marked 

affect realisations are restricted to intensifiers, and the high contact realisations are, in the main, 

(repeated) truncations. The marked affect realisations (in orange) are mostly intensifiers. 

4.6.2 Comparison tables for aspects of Tenor 

The following table presents counts of equal power, high contact, and high affect realisations in 

selected texts and then presents the counts of high contact and high affect as a ratio.  Results which 

are more than one standard deviation from the mean are identified with yellow highlighting, results 

which are more than two standard deviations from the mean are identified with red highlighting. 
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Code R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

# of words Power Equal 

Realisations 

(largely due to 

naming 

practices, not 

particularly 

useful) 

Contact High 

Realisations 

(truncations, 

ellipsis mostly) 

CH over # of 

words 

Affect High 

Realisations 

(attitudinals, 

intensification, 

repetition, 

Exclamatives) 

AH over # of 

words 

LLUG015 15 191 6 23 0.12** 6 .03 

LLUG003 15 160 4 13 .08** 10 .06 

LLUG009 14 275 3 15 .05 11 .04 

LLUG012 14 189 4 14 .07 13 .07** 

LLUG014 14 170 3 5 .03 9 .05 

LLUG008 14 182 2 5 .03 15 .08** 

CAR006 13 175 3 11 .06 6 .03 

LLUG001 12 153 4 13 .08** 9 .06 

CAR003 12 134 3 8 .06 7 .05 

CAR002 12 243 5 6 .02 12 .05 

LLUG007 12 169 2 15 .09** 3 .02 

LLUG004 12 93 2 12 .13** 9 .10** 

LLUG005 12 165 4 6 .04 8 .05 

PCE002 12 155 2 5 .03 6 .04 

PCE010 12 228 3 5 .02 12 .05 

PCE012 12 173 2 7 .04 10 .06 

LLUG019 12 144 2 2 .01 11 .08** 

PCE011 11 119 1 4 .03 4 .03 

PCE016 11 127 1 8 .06 2 .01 

PCE004 11 143 1 5 .03 6 .04 

PCE014 11 89 1 4 .04 4 .04 

PCE015 11 179 2 6 .03 10 .06 

CAR015 11 139 3 4 .03 6 .04 

CAR013 11 240 3 7 .03 12 .05 
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CAR007 11 181 2 15 .08* 9 .05 

CAR012 11 157 2 4 .03 7 .04 

CAR004 11 190 2 13 .07 8 .04 

CAR009 11 138 1 5 .04 3 .02 

SAC004 11 259 2 5 .02 13 .05 

SAC001 11 139 1 12 .09* 9 .06 

LLUG016 11 246 3 15 .06 11 .04 

LLUG017 10 169 1 13 .08** 8 .05 

LLUG002 10 169 1 12 .07 2 .01 

LLUG006 10 112 1 5 .04 13 .12** 

LLUG013 10 183 0 7 .04 6 .03 

LLUG010 10 336 3 19 .06 5 .01 

Code R1 TA + 

R2 TA  

# of words Power Equal 

Realisations 

(largely due to 

naming 

practices) 

Contact High 

Realisations 

Mean .05 

SD = .028 

 

Affect High 

Realisations 

Mean .05 

SD = .023 

 

Table 4.29 Power/Contact/Affect realisations tabulated, with ratios and SDs.  Results which are more than one standard deviation from the mean are identified with yellow highlighting, results 

which are more than two standard deviations from the mean are identified with red highlighting. 
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The Mood, Deixis, polarity, subject person table (Appendix I) condenses analysis as counts of clause 

mood type, evidence of negative polarity, evidence of range of deictic options, subject person 

counts and interpersonal grammatical metaphor usage (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004). A comparison 

of the high, mid, and low scoring texts with reference to these tables can be found in section 5.3.2.1. 

The following table shows the counts of exclamation marks, question marks and full stops used in 

the texts. 

Code Important 

Note 

R1 

TA + 

R2 

TA  

# of clause 

complexes 

# of 

exclamation 

marks 

# of 

question 

marks 

# of full 

stops 

! / clause 

complexes 

LLUG015  15 15 12 2* 3 0.8 

LLUG003  15 10 5** 1 5 0.5 

LLUG009  14 19 5 2*** 13 0.26 

LLUG012  14 15 9 - 6 0.6 

LLUG014  14 7 3 - 4 0.43 
Table 4.30 High Scoring texts expressive punctuation 

*one instance of ‘?!’ double up 

** one instance of exclamation mark infixing ‘(mis!) adventures’ 

***one instance of question mark in brackets as part of a projected locution 

The use of expressive punctuation in the high scoring texts is considered in section 5.3.2.3. 

4.7 Qualitative analyses of text: Mode   

4.7.1 Reference to interactants 

The following table presents counts of references to interactants from the texts.  Reference to 

interactants is one of the measures of ‘spoken like’ writing as introduced in section 3.9.5.  The range 

of results, from 12.5 to 21.5 per 100 words places the texts in a very high range for written 

communication. The possible reasons for this are considered in section 5.3.4.2. 

Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA 

+ R2 

TA  

Total 

number 

of words 

Number of 

references 

to 

interactants. 

References to 

interactants as 

percentage 

LLUG015  15 191 29 15.2 

LLUG003  15 160 20 12.5 

LLUG009  14 275 44 16 

LLUG012  14 189 24 12.7 

LLUG014  14 170 33 19.4 

LLUG008  14 182 25 13.7 

CAR006  13 175 35 20 
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LLUG001  12 153 26 16.9 

CAR003 6-1; 6-1 12 134 22 16.4 

CAR002  12 243 41 16.9 

LLUG007 7;5 12 169 24 14.2 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 93 20 21.5 

LLUG005  12 165 21 12.7 

PCE002  12 155 28 18.1 

PCE010  12 228 32 14.0 

PCE012  12 173 35 20.2 

LLUG019 6 changed to 

5; 7-1 

12 144 23 16 

PCE011 6-1; 5-1 11 119 22 18.5 

PCE016 6-1; 5-1 11 127 28 22 

PCE004 6-1; 5-1 11 143 30 21.0 

PCE014 5-2; 6-2 11 89 15 16.7 

PCE015  11 179 37 20.1 

CAR015 6; 5-1 11 139 29 20.9 

CAR013  11 240 46 19.2 

CAR007  11 181 28 15.5 

CAR012  11 157 28 17.8 

CAR004  11 190 34 17.9 

CAR009 5-1; 6-1 11 138 27 19.6 

SAC004  11 259 46 17.8 

SAC001 6-1; 5-1 11 139 26 18.7 

LLUG016 7 changed to 

6, changed to 

5; 6 

11 246 36 14.6 

LLUG017 7 changed to 

5; 5 

10 169 29 17.2 

LLUG002  10 169 28 16.6 

LLUG006 5-1; 5-1 10 112 16 14.3 

LLUG013  10 183 36 19.7 

LLUG010  10 336 47 14.0 
Table 4.31 Reference to interactants count 

   

4.7.2 Lexical Density 

The following table reports on lexical density calculations for texts which received a combined TA 

score of 12 or higher.  Calculation of texts which scored below 12 was inconclusive due to the high 

number of incomplete clauses.  

Code Important 

Note 

R1 

TA + 

R2 

TA  

# of ranking 

clauses 

# of lexical 

items 

Lexical 

density 

LLUG015  15 34 97 97/34=2.85 

LLUG003  15 29 78 78/29=2.68 

LLUG009  14 47 125 125/47=2.65 
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LLUG012  14 35 103 103/35=2.94 

LLUG014  14 33 78 78/33=2.36 

LLUG008  14 29 82 82/29=2.82 

CAR006  13 34 85 85/34=2.5 

LLUG001  12 29 73 73/29=2.52 

CAR003 6-1; 6-1 12 23 55 55/23=2.39 

CAR002  12 38 95 95/38=2.5 

LLUG007 7;5 12 38 80 80/38=2.1 

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12 17 49 49/17=2.88 

LLUG005  12 29 65 65/29=2.24 

PCE002  12 26 62 62/26=2.38 

PCE010  12 38 103 103/38=2.71 

PCE012  12 26 70 70/26=2.69 

LLUG019 6 changed 

to 5; 7-1 

12 24 64 64/24=2.67 

Table 4.32 High Scoring Texts Lexical Density 

4.7.3 Grammatical Intricacy / Projection  

   LLUG014 

Fossilised 

Salutation 

  Dear Lydia 

  

expansion 

 

 

Paratactic 

locution 

It was wonderful  

to see you last month 

and I have to say 

I am so sorry 

for not writing earlier 

Clause 

simplex 

  University takes up all my time 

  

Paratactic 

locution - 

expansion 

 

 

Paratactic 

idea 

I loved the photos from Prague the best 

but I have to say 

I don’t look as jetlagged in all of them 

as I thought I did 

 Paratactic 

idea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enhancement 

I was surprised to see 

you can’t really tell just how cold it was by the 

photos 

no one here will believe me 

because I look too happy in all of them 

  

expansion 

 

 

Modifies the 

things – 

embedded 

You need to come and visit me here in Australia 

so I can show you all the things  

I told you about 

 Hypotactic 

idea 

 You are especially going to love Koalas 

I know it 

 

enhancement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enhancement 

Let me know  

as soon as you make any plans 

I’d love to see you and Alexander soon 

 

 I already miss our late night movie dates 
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Clause 

simplex 

  Say hello to the children for me 

 

  

Paratactic 

locution 

 

 

expansion 

I hope  

you are all well 

and I look forward to hearing from you soon 

Fossilised 

Sign Off 

  Love Marianna 

Table 4.33 LLUG014 Analysis of Clause Complexes LLUG014 

This analysis of the clause complexes in LLUG014 demonstrates the complexity of the relationships 

between clauses within the text.  The potential significance of this analysis for the TA score awarded 

to this script is discussed in section 5.3.4.2. 

4.8 Chapter Review 

This chapter has presented the results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis.  These will be 

discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion  

This chapter presents discussion of the multiple analyses presented in Chapters 3 and 4.  First, the 

statistical analyses are addressed, with discussion of the results of the inter rater reliability, 

harshness, and bias analyses which justify the focus of this study.   

The greater part of the discussion is devoted to the results of the qualitative analysis which are 

considered from within the framework of Bernstein’s pedagogic device.  The results of the analysis 

are connected to Bernstein’s theoretical notion of the Evaluative rules of a pedagogic discourse.  The 

goal is to connect the results of the analysis with the ideologies of the institutional discourse of the 

test.   

The recognition rules are first considered in relation to the contextual configuration implied within 

the task prompt.  Connected to this, is discussion of the necessity of knowledge and understanding 

of the larger context of culture within which the test sits, specifically the Field, Tenor and Mode 

components of the contextual configuration, and their relationship to the recognition rules.   

The particular realisation rules of the IELTS GTVWMT#1 task investigated in this study are also 

considered.  This includes the rules identified through qualitative analysis of the obligatory and 

optional STEs of the text type with reference to Hasan’s concept of adequate realisation of the STEs.  

The notion of adequate realisation is linked to the problem of implicit realisation of STEs. The 

realisation of the relationship between the author and the imputed audience of the text in high and 

low scoring texts is also discussed, touching on the possibility of a preferred ‘friendly relationship’ 

with reference to test use and domains of language use. 

The chapter concludes with explicit connections between the insights afforded by the application of 

the Evaluative Rules, the test construct, and the value implications cell of Messick’s validity matrix. 

5.1 Discussion of results of the statistical analyses 

5.1.1 What do the Cronbach’s Alpha scores mean? 

Scores for Cronbach’s Alpha, which is used to determine inter rater reliability for each of the sub 

criteria and for the overall score (Bachman 1990), are in the acceptable range for a high stakes test 

(McNamara 2000), although Task Achievement (0.84) may be considered slightly low.  The higher 

values for Coherence and Cohesion (0.90), Grammatical Range and Accuracy (0.95), and Lexical 

Resource (0.94) somewhat mask the lower value for Task Achievement in the value for the combined 

band score (0.95).  As lower Cronbach’s Alpha scores can signify variable understandings of scoring 

criteria between raters, these results suggest that while there is agreement between the raters 
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around the meaning and implementation of the scoring sub criteria C&C, LR and GRA, the agreement 

around the sub criteria TA is less conclusive.  As Bachman indicates:  

“Ratings given by different raters can also vary as a function of inconsistencies in the criteria 

used to rate and in the ways in which these criteria are applied” (Bachman 1990, p. 180) 

The results of the calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha suggest the scoring sub criteria TA should be 

further investigated. 

5.1.2 What do the bias interactions mean? 

The bias interactions between TA and language background can be considered in two ways. 

A surface response could be to the presence of ‘test wise-ness’ in the population of participants for 

whom English is an additional language.  The majority of those participants had been exposed to 

IELTS (22 of 34 EAL participants reported IELTS exposure) either through previous attempts or 

through participation in IELTS preparation courses in the English language schools they attended at 

the time of participation or prior to participation.  The participants for whom English is a first 

language were all ‘naïve’ participants with no prior exposure to IELTS or other high stakes tests of 

English language proficiency.  Accordingly, their response to the task prompt would not have been 

informed by an understanding of the scoring criteria and scoring procedures that may have driven 

the EAL participants to compose their responses with the requirements of the task at the forefront 

of their decisions. An added possibility with respect to the naiveté of the English first language 

participants is their minimal investment in participating in the study.  Recruitment of English first 

language participants was challenging.  In contrast, recruitment of EAL participants was a different 

experience.  Introducing the study (in very broad terms) precipitated many discussions with eager 

participants who had vast experience with language test preparation and repeat candidature ‘war 

stories’ of their own to report.  

Another perspective which includes the potential of test wise-ness comes to light when the full 

wording of the scoring criteria TA is considered.  The sub criteria TA includes three major 

dimensions: ‘meets the requirements of the task’, the key bullet points, and ‘appropriacy/tone’.  

They are confounded in the score awarded for task achievement.  Variation in rater characteristics 

(McNamara & Adams 1991) means that it is possible that individual raters interpret the phrase 

‘meets the requirements of the task’ in different ways.  This could mean that the criteria can be read 

as either an instruction to mechanical rating wherein a tick box approach is required to determine if 

all bullet points in the prompt have been addressed in a straightforward and complete manner, or a 

more subjective ‘feeling’ that the requirements have been met (which could take into account 
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implicature in texts).  This question is investigated in more detail as understandings of the realisation 

rules of the task are developed in section 5.3.  

These problems with the TA score could call into question whether or not the scoring criteria are at 

present tapping into a unidimensional construct.  Unidimensionality is an assumption of a construct 

when scores on language tests are added together to provide a single score of proficiency 

(McNamara 1996, p. 271).  In the case of IELTS, the sub criteria scores on both writing Task 1 and 2 

are combined, averaged, and weighted to produce a single score for writing under the assumption 

that the tasks are all combining in measuring one construct ‘writing’.  The manipulation of the scores 

assumes theoretical unidimensionality but the bias interaction results suggest that for authors with 

English as their first language, the test may not be unidimensional.  This potential is further 

discussed below, with reference to the possibility that there may be a preferred text type in IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 which is learned through exposure to a pedagogic discourse of EAL.   

With the potential for the TA score to not reflect an aspect of writing in line with the other three 

performance dimensions in mind, the significance of the TA score in a final ‘writing’ score is 

discussed below. 

5.1.3 Does the TA score in Task 1 really matter anyway? 

When considering these potential concerns with the TA performance dimension it is necessary to 

consider to what extent the TA score for IELTS GTVWMT#1 is important in the context of the final 

IELTS score which is reported to candidates and other stakeholders who use the score to make 

decisions. 

Writing is one of four skills tested in IELTS.  The writing score is reported alongside scores for 

speaking, listening and reading. 

In many application processes, the IELTS score required for admission is quoted as a single figure 

(the average of the four sub skills) with the proviso that no single subtest score be under a particular 

value, often either the score required or a half a band score below the required score.   

In calculating the score for the IELTS writing sub test, Task 1 is accorded one third of the score, while 

Task 2 is accorded two thirds. 

In the calculation of the Task 1 score, the TA score is the one which is subjected to word length 

penalties, so a highly rated response can quickly go to a poor TA score if it is short.  After application 

of penalties, the TA score is averaged with the other three scores to give a final Task 1 score. 
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Given these averaging processes, the TA score for Task 1 does not seem significant.  However, the TA 

score is generally considered to be an indicator of the quality of the response (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 

2008) and the inclusion of elements within the scoring criteria which refer to the social context of 

language use is essential if IELTS GTVWMT#1 is to be considered a direct test of language 

proficiency.  The relative value of TA within the scoring criteria is considered with respect to the 

notion of strong or weak performance assessment, and the approach to language which is reflected 

in the prioritisation of the scoring criteria in the following section.  

5.1.4 Should the TA score matter more? 

The relative prioritisation of performance dimensions within a set of scoring criteria is a central 

question when considering if a task is an example of weak or strong direct assessment.  With the 

scoring criteria weighted as it is, the TA score is not very important.  As a result, candidates who 

write a fluent, coherent, and grammatically correct but off topic response will only be penalised 

under the sub category Task Achievement, and will most likely score a 5 for TA (LLUG010).  If their 

scores for the other three sub categories (C&C, LR, GRA) are 7s or 8s then the overall score could be 

as high as 7 (5+8+8+8=29, 29/4=7.25, rounded down to 7).  The scoring criteria at present thus 

reflect what McNamara (1996) identified - a direct test task where the task is presented as a direct 

test of communication but the scoring criteria do not reflect this.   

At its most extreme conclusion, this means that an approach to text which values the enactment of 

Tenor and the concept of a complete text as proposed by Hasan in the discussion of generic 

structure potential is inconsistent with the construct of language proficiency proposed by IELTS 

GTVWMT#1.  Even though Halliday and Hasan’s notions of coherence are recognised (and given 

weighting) in the scoring criteria sub category “Coherence and Cohesion”, the equally necessary 

notions of a complete text and realisation of Tenor appropriate to the contextual configuration of 

the text are discounted, confounded, and potentially devalued by the word length penalty. When 

put like this, the construct as it is represented in the scoring criteria currently seems to be out of 

balance with functional Models of language, i.e. contemporary theoretically and empirically derived 

understandings of the way texts are composed in context.   

An implication of the weighting of the scoring criteria may be that candidates who base their 

learning priorities on the values inherent in the scoring criteria may have difficulty producing texts 

which achieve their semantic and interpersonal goals.  An imbalance between test expectations and 

‘real world expectations’ could also have implications for predictive validity of the test as control of 

the specific (and tightly defined) text types demanded by the test may not predict control of other 

text types.  Further, face validity of the test may be threatened as tightly defined text types of the 
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test may be seen by candidates and other stakeholders as only of value within the confines of the 

test.   

One argument for maintaining the weighting which results in a low value for the TA score is to 

minimise the effects of exam techniques or ‘test-wise-ness’ on the final score.  If naïve candidates do 

not know the ‘tricks’ of achieving a high TA score, but do write fluently and accurately, their 

potential penalty is restricted to a score which only accounts for 25% of the final grade for the task.  

However, the co-location of the ‘tone’ score with the test-wise-ness score leads to the devaluing of 

management of the interpersonal metafunction in writing.  The priority of the test construct here is 

a question for the test owner.  However, there is potential for the understanding of TA, including 

‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and discussion/definition of ‘tone’ to be expanded such that 

test wise-ness training becomes irrelevant.  This expansion could include the development of the 

construct with reference to the contextual configuration of the task as it is situated in the testing 

context such that raters are aware of the dual contexts and dual audiences implied within the task 

prompt.  If raters were more aware of this paradox, scripts which include features of ‘friendly letters’ 

as opposed to texts which include features of ‘friendly letters in tests’ may be more highly valued.  

This could lead, in turn, to an increase in meaningful instruction on the expression of the 

interpersonal in writing in EAL lessons.  

It is also worth considering that Inter rater reliability results, such as those calculated using 

Cronbach’s Alpha and Multi-facet Rasch, are necessary for describing the rater to rater reliability of 

the test.  This is an important statistic for large scale tests where large numbers of raters work 

around the world.   Improvements to inter rater reliability scores can be achieved by rater training 

by ensuring all raters understand which text features reflect specific parts of the scoring criteria.  An 

alternative to rater training for improved inter rater reliability is manipulation of the scoring criteria 

to narrow the performance dimensions which are being measured/reflected in a particular score and 

thus to improve agreement and understanding amongst raters.  Another possibility for manipulation 

of scoring criteria to achieve higher inter rater reliability is to engineer the weighting of the scoring 

criteria such that the performance dimensions which are more amenable to achieving high levels of 

inter rater reliability can ‘drown out’ or ‘smother’ the performance dimensions which do not 

perform so well.  The second case, narrowing the performance dimensions and then diminishing the 

trickier dimensions through score weighting manipulation is not necessarily a beneficial strategy, 

especially in the case of a test which is marketed as a test of language proficiency but where the 

weighting of the performance dimensions skews the assessment towards surface or ‘correctness’ 

performance dimensions. 
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There is also the possibility that the performance dimension Task Achievement may also be 

confounded with reading comprehension and following of instructions, as test experience tells us 

that meeting the requirements of the task should be related to an expectation that the candidate 

responds to all elements of the task prompt.  This perspective is tested and theorised in the 

following section where the empirical analysis used to investigate Task Achievement is discussed 

with reference to Bernstein’s Evaluative Rules and the modelling of text composition afforded by 

SFL. 

5.2 Recognition Rules 

Bernstein’s notion of the recognition rules is related to the need for an individual to identify an 

event as being an assessment event.  In the context of IELTS this appears to be straightforward as 

the candidate has enrolled for the test.  However, the candidate must also be able to identify the 

type of assessment event.  This is related to the notion of classification in Bernstein’s theory of the 

pedagogic device.  Strong classification exists where the parameters of a pedagogic discourse, for 

example high school physics, are clear.  Weak classification may be said to exist if the parameters of 

a pedagogic subject are unclear.  When IELTS writing is considered using the framing of IELTS as an 

institutional discourse, it may be claimed that the classification of IELTS is weak; there are few 

guidelines as to what is included and excluded in the pedagogic discourse of IELTS English language.  

However, given the failure of test-naïve native speakers to achieve high scores in TA in this study 

(particularly when their scores for the other three scoring sub criteria are high), it is proposed that 

there are text features, and perhaps even preferred text types, which are necessary for high TA 

scores which may not be evident to test-naïve candidates.  This can be linked to Bernstein’s notion 

of recognition rules; that there are varieties of language and particular text types which are valued in 

the institutional discourse IELTS GTVWMT#1.   

5.2.1 Recognition Rules and the context of culture  

In SFL the context of a text is modelled at two levels of abstraction.  The first is the context of culture 

which is described as all possible meanings in a culture.  The notion of the context of culture was 

developed from Malinowski’s understanding that language only becomes meaningful and 

understandable when placed in its context of situation (Halliday & Hasan 1985).  Within SFL it is 

accepted that the number of possible meanings in a language will be infinite and no individual will 

have control of or access to all of the possible meanings.  The inclusion of the modelling of the 

context of culture is important in a theory of language where the relationship between the social 

context and the text is explicitly modelled.  The selection of meanings from the context of culture 
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will be based on an individual’s experience and knowledge of the particular cultural location of the 

text.  This experience and knowledge can also be discussed in terms of acculturation. 

The first step of composing a text in an assessment is recognising which meanings from the range of 

all possible meanings have the potential to be included in that text, given the context of assessment, 

and given the context specified in the task prompt.  The specific meanings selected from the context 

of culture, given the author’s experience and knowledge of possible meaning, are then combined in 

the specific contextual configuration of the text.  The contextual configuration (also known in SFL as 

‘context of situation’) of the text is modelled as the Field, Tenor, and Mode of the text (the register 

variables). 

When candidates compose a response to a task prompt in IELTS GTVWMT#1, they must make 

selections from all possible meanings of the context of culture.  Within a group of responses, if 

patterns of selections from the context of culture to realise a specific contextual configuration occur, 

then those patterns can be considered to reflect group expectations of that particular text.  Patterns 

of selections from the context of culture which were identified in the analysis are presented and 

discussed below.  Patterns of selection which differed depending on script TA score are discussed 

with respect to the potential for there to be test-preferred meanings related to the Field, Tenor and 

Mode configuration in the test response text.  

Identification of the recognition rules allows a candidate to compose a response in the ‘ball park’ of 

a preferred response.  Selections which are guided by the recognition rules reflect the author’s 

understanding of the appropriate range of content (Field) meanings for the text, an appreciation of 

the kind of relationship which they will need to demonstrate in the text between themselves and 

their audience (Tenor), and the structure and necessary inclusions of their response (Mode).  

Achieving a high score requires candidates to combine the recognition rules with the realisation 

rules to code their responses using the preferred lexico-grammatical resources.  Discussion of the 

recognition rules presents a silhouette of a high scoring text; the realisation rules exhibit the details. 

In addition to the candidate understanding and making test-preferred selections from the context of 

culture in response to a task prompt, there is also the possibility that test candidates will not 

accurately identify the meaning of an element of the task prompt, based on their lack of experience 

of an aspect of the context of culture.  This could be characterised as a reading comprehension 

error.  However, adoption of an approach based on the notion of selections from the context of 

culture allows this to be explained as a lack of understanding or experience of the context of culture 

of the task prompt.  As will be seen, the error in question relates to a specific aspect of the 
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experience of overseas leisure travel, ‘friendly’ homestay, an area of the context of culture to which 

access may be limited for candidates with less wealthy or with fewer international connections.  

5.2.2 Recognition rules and the contextual configuration of the task 

The three register variables: Field, Tenor, and Mode impact on the language choices made as a text 

is composed (see section 2.12.5).  The following sections discuss these variables and the recognition 

rules for the IELTS GTVWMT#1 task prompt used in this study.   

5.2.2.1 Recognition Rules and patterns of Field choices 

High scoring texts demonstrated participants’ ability to recognise in the task prompt the appropriate 

Field of discourse of the elicited text type.   

The relevant Field meanings from the context of culture in the task prompt used in this study are 

related to international leisure travel, experiences related to staying in the home of friends while 

travelling, knowledge of appropriate reasons for tardy letter writing, and experiences related to 

hosting friends who are visiting from overseas such as knowledge of leisure travel attractions in the 

local area.  First hand access to these experiences is usually limited to those who have the material 

resources to fund them.  Watching movies or reading books about these experiences may provide 

some access, but these second hand or recontextualised experiences are unlikely to expose people 

to the relevant text types of the experience, such as thank you notes, and written invitations. 

Knowledge of these different Fields of discourse were all drawn upon in the high scoring texts. 

The Field of discourse of leisure travel in the local area is also exploited in the high scoring texts.  

Reference is made to specific activities such as wine tasting, visiting the Eiffel Tower, and meeting 

and holding koalas.  These all draw upon the discourse of leisure travel and tourism in specific 

locations. 

5.2.2.2 Recognition rules and patterns of Tenor choices 

High scoring texts demonstrated participants’ awareness, from reading the prompt, of the level of 

familiarity between the author and addressee anticipated by the prompt.  The recognition rules 

which relate to the expected Tenor supplied by the task prompt are first, that the person you are 

supposedly writing the letter to is someone you have stayed with, in their home; therefore someone 

with whom you have had recent multi-dimensional contact.  In addition, as a friend the power 

relationship will be one of equality, as is anticipated in western friendly relationships.  However, due 

to the lateness of your thank you letter there is potential for loss of power which needs to be 

negotiated (Thomas 1995).  In addition, in a friend relationship there is an expectation of marked 

affect, such that language choices will explicitly express positive or negative affect. 
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Recognising these expectations of the task prompt text requires cultural awareness of potential 

differences between expectations of friendly relationships across cultures, and understanding of the 

types of relationships which result in invitations to visit and stay when overseas.  Also required is an 

understanding of the relationship rules around thanking, particularly writing thank you letters, a 

nuanced social practice which is bound with notions of gracious behaviour.  This can be connected to 

the literature review discussion of letter writing being expression of social class and letter writing 

instruction as location for instruction in social mores.  It is principally related to the case noted by 

Kell (2000) of including affectively loaded thanks for monies received in letters, within a social 

context where explicitly expressing affect to a spouse is taboo.  Adopting the texts of the target 

language is thus aligned with adopting the social practices of the text’s origin.  It can be expected 

that candidates who do well in this task will be aware of the particular context of culture of staying 

in someone’s home overseas.  In addition to this the candidate will need to be aware of the social 

rules around writing thank you letters after staying at someone else’s home overseas.  This practice 

is particular to a social group/class and it is proposed that only those who are members of that 

group/class will be completely aware of the interpersonal meanings which are most likely in a 

relationship where these kinds of visits and return invitations are made.   

5.2.2.3 Recognition Rules and patterns of Mode choices 

The performance dimension coherence and cohesion addresses some elements of Mode such as the 

logical organisation of ideas.    

The analysis of the obligatory text elements identified the STE Sign Off With Name as an obligatory 

text element.  The task prompt gives an indication that the letter should start with the name of the 

addressee when by including ‘Begin your letter Dear _ _ _ _ _ ‘.  Including the name or names of the 

addressee(s) was important for achieving a high scoring text; texts which did not specifically name 

an addressee or addressed the letter to ‘friend’ or ‘friends’ scored no higher than 6 for TA.  

Knowledge of task prompt styles or experience of filling in forms is required to know that a name is 

required where _ _ _ _ _ is included in a task prompt.  In addition, to achieve a high score, 

participants had to include a sign off with name.  Including a sign off plus name involved using their 

knowledge of the friendly letter text type and the expectation that a letter which begins with a 

salutation plus name should end with a sign off plus name. 

Other aspects of Mode which were required at the recognition stage of the assessment include 

awareness of the required text type: letter, and the formatting requirements of the text type.  

Furthermore, texts which achieved high scores demonstrated awareness of the differences between 

spoken like and written like (sometimes described as formal and informal language) in writing.  
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Differences which are specifically related to the Mode of the text include the predominant use of 

Interpersonal themes, and the use of complex grammatical structures such as projection in spoken 

like writing.  Further discussion of the lexico-grammatical realisation of Mode choices in the 

particular STEs Apology and Explain Lateness is presented in section 5.3.1.5. 

5.2.2.4 Misrecognition and the recognition rules 

PCE009 and PCE008 have interpreted ‘where you stayed with some friends’ as travelling with 

friends, not as a home-stay style visit.  If staying at others’ home (or even visiting people in their 

homes) is not a part of a candidate’s experience or they do not have knowledge of these social 

practices, then missing the connection here that the prompt describes a home stay type experience 

may be an indicator of lack of knowledge of the context of culture of the task prompt, as opposed to 

a lack of proficiency in writing.  In these two texts the ‘thank for holiday’ part of the prompt is dealt 

with perfunctorily as, it is assumed, the significance of ‘staying with friends’ has not been recognised 

by the participant.  As a result multiple task mandated and obligatory semantic text elements are 

missing from the text as the inherent social and cultural meaning ‘staying with friends’ has been 

missed. 

This misrecognition of the assessment event can be considered to be a location in the task prompt 

where social and cultural knowledge is required to decode the prompt.  The knowledge is of a 

particular style of overseas travel where globally connected individuals stay with their friends in their 

homes during their trips.  These visits are usually reciprocal and involve long term relationship 

building through letter writing and gift giving.  They may become inter-generational, and the 

relationships which support them may originate from social, business, educational, service club, or 

chance encounters.  The relationships depend on the friends having sufficient resources to host 

friends in a comfortable manner (including accommodation and entertainment), to reciprocate the 

visits, and to have sufficient leisure time and interest to maintain the relationship.  Above all else, 

they depend on the friends sharing a mutually intelligible language.  Access to these kinds of 

relationships is thus restricted to individuals who meet the earlier conditions.  As for the language 

condition, the growth of English as an international language has increased the chances for English 

speaking households to be seen as valuable partners in these kinds of relationships. 

Candidates who do not come from families and social groups which meet the above-mentioned 

conditions for participating in these kinds of international ‘friendly’ homestay supporting 

relationships may have access to homestay through commercial arrangements.  However, 

commercial homestay does not include the kind of relationship building necessary or obligatory in 

the relationships described above.  Commercial homestay hosts may host as many as 15 to 20 
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homestay students each year (personal experience as Homestay Manager for three years in busy 

Bondi Junction English Language College), a volume which denies the intensity of relationship and 

possibilities for reciprocity anticipated through the task prompt. 

Thus, the experience and texts of social practices involved in friendly international homestay are 

restricted to a particular group within society, and task prompts which anticipate knowledge of the 

texts and practices of that group are less accessible to people who are not part of that group.  

5.2.2.5 Recognition Rules and the paradox of the contextual configuration of the task and text 

An element of the recognition rules of the task which is at once obvious yet hidden is the paradox of 

the test context (Stevenson 1985).  Candidates in a test must recognise that the audience for their 

text is not the audience stated in the task prompt but is an anonymous rater, and the purpose of the 

text is not relationship tending but writing a text for evaluation.  Therefore, the choices they make in 

the text need to reflect this institutional context.  This paradox of the test context is discussed 

further with reference to the analysis in section 5.3.1.6 where the realisation rules of the task are 

further considered with discussion of the need for redundant explicitness. 

It is also accepted that as the texts were collected with the participants’ knowledge for the purpose 

of research, that there may have been some influence from the context of the research on 

candidate’s choices in the texts.  This is not considered to be a particularly significant source of 

influence on language choices in this study. 

5.3 Realisation Rules  

Bernstein’s realisation rules establish what counts as a legitimate text: the specific rules for 

generating what counts as legitimate communication/discourse (Bernstein 2003, p. 35).  

Investigation of high and low scoring texts of a particular pedagogic discourse can be used to identify 

the realisation rules of that discourse, as the differences between the texts, and the particular 

features of the high scoring texts will provide evidence for what constitutes the realisation rules.  

The analyses investigate the realisation rules related to: 

• the scoring criteria elements ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ and ‘the key bullet 

points of the task’,  

• the notion of ‘tone’ as included in the scoring criteria,  

• and the patterns of ideational meanings and textual meanings made in the texts.   

The realisation rules anticipate knowledge of the recognition rules.  That is, the recognition rules are 

a precondition of the realisation rules. 
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5.3.1 Realisation Rules related to meeting the requirements / addressing the key bullet 

points of the task 

Analysis to identify the obligatory and optional STEs of the text type was undertaken to understand 

the constitution of the institutional text type required for a high TA score.   The analysis combines 

the task prompt analysis which identifies the explicit expectations of the task, described as task 

mandated STEs, and the text analysis which identifies the STEs which are present in the high scoring 

texts.  These analytically identified STEs are then separated into obligatory and optional STEs, 

depending on their frequency of constituency in the high scoring texts.  The order of the obligatory 

and optional STEs is also investigated.  Hasan (Halliday & Hasan 1985) identifies the ‘adequate 

realisation’ of each of the STEs as essential to the adequate realisation of the complete text.  In the 

context of a spoken text inadequate realisation of STEs may be identified as the source of repair or 

negotiation.  In the context of a written text in an assessment, less successful texts may include both 

adequate and inadequate STEs.  In order to investigate what constitutes adequate realisation of the 

different STEs complementary lexicogrammatical analyses of STEs from high and low scoring texts 

are applied.  The results of these analyses are discussed in the following sections within the frame of 

Bernstein’s realisation rules. 

5.3.1.1 Realisation Rules and Task Mandated Semantic Text Elements 

As demonstrated in section 4.5.1 there are five task mandated STEs. They are: 

• Salutation with name (S) 

• Thank for photographs (ThP) 

• Thank for holiday (ThH) 

• Explain lateness of letter writing (ExL) 

• Invite to stay (I) 

Results of analysis as discussed below suggest that there is a discrepancy in number and 

constituency between the task mandated STEs, and the obligatory STEs of the GSP of the text type 

‘friendly IELTS letter’.  The possibility that the selection and adequate realisation of appropriate STEs 

might constitute part of the social and cultural assumptions of the test construct is developed below. 

5.3.1.2 Realisation Rules and Obligatory semantic text elements 

There is no explicit statement from the test owners of what might constitute ‘Meeting the 

requirements of the task’ in IELTS GTVWMT#1.  Analytical procedures to investigate the 

requirements of the task include an investigation of the semantic elements which are selected and 

combined to complete the text (Halliday & Hasan 1985).   
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The STEs which were found in all of the high scoring texts can be considered to be obligatory text 

elements of the GSP of the response to this particular task prompt.  The obligatory STEs are: 

• Salutation With Name (S) 

• Evaluate Holiday (EH) 

• Explain Lateness (ExL) 

• Apologise For Lateness (A) 

• Invite To Stay (I) 

• Discuss Future Holiday (DFH) 

• (Affectionate) Sign Off With Name (SO) 

The disparity between the expectations based on task prompt analysis and obligatory STEs identified 

analytically is of particular interest and demands further attention.  The possible functions of the 

obligatory STEs are considered below.   

Salutation With Name is part of the task prompt and is thus a prime candidate for obligatory STE 

status.  Texts which did not include Salutation With Name could not score higher than 6 for the 

performance dimension TA.  Texts which included Salutation with some form of address, e.g. ‘Dear 

Friends’ could score a ceiling combined TA score of 11. 

Evaluate Holiday is not mandated by the task prompt.  The function of the letter in the context of 

the test is potentially around building word count.  From the perspective of the textual 

metafunction, referring to shared past experience highlights the dialogistic nature of the text (see 

section below on Mode for further discussion). Furthermore, with respect to the interpersonal 

metafunction, referring to shared past experience has the potential to increase the emotional force 

of the thanking STEs. There is further discussion of the realisation of the Evaluate Holiday STE as 

distinct from the Discuss Holiday STE in the following section. 

Explain Lateness is part of the task prompt, which means it has Task Mandated status.  As will be 

seen, this does not necessarily mean obligatory status.  The realisation of the Explain Lateness STE is 

interesting in terms of Field; these patterns are discussed in section 5.3.1.5.  A significant matter 

related to the Explain Lateness STE is its collocation with an analytically obligatory but non-

mandated STE Apologise For Lateness.  Apologise For Lateness is not specified in the task prompt, 

and one reading of the task prompt (with relation to timing) might indicate that an apology is 

unnecessary.  However, the Apologise For Lateness STE is analytically obligatory when considering 

the high scoring texts.  Furthermore, the collocated Explain Lateness and Apologise For Lateness 

STEs are evident throughout the dataset.  The manner of the combination of the two STEs and the 

necessity of an adequate realisation of the two is considered below in section 5.3.1.5. The inclusion 
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of the Apologise For Lateness STE as an obligatory STE may be related to notions of polite behaviour 

and the necessity to repair relationships when there has been potential for damage to the 

relationship.  Identification of the need for an apology depends on candidate knowledge of norms 

related to relationships which rely on letter writing as the main means of communication, but which 

also include homestay visits.  The specification of the time gap from the visit to the photographs and 

letter arriving in the task prompt may provide a clue to candidates that this is an area which requires 

attention in the response.  However, candidates need to be well socialised into the social practices 

related to ‘pen friendliness’ to judge what might constitute an adequate relationship between the 

apology and the explanation.  This is further considered in section 5.3.1.5 where the notions of STE 

adequacy are further developed.  

The Invitation STE is clearly demanded in the task prompt and a vast majority of texts in the corpus 

include an Invitation.  There are noteworthy differences in the realisation of the Invitation between 

high and low scoring texts which are further considered in section 5.3.1.5 below.     

The STE Discuss Future Holiday is not included in the task prompt.  It appears that Discuss Future 

Holiday could be performing two functions in the text.  Considering the need imposed by the context 

of testing for texts to meet the minimum word count, Discuss Future Holiday provides an 

opportunity to include details and thus increase the number of words in the response.  This, and the 

inclusion of Evaluate Holiday, can be related to the notion of ‘expansion of ideas’ in first language 

writing instruction where students are encouraged to provide details to improve their writing.  A 

second function of the Discuss Future Holiday STE, related to the implied context of situation which 

includes the relationship between the author and addressee, could be to increase the sincerity of 

the invitation.  Presenting activity or accommodation options for a future holiday may increase the 

perception of the audience that the invitation is genuine.  In some realisations of the Discuss Future 

Holiday STE the author also makes reference to previous discussions of the proposed holiday, which 

may also serve to reinforce the perceived sincerity of the invitation.  By contrast, low scoring scripts 

did not often include the Discuss Future Holiday STE or did not include specific details in the text 

element.   

The Sign Off With Name STE is an analytically obligatory but not mandated text element.  Inclusion 

of a Sign Off With Name is ‘common sense’ to candidates who can apply textual knowledge of letter 

structure to their response.  The patterns of inclusion of the STE through the whole data set suggest 

that it is obligatory for a combined TA score of 11.  This points to the fact that there may be a 

difference of opinion between the two raters as to what the ceiling score for a text which is missing 

this STE.  The Sign Off With Name STE is further embellished in the high scoring scripts to become 
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Affectionate Sign Off With Name.  The interpersonal function of this can be considered to be related 

to the comparatively interpersonally sparse salutation ‘Dear’ which gives very little information 

about the relationship between the author and addressee.  In the sign off, there is potential for the 

relationship between the author and addressee to be further elaborated by the choice of sign off 

phrase.  The function of this in the text is relationship tending.  A further function of the Sign Off 

With Name is linked to its textual function.  It is reasonable to suggest that author’s choices were 

influenced by their experience of other texts.  The Sign Off With Name is an example of an STE which 

is included due to participants’ experience of other texts.  Knowledge of standard letter format 

includes knowledge of the necessity of including a sign off which reflects the relationship between 

the author and addressee and the importance of signing a letter with one’s name. 

These obligatory STEs were evident in all high scoring scripts.  The following section introduces and 

discusses the STEs which have been deemed optional STEs in the GSP of the institutional text type 

‘friendly IELTS letter’. 

5.3.1.3 Realisation rules and Optional semantic text elements 

In the course of the analysis other STEs were identified in multiple high scoring texts.  These are 

deemed optional text elements and they may be included at the discretion of the author.  The text 

elements which are highly likely to be included in a high scoring text are: 

• Thank For Photos (TP) 4/5 (of high scoring texts) 

• Evaluate Photos (EvH) 4/5 

• Discuss Holiday (DH) 4/5 

• Request Future Contact (RFC) 4/5 

• Thank For Holiday (TH) 2/5 (of high scoring texts) 

As the definition of optional is predicated on not being included in all of the high scoring scripts, 

there are some STEs which appear to be more optional than others. As can be seen in the ratios 

following the names of the STEs, Thank For Photos, Evaluate Photos, and Discuss Holiday are only 

missing from one of the scripts.  Thank For Holiday, one of the task mandated STEs, is only present in 

two of the high scoring scripts, which is contrary to expectations given the task mandated nature of 

that STE.  Not mentioned in this list, the text elements Enquire Health and News are less frequent in 

the high scoring scripts, with inclusion in only one of the high scoring scripts. Evidence for these 

claims can be found in the two tables, Text Stages Overview (Table 4.22) and Text Stages Order 

(Table 4.25). 

Even though only seven STEs were found to be obligatory, a text which only included seven STEs is 

unlikely to receive a high score from the raters in this study.  Of the five high scoring texts the 
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minimum number of STEs included was ten and the average number of STEs included was just over 

ten.  Thus, meeting the requirements of the task will likely involve inclusion of the seven obligatory 

STEs and selection of a further three or four optional STEs. 

LLUG014 is one of the five high scoring texts.  The text includes explicit realisations of only two 

(salutation with name and explain lateness) of the task mandated STEs.  Two of the task mandated 

STEs are omitted (thank for photos and thank for holiday), and one (Invitation) is implicitly included.  

The analytically identified obligatory STEs, however, are all included.  A selection of analytically 

identified optional STEs are also included.  Armed with this information, it becomes obvious that the 

optional STEs are vitally important to achieving a high score.  Inclusion of the obligatory STEs, and 

subsequent combination with appropriate optional STEs which strengthen the text in the perception 

of the rater, appears to be an important element of the realisation rules.  The possible functions of 

the STEs are presented below in very general terms. 

The Experiential function of the Thank For Photos STE is an explicit expression of gratitude for the 

photos that the addressee sent to the author.  The realisation of Thank For Photos is discussed in 

section 5.4.4 where non-standard realisations are considered in the light of advice to candidates 

from the test owner to not use words from the task prompt in their responses.  Interpersonally, the 

Thank For Photos STE can be considered as part of a cumulative expression of the relationship 

between author and addressee, or a prosodic wave, which also includes the apology and explain 

lateness STEs.  The Textual function of the Thank For Photos STE within the longer text chain of the 

pen friend relationship may be the evolution of the letter genre.  This may also be a clue to its 

position at the start of the text.  Early letters were delivered not by a postal agent but via one or 

multiple couriers.  In these letters an opening move was to refer to the most recently received letter 

to confirm receipt.  This acted as an indicator to the author of the previously sent letter that the 

letters had been received and thus that the couriers of that letter had been reliable (Tanskanen 

2007). 

Evaluate Photos is often coincident with Thank For Photos and as such may be functioning to 

emphasise the gratitude of the recipient.  It is realised in a variety of ways, such as through nominal 

groups in which the photos are the Thing (a term used in SFL to denote the ‘thing’ described in a 

nominal group).  A marked evaluation of the photos is the use of an exclamative clause, identified by 

Poynton as a lexico-grammatical realisation of marked affect.     

The Discuss Holiday STE is distinct from the Evaluate Holiday STE; there are differences in the 

realisations of these STEs.  However, many scripts include both.  A discussion of the differences 

follows: 
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LLUG009 Evaluate Holiday LLUG012 Evaluate Holiday 

(ish) 

LLUG003 Discuss Holiday 

Evaluate Holiday  

I had had a great time 

visiting you over the 

holidays 

Thank you again for the 

madcap holiday 

I truly needed that holiday 

I had so much fun with you 

I miss our sunny morning coffees 

together and our night time (mis!) 

adventures  

Table 5.1 Realisation of Evaluate / Discuss Holiday 

The distinction can be identified in the lexicogrammar.  LLUG012 uses complex nominal groups to 

give detail about and express evaluations of the shared activities of the holiday. The nominal group 

‘our sunny morning coffees’ gives both experiential and interpersonal information.  The experiential 

meanings include: the deictic ‘our’ indicates shared, interactant plus specific personal possession of 

the coffees; the inclusion of ‘sunny’ as an epithet describes specific events (distinguishing sunny 

from non-sunny events); the classifier ‘morning’ suggests intimate sharing (morning coffee as 

opposed to afternoon coffee implies a closeness of experience which comes from sleeping at the 

same location); and plural Thing ‘coffees’ suggests a pattern of sharing.  The second nominal group 

in this combined function STE ‘our night time (mis!) adventures’ repeats (and thus emphasises) the 

meanings inherent in the deictic ‘our’ – ‘night time’ is a classifier which describes both the timing of 

the adventures and implies a certain risqué-ness to the adventures.  The novel use of ‘(mis!)’ 

underscores the implied meanings of night time.  Plural ‘adventure’ as the Thing in the nominal 

group also suggests exciting times during the holiday.  In combination the two nominal groups offer 

Experiential meanings to enhance the detail of the holiday.  

There are also strong Interpersonal meanings in these nominal groups.  The selection and repetition 

of the deictic ‘our’ emphasises the shared nature of the experiences, as does ‘together’.  The 

‘coffees’, and ‘(mis!) adventures’ reference shared experience and knowledge.   

By contrast, LLUG009’s explicit evaluation of the holiday is effected through less complex nominal 

groups.  The texts include ‘a great time’ and ‘the madcap holiday’ which are only evaluative in 

function.  Neither nominal group provides further detail about what made the holiday great or 

madcap.  Similarly, LLUG012’s statement ‘I had so much fun with you’ provides no details about why 

the author enjoyed herself or what the author and addressee did together.  

Discuss Holiday functions as an opportunity to add details about the activities or experiences had 

during the holiday such as in the LLUG003.  In this example details are provided about the 

experiences the author and addressee shared.  However, the extract also serves a second function as 
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the nominal groups ‘our sunny morning coffees’ and ‘our night time (mis!) adventures’ both include 

evaluative functions.  The coffees are described as sunny.  The implicit meanings in the epithets and 

classifiers used in the nominal groups reference shared meanings between the author and 

addressee.  As such, they cannot be read as explicitly evaluative without shared knowledge.  

However, considering that the epithet ‘sunny’ is usually positive and the epithet (mis!) includes a 

novel use of an exclamation mark which would usually be considered positive, by accessing prior 

knowledge of texts it can be assumed that these are positive evaluations of the holiday. 

The STE Request Future Contact functions Interpersonally and Textually.  Interpersonally it draws 

attention to the ongoing nature of the relationship. Textually it functions as an ending stage of the 

letter, preceding and predicting the sign off.  In terms of the ongoing dialogic nature of the text chain 

which the letter is supposed to be part of, the Request Future Contact explicitly indicates the 

expectation that the letter will be answered with future communication from the interlocutor. 

5.3.2 Realisation Rules and the order of optional and obligatory semantic text elements 

An important part of the GSP of a text is the preferred order of the STEs.  The text analysis showed 

that for some of the elements there is a preferred location in the sequence of the whole text or in 

relation to another element, and for some elements (or bundles of elements) there is a preferred 

collocation with another element. 

The recommended constitution and order of the institutional text type ‘IELTS friendly letter’ as 

presented in the analysis chapter is proposed. 

S, TH, EvH, TP, EvP, A, ExL, I, DFH, RFC, SO 

Obligatory text elements are highlighted in bold text. 

The Thank For Holiday, Evaluate Holiday, Thank for Photos, and Evaluate Photos are floating, 

optional text elements which will most likely be included but their location within the text is free 

provided they do not violate the rules of Salutation/Sign Off first and last location (from 4.5.5.2) 

The order and collocation of the STEs appears to be important.  The location of Salutation is non-

negotiable, as it is mandated by the task prompt.  The text final position of Sign Off is also very 

strong in the task response texts collected for this study and in the samples of IELTS GTVWMT#1 

writing collected from test preparation books and websites. The collocation of Apologise For 

Lateness and Explain Lateness is very strong in the data set, almost to the extent that one STE 

Apologise and Explain Lateness might represent the majority of cases. 
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The use of post scripts only occurred in two texts.  Multiple post scripts were used in one text 

(LLUG016) to address bullet points (which may have occurred as the participant checked against the 

task prompt prior to submission and realised that she had missed parts of the task) and in the other 

text to add optional text elements (LLUG003).   No samples collected from test preparation books or 

websites included post scripts.  Test preparation advice from the Chief Examiner in response to 

candidate performances in Cambridge English Main Suite letter tasks clearly states that the bullet 

points presented in the task prompt should be addressed in the order they are presented and in 

separate paragraphs (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007).   

The existence of a preferred order of STEs in the institutional text type points to two assumptions of 

the test construct.  The first, which can be related to understanding of the rules of the test, is that 

following the order as provided in the task prompt is an inherent instruction of the task prompt.  

This can be related to the pedagogic discourse of English as an Additional Language wherein 

approaches to tasks are taught in the classroom and that reading and then completing a task from 

top to bottom is the correct way to approach a task.  The second is that a response in a test should 

be a planned text, as opposed to more ‘organic’ and unfolding organisation of text.  There does not 

appear to be any work on ‘authentic’ friendly letter structure in the literature to support this 

position. 

A specific example of non-compliant order in the data set is LLUG016 which clearly ignores the order 

as set forward in the task prompt.  Within the body of the letter the following text elements can be 

identified: 

 S TP EvP TH EvH ExL(ish - 3) A I DFH(ish - 3) RFC (ish – 4) SO 

However, the text elements follow a non-standard order as follows: 

S > TP > EvH > EvP > TH > RFC > SO > I > DFH > A > ExL 

This text achieved a combined Task Achievement score of 11 but was noteworthy as a text which 

caused confusion for one of the raters, leading to a changed TA score (7 to 6 to 5).   

This text presents complex questions about the rating procedure as it includes multiple non-

standard elements in the response.  The text also calls into question the prioritisation of different 

rules of the scoring criteria.  It is possible that the reason for the down-rating is the realisation rule 

that the text elements should be addressed in the order as specified in the prompt.  In addition, the 

realisation rule that elements be addressed in a balanced manner (word count) may also be relevant 

with this rule.  Potentially, this text also offended the raters with a lack of ‘friendliness’; the topic 

selection in LLUG016 includes a command that the addressee changes her communication 
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technology to reflect the era; “GET THE INTERNET” and expresses disbelief that the addressee used 

snail mail to send photos  

“I also find it very touching that you went to the effort of actually posting the photos.  How very 

1980's of you.  Everyone else I know simply puts their photos on facebook.” LLUG016  

Even though the text may be interpreted as slightly aggressive, it demonstrates many features of 

‘friendly tone’ (as discussed below in section 5.3.2.1).  The combination of test appropriate and 

inappropriate text features in the single text resulted in confusion for one of the raters, with the TA 

score changed twice.  The combination of possible offences against the realisation rules of the 

scoring sub criteria TA make it difficult to identify any single problem with the text with respect to 

TA.  The script received high scores for the other performance dimensions and as such is an example 

of a misfit text: 

 TA 1 TA 2 C&C 1 C&C2 LR 1 LR 2 GRA 1 GRA 2 

LLUG016 6 5 7 8 9 8 8 8 

Table 5.2 LLUG016 Extracted R1 and R2 Scores 

Identifying the optional and obligatory STEs of a text type is a good start in understanding what 

might be meant by ‘the requirements of the task’. However, Hasan identifies the need to also 

inspect the realisation of the STEs.  The next section discusses variation in realisation of selected 

STEs and links these different realisations to Messick’s concern regarding implicit social and cultural 

values of a test construct. 

5.3.3 STEs, realisation rules, and the notion of an adequate realisation of the STE 

A further conundrum which is uncovered by the investigation of task mandated, obligatory, and 

optional STEs is the discovery that many texts which include all of the obligatory STEs do not score 

highly for TA.  Following Hasan, the investigation turns to the manner in which the realisation of the 

STEs was different between the texts; the notion of adequate realisation of the semantic text 

elements is now of interest.  The realisation of different STEs is discussed below. 

The first of the obligatory STEs, Salutation with name exemplifies the notion of adequate realisation 

clearly.  Scripts which selected Salutation + Friend or Friends could not score higher than a combined 

TA score of 11.  Patterns of naming in the high scoring scripts suggest that there may be a perception 

with candidates that letters should be addressed to correspondents with English sounding names 

(Table 4.15).   
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Adequate realisation of the Thank for Photos STE appears to be straightforward.  High scoring texts 

included clauses, usually close to the start of the letter, which stated thanks. 

Code Combined 

TA Score 

Realisation of Thank for Photos STE 

LLUG015 15 Thank you so much for sending me the photos from my trip to Spain! 

LLUG003 15 Thanks for sending those over, 

LLUG009 14 Thank you so much for sending them to me, 

LLUG012 14 Thank you so much for the photos, 

LLUG008 14 Thank you so much for the photos. 

LLUG014 14 No explicit thank for photos, but discuss and evaluate photos included 

Table 5.3 High Scoring Texts Thank for Photos 

All five realisations ellipsed the subject ‘I’.  Four of the six high scoring texts used the intensifier ‘so 

much’ in the thanks statement.  This pattern is generally repeated throughout the data set.  

Noteworthy in the Thank For Photos STE is the marked realisation of the STE in some of the low 

scoring texts.  Four of the low scoring scripts (PCE011, PCE014, CAR012 and SAC001) did not use the 

wording ‘thank you’ in their texts to realise the Thank For Photos STE.   

Code Combined 

TA Score 

(non) Realisation of Thank for Photos STE 

PCE011 11 I am very glad to see the photos which we took together last month.  

And thank you for the holiday. 

PCE014 11 I’m very glad that you sent me the photos. 

CAR012 11 I’m really happy to get your photos of our holiday…..Thank you for 

giving such a good time to me 

SAC001 11 I received your letter and photos….I always appreciate to you about 

last holiday. 

Table 5.4 Low Scoring Texts, (non) Realisation of Thank for Photos 

In these texts the participants chose not to select ‘thank you’ to realise this STE.  It is possible that 

the reason for this may have been exposure to IELTS training which emphasised not repeating words 

from the task prompt in the response.  Three of these participants, CAR012, PCE011, and PCE014, 

had each taken IELTS five times previous to participation in the study.  In addition, PCE011 had done 

a two-week IELTS preparation course.  SAC001 had no specific IELTS experience.  If it were the case 

that CAR012, PCE011, and PCE014 had avoided the use of thank you to realise the Thank For Photos 

STE as a result of IELTS preparation training, then this training and advice from the test owner is both 
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erroneous in terms of test scores achieved in this study, and in terms of language choice.  For test 

scores it can be seen that the high and mid scoring texts in this corpus overwhelmingly used ‘thank 

you’ or ‘thanks’ to realise the Thank For Photos STE.  For language choice, ‘thank you’ or ‘thanks’ are 

the most appropriate realisations of the STE for the task mandated social context.  Other possible 

selections such as appreciate, acknowledge, or express gratitude are too formal for the context and 

as such are inappropriate for a ‘friendly letter’.  This is important to recognise, as potentially 

candidates will prioritise the ‘rules’ they are taught in test preparation classes (Johnson, Jordan & 

Poehner 2005) over their understanding of the language which is most appropriate for the context 

of situation of a specific text.   

A further complication of the Thank For Photos STE is the high scoring text, LLUG014, which omitted 

the STE all together.  The particular case of LLUG014 is discussed below (section 5.4.1) with 

reference writing which is spoken like and the question of tone as Tenor.  

Initial investigation of adequate realisation of the Explain Lateness STE focussed on the Field choices 

made in the explanation, the reason given for tardiness of the thank you letter.  The pattern which 

emerged was the predominance across the data of explanations which were connected to 

exceptional levels of work (39%) or study (42%) commitments.  The 42% related to study 

commitments could be explained by the fact that participants were recruited at full time language 

schools and a university.  The selection of work commitments as explanation may also reflect a 

general view that the test anticipates that work commitments always take precedence over 

interpersonal relationships.  As PCE011 states: 

“The pressure of work is heavy and I am busy all day.” 

Investigation of the specific lexico-grammatical realisation of the Explain Lateness STE identified that 

the STE very rarely stood alone.  Throughout the data there was a high frequency of collocation with 

another STE, Apologise For Lateness. This is very interesting, as an apology is not mentioned in the 

task prompt yet it occurs, explicitly or implicitly, in 49 of the 54 texts.  

The distinction between an explicit or implicit realisation of the Apologise For Lateness STE and the 

relationship between the explanation and the apology are discussed below. 

The explicit realisation of the apology includes ‘sorry’, ‘apology’ or ‘apologise’.  For example: 
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 Code Combined 

TA 

Explicit realisation of Apologise for Lateness STE 

LLUG008 14 I’m sorry that I haven’t written sooner 

LLUG012 14 Sorry I haven’t written earlier 

LLUG015 15 Sorry I didn’t write earlier 

CAR002 12  However I would like to apologise to you as well because of my late 

reply.  The reason that I did not write earlier is because I was busy with 

my assignments in my study 

Table 5.5 Explicit realisation of Apologise For Lateness STE 

Of the 49 Apologise For Lateness STEs in the corpus, 46 are explicit.  There are three texts where 

there is an identifiable negative evaluation of behaviour which could be considered an implicit 

realisation of the Apologise For Lateness STE. 

Code  Combined 

TA 

Inadequate (?) realisation of Apologise for Lateness STE 

LLUG009 14 I am sure that you are wondering why I am only writing to you now.  

Well, you do know my flair for tardiness not to mention my messiness.  

I had rediscovered the photos (and luggage tags) while tidying up the 

tsunami of work that I left behind after doing my assignments and I 

only then remembered that I had forgotten to write back to you.  

LLUG019 12 The weather in Adelaide was extremely nice in comparison with Hong 

Kong.  The pollutions in Hong Kong are too serious.  I was sick for two 

weeks since I came back.  That is why I did not write this to you earlier.  

I really feel terrible about that. 

LLUG006 10 I have been meaning to write to you sooner.  Life gets so busy 

sometimes. 

Table 5.6 Implicit realisation of Apologise For Lateness STE 

These three texts provide a different level of detail, similar to the discussion of the evaluation of the 

holiday presented in Table 5.1 above.  LLUG009 expands on her personal failings which caused her 

delay in correspondence.  LLUG019 included details about the shared holiday and her hometown to 

assist in the explanation. She also clearly states that she feels terrible about her lateness, thus 

identifying her tardiness as poor behaviour.  LLUG006 concedes that she should have written earlier 

and then presents her excuse. 
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The manner in which the two STEs, Apologise For Lateness and Explain Lateness are connected also 

seems to be important in connection with the notion of an adequate realisation of the STE Explain 

Lateness.  The full selection of Apologise For Lateness plus Explain Lateness STEs are presented in 

Table 4.26.  The following examples are selected for discussion: 

 

Code Combined 

TA 

Apology but explanation > paratactic clauses; consequence ^ 

concession 

LLUG0008 14 I'm sorry that I haven't written earlier, but my mother has been very ill 

and we were all very worried about her 

LLUG013 10 My apologies for not having written earlier but like I said I am still 

adjusting to my everyday duties here at home and at work  

LLUG017 10 I'm sorry I haven't written back sooner but like I said it's been go-go-go 

from day one        

LLUG002 10 I'm sorry I haven't written any earlier but I got back from the trip to find 

assignments were due      

Table 5.7 High scoring / low scoring apology but explanation 

The connection of the apology and explanation with ‘but’ is a relationship of clauses which appears 

to be an adequate realisation in the first example (LLUG008), but may not be adequate in the three 

low scoring examples.  The first example has a specific and significant excuse in the concessive 

clause.  The three low scoring texts include an apology in the first clause, but in the concessive 

clause the excuses are non-specific and comparatively insignificant.  LLUG013 and LLUG017 include 

the projecting clauses ‘like I said’ at the start of the concessive clauses which may also detract from 

the perceived sincerity of the excuse and apology. 

Another significant pattern in the realisation of the apology and the explanation is the use of 

intensification in the excuse and, or the apology.  

Code Apology Explanation 

LLUG014 I am so sorry for not writing earlier. University takes up all my time 

LLUG004 I’m so sorry I haven’t written earlier I’ve just been so flat out with work since we 

got home 

LLUG015 Sorry I didn’t write earlier I’m still unpacking my suitcases 

LLUG003 I’m sorry I haven’t written earlier I’ve just been so busy 

Table 5.8 Apology / Explain lateness intensification 
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The participants need to make language selections to compose an apology/explanation sequence 

which gives the right balance of sincerity and a satisfactory excuse to nourish the relationship 

following the misdemeanour of a tardy thank you letter. 

The need for an apology, which is related to community norms of timely thank you letter writing and 

also to the notion of reciprocity in friendships and in particular in pen friend relationships, can be 

seen as a social and cultural assumption of the test construct.  The knowledge of the social practices 

of pen friend relationships and the idea of ‘owing’ someone correspondence is necessary to make 

the decision to include the Apologise For Lateness STE.  Furthermore, appreciation of the need for a 

socially acceptable excuse and thus the selection and inclusion of an acceptable excuse are both 

social and cultural assumptions of the test construct.   

The realisation of the Invitation STE varies significantly across the data set (see Invitation Mood 

Table 4.27).  Following Halliday’s description of the clause as exchange, as exemplified in Table 3.3, 

there are some basic choices to be made when making the invitation.  The choice between realising 

the Invitation STE as an offer or a demand, and then the choice between the commodity being 

demanded being tangible goods or services, or information. 

Four of the five highly ranked scripts include a demand for goods and services in the realisation of 

the Invitation STE, either as a simple demand for goods and services or as a combination of offer of 

information plus a demand for goods or services.  Furthermore, of the 17 LLUG scripts seven realised 

the invitation as a demand for goods or services, and a further four combined an offer of 

information with a demand for goods or services.  Lowly ranked texts (combined TA score of 10 and 

11) which were written by EAL participants realised the Invitation STE as an offer of information or 

an offer of goods or services. The demand for goods or services is realised as an imperative clause 

(‘Bring Peter and stay with me’, LLUG015) which is sometimes combined with modality of the 

modulation type expressing obligation (‘The four of you should come and spend your holidays with 

us’, LLUG001). 

The strong tendency for the LLUG scripts to realise the Invitation STE by selecting a demand for 

goods and services, and for the EAL scripts to not choose a demand for goods and services could be 

an indication of semantic variation (Hasan 2009).  While the sample size of this study is too small to 

justify a strong claim, the pattern is important and demands further consideration.  The significance 

of the selection of imperative is discussed below with reference to the notion of tone as Tenor in 

section 5.3.2.1 where selection of the imperative is related to an equal power relationship using 

Poynton’s linguistic realisations of three Tenor variables.  It is also discussed in section 5.4.4 with 

reference to IELTS and candidate preparation advice.   
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An expansion of the Invitation STE is the explicit mention of reciprocity in close location to the 

invitation STE.  An idiomatic expression of this - ‘return the favour of your hospitality’ or ‘return the 

favour’ - can be found in four of the LLUG texts.  Reference to reciprocity is quite rare in the data set 

but exists in the two highest scoring texts (LLUG015, LLUG003), the highest scoring EAL script 

(CAR006), and in several other native speaker texts (LLUG001, LLUG016, LLUG017, LLUG002, 

LLUG013).  The lexico-grammatical realisation of the expression of the reciprocal nature of the 

relationship appears to require inclusion of one of the lexical items ‘next’, ‘turn’, or ‘return’, in 

combination with a circumstance of time.  It is possible that the selection of the idiomatic ‘return the 

favour’ may be rewarded in the performance dimension lexical resource.  Another option for 

realisation of the reciprocity of the visiting aspect of the relationship is the use of a circumstance of 

time as a marked theme to show that the invitation is part of a sequence of encounters, for example 

‘Next time you’ll have to stay with me’ (LLUG016) and ‘Next time you should come and stay with us’ 

LLUG017).   

The identification of the particular social practice of international friendly homestay visits as being 

based in reciprocity is an example of the social and cultural assumptions of the task prompt.  While 

all texts include an invitation (and the realisation of the invitation does also appear to be important), 

explicitly identifying the reciprocal nature of the invitation appears to be restricted to the highest 

scoring EAL script and high and low scoring native speaker scripts, all participants who are 

considered to be ‘well socialised’ in English.  The EAL participant, CAR006 had spent 9 months living 

and studying English full time in Australia at the time of the study.  Furthermore all LLUG participants 

were in their second semester of second or third year undergraduate studies at an Australian 

university.  Particularly telling about the notion of reciprocity as a social or cultural assumption of 

the task prompt is the absence of reference to the reciprocal nature of the international visits in the 

great majority of the EAL texts, both mid and low scoring.  As discussed earlier in this section, in 

those scripts the invitations are largely realised with offers of goods and services or information and 

with no explicit reference to a particular time frame or to the visit as part of an ongoing sequence. 

5.3.3.1 Adequate realisation and explicitness and the Realisation Rules 

The implicit realisation of task mandated STEs was identified in a number of the scripts in the study 

(see Table 4.28 ‘the problem of ish’).  Further analysis identified additional implicit realisations of 

obligatory and high frequency optional STEs.  In the following extract, it is assumed that the 

intended meaning is that the author is apologising for the poor behaviour in writing a letter late.  

Instead of an explicit apology as in the majority of cases (5.3.1.5 above) the author adds to the 

interest of the script by detailing their negative personal attributes: tardiness, messiness, 
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disorganisation and forgetfulness.  By stating that the behaviour was poor it can be presumed that 

the author is implying that they are sorry for the lateness of the letter. 

“I am sure that you are wondering why I am only writing to you now.  Well, you do know my 

flair for tardiness not to mention my messiness.  I had rediscovered the photos (and luggage 

tags) while tidying up the tsunami of work that I left behind after doing my assignments and I 

only then remembered that I had forgotten to write back to you”  LLUG009 

In this case, the STE is achieved through a fairly verbose passage.  In other cases, the implicature is 

less wordy  

“I was sick for two weeks since I came back.  That is why I did not write this to you earlier.  I 

really feel terrible about that.” LLUG019 

Both of these examples employ implicature to achieve the semantic text element Apologise For 

Lateness. 

Within Pragmatics literature, with reference to Grice’s maxims (Thomas 1995), implicature is 

discussed as a potentially risky strategy.  The risk is related to the possibility that the audience will 

not make the inferential steps required to reach the meaning intended by the author.  As processing 

of implicature relies on shared social and cultural knowledge between the author and addressee the 

inclusion of implicature in a test script assumes that the assessing audience (the rater) will share the 

social and cultural knowledge drawn upon in the implicature, and then activate that knowledge 

while reading the text.  Across the data set there are instances of implicit realisation of STEs (Table 

4.30).  It is interesting to note that some of the low scoring LLUG texts (LLUG006, LLUG010, and 

LLUG017) included one or more (LLUG006 had four) implicit realisations of STEs.  In addition, scripts 

which had differences of two band scores between the TA scores awarded by the two raters 

(LLUG008, LLUG007, LLUG004, and LLUG019), and a script which had the TA score (LLUG016) 

changed by one of the raters, also included implicit realisations of STEs.  This suggests that the way 

to evaluate implicit realisations of STEs may not be agreed upon by the raters.  In addition, implicit 

realisations of STEs may cause confusion for raters, in that the implicit nature of the meanings rely 

more on reader interpretation. As a result, it is suggested that the realisation rules of the IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 should include an expectation of explicit realisation of STEs. 

In Table 4.30 ‘the problem of ish’, task mandated, obligatory, and optional STEs are combined in the 

same table.  Discussion of the implicit realisation of the task mandated STEs is, at surface level, the 

most important for impact on the raters.  However, given the analytically obligatory status of some 
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STEs compared to the analytically optional status of some task mandated STEs, the explicit 

realisation of obligatory and high frequency optional STEs is also likely to be important for the raters.  

In contrast to the use of implicature there are examples in the text where the STEs are realised 

explicitly and then developed and repeated.  For example the Invitation and Discuss Future Holiday 

STEs are collocated to explicitly reinforce the Invitation in the two highest scoring texts LLUG003 and 

LLUG015.   This pattern of multiple explicit restatements is a less risky meaning making choice than 

implicit realisation and may be rewarded by the raters.  Repetition of key STEs is also advocated in 

the community text type thank you letter as presented in Table 2.1.  In these examples from thank 

you note instruction websites the STE Thank is repeated just before the Request Future Contact and 

Sign Off With Name STEs.  In the data set this text order and inclusion of a pre sign off ‘thank’ can be 

found in multiple mid and low scoring texts (see text stages order Table 4.27).  In the scoring criteria 

for IELTS GTVWMT#1, this development and repetition may be related to the notion of covering 

requirements of the task sufficiently (Christie & Macken-Horarik 2007). 

5.3.4 Realisation Rules related to Tenor 

The scoring criteria element consistent and appropriate tone is referenced to Tenor analysis in this 

study.  In the initial task prompt analysis it was postulated that the relationship between the author 

and addressee should demonstrate features of a ‘western friendly relationship’.  Poynton’s key 

linguistic realisations of Tenor suggest that those text features would indicate that the relationship 

would have equal power, high contact and marked affect.   

5.3.4.1 Western ‘friendly’ correspondence and Tenor 

Patterns of Tenor realisation as anticipated in the task prompt analysis and described as western 

‘friendly’ Tenor (equal power/high contact/marked affect) were identified in the high scoring texts.  

The notion of Tenor as a cumulative prosody throughout texts is important in viewing the analysis.  

Reporting analysis in a manner which reduces incidences of Tenor realisation to counts may 

minimise appreciation of the effect of the Tenor realisations in the texts.  Keeping this in mind, an 

attempt was made to convey tone as Tenor via quantification in the power/contact/affect realisation 

table with ratios and SDs (Table 4.29).  This table shows that LLUG scripts are more likely to have a 

higher rate of Tenor realisations of high contact or marked affect than EAL participants’ responses.  

Of the 13 texts which were identified as having Tenor realisations for high contact or marked affect 

of one or more SDs above the mean, 11 were written by LLUG participants. It should be noted that 

the inclusion was possible twice per script, once for high contact and once for marked affect, but 

that only one script, LLUG004, had a Tenor realisation ratio of both high contact and marked affect 
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high enough to be counted twice.  For the reasons discussed below, the realisations of equal power 

as a percentage were not calculated in this table. 

In the realisation of equal power and high contact, selection for imperative Mood in the Invitation 

STE is significant (Table 4.27).  This selection is restricted to LLUG participants and the highest 

scoring EAL participant.  The imperative as demand for goods and services is a grammatically 

congruent realisation of an invitation; if you invite someone to do something because you want 

them to do the thing, then to demand is the most grammatically congruent way to tell someone to 

do something.  The decision to select demand, as a congruent realisation, is a very clear way to 

demonstrate the equal power and high contact relationship between the author and addressee.  

Naming in the texts is also a way to realise equal power and high contact.  Use of reciprocal naming 

demonstrates equal power.  In the high scoring texts, participants used first names for author and 

addressee, and in one text, name shortenings and a nickname were used (LLUG009).  In the extract 

from the naming table below, LLUG008 is selected to draw attention to multiple uses of ‘unfriendly’ 

naming selections in the text: ‘your father’, ‘my mother’, ‘the doctors’ and ‘your mother and father’.  

The decision to select ‘mother’ and ‘father’ instead of either first name or less formal selection of 

Mum and Dad may be because the author’s expectation that the recipient’s language repertoire may 

not include Mum and Dad, or the relationship between the author and addressee is not close 

enough to include informal naming of respected elders.  It is possible that these selections, and the 

decision to sign off with the incongruent, ‘I look forward to hearing from you soon’ instead of the 

congruent demand ‘write soon’, combine to realise slightly distant Tenor in the text (LLUG008).  This 

could be an explanation for the difference in the scores awarded for TA by the two raters.  

Following Poynton, non-reciprocal naming or ‘unfriendly’ naming can be taken as a realisation of 

unequal power.  Some lower scoring scripts signed off with first name-last name where they had 

addressed to first name, and others addressed their text to ‘friend’ or ‘friends’ instead of identifying 

the addressees by name.  Addressing the text to ‘friend’ or ‘friends’ appears to have incurred a 

ceiling score in this task, but the ceiling score is different for the two raters, one is 5 and the other is 

6.   It is also interesting to note that PCE008 addresses and signs off the letter with --------- in the 

space where a name should be.  This demonstrates that the author either doesn’t know that the 

dotted line in the task prompt indicates a space for writing a name or that they don’t consider 

including a name to be important in the context of the test.  This is an assumption of textual 

knowledge of the task prompt. 
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Code Important 

Note 

R1 TA + R2 

TA  

Addressee 

name 

Other people 

/animates named in 

the letter (other than 

pronouns) 

Author name at 

sign off 

LLUG015  15 Sally Peter 

The dogs 

Paloma 

LLUG003  15 Marcus Sam 

The crew 

Marie 

Sara 

LLUG009  14 Trish and co John Shrompy 

LLUG012  14 Amy Peter Phoebe 

LLUG014  14 Lydia Alexander 

The children 

Marianna 

LLUG008 6;8 14 Anwar Your father 

My mother 

The doctors 

Your mother and father 

Fran 

Table 5.5 High Scoring Naming 

A limitation of using Poynton’s analysis for equal power in the context of IELTS GTVWMT#1 is that 

reciprocity of grammatical and turn taking options is an important component in her framework for 

analysing power relations.  This is very useful when analysing spoken conversation, asynchronous 

messaging or other turn taking, co-constructed texts.  However in the case of IELTS GTVWMT#1, 

when only one part of an ongoing dialogue is presented, it is not possible to tell if the majority of the 

language choices made in the text are reciprocal.  The inclusion in the task prompt of the social 

problem of the photos arriving before the text author has sent a thank you letter implies an 

obligation on the part of the author to have sent the thank you letter earlier. This implication of 

reciprocity in the larger message exchange structure, and the fact that the letter author has 

(potentially rudely) missed, or been tardy in taking, a turn, hints at the reciprocal nature of the 

relationship. 

Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of Tenor suggest that shortening, either grammatical or lexical, is 

an indicator of high contact.  There is ample evidence in the mid and low scoring texts of 

grammatical contractions.  This may be because the use of contractions is a focus of English 

language teaching as a main indicator of informal language.  Other indicators of contact such as 

lexical shortening (truncation), use of slang, and congruent grammatical realisations, are not as 

prolific in the lower scoring texts.  This is possibly because of the limited focus of instruction in EAL 

classrooms in the range of ways lexico-grammatical choices reflect differences in the degree of 

contact between interlocutors, and also the limited modelling in instruction of the influence of the 

social context on choices in text. 
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Tenor analysis for marked affect identified the use of intensified structures as a prevalent realisation 

of marked affect.  The use of intensified structures was particularly common in the apology and 

explanation STEs.  This has been discussed as a way to negotiate the balance between the sincerity 

of the apology and the legitimacy of the explanation.   

According to Poynton, marked affect is also realised in selection of taboo and attitudinal lexis.  The 

use of taboo lexis was minimal in the data set, perhaps as a reaction to the confounded context of 

the text, i.e. participants may have been reluctant to use taboo language in a context where the 

actual audience of the text was an anonymous rater (and a third audience was a postgraduate 

student), not a friend.   

Poynton identifies use of exclamatives as an indicator of marked affect at the clause level.  One of 

the misfit scripts, (see LLUG016 interpersonal analysis), effectively uses multiple exclamatives; ‘how 

time flies’, ‘what an action shot’, and ‘how very 1980s of you’.  In addition, the script uses slang, 

contractions, truncation, and elision, and congruent demands as realisations of a western friendly 

relationship.  As mentioned, it is statistically identified as a misfit script as the TA score is lower than 

expected.  Furthermore, it is a script which had an amended TA score from one of the raters, 7 to 6 

to 5.  The confusion which the text caused for the raters (and for the Rasch analysis) may have 

emanated from the effective management of Tenor in the text.  If the relative value of Tenor within 

the scoring criteria (as opposed to text element order, and inclusion and realisation of the obligatory 

and optional text elements) is not explicitly represented in the construct  then texts with conflicting 

strengths, such as LLUG016, may cause confusion as to how to best fit the text to the rating scale. 

Using Poynton’s framework of the Tenor variables power, contact, and affect makes explicit 

identification and discussion of the realisation of Tenor in text possible.  Alerting raters and teachers 

to the manifestations of relationship in text, such as has been demonstrated with the colour coded 

identification of lexicogrammatical realisations of Tenor as in Figures 4.13 to 4.15, will allow clearer 

discussion of what constitutes appropriate tone in text.  Discussion of the differences between 

formal and informal language in text in English language classrooms may currently be dominated by 

reference to use of shortenings, and use of slang language.  However, this study has indicated that 

there are more delicate grammatical choices, such as selection of imperative for invitation and the 

use of intensifiers, which realise the relationship between the author and addressee in the friendly 

letters.   

An identified limitation of the scoring criteria at present is the absence within the construct of the 

test of a metalanguage to discuss Tenor. The selection of ‘tone’ to cover language decisions related 

to this aspect of register simply does not offer suitable means for identifying differences in text in 
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the expression of the interpersonal meanings at the heart of the writer and reader relationship.  The 

use of the term tone in the scoring criteria and the empirical work presented in this thesis suggests 

an element of the scoring criteria which is under theorised in comparison to the other performance 

elements and is potentially underrepresented in the construct.  

5.3.4.2 Context and Grammatical Fit  

The Tenor analysis suggests that harmonious semantic and grammatical choices are necessary for 

texts to achieve adequacy.  In the data set there are texts in which the Field choices are not 

harmonious with the Tenor choices, or where the Tenor choices are not consistent throughout the 

text and with the social context.  In PCE016, the clause ‘I love you guys’ is included in the text.  This 

seems to be an example of the participant demonstrating in Field choices (an expression of marked 

affect), a meaning which is not reflected in the Tenor choices related to the expression of power, 

contact, and affect made in the text.  As a result, on first reading the text seems a little odd.  A 

similar incongruity is observable in the ‘tedious language courses’ (PCE004) text which maintains 

distant contact choices throughout, while inviting the interlocutor to visit and stay with the author.  

The effect of the incongruity between the Tenor and Field is that the invitation does not seem 

particularly sincere or inviting. 

Lower proficiency candidates may not have the awareness of how to achieve contextual and 

grammatical fit.  Identification of mismatching grammar and meanings may only be achieved by 

teachers with native or native like proficiency, and access to native or highly proficient teachers may 

be restricted to learners on the basis of geography and socioeconomic resources.  

5.3.4.3 Realisation rules, Tenor and punctuation 

Although not included in Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of Tenor variables of 

power/contact/affect, the use of expressive punctuation in the collected texts, particularly the LLUG 

texts, is noteworthy.  As demonstrated in Table 4.30, exclamation marks are used in all of the high 

scoring texts.  They are not used at the same rate in the EAL texts.  Use of exclamation marks and 

other less frequently used punctuation marks may be a key to appropriate tone in the context of this 

task! 

5.3.5 Realisation rules and Field 

The task prompt analysis discussed in the recognition rules section 5.2.1 identified friendly homestay 

and international leisure travel as one of the Fields of discourse of the context of culture which 

candidates would need to identify as being pertinent to their response.  Analysis of the texts 

confirmed this prediction and identified patterns in the responses related to the notion of overseas 

travel, the direction of travel and, high social value sightseeing 
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In four of the five high scoring texts, the destination of the shared holiday is in the Northern 

Hemisphere.  Two of the texts provide multiple details about the holiday, including naming locations 

and activities in Madrid and Prague.  This pattern is repeated in the mid-scoring texts with London, 

Pisa and Canada identified as holiday destinations.  In the lower scoring scripts the holiday locations 

are rarely identified, and when they are, they are more likely to be in Asia: Singapore, Korea, various 

locations in China, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Thailand.   

This pattern may reflect patterns of experience of the participants.  The author of the high scoring 

text LLUG014 who mentioned Prague self-reported as a Russian/English bilingual, and the author of 

LLUG008 which is addressed to an Indonesian friend self-reported as a speaker of English, French 

and Indonesian.  Similar connections can be made for other participants, such as LLUG007 who 

identifies as a speaker of Italian and who writes about travel in Italy.  However, there does seem to 

be a short haul/long haul distinction where high scoring texts report on trips to long haul 

destinations.  This could be linked to a definition of a ‘real overseas holiday’ from an Australian 

perspective or to an expectation that overseas trips which result in new penfriend relationships are 

more likely to involve travel to Europe or North America.   

In the responses there are also patterns of Field choices around what are proposed as activities 

during the return visit.  The highest scoring NNS script (CAR006) explicitly stated that the return visit 

should be to Adelaide and mentioned the proposed activities holding of a Koala and visiting wineries 

to drink Shiraz.  This participant was able to locate herself as an Adelaide local within the text both 

by proposing that the return visit be to Adelaide, and by mentioning specific Adelaide sightseeing 

activities.  This level of detail is also included in other high and mid-scoring texts. 

Connected to these patterns of selection of Field of discourse are the composition strategies which 

the participants enacted when they decided to embellish their responses with details.  The task 

prompt specifies three ‘message’ demands.  However, the high scoring texts included further detail 

to embellish the messages.  The embellishment is required to achieve the word count required by 

the prompt.  The high scoring texts managed this embellishment by making explicit reference to an 

overseas holiday, a recount or evaluation of the shared holiday, an evaluation of the photographs 

and often a reference to potential plans for the proposed return visit.  This approach to composing a 

response may draw on participants’ experience of schooled literacy in English Language and 

Literature where the inclusion of detail and expansion in writing instruction is highly valued (Christie 

& Macken-Horarik 2007).  
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5.3.6 Realisation rules and Mode 

The GSP analysis is largely concerned with the textual metafunction at the text level with 

investigation of the constituency and order of texts. This section includes discussion of expression of 

the textual metafunction at the clause level. 

5.3.6.1 Letter format, text balance, and word count 

Traditional letter format was largely achieved in the texts in the data set.  An accepted variation of 

letter format, the inclusion of post scripts was only made use of in two texts.  One of those two, the 

misfit script LLUG016, used post scripts to include key bullet points and this may have been a further 

reason for rater confusion with this script.  The second text which used a post script, the high scoring 

text LLUG003, used it to add an embellishment to the text, and perhaps to push the word count over 

the requisite 150 words.  The text is 160 words and the post script is 12 words long.  If this is the 

case then it is an excellent example of test wise-ness. 

It seems that there is an expectation for responses to be balanced across the three bullet points.  

This suggests that by including two of the bullet points in the post scripts (even though they were 

long post scripts) LLUG016 may not have achieved word count balance for each of the bullet points.   

If it is the case that word count balance across the three bullet points is a part of the realisation rules 

of the task, this would strengthen the idea that there is a test context specific institutional text type 

which is valued and anticipated by the raters. 

5.3.6.2 ‘Spoken like’ writing  

Text analysis has shown that there is a continuum of writing, where writing is described as more 

‘written like’ or more ‘spoken like’ (Berry, Thompson & Hillier 2014).  Features of spoken like writing 

include an increase in the number of references to participants and an increase in grammatical 

complexity in the organisation of clauses.  The analysis indicated that the majority of the texts were 

more spoken like than written like.  The number of references to participants in all of the texts was 

very high (Table 4.33), exceeding the percentages anticipated by Biber (1988) and Berry, Thompson 

and Hillier (2014) in their analysis and description of spoken-like writing, including friendly letters.  

The reason for this high number of references to participants is likely to be the task prompt.  The 

task prompt demands that candidates write a very personal response where each of the three bullet 

points have either the author or the addressee explicitly identified as the focus of the point. 

In discussion of Mode, LLUG014, one of the high scoring scripts, is noteworthy.  This text does not 

include multiple task mandated STEs but is still awarded 7s for TA by both of the raters.  LLUG014 

(clause complex analysis table 2.41) is an extreme example of spoken like writing, including 
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projections, ‘I have to say, I am so sorry for not writing earlier’ and projected phenomenon ‘I was 

surprised to see you can’t really tell just how cold it was by the photos’.  As such, the grammatical 

choices in the text lead to long clause complexes.  This was rewarded with scores of 8 from both 

raters for grammatical range and accuracy. 

That LLUG014 omits key bullet points but is scored highly may suggest that in texts which skilfully 

manage ‘tone’ across Field, Tenor, and Mode, as LLUG014 certainly does, the omission of key bullet 

points may not be a barrier to high scores.   

In pursuing a connection between including a variety of clause complexes and a high score for 

grammatical range and accuracy, the inherent expectation of the scoring criteria for grammatical 

range and accuracy is that demonstrated grammatical range will increase as band level increases.  If 

language choice is understood to be influenced by the social context of the text, it follows that the 

range of grammatical structures selected when composing a text will also be influenced by the 

specific social context of the text.  This is clearly argued by Mohan and Slater (2004) in the context of 

assessment of academic writing ability.  In IELTS writing tasks, this will also be the case.   

5.4 Alternative perspectives of the IELTS GTVWMT#1  

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 locate the analysis within Bernstein’s pedagogic device. The following discussion 

moves outside the pedagogic device to address problems identified through the analysis.  A 

perplexing issue encountered during the course of the study is the mismatch between the task 

mandated and obligatory STEs.  This issue is compounded by the texts which omitted task mandated 

STEs yet still received high TA scores and is addressed in section 5.4.1 below.  The merits and 

possibility of considering TA from the perspective of Politeness Theory (Brown, P & Levinson 1987) 

follows in section 5.4.2. 

The problem of the confounding of ‘tone’ and ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ within the 

single score for TA are addressed in section 5.4.3.  These problems are evident in researcher 

attempts to understand the meaning of the constituent performance dimension elements, but they 

may also be a challenge for raters and rater training.    

The next two sections are closely related to test candidates’ experience of IELTS.  In particular, the 

advice given to candidates in test preparation is addressed in the light of the evaluative rules as 

identified in the study.  The participants’ voices are noted in their comment on IELTS, and specifically 

the writing module of IELTS. 
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The penultimate section of the chapter, 5.4.6, returns to the fundamental concern of the study, the 

value implications of the test construct and how the language theory which has underpinned this 

investigation can provide insight into the assumptions of the approach to language which currently 

informs the test.   

5.4.1 The mystery of the missing task mandated STEs  

Based on the analysis presented and discussed above, inclusion of all of the task mandated STEs 

does not appear to be a necessary condition, or a guarantee of a high score.  Only eight of the 

collected texts explicitly included all five task prompt mandated STEs, and three of the five high 

scoring texts did not explicitly include all five task prompt mandated STEs. In this study, inclusion of 

the obligatory STEs is posited as a necessary condition for a high score.  Thus a trend emerges, 

indicating that the analytically identified obligatory STEs are more important than the task mandated 

STEs. 

It is possible to address this by reasoning that if the notion of obligatory and optional text elements 

of a text type’s GSP are accepted as a way of determining which texts meet the requirements of the 

task, then high rating texts should include the obligatory text elements.  The definition of obligatory 

text elements in this study is based on analysis of the highest rated scripts so this seems reasonable.  

However, given that within the data set there are texts which do not include the obligatory text 

elements but are rated higher for TA than texts which do include all of the obligatory text elements, 

this notion of meeting the requirements of the task appears to be incomplete.   

The low rated texts which include all obligatory text elements yield information about qualitative 

differences between those texts and the higher rated texts.  This can be related to Hasan’s 

theorisation of adequate realisation.  These include ‘poor tone’ which can be identified as 

insufficient and inconsistent Tenor realisations related to the expression of ‘friendly tone’, 

misalignment of Field and Tenor in the texts, lack of emphasis on the invitation most likely due to 

lack of awareness of context of culture (PCE008, PCE009), and Field selections which are not aligned 

with the ideal author as ‘hard working’, ‘well resourced’, ‘globally mobile’ and ‘internationally 

connected’.    

These selections or omissions which may influence the raters can all be viewed from the perspective 

of social and cultural assumptions of the test construct.  The identification and realisation of 

expectations of the task with respect to ‘tone’ are related to the adoption of western expectations 

of communication in friendly relationships.  The misalignment of Field and Tenor is similarly related 

to adoption of western norms of friendly communication; some participants demonstrated an 

awareness of the need for the letter to represent a friendly relationship but were not able to express 
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this through their grammatical choices.  An extension of this assumption is the possibility that there 

is an assumption of the test construct within the selection of the ‘friendly letter’ task.  This goes 

beyond the potential for candidates to have had experiences with international friends; it moves 

into the assumption of the domains of language use that a test candidate will have had exposure to 

and be comfortable within.  If candidates have only used English in a classroom or as a lingua franca 

in an academic or business environment, then they may have no explicit teaching or experience of 

producing texts with friendly tone.  That candidates should have ‘friendly tone’ as part of their 

language repertoire is an assumption of the test construct of the general version of IELTS.    

The ideal author as ‘hard working’, ‘well resourced’, ‘globally mobile’ and ‘internationally connected’ 

is, at least in part, an assumption of the test construct about who will use the test and who will learn 

English.  This construction of the ideal author resonates with Seedhouse and colleagues’ findings 

(Seedhouse & Harris 2010; Seedhouse et al. 2014) that candidates who score highly in the speaking 

test will project their identities as “hard working, cultured intellectuals and (future) high-achievers” 

(2014 p.16).  These beliefs about the IELTS candidature may be related to the historical connections 

between the letter task in IELTS and the letter tasks used in the Cambridge Main Suite of English 

language tests.  Letter tasks have been part of the Cambridge First Certificate of English since its 

inception in 1939 (Spolsky 1995).   The Cambridge Main Suite is primarily used and recognised within 

a European middle class demographic which uses the tests as part of an English language 

achievement ladder, accessed through private English language schools (Tsagari 2014).  Teenage and 

early twenties candidates enrol in full time study abroad classes or part time local language test 

preparation classes and work towards a test date.  Preparation for Cambridge Main Suite exams is 

supported by specific textbooks which explicitly teach the text types of the exam, and teachers who 

are experienced with the specific tests (Tsagari 2014).  As such the examinations can be 

conceptualised as achievement tests.   

The inclusion of a letter task in the IELTS General Training task appears to draw on the Cambridge 

tradition of letter tasks as discussion of rating of the IELTS letter task and similar tasks in the Main 

Suite draws on the same theoretical reasoning (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007).  The dissimilarities 

between the Cambridge Main Suite examinations and IELTS are the candidate population profile, the 

targeted institutional preparation for the Main Suite, and the test score use.  While it could be 

argued that the test construct, English language use, is the same between the two tests, the 

potential for task bias towards the candidate population profile of the Main Suite demands 

attention.  In addition, research into candidate preparation practices for IELTS has found different 

population profiles.  Hawkey’s (2006) impact study into IELTS preparation practices found that 96% 

of candidates were enrolled in test preparation courses.  By contrast, Mickan and Motteram (2009) 
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found that a much lower percentage of candidates were enrolled in specific test preparation 

courses.  The differences in the methodologies of the two studies may explain the large difference 

found in numbers of candidates who enrol in test preparation classes.  Mickan and Motteram 

interviewed test candidates as they exited the test centre, whilst Hawkey collected survey responses 

through test centres which also delivered test preparation courses.  The significance of this for this 

research is that, if far fewer candidates are enrolling in test preparation courses for IELTS than for 

other Cambridge English examinations, then the theoretical location of the test as the condensation 

of the evaluative rules of an institutional discourse is more important for IELTS candidates who do 

not participate in test preparation courses.  In other words, if Cambridge Main Suite examinations 

are presented and prepared for as achievement tests, then the location of the test as the evaluative 

rules of a pedagogic discourse poses few problems; this is explicit and is anticipated by candidates 

and teachers.  However, if an IELTS task is presented as a proficiency test and the expectations of the 

raters are that candidates will draw on knowledge of a variety of specific texts (which comprise a de-

facto curriculum for the IELTS task in question) to compose their response, then this may be 

problematic for candidates.  The problem may be more significant if candidates have been schooled 

in language as grammar and vocabulary, not as knowledge of textual composition in social context.  

In relation to this concern, the empirical work finds an overlap between the obligatory STEs of the 

task investigated in this study and the community accepted stages of a thank you letter (as 

presented in the literature review section 2.3.2) which suggests that knowledge of the thank you 

letter genre would assist in achieving a high score in this IELTS task.  This need for knowledge of 

community texts implies that there may be a group of community texts which are drawn upon when 

task prompts are developed, which would form a de-facto curriculum for IELTS GTVWMT#1.  

Questions then arise around the selection of these texts and the idea of a hidden curriculum, which 

can be directly related to both Bernstein’s pedagogic device and to Messick’s value implications.  The 

selection of community texts deemed important for candidates to know correlates with Bernstein’s 

distributive rules, where the ideological bases for selection and distribution of knowledge reside.  In 

addition, the existence of a group of community texts which should be drawn upon to achieve a high 

score in the task can be linked to Messick’s value implications, as the hidden social and cultural 

assumptions of the test construct.   

The text type which has been identified as required knowledge for successful completion of this task 

is the community text type ‘thank you letter’ (see section 2.3.2).  The thank you letter is associated 

with gracious social behaviour, and instruction in the ‘thank you letter’ text type has been a location 

for instruction of good manners and social mores (Dierks 2000; Kell 2000).  The realisation rules 
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related to meeting the requirements of the task and tone in the task investigated in this study may 

well be closely yoked to the expectations of the community text type ‘thank you letter’. 

A separate dilemma is evident in the highly rated scripts which did not include the task mandated 

STEs, as there must be some qualitative essence within them which causes the raters to overlook the 

omission of task mandated STEs.  McNamara’s (1996) distinction of strong and weak performance 

assessment seems pertinent here.  McNamara suggests that in a situation where there is a strong 

performance assessment, a text which fulfils some communicative function, for example, a fictional 

apology which moves the rater to forgive the author, will meet the requirements of the task.  

Potentially, the texts in this study which did not address the task mandated STEs were sufficiently 

strong in the achievement of some other ‘communicative function’ to attract a high score.  Earlier 

discussion of LLUG014 drew attention to the management of Tenor in the text, and to the 

particularly spoken like nature of the text.  This is a specific qualitative difference which may explain 

the high score awarded to the text in spite of the omission of task mandated STEs.   

Recent debate on the language testing email list, sparked by Bangs-Jones’ concerns around the use 

of IELTS for Native Speakers (LTEST-L 3-9-2015 Appendix J), has been related to the appropriateness 

of using the same test and test construct for native and non-native speakers of a language.  This 

study has found that there are qualitative differences between the way that naïve native speakers 

(writers) and EAL writers will respond to a specific task prompt and that these may cause problems 

for raters as they apply the scoring criteria. The study did not include task responses from native 

speaker participants with test preparation experience.  This presents an interesting topic for a future 

study. 

In addition to the native speaker text LLUG014 which omitted multiple task mandated STEs, another 

native speaker text which caused trouble for the raters was LLUG004.  In this text it appears that 

differing rater understandings of what constitutes an adequate realisation of the elements in test 

scripts appears to be a basis for variation in rating.  In the case of LLUG004 the two rater scores 

awarded for task achievement were 5 and 7.  Analysis of LLUG004 suggests that the ‘tone’ of the 

letter should be acceptable to the raters since the expression of Tenor in the text mirrors those in 

high scoring texts.  Therefore, the discrepancy between the scores would appear to be based on the 

evaluation of the other significant part of the TA criteria; that the script covers the requirements of 

the task and that it adequately addresses the bullet points.  
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LLUG004 

Dear Frank       

Thank you so much for the lovely photos of our trip!  The children and I had a great time 

with you all; they haven't stopped raving about your house!  

I'm so sorry I haven't written earlier, I've just been so flat out with work since we got home.  

I've barely stopped!  But I think it's very important that we keep in touch.  You're very 

welcome to come and stay with us in Australia, we all miss you very much.   

Thanks again for your photos and your lovely hospitality! 

Take care,       

Eleni xxx      

As a response which is significantly under length, LLUG004 is also penalised two band levels by both 

of the raters in the administrative process after marking.   Thus one rater awarded the script 7-2=5 

whereas the other rater awarded the script 5-2=3.  In this case it appears that the script is doubly 

penalised by the rater who awarded the script 5.  The other rater’s position is that the script covers 

the requirements of the task.  Analysis shows that four of the five task mandated STEs are explicitly 

evident in the script, with the Thank For Holiday STE omitted.  When compared with the other texts 

in the data set the omission of the Thank For Holiday element should not be enough to mark the 

script down to 5, especially given that only two of the scripts which were awarded at least 7 by both 

of the raters included that element. 

The confusion here seems to lie in the difference between ‘presents, but inadequately covers, key 

features/bullet points’ at Band level 5 and ‘clearly presents and highlights key features/bullet points 

but could be more fully extended’ at Band level 7.  This native speaker’s under length response 

highlights the difference in interpretation of the two descriptors at a span of two band levels. 

These differences in interpretation could be more fully described if a language theory with potential 

for describing texts in social context was used to support the language test construct.  In an enriched 

description of the construct, notions of adequate realisation could be explicitly specified with 

reference to the contextual configuration of the test task; taking into account the task imputed 

context, and the context of testing.  Recognition of this dual contextual configuration could clarify 

the scoring criteria and locations in the scoring criteria where the context of testing are prioritised 

over the task imputed contextual configuration.  
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5.4.2 An alternative perspective on the realisation rules, Politeness Theory 

The pattern of selection of demand for goods or services as the realisation of the Invitation STE in 

the high scoring scripts and by the LLUG participants across the corpus is particularly interesting as it 

can be linked with the realisation of the apology and explanation to present a picture of choices 

related to notions of face work, politeness, and social distance as proposed by Goffman (1967), and 

Brown and Levinson (1987).  The prompt and the concepts are linked as follows: 

• If you have a close relationship with your interlocutor and the size of the request you are 

making is small then the amount of linguistic work which is required is small. 

• If you have a distant relationship with your interlocutor and the size of the request you are 

making is small then the amount of linguistic work which is required is larger. 

• If you have a close relationship with your interlocutor and the size of the request you are 

making is large then the amount of linguistic work which is required is greater (a sliding scale 

with size of request). 

• If you have a distant relationship with your interlocutor and the size of the request you are 

making is large then the amount of linguistic work which is required is enormous (a sliding 

scale with the size of request). 

Applying these ‘rules of politeness’ to the task investigated here means that the job of the  

candidates is to compose a response which reflects the social distance between themselves and 

their interlocutor and then manipulate their language choices to reflect their understanding of the 

social size of the request. 

In the Apologise For Lateness and Explanation STEs the request could be named forgiveness.  The 

precise social distance between the author and addressee is constructed through the lexico-

grammatical choices made in the text but is designated as close in the task prompt.  The size of the 

request is variable depending on the length of time since the visit, the social debt incurred during 

the stay (different if was it an overnight stay or a week of hosted sightseeing), and the social value of 

the explanation (a very sick mother, a missing cat, busy at work, extremely busy at work).  The size of 

the request is therefore also composed through the lexico-grammatical choices in the text. 

In the Invitation STE the request is for the addressee to visit the author.  The social distance remains 

the same as in the earlier STE but in the invitation the strength of the request is much weaker as 

there is no forgiveness required.  Politeness rules suggests that the Invitation STE should require less 

linguistic work.  However, the size of the request will be context dependent as the time and financial 

investment required for overseas travel will vary given the location of the proposed visit and the 

origin of the addressee.  In some texts this is recognised in the invitation stage where reference is 
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made to the cost of air tickets (CAR004), and to saving for future holidays (LLUG007, LLUG012).  In 

some low scoring texts, as discussed in section 5.2.2.4, the size of the request in the invitation is 

underplayed or unrecognised, which may be connected with a lack of understanding of the task 

prompt. 

One of the challenges related to approaching the analysis from a perspective informed by 

pragmatics is that what constitutes size, and appropriate linguistic work is not clearly defined.   

In LLUG015, one of the two highest scoring scripts, the combined apology and explanation, and the 

invitation are closely balanced in terms of word count and the directness of the realisation of the 

STEs.  Similarly, LLUG003, the other highest scoring script has a balance between the word count for 

the apology and explanation, and the invitation.  The invitation is not as explicit as the invitation in 

LLUG015, however, it is still direct and to the point.  Further investigation suggests that a fruitful 

explanation for the connection between the apology and explanation STEs and the Invitation STE 

might be found in the notion of tone as Tenor, as presented in section 5.3.2.1 above. 

The potential value of politeness theory in considering IELTS GTVWMT#1 may lie in addressing the 

recognition rules and the context of culture of the task, but not in approaches to the realisation of 

responses to the bullet points of the task prompt 

5.4.3 Confounding of the performance dimensions; restriction of clarity for analysts and 

potentially raters. 

If the empirical analysis and characterisation of tone as Tenor and meeting the requirements of the 

task as the STEs of an institutional text type are accepted, then the expressions of Tenor and Mode 

may be confounded in the scoring criteria.  This may mask trouble with the definition and 

understanding of each of the performance dimensions.  Double rating of selected texts, and quality 

assurance through identification of potentially problematic texts through jagged profile analysis 

does not identify the possibility for misunderstandings inherent in the sub criteria.  This is because 

raters award a single mark which reflects their evaluation of the combined sub-sub criteria and this 

mark cannot be disentangled.  Text analysis of the sort undertaken in this study is required to 

identify which of the sub-sub criteria is reflected in the score.  Alternatively, rater think aloud 

protocols during rating could be pursued to identify which text features raters are responding to as 

they evaluate texts (Lumley 2002).  However, a limitation of this methodology is the perspective of 

the reporter in the think aloud protocol process; if the reporter’s perspective and the scoring criteria 

are framed in a particular approach to language, the report will also be framed by that same 

approach. 
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This confusion of the elements within the TA scoring criteria is important for raters.  For rater 

training the distinction between the two criterial elements must be made clear.  Without clear 

definitions which are founded in a theory of language with the capacity to support these 

distinctions, the description relies on text samples or concocted examples, which may be interpreted 

differently by different raters.  The development of descriptions relies on a theory of language with 

metalanguage and models for discussion and identification of the lexico-grammatical realisations of 

‘tone’, and to explicitly identify the implicit ‘requirements of the task’. 

5.4.4 Evaluative rules and test preparation 

Candidates preparing for IELTS have access to test preparation books, websites and specialist 

preparation courses for information about how to achieve their desired scores (Mickan & Motteram 

2008, 2009; Motteram & Mickan 2008).  Advice in test preparation books (Cambridge ESOL 2009) 

and online (for example www.ielts-blog.com, www.ieltsessentials.com,  www.ielts-exam.net, and 

www.my-ielts.com ) often suggests that it is possible to present a set of clear cut rules or ‘dos and 

don’ts’ for candidates when they attempt writing tasks in IELTS, and that adhering to these rules will 

improve a candidate’s chances of achieving a high score. 

In an ideal situation, empirical research would uncover consistent patterns of text characteristics 

(Fulcher 1996) to inform the development of a clear list of rules which describe highly rated scripts 

and which clarify the distinctions between high, mid, and low scoring scripts.  The reality is that the 

analysis undertaken of the set of marked scripts for this study does not reveal a set of realisation 

rules which demonstrate clear guidelines for performance in IELTS GTVWMT#1; not only are the 

rules unlikely to be generalizable to performance in tasks other than the one used in this study, the 

rules are not definitive for this task alone.   

On the basis of the empirical analysis in this study, instructions to candidates who are preparing for 

the test would likely be moderated by concerns about the possibility of making blanket statements 

about how to achieve a high score.  The necessity of composing a response which took into account 

the contextual configuration of the task prompt and of the context of testing would be at the top of 

the list.  

Advice from two of the test owners, University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations and The British 

Council, published in a test preparation guide, Top Tips for IELTS General Training (Cambridge ESOL 

2009) makes recommendations to candidates in IELTS GTVWMT#1 as follows (a scan of the original 

can be found in Appendix K). 
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TIP: Make sure you deal with all the points that you need to cover in your answer (page 60) 

TIP: Use language that is suitable for the type of letter (page 62) 

Example; for an invitation ‘8. Would you like to …?’ 

TIP: Avoid using the same words as those given in the instructions (page 63) 

TIP: Write in a style that is suitable, e.g. formal or informal.  Write your whole letter in the same 

style. (page 64) 

TIP: Check your letter when you have finished, using a checklist like the one below. (page 65) 

Checklist √ 

Have you covered all the main points?  

Have you used a range of vocabulary?  

Have you written the right number of words?  

Have you written in paragraphs?  

Have you linked the points clearly?  

Have you used language that is suitable for the type of letter?  

Have you ended your letter in a suitable way?  

Have you made any mistakes in spelling or grammar?  

Table 5.6 Top Tips for IELTS Checklist page 65 

This study has shown that these tips, and the examples given to support them, are of variable value 

for candidates. 

The first piece of advice states that candidates should ‘make sure that you deal with all the points 

you need to cover in your answer’.  This is problematic as there is no explicit statement which 

identifies which points are necessary for a high score.  This study has shown that the points which 

are necessary for a high score are not the points explicitly demanded in the task prompt.  

Furthermore, analysis of high scoring scripts has shown that covering all the main points included in 

the task prompt stated  is not a necessary condition for a high score.  Similarly, analysis of invitations 

in the task has shown that the more highly regarded choice was to demand goods and services 

through selection of an imperative clause.  Low scoring scripts have shown that following advice to 

avoid using words from the task prompt may lead to contextually inappropriate or implicit 

realisation of STEs, while high scoring scripts have repeated words from the prompt with no penalty 

in the realisation of the thank for photos and thank for holidays STEs.  The distinction between 

formal and informal writing and the necessity of maintaining consistency in style has not been 
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proved or disproved in this study.  However, the necessity of making Tenor selections in the text 

which fit with the task prompt imputed contextual configuration has been identified.  While this is a 

much more technical instruction than the tip presented in the advice book, it may be that heeding 

Halliday and Matthiessen’s comment here would be to the benefit of candidates and stakeholders; 

“It does no service to anyone in the long run if we pretend that semiosis – the making and 

understanding of meaning – is a simpler matter than it really is” (Halliday & Matthiessen 

2004, p. 5) 

The final piece of advice for candidates in IELTS GTVWMT#1 in the Top Tips book is the checklist 

which reiterates concerns around suitable language and advises candidates to be accurate with their 

spelling, and grammar, to write their response in paragraphs (further evidence of the expectations 

of an institutional text type), and to finish their letter in a suitable way. 

Test preparation publishing is a lucrative source of test related income for the test owners.  As 

Bernstein identifies in his discussion of contestation in the setting of the recontextualising rules, 

control of the evaluative rules is valuable in economic and political terms (Singh 2002).  The rise of 

federally mandated consumption of standardised tests in the United States of America has been 

impelled, at least in part, by significant lobbying by test developers and publishers who foresaw, and 

continue to see, increased income associated with test, and test preparation publication (Au 2009).  

5.4.5 Candidate Voices in language testing research 

One of the tenets of Critical Language Testing is that candidates’ voices be reported.  Accordingly, as 

part of the survey designed to elicit demographic information from the participants in this study, I 

asked the question “Would you like to add any other information about your written language skills 

or your experience with IELTS?”   

Fourteen of the 54 participants responded to this question with more than a dash or “no”.  Their 

responses were recorded in section 4.2.3.  Four themes emerged. 

First, a general theme that, for the participants, writing is the most difficult part of IELTS.  Second, 

with reference to the composition of responses, the participants reported that they are not sure 

how to write or what to write about to achieve a high score.  Third, the participants also commented 

that exam techniques can make a positive difference to a candidate’s score.  And finally, that there is 

a perception that IELTS is not without hidden assumptions or agenda.  These four themes can be 

related to the study design and findings. 

The perception that writing is the most difficult part of IELTS vindicates the decision to investigate 

the IELTS GTVWMT#1.  In addition, the candidates who further developed their statements around 
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why they find IELTs writing difficult made reference to not understanding what was required to 

achieve a high score or not knowing the focus (construct) of the test.  This can be related to the 

challenge of implicit expectations of a test construct.  The Critical Language Testing literature, and 

Cambridge English themselves, acknowledge the need to make public the expectations of a test 

construct by publishing a version of the scoring criteria. However, if the scoring criteria use terms 

which are not generally understood, such as ‘tone’ or are opaque, such as in the distinction between 

‘fully satisfies all the requirements of the task’ and ‘clearly presents and highlights bullet points but 

could be more fully extended’, then this may provide little assistance.  

The comments related to the construct of IELTS writing, wherein candidates are unsure of what to 

write may further suggest that either the construct of the test is unclear, or candidates are aware 

that there are expectations implied by the prompt but they do not have the language resources or 

cultural knowledge required to respond.  Possibly, their knowledge about language and text types 

from their first language means they are aware of conventions which need to be met in their 

response but they are constrained as they do not know those conventions in the context of culture 

of English, or the context of situation of the language test and this particular language test task.  The 

implicit Tenor expectations of the friendly letter as discussed earlier in this chapter (5.3.2.1), can be 

identified as letter writing conventions which low scoring candidates either do not know or cannot 

achieve (realisation rules).   Case study participants in other research have also commented that 

they do not know what to write in IELTS GTVWMT#1 (Motteram & Mickan 2008); this uncertainty 

suggests that the expectations of the task may not be clearly communicated to candidates.  

Alternatively, candidates may have trouble with the creative leap demanded by the sparse prompt 

and the required word count.  If candidates do not have the lived experience, and thus exposure to 

the texts of the social practices used in those experiences, which is presented in the task prompt (in 

this study, a friendly relationship with a person who lives overseas) then they may find it difficult to 

compose a response.  Prompt design which incorporates a set of western middle class experiences 

means that bias is ‘designed in’ for that class of individuals, and excludes others without experience 

of those experiences and knowledge of the texts associated with them. 

The third theme in the comments reflects candidate awareness of the value of exam techniques in 

achieving potentially non-representative scores.  This presents a conundrum for the test designers, 

especially with regard to the need for explicit constructs. If hidden assumptions of constructs are 

made explicit then those ‘sorting’ elements of the construct will be open to coaching in exam 

preparation courses.  The question to be posed is thus, do the hidden assumptions which lead to the 

distinctions between band levels rely on construct irrelevant candidate attributes, such as social 
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class or cultural proximity, or are they construct relevant but not well described or defined?  This 

question is particularly relevant to the final participant comment extracted for discussion. 

PCE004 “IELTS is not a disinterested test.  The IELTS is unfair and maintains discrimination” 

The study participant who made this comment, a 23 year old Chinese male preparing for study in an 

Australian university, had attempted IELTS four times in China and had invested significant time and 

money in preparing for the test.  His observation speaks to the concerns of the Critical Language 

Testing movement and can be directly related to this study.  The potential for language tests to be 

seen as unfair and discriminatory is inherent in the link between language and culture.  A result of 

the differences in language use between different social groups is the subsequent potential for the 

language of a powerful group to be implicitly legitimised within the test.  This concern should be 

tested through empirical research, as has been addressed in this study. 

5.4.6 Assumptions of the scoring criteria 

This section tackles the fundamental concern of the study, the value implications of the test 

construct and how the language theory which guides this investigation can provide insight into the 

assumptions of the language test construct.   

Messick (1989) identified the possibility that the theory which supports test constructs will have 

inherent assumptions which influence the way performances in the test are evaluated.  The decision 

to approach the analysis in this study using tools from SFL was made, as these tools make 

transparent the manner in which the relationship between the author and addressee is expressed in 

text.  The subsequent selection of Hasan’s GSP to inform analysis of the adequate realisation of texts 

was made as it was considered to be theoretically congruent with the adoption of Bernstein’s 

pedagogic device, as the interface between SFL analysis and the pedagogic device has been detailed 

by Hasan.   

That the analysis undertaken in this study is not supported by the approach to language which 

frames the test construct does not mean that the scoring criteria are completely ‘blind’ to the 

questions raised in the study.   Indeed, the inclusion of the term ‘tone’ and the notion ‘meeting the 

requirements of the task’ indicates that these concepts are of concern to IELTS.  Rather, adopting SFL 

to investigate the two scoring criteria elements provides opportunities to further enrich 

understandings within the construct. 

The reasons for the lack of clarity around the notions of ‘tone’ and ‘meeting the requirements of the 

task’ in the test construct may be traced to the development of the theoretical orientation of the 

language tests, and in particular to the adoption of Canale and Swain’s notion of communicative 
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competence, an orientation to language which does not explicitly model the influence of social 

context on language choice.  Without allowance for the influence of social context on language 

choice, the test construct cannot fully reflect the realities of contextualised language use.  While it 

may be argued that the inclusion of ‘appropriate’ in the scoring criteria, and the inclusion of 

information pertaining to the imputed contextual configuration of the task is sufficient recognition 

of the influence of context on language choice, this is not reflected in the empirical analysis.  There 

does not appear to be rater agreement on the two ‘context allowing’ performance dimensions of the 

scoring criteria sub criteria TA.  Furthermore, the confounded nature of the elements within the sub 

criteria means that disentangling notions of ‘tone’ and ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ is 

exceedingly difficult. 

As part of the process of development of IELTS a survey was sent to British Applied Linguists to ask 

their opinion on how best to approach the evaluation of English as an Additional Language 

(Alderson, J.C  & Clapham 1992).  The results of the survey did not provide unanimous agreement on 

the best path.  As a result the test writers were advised to take an eclectic approach.  Spolsky 

comments on this response to advice, and the response to similarly divergent advice given some 

twenty years prior to the developers of TOEFL as follows: 

 “That a consensus (on how to assess language) did not emerge is, I would suspect, not 

evidence of the lack of sophistication of the Field (of applied linguistics), but rather of the 

underlying error that in assuming that language proficiency can be simply measured.  The 

paradox of the success of the English language testing industry on either side of the Atlantic 

is that it has revealed the underlying theoretical weaknesses of the enterprise” (Spolsky 

1995, p. 346). 

This study is an attempt to further understandings of the test construct in IELTS GTVWMT#1 by 

deploying resources from the fields of linguistics and sociology to address the inherent social and 

cultural assumptions of the test construct.  This deployment has raised significant questions about 

the underlying theoretical potency of the approach to language which supports the scoring criteria.  

Along the way the possibility that raters do not share expectations of what it means to ‘meet the 

requirements of the task’ has been uncovered through application of analysis which is theoretically 

based in notions of text unity.  The potential that raters do not share explicit understandings of what 

it means to write with ‘consistent and appropriate tone’ has been identified through application of a 

theoretically and empirically derived conceptualisation of the manner in which relationships are 

realised through lexicogrammatical choices in text.   
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In addition, the preference of authors of high scoring texts for certain realisations of STEs suggests 

that there may be patterns of preferred meanings which are key to achieving high scores.  If 

selection of these realisations is related to the social class or economic background of candidates 

then there is potential for test bias. 

5.5 Chapter Review 

The chapter has discussed the quantitative and qualitative analysis with reference to the theoretical 

framework which scaffolds perception of IELTS GTVWMT#1 in this study. 

The results of the quantitative analysis supported the importance of the study by drawing attention 

to TA as a site of potential comparative construct underrepresentation, due to the lower inter rater 

reliability values achieved for TA.  Furthermore, the bias against native speaker authors for the TA 

sub criteria has been taken as a potential indicator of test specific expectations of the task response. 

The theoretical potential of the metadialogic relationship between Bernstein’s pedagogic device and 

Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics has been exploited in this chapter by linking the results of 

the grammatical analyses and Bernstein’s recognition and realisation rules.   

The discussion of the recognition rules identified the context of culture of the task prompt, which led 

to discussions around accessibility to the discourse domains of the context of culture required for 

composition of a high scoring script.  In particular the notion of a ‘hardworking’, ‘well resourced’, 

‘internationally connected’, and ‘globally mobile’ ideal author was problematised.  This was 

considered in combination with the selection of a ‘friendly letter’ as a text type for the General 

training task, a selection which is, of itself, evidence of assumptions around English language 

learners’ likely language domains. 

Approaching the question of meeting the requirements of the task using Hasan’s notion of GSP 

identified a set of realisation rules related to inclusion and order of STEs.  However, the analysis also 

uncovered a mismatch between the task expectations and the realisation of high scoring texts, 

which has been discussed from a variety of perspectives. 

The question of ‘tone’ in the texts was addressed by adopting SFL understandings of the register 

variable of Tenor and its expression at the grammatical level.  Using Poynton’s framework of key 

linguistic realisations of Tenor to analyse the texts helped to identify the preferred Tenor realisations 

of different STEs, and to identify patterns of Tenor realisations which can be associated with a 

‘western friendly relationship’.  The selection of these patterns was more prevalent in high scoring 

and native speaker texts. 
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The significant difficulties involved in arriving at a clearly defined set of Evaluative rules for the 

sample task used in this study point to potential for improvements in rater training for improved 

inter rater agreement over sub categories.  There is also potential for improvement of shared 

understandings of the construct especially as related to social and cultural assumptions of the 

construct. These problems and their implications for all stakeholders including candidates, raters, 

test owners, and test score users are important. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

6.1 A review of the research questions  

The value implications quadrant of Messick’s validity matrix and the potential for social and cultural 

assumptions of a language test construct to influence the way we interpret and value test 

performances has been a major consideration for this study.  As part of the conceptualisation of 

social and cultural assumptions of a test construct, the potential for the approach to language which 

supports the test construct to influence the way test performances are perceived has also been 

considered in this study.  The potential for construct underrepresentation in the context of Messick’s 

value implications has also been taken into account.  As introduced in section 1.3, construct under 

representation may occur when the scoring criteria do not completely represent the elements of a 

text which are valued in test performance.  It is also possible that construct under representation 

may occur in instances where the theory of language which underpins the test construct does not 

explicitly address elements of the text which are valued by the system.  This study has attempted to 

address this potential through adoption of a theoretical framework which is well suited to 

investigation of implicit social and cultural values in text, and through an empirical investigation.  

The question which guides the study is:  

1. To what extent can a sociolinguistic investigation throw light on the matter of 

implicit expectations related to social and cultural values and assumptions within the 

IELTS GTVWMT#1 scoring criteria? 

Drawing on the public version of the IELTS writing scoring criteria, the particular empirical questions 

related to this overall question are:  

2. What constitutes ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ in the context of IELTS 

GTVWMT#1? 

3. What constitutes ‘consistent and appropriate tone’ in the context of IELTS 

GTVWMT#1? 

The following sections revisit these questions and offer some concluding comments with reference 

to the theoretical framework of the study, the data, the analysis, the results of the analysis, and the 

discussion of the same. 
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Question 1:  

This study has shown that a sociolinguistic investigation is useful for examining the problem of social 

and cultural value assumptions within the IELTS GTVWMT#1.  Grounding the study in a framework 

informed by SFL and Bernstein’s pedagogic device (Motteram 2013), which connects language as a 

social semiotic with a framework for understanding the social transmission of ideologies, provides a 

clear structure for connecting analyses of written texts with discussion of the assumptions of the 

test construct.  This interdisciplinary  framework is an established (Hasan 1999) starting point for the 

empirical work in this study. Coupling the theoretical framework with a data set which has been 

double marked by experienced trained IELTS raters has made this a powerful exploratory study as 

the grouping of more and less valued texts has been accomplished definitively, and the analysis of 

more and less valued texts has clearly demonstrated aspects of the texts which may have 

contributed to the judgements of the raters.  The identification, following rating, of texts which 

could not be conclusively located as strong sample texts for a particular TA band score is also useful, 

as analysis of these texts has shown.  

Modelling the task prompt as explicit and implicit prescription of one aspect of the contextual 

configuration of the elicited text (2.12.4 then Chapter 5) has demonstrated the role of the task 

prompt in positioning the ideal author.  The social positioning of the ideal author through the task 

prompt has been shown to privilege globally mobile and internationally connected candidates who 

have access to resources to host international visitors themselves with the resources to host and 

travel internationally.  This modelling has been confirmed through the results of the text analysis of 

the collected texts. 

In addition, triangulation of the data has provided opportunities to identify locations where the 

prompt has been interpreted in unusual ways (for example PCE008, PCE009 in 5.2.2.4).  These 

examples have assisted in further identifying the location of the social and cultural value 

assumptions of the task prompt.   

Further, analysis which reveals patterns of meaning linked to the variables of Field, Tenor or Mode in 

the highly rated texts has pointed to the preferred meanings of the testing institution.  In addition, 

patterns of meaning across the whole data set have indicated the expectations that the participants 

have of the preferred meanings of the institution (for example 4.4.1). These patterns of meaning  in 

the high rating texts and across the whole corpus can be viewed as exemplifying some of the 

realisation rules of the pedagogic discourse of IELTS.  These can then, in turn, be connected to the 

ideologies of the pedagogic discourse.  
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The Field choices in the realisation of the Explain Lateness STE throughout the data set may provide 

a hint to the expectations of the candidates of the expectations of the raters.   However, candidate 

awareness of the expectations of the raters needs to go beyond Field choices in their texts.  This 

need is explained in the thesis by the understanding that the recognition rules of the pedagogic 

discourse are related to an awareness of the two oppositional yet conflated contextual 

configurations of the task prompt.  Managing the two contexts of situation requires participants to 

meld the task imputed contextual configuration of reader as close friend as the given Tenor, with the  

Field of holiday and photos, excuses, and invitation, and the anticipated Mode of written letter, with 

the reality of the context of situation of testing.  In the context of situation of testing the reader is an 

anonymous rater and the primary function of the text is to provide an assessment text of sufficient 

length and detail to meet the requirements of the task.  In the study, participants who were able to 

meld these two contexts of situation wrote the highly valued texts.  Participants who are not able to 

meld the two contextual configurations may be penalised (see in particular LLUG016, ‘Dear Doris’).  

Question 2: What constitutes ‘meeting the requirements of the task’ in the context of IELTS 

GTVWMT#1? 

Text analysis informed by Hasan’s notion of a complete text has suggested that there are more 

semantic text elements which are obligatory to meet the GSP of the institutional genre IELTS 

GTVWMT#1 than are mandated in the task prompt.  Cross referencing the analysis of the contextual 

configuration prescribed in the task prompt with the additional semantic text elements indicates 

that it may be the inherent social and cultural assumptions of the contextual configuration of the 

task prompt which influence the inclusion of the additional elements.  As a result, candidates who 

are not acculturated to the extent required to interpret the task prompt seem very likely to have 

missed some of the implicit cues of the prompt.  This becomes a problem with face validity of the 

test as it is presented as a writing test, not as an integrated task or a test of acculturation.  Reasons 

for the occurrence of these problems could be: 

• Lack of experience with the particular contextual configuration of the prompt. 

• Lack of awareness of the implications of the contextual configuration. 

• Lack of knowledge of the multiple meanings of particular phrases or words. 

These multiple lacks on the participants’ behalf could be a result of their social, economic, 

geographic, or cultural background.  This links directly with the notion of degree of acculturation.  

From this perspective it appears that, at the higher levels, what is ostensibly a test of writing is more 

accurately a test of acculturation.  This finding resonates with Hawkey and Barker’s discussion of the 
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quality of writing being the distinguishing feature between high scoring texts (Hawkey & Barker 

2004), and Lumley’s discussion of the “complex intuitive impression of the text obtained when they  

first read it” (Lumley 2002, p. 246) (where ‘they’ are the raters).  Using a traditional grammatical 

analytical approach it is very difficult to pinpoint the often minute variations between texts which 

lead to the disparate valuing of these texts by human raters.  Adopting SFL to view the texts provides 

tools for viewing the texts and detecting and categorising those qualitative differences.      

Analysis of the occurrence and omission of different STEs has indicated that the STEs which are 

mandated in the task prompt may not be obligatory in the GSP of the text anticipated by the raters 

and as such may not be necessary for achieving high scores (see 5.4.1).  This may be caused by a 

conflation of the performance dimension elements ‘the requirements of the task’ and ‘key bullet 

points’. 

The comparison between realisation of different STEs in high, mid and low scoring texts has 

suggested that the guideline to candidates to not reuse words from the task prompt appears to be 

misleading.  High scoring texts used ‘thank you’ in the wording of the TP and TH STEs, while some of 

the low scoring texts make selections such as ‘I appreciate you’ to realise the TP and TH STEs.  There 

may be a relationship between intensive IELTS preparation courses and cases of participants who 

avoided using the phrase ‘thank you’ in their response.  Other participants who used ‘thank you’ in 

their responses were not penalised, and the use of ‘thank you’ was the most appropriate for the 

contextual configuration of the task.  The alternative wording, some configuration of ‘I appreciate 

you’, was inappropriate for the contextual configuration and candidates were not able to use it to 

make clear meanings.   

The task analysis displayed how the task prompt is paradoxical in the sense that the addressee of the 

text (the implied audience) has shared a holiday with the author and thus has a high contact 

relationship with the author.  However, the final audience of the text is in a first contact relationship 

with the author.  So the author of the text needs to make Field and Tenor choices which realise the 

high contact relationship between the author and the implied audience.  Yet, at the same time, the 

author needs to make Field choices which make it possible for the rater to quickly identify that the 

requirements of the task have been met in the text.  The analysis and discussion of the use of 

implicature (the problem of -ish) suggested that using implicature in some parts of the texts is a risky 

strategy, perhaps due to the conflicting expectations of the double contextual configuration.  Explicit 

realisation of the STEs appears to be necessary to achieve a high score.   

The literature review presented information related to the role of letter writing instruction in 

reinforcing dominant expectations of manners and behaviour in different historical and geographical 
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locations.  The role of the ‘thank you note’ and instruction in writing the text type as instruction in 

gracious behaviour was also identified.  The elements required in the text type ‘thank you note’ have 

been found to overlap with the analytically identified obligatory STEs of the response to the task 

investigated in this study.  This overlap suggests that the notion of ‘the requirements of the task’ in 

the context of the IELTS GTVWMT#1 can be related to community expectations of specific text types 

which are included in the task.  As the requirements of the text type are sourced from community 

expectations of gracious behaviour they can be considered to contribute to the inherent social and 

cultural values of the test construct.     

Question 3: What constitutes ‘with consistent and appropriate tone’ in the context of IELTS 

GTVWMT#1? 

In order to present some grammatical analyses in relation to the notion of ‘tone’ as presented in the 

context of the IELTS GTVWMT#1, ‘tone’ was interpreted as circumscribed within the variable of 

Tenor as described in SFL.  Accordingly, the investigation of tone in this study was initially informed 

by Poynton’s (1985) contact/power/affect configuration of Tenor in texts.  High rated texts 

demonstrated a high contact, equal power, marked affect configuration as predicted by task prompt 

analysis. 

The analysis showed that there are other grammatical realisations which may be associated with the 

expression of a friendly relationship between the author and the addressee.  In particular the use of 

interpersonal projection to create grammatically intricate clauses and to provide an additional layer 

of expression of modality may be associated with friendly texts.  One of the texts, which did not 

include all of the mandated text elements yet was highly rated (LLUG014), included many 

grammatically intricate clause complexes, including the use of interpersonal projection which 

functioned as an additional layer of modality.  Other highly rated texts also used interpersonal 

projection. The interpersonal projection adds both modality for management of the interpersonal 

metafunction and a level of grammatical intricacy to the texts which may also be reflected in scores 

for the performance dimension GRA.  Investigation of these relationships throughout the data set 

was beyond the scope of this study.  However, the connection between grammatical intricacy and 

the continuum of ‘spoken like’ and ‘written like’ language in text appeared to be important in the 

evaluation of tone in the study.   

A significant issue with lower rated texts which was identified through the tone analyses is the 

notion of non-parallel Field and Tenor choices.  In some of the texts the author included assertions 

of close relationships (Field) with the addressee yet made grammatical choices which indicated a low 

contact, unequal power relationship (Tenor).  Discussion and instruction regarding the importance of 
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parallel Field and Tenor choices in text requires a degree of delicacy of analysis and metalanguage 

which is not widely available to EAL learners or teachers yet it appears to be an important feature of 

high scoring texts in IELTS GTVWMT#1.   

 One area of Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of Affect which was not completely applied in this 

study is consideration of the importance of the selection of affectively loaded vocabulary.  Poynton 

asserts that selection of affectively loaded vocabulary in a text is a realisation of marked affect.  At 

present there are limited analytical frameworks to model what constitutes affectively loaded 

vocabulary so the decision was made to restrict analysis in this area to some description and 

comparison of components of noun groups.  The Appraisal framework is a theoretical development 

which has the potential to support this analysis (Martin, JR & White 2005).  However, deployment of 

the Appraisal framework was beyond the possible scope of analysis for this study.   

6.2 General Findings  

All of the texts which caused confusion to the raters (those texts which had TA scores changed 

and/or differences between the awarded TA scores of two bands or more) were written by native 

speakers.  It is important to note that native speakers are not the candidate population for which the 

test was developed.  This study attempts to understand this problem by adopting a perspective of 

the test as the condensation of a particular pedagogic discourse of English as an Additional 

Language.  By adopting this view it becomes possible to see how the ultimate realisation rules of the 

test, particularly the realisation rules related to the TA performance dimension, have developed over 

time as a result of the test specific contextual configuration which is implicit in writing assessment in 

language tests.  Naïve test candidates, such as native speaker candidates who have not prepared for 

the test and who may have minimal exposure to the discourses of foreign language classrooms 

(which are likely to mimic the discourses of EAL classrooms), may not be attuned to the potential for 

a test specific contextual configuration.  As a result they may respond to the task at ‘face value’ by 

writing a text which does not accommodate the rater as audience.   

Investigation of the rating procedures suggested that the TA performance dimension, as the 

performance dimension which most explicitly represents the evaluation of language use in a 

particular context, is under weighted in the scoring criteria.  The TA score accounts for 25% of the 

final score for Task 1.  However, if a text is under the prescribed length (less than 150 words), a 

penalty is applied to the TA score.  This further diminishes the value of a text which may be written 

to meet the tone and task mandated requirements but is short (particular example LLUG004).  The 

considerable weighting in the scoring criteria towards traditional notions of grammatical range and 

accuracy, and vocabulary, detracts from the final impact of the inclusion of ‘tone’ and ‘the 
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requirements of the task’ in the writing band descriptors.  A possible further implication of the 

weighting of the scoring criteria is that TA, although described as an indicator of the overall quality 

of the response (Shaw, Stuart & Falvey 2008), may be minimised in stakeholders’ perception of what 

the test values are which may lead to less attention being paid to these very important aspects of 

writing.   

Inter rater reliability analysis in this study found that LR, GRA, and C&C are performance dimensions 

which achieve higher values for inter rater reliability than TA.  If these values are consistently more 

reliable then they represent ‘safe’ performance dimensions which can contribute to the pursuit of 

high values of overall (averaged) inter rater reliability.  It is possible that the high inter rater 

reliability values for LR, GRA, and C&C mask the lower values for TA, and that there may be shortcuts 

to inter rater reliability through the smothering of the TA score with the ‘over weighting’ of more 

reliably evaluated performance dimensions LR and GRA.  It is quite possible that the reason that TA 

is comparatively less reliable is because it is under defined. 

In the Multi-facet Rasch analysis, bias interactions were found between the performance dimension 

TA and first language background English.  These bias interactions suggest that the TA performance 

dimension may reflect particular knowledge of the text type that is demanded by the task prompt on 

behalf of the EAL participants.  This notion has been developed from the analysis, resulting in the 

proposal that for a high TA score the required text is an institutional text type, one which is a 

product of a pedagogic discourse which is particular to the context of language testing and learning.   

This study has highlighted that there are authorial social positions implied within task prompts and 

preferred in the responses.  These positions do not necessarily match the lived experience of IELTS 

candidates.  The potential for task prompts in the letter task to encode certain social positions 

should be addressed with a view to development of more inclusive task prompts.  As has been 

discussed, imagining and composing a response to the prompt used in this study requires 

experience, or at least knowledge, of international travel for leisure, coupled with friendships with 

‘locals’ or internationally mobile peers.  IELTS is presented in Asian markets as a gatekeeping test for 

international experiences (both study and migration) and as such represents a first step towards this 

aspirational lifestyle; the task used in this study presumes that candidates are already at home in 

this world.  The privileging of a globally connected, middle class experience in an English language 

test which is used to determine migration prospects may confirm patterns of migration and 

marginalise individuals who do not share that particular social and cultural background.   

The investigation of tone using Poynton’s key linguistic realisations of Tenor found that a 

configuration of equal power/high contact/marked affect, such as is likely to be found in a 
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stereotypical western friendship was the preferred arrangement of Tenor.  The adoption of this 

configuration presumes an adoption of this understanding of a friendly relationship.  It should be 

noted that the rules of friendship as expressed in this manner are culturally prescribed and as such 

may only be considered part of language if language is explicitly tied to culture.  In the case of a 

language test, where candidates are expected to make language choices which realise their 

relationship with the intended audience of the text in a manner which is prescribed by a set of 

cultural mores, it is debatable whether an unsuccessful text should be penalised in terms of a 

narrow definition of language ability.  It may be that a description of the deficiencies of a border line 

mid-high scoring text is more closely related to cultural knowledge.  

An implication of the finding that acculturation is what matters in achieving high scores is the 

necessity for the acculturated values of the candidate to accord with the values of the rater.  As 

IELTS is used around the world and English is increasingly being used as a lingua franca the dominant 

implicit social and cultural values of ‘English’ cannot be as uncontestably accepted as they were at 

the time Jack Roach of UCLES dreamed of English becoming the world language (see 2.9.2) (Spolsky 

1995).   

A much broader question than the specific task and responses investigated in the study so far is the 

reason why Messick’s value implications quadrant has been largely ignored by language testing 

researchers (McNamara 2003).  Possible reasons include a legacy of language theorised as grammar 

rules and vocabulary and then appended over time, an aversion to considering language as semiosis 

(if language is just grammar rules and vocabulary then there is no need to consider social and 

cultural assumptions), and a preference for investigating performance dimensions that may work 

well in computer rating.  Human rating is expensive and logistically difficult.  If the pursuit of 

practicality (or profit) is prioritised, further industrialisation of language testing (and standardised 

testing in general) will rely on computer rating (Condon 2013) which will need to be presented as 

more ‘something’ than human rating.  In discourses around test fairness ‘more reliable’ is very 

attractive, especially when the mechanisms for achieving reliability are not rigorously investigated 

(Liu 2014).   

6.3 Contributions 

1. Introduction of a theoretical framework (Motteram 2013) to explicitly link the results of SFL 

text analysis (Halliday & Hasan 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen 2014; Poynton 1985) with 

Messick’s implicit value assumptions of the test construct (McNamara 2001; McNamara & 

Roever 2006; Messick 1989) through the bridging structure of Bernstein’s pedagogic device 

(Bernstein 2003). 
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2. Demonstration of an application of the theoretical framework (Motteram 2013) in the 

context of IELTS GTVWMT#1. This application presents an alternative method for conducting 

research into language test constructs, a need which has been identified in the literature 

(Chalhoub-Deville 2014; Lynch 2001; McNamara 2001).  

3. Introduction of the possibility of socially originating semantic variation (Hasan 1996b), a 

potential result of candidate or rater social class background, being a grounds for test bias.  

Social class is not identified within the language testing literature as being a potential basis 

for linguistic differentiation.  Candidate membership of gender groups, ethnic groups or 

cultural background (McNamara & Ryan 2011, p. 163 161) are identified as potential sources 

of test bias.  It has been noted that the investigation of test bias is an area where value 

judgments are made in the research decision about which group memberships to investigate 

in relation to potential test bias (Elder 1997).  

4. Methodological contributions for language testing research include introduction of Semantic 

constituency (Halliday & Hasan 1985) as an alternative perspective on ‘task completion’ in 

the language assessment literature.  This involves a re-orientation towards language test 

scripts as examples of composition in a test specific context of culture and context of 

situation (Mickan, Slater & Gibson 2000).  The re-orientation also marks a move away from 

writing in tests being viewed as a cognitive enactment of knowledge in response to a test 

prompt (Shaw, Stuart & Weir 2007), and task completion being a matter of sufficient word 

count and superficial generic stages (Weigle 2002). 

A further methodological contribution for language testing research is the development of 

representation of the ‘tone’ as Tenor analysis (Poynton 1985) in conjunction with the 

significance of using colour to demonstrate the way that cumulative prosodies of language 

choices across the text impact the construction of an author/reader relationship (Hood 

2006).   

6.4 Limitations 

A limitation of the study is the size of the data set, and in particular the low number of scripts which 

were rated at 7 or above for TA by the two raters.  During the text collection phase it was 

anticipated that the group of LLUG authors, all second or third year university students, would yield 

a larger number of high scoring texts.  The fact that their scripts were rated lower for TA than many 

scripts by pre-university EAL participants is itself of interest.  The small data set did mean that 

intensive qualitative analysis of the scripts was possible.  However, due to the size of the sample firm 

conclusions cannot be drawn on the basis of the empirical work.  The study is an exploratory study 
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and conclusions are suggestive and indicative of the existence of further interesting questions.  The 

decision to use only two raters was based on questions of practicality, expense and on the IELTS 

practice of single rating. 

A further limitation of the study is that the entirety of the analysis in the study was not double 

checked by an independent analyst.  However, as the analysis is based on grammatical analysis not a 

coding scheme, this is not considered to be a significant issue.  Grammatical analysis in SFL is 

supported by detailed and explicit criteria for decision making (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 2014).  

The highest inference analysis in this study is explicitly labelled as such (the ‘problem of ish’) and 

discusses the risks involved in the use of implicature in text.  Other high inference analysis, the 

identification of affectively marked wordings as part of the Poynton informed analysis for tone, was 

rejected due to a lack of clear categorisation of ‘affectively marked wording’.  As has been 

mentioned, the area of analysis relating to affectively marked wordings is being addressed from the 

perspective of SFL by Martin and White (2005), Hood (2006), and others.  Appraisal analysis was 

considered for this study but was deemed beyond the scope of this thesis.   

Poynton’s configuration of the aspects of Tenor (1985) has not been widely employed in the SFL 

literature (Eggins 2004; Martin, JR & White 2005) and clear instructions on how best to approach 

this analysis are  not available in the literature.  This oversight is in part addressed by this study.  

There are admittedly problems with the framework in the context of this study, particularly around 

definitions and identification of affectively loaded wordings, as has been discussed.  Further, the 

adoption of a framework which was developed from observation of spoken language to analysis of 

written texts has been challenging.  However, as the texts in this study are located towards the 

spoken end of a continuum from spoken-like to written-like texts, this is not considered particularly 

salient.  In addition, Poynton’s work does not fully discuss the lexico-grammatical expression of 

probability (modality).  In SFL, interpersonal projection is presented as having the potential to add an 

additional layer of modality to statements.  In the data set, the high scoring texts employed 

interpersonal projection in a manner which appears to be more about friendly Tenor and chattiness 

of writing than about the expression of modality.  Interpersonal projection particularly seems to be a 

grammatical realisation of the friendly Tenor required in this task.  Furthermore, this grammatical 

structure, like grammatical metaphor more generally, may be understood to be more accessible only 

to highly experienced users.  A further consideration related to potential perceived weaknesses but 

actual strengths of the adoption of Poynton’s framework is the alignment of Poynton’s framework 

and the IELTS GTVWMT#1 task prompt.  This alignment stems from the match between the 

information provided in the prompt and Poynton’s Tenor dimensions of power, contact, and affect.   
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6.5 Recommendations  

6.5.1 Recommendations for test developers 

The public version of the IELTS Writing Band Descriptors is published in accordance with Cambridge 

English policy related to ethical testing.  However, within the public version there are vague terms 

and vague differentiations, such as ‘tone’ and differentiations related to ‘meeting the requirements 

of the task’.  These vague terms and differentiations limit the usefulness of the descriptors for 

candidates and test preparation teachers.    It is recognised that the full set of scoring criteria is the 

valuable intellectual property of the test developer and that there are concerns related to the 

security of the test.  However, if the scoring criteria are enriched by explicit reference to the 

influence of the social context on language choices in text, then it does not logically follow that 

candidates without knowledge of and experience in the social context will be able to ‘beat’ the test.  

Rather, the inclusion of mention of the influence of the social context on language choices in text 

may encourage English language teachers and learners to expand their knowledge of the ways in 

which culture is encoded in text.  

The study has suggested that there may be gaps in rater training in the area of prioritisation within 

the scoring criteria, specifically with respect to the notion of best fit between ‘tone’ and ‘the 

requirements of the task’.  In the case of a text which is judged to be of consistent and appropriate 

tone but does not address the requirements of the task, the text may be rated down for ‘the 

requirements’ or rated up for ‘tone’ by two different raters.  There is a necessity for clear 

instructions as to which of the performance dimensions has greater influence within the sub criteria; 

should raters prioritise addressing the bullet points or the ‘tone’ of the letter?  Related to this is the 

potential within the marking system for a double penalty for under length texts.  If the degree to 

which requirements of the task are addressed is elastically defined, and this element of the 

performance dimension is prioritised over tone, and a text is significantly under length, then the 

case may arise that the text receives a final TA score of 3.  This distinction could perhaps be 

addressed through further theorisation of test responses as texts, with an opportunity to investigate 

notions such as ‘incomplete’ or ‘under developed’ texts (texts which do not include the task 

mandated or obligatory STEs of the text type) as opposed to ‘under length’ texts.  This alternative 

theorisation of text completion may enhance the construct, especially given test use for highly 

proficient English speaking background authors who may be more efficient in their language use and 

text construction than EAL authors. 

A significant issue with the realisation of Tenor in text in the context of language tests is the 

sensitivity of language choices to social context.  In the case of IELTS where the task prompt must be 
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regularly changed for security reasons, the anticipated ‘appropriate’ Tenor of a task will need to be 

modelled and communicated with raters with each adaptation of the task prompt.  The use of an 

orientation to language which can explicitly model the contextual configuration of a task as a stage 

of task prompt development should support this rater training.  Improved communication of the 

expectations of the performance dimension ‘tone’ may help to improve performance on inter rater 

reliability measures of TA. 

The expectation of an institutional text type as response may dull raters’ perception of large groups 

of homogenous texts, such as in the case where raters are working in a location where the volume of 

scripts to be rated is high, and candidate preparation experiences and pedagogic histories with 

English are similar.  This homogeneity of responses may only be identified when raters are faced 

with a coherent, engaging and contextually appropriate text.  Large testing centres, such as those in 

India, Korea or China may result in large volumes of largely similar responses to texts to be 

evaluated.  This may lead to rater coping strategies which include a particular orientation to the 

scoring criteria and to the texts produced.  The potential for this situation is an area of possible 

future research for IELTS, especially with methodologies which include text analysis which is 

sensitive to qualitative differences in the realisation of semantic elements within texts. 

This study has demonstrated that high scores in IELTS may be reliant on awareness of text types 

which are valued in the community.  Candidates need to be prepared to blend those text types to 

achieve the institutional text types required for high scores in IELTS GTVWMT#1.  The location of 

IELTS, particularly the general version, as a proficiency test (not as an achievement test as the 

Cambridge Main Suite examinations are marketed and prepared for) means that candidates do not 

expect to undertake a rigorous training in the text types required by the exam prior to attempting 

the test.  However, the task appears to mirror tasks in the Main Suite which anticipate that 

candidates will be well schooled in the expectations of the various letter text types.  Candidates 

should be advised to include awareness of community text types in their preparation for the test.    

This recommendation should be coupled with the encouragement of potential candidates to 

familiarise themselves with the discourses of language learning, particularly candidates who have 

not been exposed to the classroom discourses of English language teaching.  This population may 

include candidates who are resident and working in the community prior to their candidature 

(Mickan & Motteram 2009) or candidates from English speaking communities who may be using 

IELTS results to support applications for migration to other countries.  

The lack of resources in the dominant discourses of English language teaching and testing to analyse, 

identify, and discuss language choices made to express interpersonal relationships is a weakness of 
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the field. At present this space is dominated by the notion of ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ language but 

there is very little explicit instruction around what constitutes formal or informal language. As has 

been demonstrated in this study, SFL analysis and metalanguage can be used to focus attention on 

language choices related to the realisation of interpersonal roles and relationships in text.  Given the 

position of IELTS (and other Cambridge English examinations) within the pedagogic discourse of 

English as an Additional Language, expanding the construct of writing in these tests by paying 

greater attention to the linguistic realisation of Tenor could influence teaching and learning.  It is 

recognised that assessment is not the only influencer of educational change, however, it has the 

potential to be a powerful tool in achieving change. 

6.5.2 Recommendations for test takers and test preparation teachers 

The study has identified the risks involved in less explicit language choices in realising STEs.  Thus a 

blanket recommendation to IELTS candidates and to the teachers preparing them is to be explicit in 

language choices which realise the key STEs of the text.  Furthermore, candidates should select the 

most appropriate wording for the task prompt supplied context to realise the key STEs of the text, 

even if this will involve repeating a word or phrase from the task prompt.   

The notion of semantic and grammatical fit is important for teachers who are preparing candidates 

for IELTS but is also important for language learners in general; slightly off target language choices 

related to Tenor can surprise or alarm a well socialised speaker or reader.  If the audience has a lack 

of understanding of the influence of context on language choice to assist in identifying the cause of 

their uneasiness, lack of semantic and grammatical fit may lead to their ostracism of the language 

learner.  For language learners who want to participate fully in a target discourse community, 

knowledge and awareness of ways to realise the three Tenor variables appropriately in spoken and 

written texts should assist in participation and in enacting social role relationships in the community. 

 

6.5.3 Recommendations for test score users 

Consideration of test use and the finding that very high scores require the candidate to demonstrate 

a high level of acculturation may call into question the use of points systems where very high scores 

on IELTS are required for potential migrants to access visas.  The grounds for IELTS test use for 

migration purposes should be considered in light of Australia’s history with the dictation test and in 

light of ongoing political manipulation of Australian immigration policy. 
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6.5.4 Recommendations for text book publishers 

The finding that texts which do not include reference to all of the key bullet points of the task 

prompt can still score highly is at cross purposes with popular test preparation advice which 

advocates that candidates address all bullet points in their responses to the task.  This advice may 

present an incomplete understanding of the test construct, particularly with reference to the notion 

of ‘the requirements of the task’.  This is understandable, given the apparent nebulous nature of this 

dimension of the concept.  However, stakeholders who are under a great deal of pressure to achieve 

high scores are likely to internalise instructions presented as rules(Mickan & Motteram 2008; 

Motteram & Mickan 2008) and follow them slavishly.  If these rules are inaccurate or 

misrepresentative of the construct then circulating them is a disservice to candidates. 

Tips books, like Top Tips for IELTS are cheaper for candidates and publishers than a course book. 

They are quick and easy to produce (Top Tips for IELTS doesn’t have author credits).  Books which 

are published by the test owner are more popular with preparing candidates (Mickan & Motteram 

2009) as they are perceived to be more likely to be useful.  However, unless the test preparation 

advice books are grounded in test text analysis, perhaps they may better serve administrative advice 

and task completion advice.  The books should certainly not include lists which prescribe language 

for accomplishing semantic text elements.  Even though prospective candidates may wish to learn 

words and phrases from lists (Motteram & Mickan 2008), assessments which have aspects of 

performance such as ‘tone consistent and appropriate’ as part of the construct need to be 

approached with knowledge and experience of use of language in context.  A further concern 

associated with the use of prescriptive lists and instructions in test preparation has been identified in 

TOEFL preparation (Johnson, Jordan & Poehner 2005) wherein published test preparation books 

have ‘trumped’ teacher and student knowledge of language use.  Lists and rules in combination can 

result in an inflexible approach to language test response composition.   

6.6 Recommendations for future research 

The potential for the inter rater reliability values for performance dimension TA to be lower than 

those for other performance dimensions has been identified.  It is recommended that the 

breakdown of inter rater reliability across performance dimensions be investigated further.  If this is 

a system wide occurrence (i.e. if it persistently occurs beyond the limits of this small study), then it 

may be beneficial for the test owners to embark on further research into the nature of the TA 

performance dimension in an effort to enhance construct representation.  Once this aspect of the 

construct of writing in specific social context is better defined this should become a training matter 

for both teachers of EAL and for IELTS raters.  The further explicit development of the construct of 
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writing with specific reference to the social context in which texts are composed is a significant area 

of potential growth for IELTS. 

The notion of grammatical range in the construct of writing in IELTS as it is represented in the public 

version of the band descriptors should be further investigated.  The notion of grammatical intricacy 

as it is related to spoken-like and written-like language investigated in this study suggests that as 

writing becomes more ‘spoken-like’ it becomes more grammatically intricate.  The grammatical 

choices made in test tasks where the social roles and relationships prescribed in the task prompt are 

distant may demonstrate less grammatically intricate, but more lexically dense ‘written-like’ texts.  

This is an area of future work which should be pursued to further develop the construct of writing in 

IELTS GTVWMT#1. 

Given that the notion of tone is not included in the public version of the scoring criteria for any of 

the other IELTS writing tasks it can be presumed that it is not more robustly included in the 

operational version of the scoring criteria for those tasks either.  The attention given to notions of 

reader writer relationship in the model of socio cognitive validity which retrospectively informs the 

test (Shaw & Weir 2007; Weir, Vidakovic & Galaczi 2013) is not reflected in the public version of the 

scoring criteria.  There is much potential for research (especially qualitative text analysis) and 

subsequent expansion of the construct here which may provide opportunities for IELTS to further 

capitalise on its history of direct testing.  It is noteworthy that the public version of the scoring 

criteria for the integrated writing task in TOEFL iBT (Bernal 2013) does not include reference to the 

social context of the text, or to the influence of the social context on choices made in the text. 

The potential for semantic variation in the expression of particular STEs in the data set has been 

identified.  This could well be further investigated in a larger scale study, particularly with reference 

to the socio economic backgrounds of the users of the preferred realisations of STEs.  Andringa 

(2014) has identified the need to pay attention to the educational and socio economic backgrounds 

of participants in linguistic research.  In high stakes contexts of language test use the potential for 

socio economic differences in language use to influence test scores and therefore candidate access 

to resources is significant.  These possibilities may usefully be considered in language testing 

research.    
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Coda 

 

I don’t know where my informant is now, or if she managed to get Permanent Residency in Australia.  

I am still thinking about the assessment of writing and scoring criteria and language use and test 

performance.  One of the main themes of my thinking at present is the balance between test security 

and fairness.  It seems to me that if scoring criteria for high stakes tests are published for reasons of 

fairness, but the terms in the scoring criteria conceal implicit understandings, then the publication of 

the scoring criteria is an empty gesture.  I know that security of a test construct is essential for the 

test to remain useful.  However, the inclusion of an explicit reference to acculturation at the higher 

levels of the IELTS scoring criteria does not appear to be a security threat, and may expand learners’ 

understanding of language use in context. 

If I had the conversation again I would still talk to the informant about politeness and courtesy in 

writing.  However, I would be able to talk with her about other challenges in the letter writing task as 

well.  I could talk clearly about how to construct interpersonal relationships in writing, about how the 

context of testing is in tension with the context of situation of a task in a letter writing exercise and 

how this influences what is necessary in a text, and about how a letter to a landlord is a culturally 

situated text and how this makes a test of writing a test of acculturation at the higher levels. 

My advice now to my informant as she chased her high target score would be to experience as many 

texts as she could in English.  Experiencing texts might be reading texts, but would preferably be 

speaking and writing texts in different social contexts, and looking for feedback about the 

appropriateness of language choices in those texts from teachers or other mentors.  For my 

informant, a student at an Australian university, this was possible.  However, for those potential 

candidates who are not living in an English speaking context this might not be conceivable. 

I guess the best end of a thesis is the beginning of a new set of questions and methodologies.  It is 

clear to me that it is important for language test validity that the problems my informant had are 

addressed thoroughly and definitively. 

 

 



 

 

Appendix A 

Immigration document: Proof of English language proficiency levels through language tests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

https://www.border.gov.au/Lega/Lega/Form/Immi-FAQs/aelt 

viewed 26/11/2015 

 



 

 

Appendix B 

Public version of the Writing Band Descriptors for IELTS Writing Task 1.   
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Appendix C 

Task prompt used in this study  



 

 

Writing Task 1 

 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write at least 150 words. 

 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

 

Begin your letter as follows: 

 

Dear  ……………., 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Last month you had a holiday overseas where you stayed with some friends.  

They have just sent you some photos of your holiday. 

 

Write a letter to your friends.  In your letter 

 

• thank them for the photos and for the holiday 

• explain why you didn’t write earlier 

• invite them to come and stay with you 

 

Response Code: 



 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

Appendix D 

Participant survey used in this study. 

  



IELTS Study Survey 
Johanna Motteram  
 
Please answer the following questions: 
 
 

1. How old are you? 
 
 

2. Are you male or female?  
 
 

3. What language(s) do you speak? 
 
 

4. Which language do you think you write in the best? 
 
 

5. For how long have you studied English? 
 
_________years, _________months. 

 
 

6. For how many months or years have you lived in English speaking countries? 
 

Name of Country Length of stay (years, months) 

  

  

  

  

  

 
 

7. Please tick which levels of education you have completed: 
 
 

Primary School 
Secondary School 
Some Tertiary Education (Vocational Training or University) 
Vocational Certificate or Diploma 
Undergraduate (Bachelors Degree) 
Postgraduate (Honours, Graduate Certificate or higher) 

 
8. Please tick which levels of education you have completed with English as the 

language of delivery: 
 
 

Primary School 
Secondary School 
Some Tertiary Education (Vocational Training or University) 
Vocational Certificate or Diploma 
Undergraduate (Bachelors Degree) 
Postgraduate (Honours, Graduate Certificate or higher) 
 
 

Response Code: 

Please turn the page 
for more questions. 



IELTS Study Survey 
Johanna Motteram  
 

9. Have you taken IELTS before? 
 
 

10. If yes, how many times have you taken IELTS before? 
 
 

11. Please list as many details as you can recall from taking the test   
 

Year/Month Where Academic/ 
General 

Listening, Reading, 
Writing, Speaking, 
Overall 

   L _ , R_ , W_ , S_ , O_ 

    

    

    

    

 
12. Have you ever attended IELTS preparation classes? 

 
 

13. If yes, please list as many details as you can recall about the training  
 

Year/Month(s) Where Length of course (in 
weeks and hours per 
week) 

   

   

   

   

   

 
 

14. Would you like to add any other information about your written language skills 
or your experience with IELTS? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
 
Johanna 



 

 

Appendix E 

Proposal sent to Cambridge English to request access to raters. 

  



Johanna Motteram 

Overview 

 

1 

 

This study is concerned with the band score descriptor “tone” in the context of the 

IELTS General Training Written Module Task One.  It employs insights from 

educational sociologists Bernstein (2000) and Maton (Shay 2008) to model the 

influence of the scoring criteria of high stakes tests of language proficiency on the 

construction of the pedagogic subject “English as an Additional Language”.  

Following this modelling, texts which have been proven to meet the realisation rules 

of the subject are analysed using systemic functional linguistics.  This register 

analysis will focus on aspects of the expression of the interpersonal metafunction 

such as contact, status and affect (Hasan 2006; Martin 1992; Poynton 1985), use of 

Interpersonal Grammatical Metaphor and modality to reveal prosodic patterns of 

interpersonal meanings which represent the tacit realisation rules of the text.  

 

Discussion of the influence of tests within the language testing community is 

predicated on two concepts; washback and impact.  Washback is taken to be the 

influence of tests on teachers and learners such that they do something they 

wouldn’t normally do in the classroom because of the test (Alderson & Wall 1993).  

Impact is related to “influences of language tests or programmes on stakeholders 

beyond language learners, teachers, except when it is the influences of a tests or 

programme on learners and teachers outside their learning or teaching 

roles”(Hawkey 2006) page 8.  In my opinion, current understandings of washback 

and impact do not provide clear theoretical links to illustrate the connections 

between the test and classroom behaviour or behaviour beyond the classroom.   

 

Another perspective on the influence of language tests has been taken by the Critical 

Language Testing movement(Shohamy 2001).  This movement draws insights from 

social theorists Bourdieu and Foucault to explain the power of tests over learners, 

teachers and other stakeholders.  The guiding principles of the movement encourage 

questioning of test constructs and uses.  This study is motivated in particular by two 

of those principles; 1) that testing is inseparably located in social and particularly 

educational contexts and cannot be considered in isolation from these contexts, and 

2) that Critical Testing challenges the knowledge on which tests are based (Shohamy 

2001).  In response to the first principle, this study assumes Bernstein’s modelling of 

the pedagogic device (Bernstein 2000) as a framework for understanding the 

influence of tests.  Within this study the second principle is not necessarily framed 

within assumptions of test use for reproduction of social order as is stated by 

Shohamy (2001 page 132) but with considerations of the nature of the tacit 

knowledge of language use expressed in texts by test candidates through patterns of 

meaning.  In order to investigate this tacit knowledge the further development of 

Bernstein’s pedagogic device to knowledge codes in the form of Legitimation Code 

Theory (Maton) is pursued.    

 

The pedagogic device is a theoretical model of the construction of pedagogic 

subjects.  By employing the pedagogic device it is possible to place the critical act of 

evaluation as is enacted in high stakes language tests within a larger educational 

system.  According to Bernstein the construction of pedagogic subjects is achieved 

through the recontextualisation of texts from their initial purposes into a new 

pedagogic context.  Decisions about which texts to select for the purpose of 
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Overview 
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recontextualisation are made by agents in the Official and Pedagogic 

Recontextualising fields (ORF and PRF). The process of recontextualisation involves a 

re-framing of the text.  In this process the original contextual meanings of the text 

are stripped and a new set of pedagogic contextual meanings are adhered to the 

text.  This process of recontextualisation is an important step in the construction of a 

pedagogic subject as it provides a phase in which pedagogic meanings can be 

attached to the text.   

 

The selection of texts and of pedagogic meanings to be attached to the texts defines 

the imaginary subject.  Control over the pedagogic recontextualising fields means 

control over definitions of pedagogic subjects and thus over education in those 

fields.  Control over the recontextualising fields is strongly contested as control leads 

to significant power(Singh 2002).  In the pedagogic subject “English as an Additional 

Language” this means (amongst other things) authority in the production and 

publication of textbooks and related publications in a global market.  

 

One method of achieving control over the pedagogic recontextualising field is to 

engage in the process of selection and recontextualisation of texts for pedagogic 

purposes.  This can be seen in the production of curricula, text books and teacher 

training texts and programmes.  Another method of achieving control is to manage 

the evaluative rules of the imaginary subject.   

 

From a Bernsteinian perspective, it is possible to see that the published scoring 

criteria of a test will delineate the explicit realisation rules of the ‘imaginary subject’ 

being examined by that test (Shalem & Slonimsky 2010).  In the case of this study the 

imaginary subject is “English as an additional language: letter writing.”  Letter writing 

is an inherently social practice (Bazerman 2000) and the inclusion of ‘tone’ in the 

scoring descriptors admits the social nature of the texts produced in the test. 

 

Within the language testing literature explicit and implicit realisation rules are 

addressed within the unitary concept of validity (Messick 1996).  Messick (1980) 

identifies value assumptions of construct theories as a potential constraint on 

construct validity (Messick 1980) and Kane (1992) also draws attention to the 

importance of examining the possibility of hidden assumptions in test constructs as, 

if they are left hidden, they may detract from a test’s validity argument (Kane 1992).  

McNamara links the scoring criteria for a test with the construct of the test 

(McNamara 1996) in the sense that scrutiny of the scoring criteria should provide an 

understanding of the test construct.  However, this is only possible when the terms 

used in the scoring criteria are technically defined terms.  If terms are used which are 

not clearly defined within a discipline (such as tone) or which are relative to a set of 

(undefined) standards (which is implied by the use of ‘tone consistent and 

appropriate’ in the IELTS Task 1 Writing band descriptors) there is room for 

confusion. This obfuscation can lead to construct under representation which is a 

threat to construct validity.  Construct under representation of the interpersonal 

metafunction in written texts is a significant risk in the IELTS test due to the 

conceptual weakness of the theory of language(Shalem & Slonimsky 2010) which 
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informs the band descriptors.  This is especially evident with respect to the 

expression of the interpersonal metafunction.   

 

Messick (1980) states “Exposing the value assumptions of a construct theory and its 

more subtle links to ideology – possibly to multiple, cross cutting ideologies is an 

awesome challenge” (Messick 1980:1022).  This study takes up that challenge by 

presenting a theoretical framework which represents the ways in which a large scale 

language test defines the imaginary subject; a pedagogic representation of the 

target language.  Then, through qualitative analysis for identification of the patterns 

of ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings which instantiate the explicit and 

implicit realisation rules of the imaginary subject, the value assumptions and 

ideologies of the construct theory are exposed. Thus meeting Messick’s challenge 

and providing a model for future research. 
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Appendix F 

Cambridge English / University of Adelaide Agreement. 

  



 

 
 

 
 
 

AGREEMENT TO PERMIT ACCESS TO EXAMINERS FOR 
ACADEMIC RESEARCH PURPOSES 

 

 
 
This is a form of agreement between University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations (Cambridge 
ESOL) and the University of Adelaide, on behalf of Johanna Motteram (the Researcher), 
governing access to IELTS Examiners (the Examiners) for purposes of academic research. 

 
 
1. This agreement relates to the Researcher’s study for a doctoral thesis detailed in the 

Researcher's outline proposal and accompanying letter of date 1/1/2012. 
 

 
2. Cambridge ESOL agrees to allow the University of Adelaide, on behalf of the Researcher, to 

engage the services of the Examiners through IDP: IELTS Australia for the purpose of 
obtaining IELTS Writing band scores for a number of General Training Writing performances. 

 

 
3. The University of Adelaide undertakes to use the data obtained, which is commercially 

sensitive, for the sole purpose of the Researcher to use the data for their doctoral thesis 
alone, as outlined in 1 above, and no other. Any other use of the data obtained, including but 
not limited to follow-up studies, journal articles, conference presentations, would require prior 
written permission from Cambridge ESOL Examinations and may require a separate written 
agreement. Any request for such use should allow Cambridge ESOL at least 15 working days 
to consider it. 

 

 
4. The Researcher will offer to Cambridge ESOL for comment a copy of the sections of the 

doctoral thesis which relate to IELTS, the data collection and the analysis of that data before 
it is submitted. 

 
5. The Researcher will acknowledge the assistance of Cambridge ESOL in the thesis. 

 

 
6. The Researcher and the University of Adelaide undertake to maintain the anonymity and 

confidentiality of candidates and test centres, unless agreed otherwise in writing with 
Cambridge ESOL. 

 
7. If the Researcher does not complete the doctoral thesis for any reason and once the thesis 

has been completed and presented, the University of Adelaide undertakes on behalf of the 
Researcher to return or destroy, at Cambridge ESOL’s discretion, all confidential information 
received in relation to this Agreement and to confirm to Cambridge ESOL in writing that this 
has been done.  

 
 

For Cambridge ESOL For the University of Adelaide 
 

 
 

Dr Nick Saville Professor Richard Russell 
Director, Research & Validation University of Adelaide 

 

 
 

Signed .................................. Signed ................................... 

Date:   ...................................  Date:   ..................................... 



 

 

Appendix G 

Data set in order of combined TA score, highest to lowest. 

  



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































 

 

Appendix H 

Tabulated survey responses. 

  



Code Age Sex Languages Best 

written 

Length of 

study of 

English 

Length of 

stay in 

English 

speaking 

country 

Level of 

education 

completed  

Level of 

education 

completed  

English 

Instruction 

IELTS 

experience 

IELTS testing 

experience 

details 

IELTS prep IELTS prep 

details 

CAR002 26 F English, 

Mandarin, 

Malay 

Mandarin 6 years 2 years, 4 

months 

Bachelors Bachelors Yes General in 

Adelaide 

Aust. 3 months 

CAR003 40 F Korean Korean 6 and a half 

years 

2 and a 

half years 

Bachelors High 

School 

No - Aust. 4.5 months 

CAR004 34 M Spanish Spanish 2 years 2 months Bachelors  High 

school 

Yes General twice 

in Peru, 2008, 

2009 

Peru 2 months 

CAR005 20 M English, 

Spanish 

Spanish - 13 

months 

High school Primary 

school 

No - - - 

CAR006 31 F Spanish Spanish 9 months 9 months Postgrad - Yes Academic 6.5 Aust. 3 months 

CAR007 21 F Portuguese, 

English 

Portuguese 8 years 4 days High School - No - - TOEIC 635 

CAR008 20 M Chinese Chinese 17 years 1 year, 6 

months 

High School High 

School 

Yes General and 

Academic 

  

CAR009 37 F Korean Korean  3 years, 

10 

months 

Bachelors  High 

School 

No - - - 

CAR010 31 M Spanish Spanish 12 months - Some 

tertiary 

- No - - - 



CAR011 23 M Korean, 

English 

Korean 7 years, 1 

month 

1 month Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

CAR012 21 M Chinese, 

English 

Chinese 3 years, 4 

months 

1 year 8 

months 

Vocational 

Cert or 

diploma 

- Yes 5 times, 

academic, 

Adelaide and 

China 

- - 

CAR013 25 F Spanish, 

English 

Spanish 

and English 

- 10 

months 

Bachelor’s 

degree 

High 

School  

No - - - 

CAR014 22 M Vietnamese, 

English 

English 12 years 9 

months 

9 months Some 

tertiary  

Some 

tertiary? 

Yes Vietnam 2001 - - 

CAR015 20 F Thai, 

English 

Thai 10 years 7 months High School High 

School 

No - - - 

CAR019 39 M Polish, 

English 

Polish 7 months 7 months Primary 

school 

Primary 

school? 

No - - - 

             

LLUG001 20 M English, 

Italian 

English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG002 19 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG003 21 F English, 

Chinese 

English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG004 20 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 



LLUG005 20 F English, 

German 

English Monolingual 

Australian/ 

New 

Zealand 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG006 19 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG007 19 F English, 

Italian 

English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

Tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG008 59 F English, 

French, 

Indonesian 

English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

Tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG009 20 F English, 

Mandarin, 

Chinese 

dialects, 

Korean 

Japanese 

English / 

Mandarin 

Singaporean 

English 

educated 

20 yrs. in 

SG 

2 yrs. in 

Aust. 

Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG010 20 F English, 

Mandarin, 

Malay, 

Hokkien, 

Cantonese 

English / 

Malay 

Malay, 15 

years of 

English 

19 yrs. in 

MY 

1.5 yrs. in 

Aust. 

Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 



LLUG011 21 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG012 19 F English, 

French, 

Chinese 

English Monolingual 

Australian 

x Vocational 

Cert, some 

tertiary 

Vocational 

Cert, some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG013 27 F English, 

Polish 

English Polish 

home, 

Australia 20 

years 

20 years Vocational 

Cert, some 

tertiary 

Vocational 

Cert, some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG014 20 F Russian, 

English 

English Russian 

home, 

Australia 

16.8 years 

16.8 years Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG015 25 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

X Vocational 

cert, some 

tertiary 

Vocational 

cert, some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG016 35 F English English Monolingual 

UK / Aust 

X Vocational 

cert, some 

tertiary 

Vocational 

cert, some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG017 22 F English English Monolingual 

Australian 

X Some 

tertiary 

Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

LLUG019 19 F Chinese, 

English, 

Japanese 

Chinese 12 years 2.25 years High School Some 

tertiary 

No - - - 

             



PCE001 23 F Chinese Chinese 10 years 6 

months 

1 month Bachelor’s 

degree 

 Yes Academic 4 

times 

China 2 months 

PCE002 22 F Chinese, 

English 

Chinese 10 years 2 months Postgraduate Postgrad? Yes Academic, 3 

times 

China 2 months 

PCE003 23  F Chinese Chinese 10 years 8 

months 

3 weeks Bachelor’s 

degree 

- Yes Academic 

twice 

China 2 weeks 

PCE004 23 M Chinese, 

English 

Chinese 10 years 4 

months 

1 month Bachelor’s 

degree 

Bachelor’s? Yes Academic 4 

times 

China 4 weeks 

PCE005 21 M Chinese Chinese 11 years 1 month Bachelor’s 

degree 

Bachelor’s Yes Academic 

twice 

China 12 weeks 

PCE006 22 M Chinese Chinese 9 years 3 

months 

2 months Bachelor’s 

degree 

Bachelors? Yes Academic 

twice 

China  3 months 

PCE007 23 M Chinese Chinese 8 years 2 months Some 

tertiary 

- Yes Academic 

twice 

China 42 days 

PCE008 23 M Cantonese Chinese 9 years 3 months Bachelors - Yes Academic 

twice 

China 2 months 

PCE009 23 M Chinese Chinese 10 years 3 months High School - Yes 3 times China 2 months 

PCE010 28 F Khmer Khmer 4.5 years 1 month Bachelors Bachelors Yes Twice in 

Cambodia  

- - 

PCE011 24 M Chinese, 

English 

Chinese 12 years 1 month Bachelor’s 

degree 

Bachelors? Yes Academic 5 

times 

China 2 weeks 

PCE012 34 F Indonesian, 

Javanese 

Indonesian 10 years 21 

months 

Bachelors - Yes Academic 

Once in 

Indonesia 

- - 



PCE013 21 M Chinese Chinese 9 years 1.5 years High school High 

school 

Yes Academic 3 

times 

- - 

PCE014 21 M Chinese Chinese 9 years 2 years High School High 

School 

Yes 5 times China ? 

PCE015 24 M Mandarin, 

Cantonese, 

English 

Mandarin 11 years, 5 

months 

2 months Bachelor’s 

degree 

Bachelor’s 

degree 

Yes Academic 4 

times 

China 10 weeks 

PCE016 23 M Chinese Chinese 10 years 3 months Bachelors - Yes Academic 

once 

China 10 weeks 

             

SAC001 20 F Korean Korean 12 years, 3 

months 

2 weeks High School  High 

School? 

No - - - 

SAC002 31 F Spanish Spanish 10 months 2 months Postgraduate - - - Australia 6 weeks 

SAC003 22 F Turkish, 

English 

Turkish? 2 years, 3 

months 

 High School  No - - - 

SAC004 22 M Thai Thai 5 months 6 months Some 

tertiary 

High 

school? 

No - Australia 2 months 
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Code Import

ant 

Note 

R1 

TA + 

R2 

TA  

# of 

clauses, 

salutations 

as 

separate 

clauses 

Mood Polarity Deicticity Subject Person Interpersonal 

Grammatical Metaphor / 

Interpersonal Projection 

LLUG015  15 29 One exclamative, 

four imperative 

One wh-interr 

Vocative to start 

Rest decl 

I don’t know why 

they say “French 

women don’t get 

fat” 

“who would have 

thought” 

“we'll visit the Eiffel 

Tower, drink French 

champagne and eat all 

sorts of French 

cuisine”  

“anyway, I must go” 

Spk – 7 

Non-inter – 6 

Addressee – 0 

Implied spk – 7 

Speaker+ - 1 

Implied spk+ - 2 

Imp addressee - 4  

So I have decided next 

year its your turn for a 

holiday 

 

I don't know why they say 

"French women don't get 

fat"  

Also IPGM: I don’t know 

why they say “French 

women don’t get fat” 

LLUG003  15  One exclamative 

Three Imperative 

One Wh-interr 

Vocative to start 

Rest decl 

why don’t you 

and the crew 

come over and 

stay…. 

“ I'll take you out on 

the trails, show you 

how we do it down 

under” 

“it’d be great to catch 

up again soon and 

return the favour” 

Spk - 7 

Implied Spk - 3 

Non-inter - 5 

Addressee - 1 

Imp addressee - 3 

Speaker+ - none 

 

You know how quickly 

everything piles up when 

you go on holiday 

I've been thinking about 

you all however  

I've been thinking 

summer holidays begin in 

December over here 

LLUG009  14  No Exclamative 

Three Imperative 

One Wh-interr 

One y/n interr 

Vocative to start 

Declarative rest 

 

and maybe (you) 

would not have 

enough gigabytes 

in your brain for 

miscellaneous 

information  

I have to thank John's 

camera for that  

“and maybe would not 

have enough 

gigabytes in your brain 

for miscellaneous 

information” 

I can take you 

randomly around or 

Spk - 8 

Implied Spk - 4 

Non-inter - 2 

Addressee - 6 

Imp addressee -4 

Speaker+ - none 

“I am sure that you are 

wondering why I am only 

writing to you now” 

“Well, you do know my 

flair for tardiness not to 

mention my messiness” 

“and I only then 

remembered that I had 

forgotten to write back to 
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you can make a to-do 

list 

you” 

“I'm sure you've had a 

slew of assignments to do 

as well.” 

“But I still know that you'll 

read and receive this mail 

with your trademark grin”

  

LLUG012  14  Vocative x 1 

Decl x 19 

Imperative x 4 

All positive Obligation “We’ll have 

to do it together again 

soon” 

Ability doubled up 

“Maybe we can both 

meet up in another 

country next time” 

Imperative softened 

with adjunct “maybe 

come and visit me 

down here in 

Australia” 

 

“I would much prefer 

to join you in a trip to 

Melbourne or Sydney” 

Speaker - 9 

Non inter - 7 

Speaker+ - 2 

Addressee -  5 

“But I guess if it’s 

Adelaide you want to see 

I’ll show you Adelaide” 

LLUG014  14  Vocative - 1 

Declarative – 19 

Imperative - 2 

2 negative 

“I don’t look as 

jetlagged in all of 

them as I thought 

I did” 

“You can’t really 

tell just how cold 

it was by the 

photos” 

You can’t really tell… 

No one here will 

believe me 

You need to come and 

visit me here in Aust. 

So I can show… 

I’d love to see you… 

I have to say x 2 

(counted under IPP) 

Non inter – 4 

Speaker – 13 

Addressee - 4 

MASSES of IPP! 

And I have to say 

But I have to say 

“I don’t look as jetlagged 

in all of them as I thought 

I did” 

“I was surprised to see 

you can’t really tell just 

how cold it was by the 
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  photos” 

“You are especially going 

to love koalas, I know it” 

“I hope you are all well” 

IPGM 

“I look forward to hearing 

from you soon” 

LLUG008  14  Vocative in 

salutations 

All declarative 

All positive “I hope very much 

that you can all come 

and visit me sometime 

soon” 

“I think that your 

mother and father will 

find the climate in 

Queensland not too 

different from the 

climate in Java” 

 

Speaker – 8 

Addressee -  1? 

Non inter – 9 

Speaker+ -  1 

 

“I hope very much that 

you can all come and visit 

me sometime soon” 

“I think that your mother 

and father will find the 

climate in Queensland not 

too different from the 

climate in Java” 

IPGM:  

“I look forward to hearing 

from you soon” 

“I hope very much that 

you can all come and visit 

me sometime soon” 

CAR006  13  Vocative in 

salutation 

Wh-inter – 2 

Declarative 17 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “and also by seeing 

them I can feel I’m 

there with you having 

fun again” 

“Also I’d like to 

apologize with you” 

“I’d like to have you 

here next year so we 

can spend more time 

together” 

“you can bring along 

your sister Valerie” 

Speaker – 9 

Non-inter – 3 

Author+ - 2 

Addressee - 4 

“I hope you are doing 

well” 

IPGM: 

 “I’d like to have you here 

next year” 
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“we can go to the 

wineries” 

“and for you I’ll 

suggest” 

“oh yes, that would be 

great” 

“and you can carry a 

koala” 

LLUG001  12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Wh inter – 1 

The rest 

declarative 

One negative “I 

just haven’t 

found the time to 

write this letter 

until now” 

“as can be seen in the 

photos” 

“And the four of you 

should come and 

spend your holidays 

with us some time 

next year” 

“we would love to 

have you over and 

return the favour of 

your wonderful 

hospitality” 

Speaker – 9 

Non-inter – 5 

Speaker+ - 2 

Addressee+ -1 

Addressee - none  

IPGM: “Hope to hear from 

you soon” 

“we would love to have 

you over…” 

CAR003  12  2 vocative – 

salutation and 

opening clause 

Wh-inter – 2 

Declarative – 10 

Imperative - 2 

 

3 negative, rest 

positive 

“That’s why I 

couldn’t reply 

earlier” 

“Without your 

help, we couldn’t 

have got such 

good 

accommodation 

at cheap price in 

the city” 

“Why don’t you 

“That’s why I couldn’t 

reply earlier” 

“Also, I would like to 

thank you for having 

given us good guide in 

London” 

“without your help we 

couldn’t have got…” 

“we can stay together 

and have a great time” 

“anyway, let me know 

if you can come” 

Speaker – 4 

Addressee – 2 

Non-inter – 3 

author+ - 2  

“As you guess, there were 

lots of things to catch up 

with” 
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come to Adelaide 

for the next 

holiday?” 

 

CAR002  12  Vocative in 

salutation, 

Declarative – 19 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “So I would like to 

thank you once again 

and be thankful to you 

that you all…” 

“However, I would like 

to apologise..” 

“So I would have to 

prepare and study 

well in my mini tests” 

“You all can stay at my 

house for free” 

“Moreover I will bring 

you and May to 

travel..” 

“Lastly I hope that you 

and May could 

consider to have a visit 

in my country” 

Speaker – 14 

Non-inter – 3 

Addressee -  2 

Speaker+ -  1 

Addressee+ - 2 

“Lastly I hope that you 

and May could consider 

to have a visit in my 

country” 

LLUG007 7;5 12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 16 

Wh-inter – 1 

Imperative - 3 

 

“I haven’t had the 

time to sit down 

and take the time 

to think” 

The rest positive 

“so I can come and 

visit you again” 

“It would be nice to 

catch up” 

Speaker – 11 

Non-inter -  5 

Addressee – 2 

 

“I hope this letter finds 

you well” 

“I’m happy to say my 

sleeping pattern has 

finally returned to normal 

though” 

IPGM 

“I hope to hear from you 

again soon”  

LLUG004 7-2; 5-2 12  Vocative in 

salutation 

“they haven’t 

stopped raving 

none Speaker – 5 

speaker+ - 2 

“But I think it’s very 

important that we keep in 
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Declarative – 10 

Imperative - 1 

about your 

house” 

Non-inter – 2 

Addressee -  2 

touch” 

LLUG005  12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative - 19 

All positive “The three of you 

must make a visit to 

Australia” 

“You will both love 

Australia” 

“We should exchange 

gummi bears and 

Ritter Sport for tim 

tams” 

Speaker – 10 

Non-inter -  5 

Addressee+ -3 

Speaker+ - 1 

  

I hope you are both well 

And that Louisa is settling 

in to kindergarten 

I hope it’s not too long 

until we catch up again 

 

PCE002  12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 15 

Imperative - 1 

“and actually I 

cannot forget it 

now” 

“because of that 

situation, I do not 

write to you 

earlier” 

 

“and actually I cannot 

forget it now” 

“If you are interested 

please send me 

another email and I 

will start doing the 

arrangement” 

Speaker – 10 

Non-inter - 4 

“As you know, I was still 

working on my 

assignment in these few 

weeks” 

“I know that you have 

never been to ADL 

before” 

Interpersonal 

Grammatical metaphor: 

“I’m glad to be your guide 

if you want” 

PCE010  12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative-  18 

Imperative – 4 

y/n inter - 2 

“hey, hey, please 

do not worry 

about the 

accommodation” 

 

“In return for my 

lateness, I am 

wondering whether 

you have some time to 

enjoy the Christmas 

holidays with me in 

Adelaide.  I will guide 

you to all the nice 

places here” 

Speaker – 10 

Non-inter – 7 

Addressee -  1 

“I am wondering” 

interpersonal projection 

 

PCE012  12  Vocative in 

salutation 

“But still it did not 

help much” 

“I wish you could 

spend the end of this 

Speaker – 9 

Non-inter – 6 

“I wish you could spend 

the end of this year with 
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Declarative – 16 

y/n inter – 1 

imp - 1 

year with me” 

“Would you please 

come and stay with 

us?” 

“It would be really 

great if you could stay 

with us” 

Addressee - 2 me” 

LLUG019 6 

change

d to 5; 

7-1 

12  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative -  16 

y/n inter - 1 

 

All positive “You would definitely 

love here.  Would you 

like to come the 

following summer? 

You can stay with me 

and I will show you 

around.” 

Speaker – 7 

Non-inter – 7 

Addressee -  3 

 

PCE011  11  Declarative – 12 

 

All positive “Without the photos I 

may forget to write to 

you still” 

“In next holiday or 

vacation if you have 

time I hope you can 

visit me” 

“So that we can get 

together again and 

have fun time!” 

“I hope we can meet 

soon next time” 

Speaker – 6 

Non-inter – 2 

Addressee -  2 

Speaker+ - 2 

“but you know, the 

pressure of work is heavy 

and I am busy all day” 

“In next holiday or 

vacation if you have time I 

hope you can visit me” 

“I hope we can meet soon 

next time” 

PCE016  11  Declarative – 17 

(all) 

All positive “I can see everyone in 

the photos” 

“So I have to prepare 

for them” 

“We will have dinner 

together…” 

“you can have a taste” 

Speaker – 14 

Speaker+ - 1 

Addressee - 2 

“I hope you can enjoy our 

time” 
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“I hope you can enjoy 

our time” 

PCE004  11  Declarative – 12 

Imperative - 1 

“I wish you will 

not be angry with 

me” 

I wish you will not be 

angry with me. 

Speaker – 8 

Non-inter – 2 

Addressee -  3 

Interpersonal projection: 

“As you know I was 

occupied by….” 

“I wish  you will not be 

angry with me” 

“I knew you harboured a 

Chinese dream for a long 

period”  

PCE014  11  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative - 9 

All positive “and the photos can 

remind me the time 

we had whenever I 

see them.  However, I 

have to apologize for 

the late letter.” 

“If you had a holiday 

you could come to 

Australian. I will be 

very happy to stay 

with you” 

Speaker – 4 

Non-inter – 4 

Addressee -  1 

“If you had a holiday you 

could come to Australian.  

I will be very happy to 

stay with you” – not very 

effective grammatical 

metaphor/invitation 

PCE015  11  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 16 

Imperative -  3 

“so that I cannot 

spare time to 

write a letter to 

you” 

“Please, do not 

hesitate” 

“I had to review so 

that I cannot spare 

time to write a letter 

to you.  I am sure you 

can understand why I 

didn’t write earlier” 

“I hope you could 

come to my 

hometown – Canton” 

Speaker -  8 

Addressee – 6 

Non-inter – 3 

Speaker+ - 1 

 

IPP 

“As you see, at that 

period, I am busy 

preparing my exam” 

“I am sure you can 

understand why I didn’t 

write earlier” 

“I hope you could come to 

my hometown – Canton” 

CAR015  11  Vocative used 

twice at start 

Declarative – 15 

All positive “I had to do many 

thing at work.  I hope 

one day if we have 

 “I hope one day if we 

have time again we can 

going to holiday together” 
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Imperative – 1 

y/n inter - 1 

time again we can 

going to holiday 

together” 

CAR013  11  Vocative used 

twice in 

salutation 

Wh-inter-1 

Declarative - 18 

“thus I haven’t 

been able to keep 

in touch with 

you” 

Otherwise all 

positive. 

“I would like you to 

remind our trip every 

single day” 

“I would love that you 

can come and spend 

time with us.  In this 

way we can chatting..” 

Speaker – 14 

Non-inter – 3 

Speaker+ - 1 

IGM “looking forward to 

talk to you soon” 

“I am just writing because 

I want to say to you 

thanks….” 

“I have to say the 

photos..” 

IGM “I would love that 

you can come and spend 

time with us” 

CAR007  11  Vocative – in 

salutation 

Declarative  - 22 

y/n inter – 2 

 

“Don’t you agree” 

“I couldn’t 

imagine that farm 

was so funny 

because I really 

don’t like farms” 

“I didn’t write 

before because..” 

“I couldn’t imagine 

that farm was so 

funny” 

“You should spend the 

next holiday here” 

“I would love that. If 

you and Lalito come to 

visit me we could go 

…” 

“because if the 

weather was hot we 

could go to the beach 

too.  It would be very 

fun” 

“It should be the 

perfect holiday” 

“Can you imagine 

Dude?” 

“Now I need to go” 

Speaker – 13 

Non-inter – 7 

Addressee – 2 

Speaker+ - 2 

 

CAR012  11  Vocative in All positive “I hope you can Speaker – 6 “I hope everything is ok 
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salutation 

Declarative – 13 

Imperative - 1 

forgive me about that” Non-inter – 5 

Addressee - 1 

for all of you” 

“I hope you can forgive 

me about that”  

“I will be very glad to hear 

you can come to have a 

travel …”??? 

CAR004  11  Vocative in 

salutation 

Wh-inter – 1 

Declarative – 23 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “I would like you visit 

my city and stay at my 

home” 

“however if you buy in 

advance you may have 

a good discount” 

Non-inter - 8 

Speaker – 15 

Addressee - 3 

IGM “I would like you visit 

my city and stay at my 

home” 

“looking forward to 

hearing for (sic from?) 

you” 

IPP  

“I hope everything is ok” 

“I’m sure you will enjoy it” 

 

CAR009  11  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 14 

Imperative - 3 

“I couldn’t think 

other things” 

“Adelaide is not a 

big city” 

Otherwise 

positive 

“So I have to find her 

first” 

“I couldn’t think other 

things” 

“Anyway, if you could 

make a time, I want to 

invite you guy to stay 

with me” 

Non-inter - 5 

Speaker - 9 

 

SAC004  11  Vocative used in 

salutation 

Wh – inter – 2 

Declarative - 29 

Imperative - 2 

 

“you do not have 

to reservation the 

hotel or a house” 

“and I did not 

receive your 

letter” 

“So you should come 

around here actually” 

“You do not have to 

reservation the hotel 

or a house” 

“I think you might like 

it” 

“At the last, if you 

want you should invite 

 “I think you might like it” 

“I told you, you do not 

have to reservation the 

hotel or a house because I 

think my house is 

perfectly” 
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your friends to come 

with you” 

“If you want to travel 

around Asia country I 

also can go with you” 

SAC001  11  Declarative – 20 

Vocative in sign 

off 

 

“long time no 

see” 

“and I didn’t 

forget that day” 

 

“After I came back to 

Korea, I have to work 

and a lot of studying” 

“If you don’t mind, 

you can come my 

country and you can 

stay my house, I’ll 

show you about Korea 

culture, we’ll have a 

great time like a last 

holiday” 

Speaker -  11 

Non-inter – 5 

Addressee - 2 

Speaker+ - 1 

IPGM – invitation 

“If you don’t mind, you 

can come my country, and 

you can stay my house” 

LLUG016 7 

change

d to 6, 

change

d to 5; 

6 

11  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 22 

Exclamative - 4 

“I can’t believe it 

had been three 

years since we 

had seen each 

other last” 

“Let’s not leave it 

3 years till the 

next time we 

catch up” 

“I can’t believe it had 

been three years since 

we had seen each 

other last” 

“One day I might 

manage to drag you 

into the 21st century” 

“Next time you’ll have 

to stay with me” 

“You can even sleep in 

your old room” 

Speaker – 11 

Non-inter – 6 

Addressee – 5 

Author+ - 1 

“You know me – always 

the slacker” 

LLUG017 7 

change

d to 5; 

5 

10  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 22 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “Next time you should 

come and stay with 

us” 

“I’ll get some time off 

work and we can show 

you around Adelaide” 

Speaker – 11 

Non-inter – 8 

Addressee – 2 

Author+ - 2 

“I don’t know if I said it 

enough while I was there 

but your house is 

beautiful” 

“but like I said it's been 

go-go-go from day one”  
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“we’ll talk soon” 

LLUG002  10  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 15 

Wh-inter – 2 

y/n inter – 2 

imperative - 4 

 

“so I won’t leave 

it so long next 

time” 

“I was wondering if 

when you got some 

time off if I could 

return the favour” 

Speaker – 9 

Addressee - 10 

Non-inter - 4 

IPGM with IPP: 

“I was wondering if when 

you got some time off if I 

could return the favour” 

LLUG006  10  Vocative in 

salutation 

Wh-inter -2 

Declarative - 12 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “It would be really 

nice if you could visit 

me sometime.  

Summer would be 

great.  Let me know if 

you would like to.” 

Non-inter - 7 

Speaker - 5 

IPGM “It would be really 

nice if you could visit me 

sometime” 

IPP: 

“Hope to hear from you” 

LLUG013  10  Wh-inter - 1 

Declarative – 18 

Imperative - 1 

All positive “I would very much 

like to someday return 

the favour and invite 

you both to stay here 

anytime you would 

like” 

“You would like it here 

very much and I would 

be your personal 

guide” 

Speaker – 15 

Non-inter – 2 

Addressee - 1 

“But like I said, I am still 

adjusting to ….” 

Code Import

ant 

Note 

R1 

TA + 

R2 

TA  

# of 

clauses, 

salutations 

as 

separate 

clauses 

Mood 

 

 

Polarity Deicticity Subject Person Interpersonal 

Grammatical Metaphor / 

Interpersonal Projection 

LLUG010  10  Vocative in 

salutation 

Declarative – 29 

“Because I think 

you have not only 

capture the 

“you certainly should 

capture more pictures 

with your new 

Speaker – 9 

Non-inter - 11 

Addressee - 12 

IPP   

“Because I think you have 

not only capture…” 
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Wh-inter – 3 

Imperative -34 

beautiful….” 

“I can’t believe 

it’s almost 

coming to the 

middle of the 

year now” 

camera” 

“there are so many 

things that we could 

do and so many places 

which I would love to 

bring you to.  I’m sure 

you would enjoy it and 

you would be busy 

clicking away with 

your shutter.” 

“I can’t believe it’s 

almost coming to the 

middle of the year 

now.” 

“as I’ve mentioned to you 

before I’ve moved out of 

the university 

accommodation and into 

an apartment…” 

“I’m sure you would enjoy 

it” 

IPGM 

“Hear from you soon” 

 

Interpersonal projection – how often is it used – these are not texts which are trying to persuade anyone of anything so the discussion around the use of 

interpersonal projection in IFG3 seems to be a bit irrelevant.  The context of these texts is primarily and interpersonal relationship and the texts are about 

doing relationship work.  The secondary context of the texts is their function in the test.  How I have read the interpersonal projection to date has been as a 

method of the author ‘intruding’ into the text to make it more involved.  This level of text occupancy is appropriate for these texts and is reflected in the 

interpersonal projection and in the explicit reference to the text interactants (but should I also be looking at the frequency of I/me/my/mine to look at the 

authorial presence in the text?  This is in addition to the references to both of the interactants. 



 

 

Appendix J 

Liz Bangs-Jones email to L-Test list. 

  



Open letter to the community email list LTEST-L 

 

 

Dear language testers 

IELTS seems to be being used for English native speakers who need visas for various English-speaking 

countries as well as those for whom English is not their first language. I have recently spoken to an 

assessor who wasn’t happy about having to assess a native speaker on the same criteria as a non-

native speaker, criteria which the candidate had failed to fulfil.  

I’d be interested to know if this is indeed the case, and if so, when it began. I’m also curious as to the 

academic justification for it – links or direction to articles about this would be appreciated. 

 

Liz Bangs-Jones  

3-9-2015 

LTEST-L ‘ IELTS and Native Speakers’ 

 



 

 

Appendix K 

Top Tips for IELTS book extract. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



NOTE:   
   This appendix is included on pages 510-513 of the print copy  
       of the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.

A 
Cambridge ESOL 2009, Top Tips for IELTS General Training (pp. 58-65), University 
of Cambridge ESOL Examinations, Cambridge, UK. 
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